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' ^
ABSTRACT

THE POLITICS OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN POSTWAR JAPAN

T. JOHN PEMPEL

This is a study of policymaking in Japan.- It deals with the period 

since World War II and focuses on policymaking in three specific 

of higher education: university administration, specialization and 

differentiation, and finally enrollment expansion. As such it seeks to 

go beyond the single case siudy which is often presented as sui generis 

while at the same time being more empirically based and data Intensive 

than broader macro-theoretical approaches. The key focus is on the 

isolation of three discrete and independent pattern's of policymaking: - 

policymaking by camp conflict, incremental policymaking and pressure 

group policymaking. . ‘
, • . • 4, .

' ^fhich pattern is more likely is seen to be a function of the mutual 

reinforcement of several specific variables concerting the scope, ’"affect 

^ and divisibility of the individual issue around which policy is made,

plus specifically political variables concerning reletjant legal require

ments and the;organizational and mobilizational capabilities of the 

political actors most directly involved. This basic framework of analysis 

presented in Chapter Two. .

The issue.delated variables are analyzed in Chapter Three, where^ '

■ f ■

university administration is found to be high in affect, broad in scope 

and non-^ivisible, enrollment expansion is conversely low in affect, 

narrow in scope and highly divisible while the third issue, specialization 

arid differentiation, is found to represent something of a raidpjp^int. pn-. ^

^ ail thre^issue variables

V ; examined in Chapter Four. Japan is

dominated by the politics of what .is called "hegemonic bipolarity" in

areas
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which two political camps monopolize the political 

the conservative cainp, has consistently been in charge of

arena but only one.

the governmental

apparatus and has hem far stronger and more moJ?ilizable on most issues 

than the opposing progressives. Analysis of a series of quantitative 

data makes it clear that a number of policymaking devices exist which allow

the conservative camp to make major policy decisions through
. ^

on closed bureaucratic devices to T^ich the

a reliance

progressive camp has at best- 

This bureaucratization of policymaking is oflimited access.
great-*'-

advantage to the conservatives and their allies in those issues where ^
V.

more public arenas such as the Met can legally be ignored.' ^ '
p " ' ,

Chapters Five through Seven each examine in detail several Individual 

decisions connected with each of the three Issues, finding that the policy- 

making process most^utilized-in the resolution of each issue corresponds

O'?*.

<0%

-tt.

to one of the three patterns: university adjninistration is dominated by 

policymaking through cai^ conflict; enrollment expansion by incrementalism; 

and differentiation and specialization by pressure group policymaking.

The study strongly suggests the utility of analyzing empirically 

a finite number of cases within a broad but fixed time period, 

-eludes that there is no single pattern of policymaking in Japan, but 

that there are several patterns • which dominate policymaking, 

distinct from one another, but they repeat themselves 

circTjoastances.

It con-

These are

imder comparable

/ ■
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Cliapter 1
\

nJTRODUCTIOII •
ff

V,
This is-a-^.tucly of pplicyroaking in Japan. It deals with the period 

since World War II and focuses on three specific areas of higher education; - 

university administration, specialization and differentiation of higher
L , .

Two fundamental questions•‘ 

why policymaking?; and why higher

education and finally, enrollment expansion.' 

•should be dealt with quite early:

»
education?- Aside from the cliched, although still quite valid,

, "because they are .there," more substantive reasons can-be advanced.

The study of policymaking forces one to come to grips with some of the 

most basic questions in political science.

answer.

Which groups and individuals

hold power within societies, and how they use this power has been a
:•

■ • ‘I'
dominant concern of political analysts from. Thrasjnnachus and Aristotle,

t ~
through Machiavelli and Hobbes up to Kaplan and Morgenthau.

policymaking is also the study^f power.

In addition policymaking meshes well with another iinportant

The study of

tI

tradition of -political analysis focusing primarily on the state and its

How do individual institutions of government•jfialitical. institutions.
.

interact with one another? By what processes do-'they regulafe individdhl- 

and;.group behavior within society? 

allbcat'e"values within society?

r

How do governments authoritatively 

Such questions are also answerable in

pai-t through .an analysis of public policymaking.

Policymaking allows one to relate meaningfully to.many other, sub-

areas; of tfte discipline- such- as*^- group • theory: how- formal or informal . '

for favorable political actions^ political

p^^^^ and party systems; ■how indi.vidual actors are in conflict over,

'-■y '■
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. or reac^3. accord on, public policjr stands-, bow they take action on tbese

positions, and bow different aggregations of actors taking similar or dis

similar positions result in different policy formulations. More normatively, 

stuQying policymaking allows one to begin drawing conclusions regarding 

specific patterns of political.interactions as ."better" or "worse" tbah 

others, while tbe cumulative picture of these patterns allows one to categorize 

polities as democratic, pluralist, legitimate, authoritaria^ or dictatorial*.

Numerous other connections can be made to suggest why policymaMng

stu(^es are of very hi^ potential in the field of political Science, bu-b—• 

the point should be clear that policymaking provides something‘of a unifying 

linii among many of the disparate sub-fields in the discipline, indeed, one 

■writer has gone so far as to suggest that it may well be the dominant organ

izing principle in political science for the decade of the 1970's.^ 

an element of wishful thinking is contained in this proposition; nonetheless
f-v

the concept has genuine potential as the entering wedge^'into a number of 

"component aspects of political science. !

How best.to realize this potential remains something of a question.

- There have been numerous indi-vidual case studies of policymaking, the standard 

pattern involving the in-depth investigation of some specific sequence of -

events leading-to the formulation of some discreet policy. While such in-
, c ' ■ ■ .

-tensive examination of a single case is an important and largely-relied- 

upon methp^^in politica3r^ana^ysis, its limits must be reco^ized: "A single

case can constitute imither the basis for a valid generalization nor the •
” 2 

ground for disproving an established generalization. " .

^Irving ■Louis'*=*Horowitz,, "in-fcroduptlon," to Ir-v^ng Louis Eorpwitz, ed. , The 
Use and Abuse of Social Scienc^, '1. ■

2Arendt Lijphart, "Comparative Politics and the Comparative Method," 691-

Perhaps ■

■

■ ^
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• In stark contrast to tke n^'ally klgMy englrical nase^stTidyj and of 

far more general tkrust, several extremely' stimiilating “but ratker abstract 

models of policymaking kave been formulated in wkick a ckain'of'feductivJ; ' 

reasoning is used to generate a series^of very, general propositions about 

suck tbihgs as inputs’ and outputs, operational. environment, satisficing, • or 

feedback loops. In almost all suck approackes, kofreyer, tke' level of ab- 

bigb that clarification, of spepific empirical questions'is 

almost totally absent. Suck tkeofies tkus exjlst in sometking of a practical '• 

and factual vacuum.^
■ m

In tke face of .tkese tvo suck disp^ate approackes tkere is a pressing 

need for more "middle range" studies aimed at bridging the gap between tke 

highly factual but conceivably, atypical, and virtually al'^ays non-analytic

case studies, and the all too often self-e-videHtly true-but tautological
' f'.’ ’ ^ '■

In suck middle range,works, both fact and

*■:

«

straction is so

.

if
models of the'grand theorists, 

theory would, be int^rmeshed, the aim being to investigate hard "facts" con-

ceming specific- cases but iu a. manner conducive to tke creation of hypotheses

,capable of being tested in more than one historical, cultural or situational

^ milieu. Correlatively, tke most promising hypotheses of others can serve 
■ ' » >*

I

asff^^eoretical guideposts in one's own gathering of facts. In short, tke'' 

■argument is'that if comparative politics-is to become truly comparative
• -

the findings of the discipline must be presented in such a manner as to be

cumulati'Verpnd mutually reiatable. -Some agreement seems to be emerging on 

the fruitfulness of suck principles of rese^ck despite tke fact that' actual 

results so ..far demonstrate little of tke implied homogeneity.,

^Amorig ■^some^lof the better-works'^still sukject-to suck criticism are. .

. Karl- Deutsck,' The Nerves of Government; .David Easton, A Systems'Analysis of 
Political Life; and-Talcott Parsons and Edward Shils, eds. Toward a .

' General Theory of Action. , .

^A particularly persuasive essay on this topic is Joseph LaPalombara, ■ "l!^cro- 

tkebries and Mcroapplicatioris'in'Conroarative Politicsf A Widening Chasm,". 
52-78.

•■v-;
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iPaxt, altliougli "fay no means all, of tMa unresolved heterogeneity would 

appear. to he due to the fact ’ that .too much, variation' is allowed to stand

Or more exactly, too much explanation is 

sought from particular studies without adequate efforts at controlling • 

extraneous variation. One must strongly resist the prohahly natural tendency , 

to draw overly hroad interpretations from limited data and to he quite 

explicit in recognizing exa,ctly the context within which ogee's findings 

make.the most sense.'

In the terminology of Holt and Turner, one fruitful method of doing^^ 

so is to "control hy specification" of the variables involved -so that the. 

precise relationships between them may he ejcplicitly examined. It was this 

method, they noted, that was used hy Max Weber in his study, Protestantism 

and the' Spirit of Capitalism. Essentially Weber demonstrates that while 

certain material factors were otherwise common to a number C5f Protestant-

&

uncontrolled in many studies.

•>

^3

.

and non-Protestant societies, it was only in the'former that capitalism 

developed as an economic system. By thus holding "common the variox:is material

factors, and showing the differences that occurred in the'presence of

religious-cultural variables, he could logically Lce a causal relation

ship between the religious-cultural variance andHhe variance in economic
- 5

system. . Thus, in the -words of Lijphart, "by using conparable cases in 

which'manj" variables are constant, once can reduce" considerably the number
• >** . -

. 5„-Robert. T.-fHolt' and John E. Turner, "The Methodology of_Comparative Research," 
in Holt and Turner, eds., The 'Methodology;of Comparative Research, 1-20..
The concomitant danger, of course, is that the more highly controlled and 
narrowl.y focused the study, the less potential relevance it may t-urn out to 

■ have. ■ • .

■ *
■■ .

•. w-
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of•operative variables and study thnir relationships under controlled 

thereby maximizing the’ validity of inferences’.drawn.

one seeks to explain

conditions

mat one controls is of course a function, of what

re^onahly expect to explain given the availability 

general state of factual, and theoretical knowledge in 

In this study, explanation is sougjit

or of'what one can

of data and the more

the area of potential investigation, 

for variations in the policymaking process in postwar Japan. ^The actual

examining such differehces* will be detailed in Chapter 2;

to note that the argument will be made the policy-_ .

accord with different types of-issues.

framework for

, suffice it at this time

making patterns differ largely in 

mat' should be noted here is that three ii^ortant controls are built into - -

the likely validity, of that hypothesisthe study in an attempt to maximize

control oversubsequently advanced to explain such variation:^

the historical time period

and those

the political unit involved, control over 

involved‘and finally, control over the functional area of^ policymaking

S.
investigated.

most.elemental control being exercised is that the study concerns 

Arguments and evidence will be presented.in a 

conducive to comparative political studies and references

The

gnly one country, Japan.

Tpanher hopefully

will be. made to problems, data, and studies in areas other than Japan.

Furthermore', evidence wilA he examined in li^t of deductively-generated .

hypotheses. . ,In these ways,, the study should be more than what is pejora-

7
area studies work. But it is an explanation oftively dismissed as an

and the Comparative Method," 6&J.^L1 Jphart, " CoBparatiye Polit.i cs

On the’ relevance of, such single^country studies, see^S^uel H. Beer, 
Comparative Method and the Study of British Politics,. 19-3b.

"The
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political phenomena in Japan that is of primary concern and the limits 

of such a control are clear: even if a particular pattern of policymaking 

is•unshakahOy shown to occur under specific circumstances in Japan, the

presence of identical circumstances in China, Chile*, Canada or Chad can

not automatically be assumed to generate the same policymaking pat-fcem. 

One can hope, and even ejcpect, of course, that coincidence will be more

likely than not and that relations noted here will be rej^icable by oth¥f
• >

studies in different societies. .'But if they do not, this study retains a 

certain validity: ■with findings documented for the Japanese case it shtiuld 

become the basis for further, more comparative and more refined work, 

c which perforce -will have -to explain why coincidence has not occurred. The

clear advantage of such an approach outweighs its limits:.. by focusing

exclusively on Japan a number of cultural, social, political and .historical''^'- '

variables are held constant, thereby allowing greater reliance on bther 

variables as keys to. patterns being "examined.
•ft

A further control exists insofar as policymaking during a limited 

historical period is studied. V/hile historical background on all issues 

is presented, and indeed plays a substantial role in aspects of the

explanation , all cases are drawn from a common-period, 1952-1970.
•<<v-

. -is the ability to generalize about "Japanese" policymaking, as some time- 

' • ^ leas cultural adjunct,,but this deficit is more than offset by the

-minimzation of differences due to widely variant temporal circumstances. 

Thus, this is a study of policymaking -within the specific context of 

pos-bwar Japan.

Lost'

Befofe elaborating on the third control, that of functional"area 

some general observa-tions are 

pos-twar Japanese politics.

necessary about policymaking studies of 

Concern with the specific problem of policy-

■v.'' :
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making 'and deliberate atten^jts to articulate propositions about this 

topic throu^ both, theory and empirical research findings should be &

^ particularly useful in the study of Japanese politics.

first, the. attempt to bq^.at .least .in5>licitly comparative and 

an^ytic in the presentation of evidence, and second, the utilization of 

a specific organiza.tional framework of policymaking.

Two elements are

, involved:

For all too long,

. much of the Western- language literature on Japanese poji^cs has beeiu;. 

implicitly, if not explicitly,- ndn-conparative. A number of reasons have

been Suggested for this, ranging from the difficulty of mastering the...

conplexities of the Japanese language to the fact that a wide variety of a* 

stereotypes about behavior pattern^ seen as uniquely Japanese have gained' 

.general currency. 8 :
The resiilt is that many unsubstantiated generalizations 

about policymaking and politics in Japan abound. We ar.e told that Japan...,.

is. ruled by a tri\mivifate of the Liberal Democratic Party, senior civil
' Q . ■

servants and big business^, and factionalism is said to be ranpant in all

10phases of Japanese politics ; but in very few cases is the hard, ^ 

comparative evidence introduced to bolster-such implicit claims of unique-

8.
Two -useful essays dealing with such influences are William Steslicke,
"The Study of Japanese. Politics: . VThat Is to Be Done?"; and J.A.A. Stockwin, 

- ^Japanese Politics:, Eecent Writing and Eesearch in the West,” U09-21.

See-; .inter alia, Robert A. Scalapino and Junnoauks Masunn , Parties dgd~ 
Politics-~lh-'Contemporary Japan, passim, but esp. 63-^66; Ijathaniel B. Thayer, 
How the^Conservatives Buie Japan; Chitoshi Yanaga, Big Business in 

* Japahes.e. Politics. . •
10 ■ —

Scalapino and Masumi, Ibid.; ' Thayer, Ibid.; Yanaga, Ibid.; Watanabe 
Tsuneo., Habatsu-HoshutP no Kaibo iFactions — Dissections of the Conserva
tive Partyl: Watanabe, Habatsu ■— ITihon Hoshuto no Bunseki [Factions -- 

' of the Japanese Conservative Party]; Yomiuri Shimburt..^Seiji-bu, , ...
^ Sei-bg^SonbSdshiki to Habatsu no Jj-btai [Political Parties --Their ' 

Organizational and" FactibiJSrBealities]; "Asaiii Shimbun' Sei.1 i-bu, Seito 
to Habatsu iParties arid Factions!: George 0. Totten and Tamio Kawakami,
"The Functions of Factionalism in Japanese Politics,” inter alia.

. r
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. In fact, mmy studies of bureaucracy, small group behavior, or 

business group acti^i^y could be adduced to suggest fruitful parallels, 

and interesting'^contrasts with other industrial democracies, the

ness

cumulative effect of which, could easily he a broad advice, in understanding- 

both for those whose prime concerns are geographic and those more 

interested in the non-geographically specific structures or functions of 

politics.

These and other general notions’ about Japan must be tested against 

empirical realities. It is here that policymaking as a tool of analysis - 

Scholars concerned about introducing a greater analytic 

component into the study of Japanese'politics have differed among 

themselves concerning the most broadly beneficial concepts arpund which 

to organize, A respectad group of primarily American scholars has 

suggested the notion of "modernization," producing a series of"extremely 

influential books around that theme.

.‘'.called for the adoption.of ’’leadership" as a central conceptual concern.

More recently, J.A.A. Stockwin of Australia suggested that "the inter— 

action of industrial power and politics" would be more fruitful than 

either. Predominantly Japanese scholars meanwhile lean more heavily to 

such notions as- "democratization," the Emperor system," and "class

L

becomes useful.

• t-..-
William Stelicke in a 1968 paper

V . 12

A

-i, -

1-1
The boohs, publishe'd as a series entitled, "Studies in the Modernization 

of Japan,'-* are composed of the following six works; Marius B. Jansen, ed., 
Changing-Japanese Attitudes toward Modernization; William W.' Lockwood, 
ed., The_State and Economic Enterprise in Japan; R. P. Dore, ed;, Aspects 
of Social .Change in. Modern Japan; 
ment: in Modem Japan;

Robert E. Ward, ed., Political Develop- 
_ _ _ _ _ _  Donald H. Shively, ed., Tradition and Modernization

in .Japanese-Culture; and James W. Morley, ed.. Dilemmas of Growth in. Prewar 
Japan. . • ^-------------- *---------------------- —•’

12_
Steslic^, "The Study of Japanese Politics:

13 ’
Stockwin, "Japanese Politics;

l^hat is to Be-JDone?'"

Recent Writings and Research in the West."

‘'fjr*

■<!
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„14conflict. Fruitful arguments fiave Been adduced Bjr eacB. group of 

own concepts.

tBat ^of policjrmafcing. Be offered?

claimants for tB.eir SRould tBen another possiBle "unifierj' 

The central question, however, given 

the present state of writings of Japanese^politics, would appear to be

not what single concept can draw together all the information available 

and handle all' the problems that individual scholars seek to examine; 

a ready acceptance of the fact that ncAsingle 

concept can yet Bring together the ejtisting diversities.

rather there should Be

Each of the

concepts offered serves to identify numerous fruitful areas of research,, 

and to provide for widespread argument and stimulation on highly important, 

topics.. But demands for orthodoxy are* likely to Be counter productive. 

Recognition must Be given to the fact that there are numerous jintapped 

that greater productivity is 

of these, each

lodes in the mine of Japanese politics 

likely to. result from expeditions organized around various 

mining its- lode to the utmost than from

and

a concentration of'all efforts

on one single lode at a time.

• ■ of miners- may result, it is highly probable that

Aside from the fact that an overcrowding

attractive and promising 

furtheras any single lode may appear at the opening of the mine, 

probing may reveal it to Be inherently shallow, 

the-long run would appear-to Be a moire catholic approach; the selection 

-and mutual development of a number of promising areas.' I would contend '' 

for all of tl^ reasons noted earlier about the potentials of policymaking

one of the primary courses pursued.

Far more profitable in

that-this- should be

14
Kawash^ Takeyoshi stresses democracy in "Kindai Nihon no Shakaigakutekiliifsssss"

' sr^rShidfiSsS:^dai- NiBnn 'Seiji Kozo no ^Kenkyg I Studies in the Structure of Modem
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In utilizing policymaking as. an analytic device, Iiowever, it is

necessary to recognize that in contrast to the literature on policy- 

ma^ng in the TJ.S for example, or even Bfitain,' where case studies of 

specific policy formulations abound, there have been r^'ther few studies

• 9

of polic3nnaking in Jhpan containing comparable levels of empirical 

specificity.^^
\

In such a situation generating a 'definitive "theory" of
L.

policymaking in Japan is impossible.- More empirical work on specific
- - - ■

policy formula^ons in Japan is necessary, rather than the articulation-

. of unverified, and often unverifiable, models. At the same time, if any 

. comparatively valid propositions are to be developed-, it ,1s helpful to
» N

T>-ave mox^^^n'isolated case studies, valuable as these may be for

^eventual theory development- Only .then can we begin the difficult process 

of testing^ and refining our general i^ressions of how politics operates 

in Japan.
•>

r-v

One final caveat on policymaking should also be entered. In the study

"of Japanese politics-, as is true more generally throughout the discipline
V .

of political science, attention is all too frequently devoted to political 

; processes at the e3q)ense of analyzing political outcomes, 

inflngnce are clearly manifest in the process of making official decisions;'

Power and

. »
one. can-learn a. great, deal about -the,-politics of any society by ■■

■ ■ • "

investigating the way it reaches decisions. At the same time, just as 

it is ..only partially correct to describe the complex inner workings of a

pstticular watch"or a television without their respective purposes.

Japanese Politics] for reliance on the term by_a non-koza member. Class, 
conflict is a y^dely usad terra in Japan even by non-lferxists and under
lies: a latge segment of contemporary social science. ' '

A noteworthy exception is Haruhiro Fukui, Party.in Power which contains 
; thre^ .

■ 'V
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adequacy^ and xiiipact5 so too it is necessary to do more tTian convey a 

picture of the inner mechanics of specific policymaking processes in 

Japan. The policies themselves, their broader societal meaning and their 
S’ • ■ . . .

consequences should also be assessed as a necessary component of any
' ' *• * . ^ ,

polic3rmaklng study to provide the political and'normative breadth needed
f

to make meaningful ^statements about "the politics"

c

of a particular country. 

It is with the hope of at least moving in these general directions

From these perspectives a partial answerthat this work is imdertaken.

emerges to the second question posed at the outset: "why higher education?"
. .

It also leads into a discussion of the tMrd control being exerpised in 

tMs study. By choosing to investigate a single functional' area.of 

policymaking, higher education, I hope to avoid the Scilla of overgeneral 

theorizing. At the same time by consciously attempting to relate to 

hypotheses and propositions formulated about policymaking both generally . 

and in Japan and by dealing with three discreet- sxib-areas of higher 

^ucation. policymaking, I hope to steer clear of the Charybdis of "bare

foot empiricism," and the dangerously at3^tical case study., 

certain wholeness and unity to the area of higher education that is 

lacking when one deals with cases chosen broadly from 

foref^ policy, labor pqlicy, budgetmaking, agriculture policy,

_ defense.policy for example., By concentrating attention on' a single 

■ functional area, the presumably most affected and involved political

-

ff-'v

V...
There is a

areas such as

and

•-t -

forces femairi potentially the same, as do such things as their''values hnd 

political,resources. One can more easily compare the differences in . 

reaction of ._a single ministry, such as the Ministry of Education, 

several different issues' of higher education for example than 

try to generalize about "governmental".or,"bureaucratic" actions from - .

OA,-;:

•■■5

one can.

agepcies as diverse as Japan’s Foreign, Labor, Finance and Agriculture

••.
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Ministries and the Self-Defense Agency. Thus a third control is 

exercised and some justification emerges for a study' of higher education.

As noted above the study deals with three specific areas of higher 

educational policy: university administration, spetialkzAtion and 

differentiation, and finally enrollment expansion,

hardly accept any in5)lication that these three areas encompass the full 

range or even the most important aspects of higher education^ policies,- •

While educators would

it should be noted that they do touch on many dimensions of higher 

education that are of concern to the political scientist: 

in what subjects, and in what manner;

who is educated^' 

and under whose overall supervision? 

Moreover, where higher education was once available only to the33 -

offspringy of the most socially prominent and economically advantaged 
* . **.*• >

families in society, it has increasingly become a sina qua.non for
. .

individual "success" and influence in industrialized societies. With- 

higher educational enrollments now over or approaching one-quarter of the 

•Sge'^cohort in several societies, including Japan;

education over or approaching 5% of GNP in most industrial nations; with 

20-45% of government expenditures being allocated to education in all 

industrial societies and with higher education, taking ever larger pro- 

■ portions on these figures; with higher educational background playing' 

an integral role in the individual's eventual career; and with"Increased

;

with expenditures for r'

-

demands, from.tha business, scientific and technical worlds for specific 

types of research and student training; with all of these things taking

place the significance of higher, education for any highly industrialized

,Nor is it any longersociety now reabhes far beyond its former confines, 

of investigative concern only to those involved in making its administration

more rational, more liberal or more, godly,/ Sociologists^ economists, 

social engineers, politicians and technologists all'have legitimate and ..
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specific areas to investigate in Higher education. Its xrflde i^act ■ 

clearly makes it of valid concern to political scientists.

For the student of Japan there is ii'additional reason for being 

concerned, with higher education. As will b^ examined subsequently, a 

variety of higher educational issues have been injected into the Japanese

political world during various periods since World War II, ranging from 

such rather pedantic problems as the issuance of university charters to ' ' 

the more headline-dominating and politically titillating activities of

The range and variety of the higher educational issues' 

that have been .significant in postwar Japan thus commend the field to the

, student radicals.

I -• ^
attention of the' political scientist interested in understanding how 

policy has been formulated under different problematic conditiofts within 

Japan. , " • . ' ,

As- with mosf introductions, more 

warranted by subsequent .analysis.

may be promised than- is actually "
.V .

The reader must be the eventual judge 

on such ^tters. Nevertheless, it seems useful at the outset to clarify
K .

, the perspective from which this study is begun and to set it in at least

some minimal intellectual framework.. A brief outline of what is to follow,
^1. .

■may be furthei* orientational assistance to the reader.. Chapter 2 sets 

forth the-general .framework of analysis.-within which the subsequent, data 

- will be presented. Chapter'3 deals with the historical background and 

ideological orientations and political dimensions of each of the three 

issues investigated.

j

■-i--

This is followed by a chapter setting out the major 

outlines of policymalcing in Japan, -and the assets and liabilities of .

different political actors within such-outlines, while each of the
... IT . . . . . .... -

following tturee Copters analyzes in depth the actual processes involved 

in formulating policy in one of the areas, 

are presented'.

Finally the major conclusions .
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Chapter 2
't

FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS

Under such diverse terms' as ."decision-making process*,"'•"lawmaking," 

and "political process," modem political scientists from Burgess and 

Bentley through Truman, Almond and Easton have focused a great deal.of • 

attention on the means by which societies make important political 

determinations. As noted in the previoxis chapter, two major approaches 

, which have dominated the literature on this problem so far have been the . 

case study, aimed at assessing in microscopic detail the process of 

arriving at some single isolated decision, and the more sweeping grand _ 

theory aimed at'isolating patterns common to some broader set of policy- 

making situations. This study aims at a middle level of analysis in 

between these two approaches, simultaneously seeking detailed eiiq)irlcal- 

ihvestigation and broader patterns. More than one case will be examined 

dST detail and more than one single overarching pattern of policymaking 

will be defined.. In order to place this alternative approach in proper 

perspective, it is well at the outset to isolate some of the more 

signifj^cant aspects in which it will parallel and/or differ from the 

existing-approaches".

I' First, it is important to make clear how the term "policy" will be 

used here. While there is na hard and fast agreement on the term, one 

of the first steps in describing "policy" usually involves differentiating

it from "decisionj" the former being seen as far broader than the latter.
■ ■ • . - ■"

Thus, Webster defines policy, as a definite course or,method of action

selected from among altematives and in light of given conditions to 

guide and determine prasent and future decisioiis. More directly within

• • .•*-

-i -

r
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the realm of political science, Bauer speaks of policy as involving 

those decisions and actions "which have the widest ramifications and the

longest time perspective, and which generally require the most information 

and contemplation.^ Lowi too differentiates between the-twq^. te^rms,

2
contending that not all decisions’ are policies. Thus, there is some

general agreement that while policy involves decisions, not all decisions 

But more is needed than simply a statement of what impolicyare policies.

is not.

More elaborate attempts at definition tend to isolate a variety of 

factors as integral to any policy. Harrison, for example, states that 

"the most 'common social and political xisage of the term policy refers to 

Cl) a course of action or intended course of action (2) conceived, as

deliberately adopted, after (3) a review of possible alternatives-,
3

(4) pursued, or intended to be pursued." Van Dyke lists three somewhat
■f-' -

comparable elements: (1) goals; (2) a plan or strategy for achieving

and (3) action.^theser goals, 'or rules or- guides to action; Ranney's

categorization includes five components: (1) a particular object of

set of objects to be affected; (2) a desired course of events; (3) a

.. selected line of action;
•irsl

in^lementation of intent. •

(4) a declaration of -intent; and (5) an
5

^Robert
A. Bauer and Kenneth J. Gergen, The Study of Policy formation, 2. 

2 * ‘ "
Theodore Lowi, "Decision Making vs. Policy Making: 
for Technocracy," 317-18.

Toward an Antidote

^As cited in Austin Ranney (ed.)- Political Scd^nce and Public Policy. 6.

4
Vernon Van Dyke, "Process and Policy as. Focal Concepts in Political 

Research^" in Ranneji^ Ibid, 27.

^Austin Ranney, 

in Ranney, Ibid.,7
"The Study of Policy Content: A Framework for Choice,"

V.
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Such formulations while insightful in the abstract triangulate 

toward a definition of policy too broad for the purposes of this study, -

in that they include as policies many actions which lack the public •

component that is of interest to the political scientist and which

purview of political inquiry while simultaneously 

narrowly excluding areas of policy investigated here.

A strong tradition exists of

hence

fall outside the normal

differentiating between pub]4.c and 

private policies, representing a valid arrd significant distinction.’ For

the political analyst generally and in this study specifically; it is 

public policies which will be of prime
Public policy wili not, 

. howe^r, be equated, as is frequently done, with governmental policy or'

concern.

governmental action. Salisbury, for example, notes that for many, "ptilic

policy consists in authoritative or

Such a common equation misrepresents reality in two senses. 

First, it equates every governmental action with governmental policy when

or sanctioned decisions by governmental

actors."

r-%,

actions of specific governmental 

. , xn accord with, contrary to or completely irrelevant to

organs or officials may be

one another, and

. to the broader category of actions normally labelled

But second, it has been amply demonstrated that in many societies, entire

government policy.

arenas public-concera^ara under non-governmental auspices. The public

nature of many (though .by no means all)’ such non-govemmentai: actions
- r

must also be recognized. Publicpolicy need not be governmental in 

It can be public'by virtue of the
nature.

scope of its impact.

Closely related'-to this is another important problem with the above 

formulations. All rely on the notion that the choices involved in polTcy- ' 

formation are- inevitably- conscious *and‘ delibe'rate. Brecher too' quite

6
Robert H. Salisbury 

Theories and Roles
IIThe Analysis of Public Policy: 

in Ranney, Ibid.. 152.
A Seardi forII
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explicitly defines a foreign policy decision as "the selection, among 

perceived alternatives, of one option leading to a course of action in 

the international system."^ In,such senses many common definitions are. 

Consciousness and deliberatenes^ are extremely difficult totoo narrow.
•

establish empirically, but the’gist of the assuii5)tion conveys too strong 

an image of some highly visible political battle resulting in the choice 

of one distinctly articulated set of alternatives oyer another, 4»r in - '

some compromise solution embodying elements of several such alternatives: .
t ' *

'"The government after long deliberation and much of the controversy which • ■*"

tris healthy to our democratic .way .of life has decided on.a policy of 
^ *

• • • •

Such a notion is ah undue restriction on the usage of the term "policy." .

\ As Bachrach and Baratz have suggested, "policy choices are frequently made

They sdn5)ly happen’, inin absence of a clear-cut, once-and-for-all-decision.

. the sense that certain steps are taken that are necessary but preliminary

and the sequence of steps acquires ... a life of its own. 

Frequently institutions fail to consider certain matters for clear-cut

4

,.8
to a decision;

decisions, and yet it is'senseless to deny that they have a policy on 

these matters, particularly when they engage in actions which operate 

systemat;^pally and consistently along a single line of thinking so as to 

have major unidirectional effects. .Several examples of jcas^s where .

' institutions have followed rather consistent but seemingly unconscious

lines of . acti6h ;|:h,at' could only be called "policy" might serve .to elaborate

-

this point.

One cogent case relates to the situation of Blacks in Ameri:ca. Up
C

. until 1954, withjithe U.S. Supreme Court's historic Brown vs. Board of

7.. Israel'sImages, Process and Feedback in Foreign Policy:It

Decisions on German Reparations," 73.
Michael Brecher

8Peter Bachrach and Morton S. Baratz Ceds.), Power and Poverty, 42.
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Education decision declaring unconstitutional the maintenance of. separate

segregated school facilities, and the 1965 Civil Rights Bill aimed at

insuring a variety of civil rights to Black Americans, one could for most

purposes„say that for over seventy-five years the Federal Government

.made none of the conscious watershed decisions regarding Blacks often

conceived of as policy. Quite obviously, however, such "neutrality" by

the Federal Government masked, a wide variety of official discrim^atory

practices and official and unofficial discrlmihations written into numerous

federal and local practices. Thus government "neutrality" was consistently 
>

favorable to the system^of and in line with the denial of full rights tq , 

over ten- .percent of the national populace. In this regard its effect- on

the national political picture during this period was quite significant

Only by doing so doesand must be seen as a definite policy in itself.

the word policy carry any significance whatsoever.' "

In most industrialized nations until quite recently, the-entire
■r-o

que,siion._^ of-environmental pollution was similarly an area-lacking conscious 

and overt "policy." Despite occurrences of Minamata and Itai-itai

diseases clearly traceable to various forms of industrial pollution in

Japan and the choking industrial maze of the Ruhr and Los Angeles, only 

in the-p^t few. years did the*^ governments of Japan, Germany, and the

United States e-ven begin- to treat environmental pollution as a matter 

for concentrated attention. The conspicuous problems presented, however, 

make it impossible j:o hold them irrelevant, while the governments' 

respective courses of '"nonaction" again followed distinct patterns of

support — in this case for the demands of industry — and tacit consent, .•

.jd"- . - • -

to the continuance of these publicly detrimental conditions.

•i-V' V
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On the other side of the ideological coin, Canada during the 

Indochina War became the habitat for many young American men who either

refused to serve in, or deserted from, the U.S. military, 

numbers became quite significant, the Canadian government did not, for 

the most part, see fit to raise this matter

Though their

as a question of public policy. 

Yet by "ignoring" the youths and allotting them to enter and remain

unmolested, it.followed as clear a policy as if it had acted legislatively „ 

to make such entry and residence either easier or more difficult.

Only if such activities as these, lacking in apparent and conscious
. .VA*--.-

* . ' ' 
choice and decision as they are, are included under the rubric of "policy"

does the^term have the needed breadth to cover many of the most significant 

public policies. Thus, a matter will be labelled "public policy" either
•4

when it is public in the locus of its action or inaction or when it is

public in scope of its consequences. Frequently public policy will' 

involve both but either is sufficient for affixing the label "public policy."

extension, policymaking is the process involved in attempting to 

generate, maintain and/or impede such patterns of action or inaction. 

Policymaking is the process of translating or attempting to translate 

political issues into public policy.

Quite c‘learly there is a,.close relationship between public policy 

and.public policymaking. The exact nature of this relationship is less
* •* - . r

clear however.^ T^hile classical political science in its normative 

concerns gave a great deal of attention to policy.per se, the policy

making segment of the relationship has recently received the bulk of 

political scientist's attention. At least three reasons might be 

At the risk of begging the question 

the first place, that, difficult as studying-policymaking might be, a

suggested for this. one must note In

reasonably large body of empirical and theoretical material has been
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£1

accumulated oh policymaking processes the organs most frequently 

assumed to he involved in policymaking thereby setting,'out convenient 

guidelines for subsequent research. The study of policy meanwhile has 

in most' cases not yet reached any level of Comparability.*. This pattern 

of past research, conibined with the inherently more difficult problem of 

finding measures and standards whereby to assess policy in any empirical

way simply make studies of policymaking conspicuously easier tb4n policy -

•> ■ __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

studies for the political analyst. Something of an avalanche affect is

^ involved in all research and at present policymaking studies would appear . 

to be a prime beneficiary of such a treiid.

second factor would seem to be that evaluating ptiblic policy content 

is in almost all'cases quite explicitly normative, a tendency too often 

eschewed by political scientists (particularly Americiaoi); as gutside the • 

legitimate purview of.the discipline. The- position taken by Watkins for- 

^xample is not untypical:

The iTq)ortant thing
between the process of.decision-making and the cimtent 
of the decision made. If economics wgre the science of 
wealth-production, all knowledge would be its proper 
concern. If political science were the science of 
determining public policies, it would need to be at least

But political science, like economics, 
a less ambitious purpose. It is concerned not with 

.the potentially^ infinite content of all public decisions, _
. but with the process, by wh'ich those decisions, are reached.'

Clearly one cannot study all possible policy contents; nevertheless.

\"

is the necessary distinction• • »

as comprehensive. 
' has

--

content should hot thereby be totally ignored; nor are investigations of

content meaningless s-imply since they can not possibly take into account 

all possibilities Ignoring the content of policies vitiates at lea§t.,

■ half of whnt' pbiitLcs is.' about, transposing the, traditional Lasswellian

9 12-13."The S tudy of Policy ContentAs cited in Ranney • « •y

..■•■V' ■
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formulation of politics- as the study of "who gets what, when, and how" 

into a sharply abbreviated focus on the "when" and "how." Redirecting

attention to the earlier two questions — the who and -the what — requires

that attention be refocused on pct^tical outcomes. Greater concern must 

be paid to the content of policies and to the broad-scale political
s

implications they portend. Limits must be set on potentially infinite

consequential chains; but surely a study of the content of policy and
^ ^ 10

certain social consequences .can only illuminate, po.litical awareness.

Numerous arguments have been made to demonstrate how in fact 

most if not all' political analysis is at least implicitly, if not 

explicitly value laden and the arguments will not be repeated- at length.

Consequently, if in the process of examining the 

of Japanese higher educational policy certain normative judgements are

made they are done with the clear con-viction in advance that such
1'-

judgments constitute a legitimate aspect of political, inquiry.

Finally there is a third and potentially far more significant

who and the what

factor contributing to the greater emphasis on policymaking processes 

than on policy. As noted, the literature to date has been dominated 

by case study analyses and what I have called the grand theoretical 

approaches'^o policymaking. In both, policy is almost invariably 

treated as no. mote than the residual by-product of. the pplicymaking • 

process by which it is generated. In Bastonian systems theory for

example, various e'li-vlronmental "inputs" are converted through a 

• policymaki-qg process into policy "outputs;" but these "outputs" (and 

"outcomes") have meaning primarily as the consquences of the policy-

ID

desirability of studying only "political outputs" (i.e 
not "political outcomes." Moreover, it should be noted that the major 

^ Easton's work to "outcome" is as a partial feedback into
the process itself. See esp. 344.

cf.David Eastpn, A Systems Analysis of Political Life stresses the
policies) and• »
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11
making processes whereby they emerge. In Dents diian coiinnunicatione

r" analysis, policy is a consequence of information flows through the political
12

For Truman, Dahl, and most of what is normally called the 

pluralist school of analysis, it is the political process of arriving at 

public policies that is of prime concern, with piiblic policy simply the

system.

vector s\im of the competing pressures of many actors involved in the policy-

13
making process. • ■ Most case studies of. policymaking too, treat policy inu
the same way, primary analytic attention being- devoted to the political

pulling and hauling of a variety of polic3nnaking actors;

Many works in this tradition have become milestones in the advance-

Yet, as excitingly creativement of tite.discipline of political science., 

as many such works have been individually, their collective impact has been

to place far more emphasis on policymaking tlian on policy. They presume

that the line of political causality runs the same course as the actual
-...

decision-making or policy-making process, political options becoming 

increasingly constrained during the process vintil eventually some single 

policy appears as the almost inevitable residual by-product pf the process.

it--.

Thus they collectively have reinforced the prestinq)tion that the most 

fruitful method of analyzing the relationship between policymaking and 

policy is, to start frpm the a priori assu^nption that variations in policy

making process account for the most significant variations in policy.^ .. 

Not all studies follow such a course. Certain works, for exanqile,
X. .f .’P

begin from the perspective that there is something inherently different 

about the context within'" which policy is formulated that accounts for

.-^aston
, Ibid.

12
Karl W. Deutsch, The Nerves of Govemmant.

^^David Truman, The Governmental Process; Robert Dahl, Who Governs? ^inter alia
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significance in policymaking variations. . Some of these studies focus, 

■ithe societal backdrop to policymaking, often in afor exan^le, on

geographical context, with the result that numerous studies, exist^of

elsewherepolicymak^ in Britain, France, Africa or the Middle East; (
' ^ ‘ "4*

there are studies of policymaking in culturally heterogeneous or culturally

Other analysts .stress economic systems as a more

■i

homogeneous societies.

important deterininant, resulting in studies of policymaking in cartalist 

vs. socialist economies or in industrial,, post-industrial, or industrializing

economies. Still other scholars begin from some political predeterminant

Many other categories
>

such as pluralism, authoritarianism, or urb^ism. 

could presumably be cited, but the key commonality of all such works is

externally defining context, of con^tion(s) withinthat they stress some 

which policymaking takes place, 

be, it is presumed to have some predetermining effect on both policymaking

/ *-•

And whatever the context or condition may

process and policy.

.^.r-A key ^h^oup in this tradition analyzes policymaking within some

single functional arena, such as foreign policy, econpmic planning, or 

housing policy. Most of these operate on the presumption that such 

functional differences contributed in a meaningful way to differences in 

policymaking process, that .they delimt the possible variations that might 

occur in-policymaking. As result they place greater emphasis on.policy

lI

for its sake, and as a factor which will determine the most significant
■ ..

The mechanisms and problems involvedvariations bccuring in policymaking, 

in formulating foreign-policy are
«; . .

presumed, to be comparable over time, within

single societies and' often from one society to the-next, while being 

different in some relevant way firofi"poiicjnnakihg toward health care or urban

redeveiopment:■

V
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the suggestion that some 

broad external conatralnts exist on the possible variations in pplicy- 

making process, and that something in the nature of the issue to be decided 

influences the manner in which it is decided. '^And both Wll« provide 

starting points for the subsequent analysis, in this study.

Both notions are intuitively appealing:

In contrast to

many such studies, however, the search here will not be for any single , 

pattern of policymaking either' for Japan or for higher education ^fespite 

the fact that this study concerns policymaking within one single geographical
^ .

unit, Japan, and within one functional area, higher education, 

purposes it serves no purpose to.believe that the most significant aspects 

• of Japan’^s higher educational policy and higher educational policymaking 

can be captured in one single pattern of interaction.
• • • . y

Here the contention will be that even within the limited .area of 

Japanese higher educational policy there are highly important differences 

in the methods of formulating policy, even though some elements in the 

socio-political context may define the outer limits of polic3nnaklng and 

policy possibilities, within Japanese society and despite the fact that 

^ something in the nature of the issue around which policy is to be formulated 

may contrij^te to meaningful variations in the policymaking process, 

result it will be necessary-to look beyond.both, the nature,of ^the policy- 

, making context that is postwar, Japan and beyond the functional hren^ of 

higher education..

Several promising studies have been done all of which accept the 

central thesis that policy may be the independent, and polie3nnaking the 

.dependeiit yari^le,^j|^ut whic^ seek to analyze differences ..among policymaking 

processes along lin^transcending functionality. On the basis of two 

variables, the likelihood of official coercion and the degree

For our

<<

fs-v

»•
As a

■4

to which such

f. :
:\r
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coerciou is applied through, individual 

of conduct," Lowi has. suggested 

issues:

Riker meanwhile has validated

conduct as opposed to an "environment

a fourfold categorization of all political 

regulative, distributive, constituent and redistributive.^^

an important distinction between

nof-zero-s™ politick situations which establish separate patterns of
zero-sum and

political interaction among political actors.' For him a key concern is
the presence or absence of disagregable payoffs in political situati 

Froman, in two separate works,

of differentiating between issues which

15

suggests the importance in local politics 

areal" (affecting the entireare

political community) or "segmental" (affecting 

community more than others).^®
some group (s) within the

Other works have suggested the utility of 

differentilting'^between "strategic" and "tactical" issues.
or issues which

Involve "eynbollc" or Neterlel" setlefactlon of political demands. 

and Eyeatone auggeat a differentiation between policiea which
Eulau

would require
adaptation to the environment and those which would seek.to 

envirqnment.
control the ■

Zinn^man, refining Lowi's categories
^ . 19

issues.

, comes up with five
modified categorl^g^of 

rarely has there been sufficient enpirical

Though many have taken a conqiarable path, 

testing of the suggested categories

14
Theodore Lowi, "Four Systems of Policy, Politics, 

^^William H. Rii^er,
and Choice," 298-310.

■Thg .Theory of'Poll'tical-CoaHMono

Froman, Jr., "An Analysis of Public Policies in Cities " '
Policy contents." in Eanney, PolitLSHance an'd

16
94-108;

17
Murray Edelman,^The Symbolic Uses of Politics.

18.
Outcomes: A DejflopmS SalySs,’" 124-43.^^^^ Councils .and Policy

19
William Zimmerman, "Issue Area and FQreign;Policy,.Process," f2{)4-1212.
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to insure ready acceptance of their relevance for all policymaking 

situations. Consequently although there is some intellectual convergence

on the utility of studying policymaking as contingent on various'aspects

of the policy to be determined, and although there
s,-.

if not terminological, unity around the dimensions

I .

is some common intellectiial, 
*■* '• .

most likely to aid in

explaining policymaking variations, no single schema or set of variables has • 

yet been demonstrated to have sufficient breadth

N

or empirical relevance

to insure its dominance over-alternative approaches.

Por our purposes three issue specific variables 

as'particularly helpful in explaining
suggest themselves

some of the most in^jortant variation 

to-be ob^^ed in postwar Japanese policymaking. And these wili contribute 

the preponderant weight of explanation for the observed variations in

policymaking. Individually the three are separable, signifying important
. . . _■ .r-

variation in the nature of the political issues which, 

be dealt with politically in postwar Japan, 

particularly heavy influence

arise and which must 

Each would appear .to exert
ft.

some rather specific aspects of the policy-

tp some extent . •

on

making process,, and these influences will be explored
Further,

exert in^jortant contributory influence. 

significance_of each factor,wlll not be the

two explicitly "political" variables 

Yet analysis of the incremental 

prime conceit of this work. In.stead, the, primary 

a.nalyzing the cumulative effect of the five "factors 

as decisive in setting out the major variations among policymaking processes. .

The central afgiSnent is that the variables

concern will be xrf.th

these'will be seen

converge in such a way

■as to provide two types of policymaking at theoretically polar extremes,. 

These primarily deductively generated types will 

cated, in- a±L^i^^ by - any sirifl^ policymaking case;

inst^ces will this occur

*•

not be perfectly repli- 

at least in ■

However, they may be seen as theoretical 

measure the enpirical realities presented by the

.• ■ •

yards ticks ngaihs t whi ch to n
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available data on policymaking in Japanese higher education, 

utility thus will rest not on perfect correlation but on meaningful 

approximation to reality, as maps against'which to measure reality. 

The three policy variables used in the generation of the+ideal

Their

types •

can be labelled the divisibility, the scope, and the affect of the parti

cular political issue arotmd which policy is to be formulated. Each of
Lthese dimensions will be examned somewhat at both the theoretical level 

and at the level of existing studies of Japanese politics, followed by a

suggestion of hovj they interact in the formulation of the ideal

The divisibility of an issue concerns the degree to which it
to.. ‘ -

subdivided*” for decision-making purposes into a multitude of sub-issues or

21and Zimmerman

types.

can be

20 L
. .after him, note the"^ susceptibility 

certain issues have to such division, the most familiar of which is the 

pork barrel." There, Innumerable con5)onent projects can be isolated for

component parts. Lox^i

Individual decisions,and "logrolling," or political accomodation of many 

diverse interests is particularly feasible.

Issues demand by their very nature

By way of contrast, many other 

a yes or no answer. Practically speaking 

they are .indivisible. Some of the. foremost problems of business-labor

relations, foi^^example, concern the presence or. absence of the right to

unionize, strike, engage- in secondary boycotts, demand union'shops.,
• *

none of which are inherently susceptible to "splitting the difference." 

The difference .between these two types of issues is somewhat

etc.. ,•

comparable to

Piker's differentiation between zero-sum situations, in which one side's

20
Theodore Lowi, "American Business and Public Policy, -Case Studies and 

Political Theory," 677^-215; and, also "Four'-Systems of Policy... " and 
Decision Making vs.' Policy Making. ‘

21
Zimmerman, "Issue Area and Foreign-Policy Process..."
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gain is the other side's loss, in contrast to non-zerb-sum situations

where certain solutions may be mutually profitable or whe^e both players
22may "win'? something, and of course it is the Zero-sum, or non-divisible

situations in which the likelihood of head-to-head political confeontation

is the highest.

In the Japanese situation, several existing case studies suggest the 

utility of this construction. Policies which approach zero-sum non

divisibility would have to include the U.S.-Japan Security Treat, attempts 

to revise the postwar constitution, and policy toward I.L.O. Convention 

87 (the Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organize), ail 

of which clearly required- inherently some either-or solution and all of 

which simultaneously represented some of the most controversial policymaking

L

23
situations in postwar Japan. In contrast, governmental subsldizat;Jon'

for big business, the implicit support for dual trading relations between

the P.R.C. and Taiwan, and even many aspects of the budget making process

emerge as both far less controversial, and more amenable to middle ground 

solutions.

The ^econd variable concerns the scope of any particular policy.

Froman's distinction between issues which affect the entire community, and
■

22
Riker, Theory of Political Coalitions.

23:
On the Security Treaty controversy see: George R. Packard III, Protest 

in Tokyo: The Security, Treaty Crisis ,of 1960; "Japanese Intellectuals 
Discuss American-Japanese"Relations," 145-160Robert A. Scalapino and 
Jimnosuke Masumi, Parties and Politics in Contemporary Japan, Chapter V. 
On constitutional revision see Haruhiro Fukui, Party in Power, Chapter 8. 
Dan Fenno Henderson, The Constitution of Japan On I.L.O. 67 see.Ehud 
Harari, The Politics of Labor Legislation' in Japan. • , • ■>

24 ■ 'i- .Fukui, Party- in Power, Chapter 9;' ChitbShi Yanaga'iL. Big Bxisiness in 
Japanese Politics; John Creighton Campbell, "Japanes^^udget Baransu".
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•,

those which affect oiily some small segment-bf that 

one in?)ortant aspect of political scope.

commimity represents ■'

It parallels Lowi's distinction 

between policies which would be decentral in their impact. affecting

primarily specific interests or single individuals, and those policies

*‘25’s .
which would be centralized or "systems level'.' in. their impact. Regardless

of terminology the point remains that some policies are "total" in their

impact, while others affect a much narrower subset of society. Soi^ policies 

of their very nature will have highly diffuse.Impacts; ' others will be 

much more specific.

' The diffuseness or specificity of any issue can be expected to exert 

a major influence over the probability that any specific political act^r(s) 

will become Involved in the policymaking

of that participation. Other things being equal, highly diffuse issues

affecting large segments of society will presumably foster interest
-

activity by a much broader spectrum of actors than issues of much

process, as well as over the nature

and .

narrower

and far more specific scope. Simultaneously, however, it is not unlikely 

that the quality of the participation when a broad number of actors is 

affected might well be less intense than when the 

the interests affected

scope of the policy and

more narrow and specific, 

subsequentlyss*.this statement boldly oversimplifies;

involved in determining the exact nature" of political participation..'. 

Perhaps one of the most important intervening variables

are As will be seen

many other factors

.. are

that makes

all things not equal*is t^^ organizational strength and mobilization

C^apabilities of the forces affected by a policy,the first of 

."political" variables. '

our two

The degree to which any explicitly affected 

ajparfeicular-aspect of proposed

group

sector of society w^n fespohd' tp ■■.-."'Or.

or ,

25
Lowiv Vpour Systems...", 300.
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Actual -government policy will vary greatly with the strength extent

Even if a rather specific segment of society mi^t 

be potentially strongly affected by a particular policy, if it is totally

of its organization.

unorganized, is the'subject of: overt repression,'or the -victim of false 

consciousness, it is unlikely to be very intense, visible or effective in

Conversely a well—organized, politically astuteits political activities.

organization with a’surplus of political resources should be expected ^o act
f

This will be most particularly true when itin a very different manner, 

is likely to suffer or benefit greatly from a particular policy.

these two elements of the specificity or diffuseness of anFusing

issue and th^ organizational and mobilizational capabilities of those

affected it is .possible,to conceptualize at least four possible categories.

be highly diffuse, affecting many highly mobillzable actors 

such as has been the case in many aspects of Japanese^ economic policy - ^

(perhaps most notably by the strong consumer's reaction to the unwillingness

An issue may

or inability of the government to stem high inflation and consumer prices)

Generally diffuse in .and by'many aspects of Japan's defense policies, 

nature, such policies have generated widespread reaction, and insofar as

they have been perceived as affecting highly mobillzable groups they have

9 A° In contrast, one can note that the

tv.*

also generated intense reactions.-"

, equally diffuse economic policies of the fifties and early sixties taking,, 

place as they did-prior to the emergence of the numerous consumer groups

that now exist, failed to generate any comparable response.

^^On citizen's movements see "yokohama-shi Shumin Undo Rengo (ed.Q Jumin 
'.Undo Tanjo ’[The Birth of the Citizen's Movement]; Matsushita Kennichi,
Bhi^ SahkafCitizen Pai;ticipatiq;ji^.TA^a Ichio,^Kakushin Shisei.no ^
Tenbo iProspects for Progressi-ve City'Politics ]; Much has been written 
defense policy and its volatile political consequences, but see esp. Packard, 
Protest in Tokyo! ' -

■■

\
\

J
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intense and quite specific policymaking and policy-influencing

activities have been the result of actions aimed at compensation for both 

former landlords and those having lost property once part of Japan’s over-

27
seas empire at the end of World V7ar II. Similarly strong and specific

28
reactions can be seen to the.attempts to regulate Japanese doctors,

29
and to establish an organization for small and medium-sized businessmen. 

Finally, although far less attention has been devoted to such problem^ 

one can point to a few specific instances where policies have been uotably

specifj-c, but their impact has been on primarily non-mobilizable groups

with the result that virtually no significant political response has

p -r
emerged.

The third important aspect of ^y political issue is its affect,..or

its emotional content. In any society, certain kinds of issues hayg a-

much greater ability to touch off passionate reactions than others. In 

most Cases these have been associated historically with the struggle of 

particular groups, classes or organizations within the society to achieve 

certain political goals,, such as civil^religious or political liberties, 

the rightsi, of labor, social and economic equality, linguistic unity .(or 

diversity) etc. At other times they deal with what are generally 'perceived 

to be the broadly defining principles of the society, in its present form: 

free market econony, political equality, states rights, national liberation, 

etc. llany other bases., for such passion might be suggested, but the point

^^Fukui, Party in P(^r-, Chapter 7; John Creighton Campbell, "The Repatriates: 

A Case-Study of Interest Group Politics and Party-Government Negotiations 
in Japan".

^^William Steslicke, Dodtbrs in Politics k.. l^e Political Life of the Japan 

Medical Association; "Doctors, Patients,'and Government in Modem Japan,"- 
913-31; "The Political .Life of the Japan Medical Association," 841-62.

29
Naoki Kobayashi, "The Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises Organization 

Law," in Horoshi Itoh (ed.) Japanese Politics — ^ Inside View, 49-67; and 
"Interest Groups in the Legislative Process" in Ibid., 68-87.

r >

■■■
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is that not all issues are comparably capable of exciting high emotion, 

either among specific- groups or among the society at large, 

such things as the postal system, museum maintenance, highway construction 

or zoning may be, and despite the fact that slow mail service,, banking 

regulations, most occupational licensing, highways through a particular 

community or specific zoning variances may in' specific

Iiqjortant as

cases engender

rather specific controversy and Mgh emotions, normally they are perceived
L

with large doses of dispassion. '

There is of course nothing immutable about the categorization of 

issue as highly affective and another as less affective.

one

Such matters will

differ greatly from one society to another ^d within specific societies 

Religiqn, for example, while once a highly volatile issue 

throughout most of Europe has declined generally in its overall 

engender spirited political controversy.

over time.

power to 

Simultaneously it retains much
■ V

greater salience in France, Spain and Italy than in Holland or England. 

The English, by way of contrast. once seemed collectively incapable of 

understanding why Americans had such highly emotional controversies 

problems of race until the Asian and African immigration beginning in the

over

late fifties eliminated the earlier ethnic homogeneity and generated 

emotions roug^y comparable to those in the U.S.^° 

at this dimension of any issue, it will be

Consequently in looking

necessary toexamlhe the issue's 

historical backgr^ound, in order to understand the emergence and extent of

its emotional content:'-What is critical is perception for 

ha^, noted, "If men define.a situation as real, it is real in its 

And if men perceive an issue

as W. I. Thomas

consequences."

as of vital concern,^ then surely it is likely
/

•j - .*

to -engehder- just such passions.. - :
- - ■ ,

^ study of the problem'of .race relations in the
trwtj countries is Ira Katznelson, Black Men. White Cities.

■5.
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This point is particularly noteworthy in the case of Japan, where as 

will be examined in more depth, in Chapter Four, two major political "camps" 

confront one another, divided and highly antagonistic on a number of 

passionately perceived, issues. On economic matters, for exati5)le, the con-
s .

servative camp openly professes adherence to a capitalistic economic system.

while the progressive can^). conversely holds to a Marxist economic vision

that condemns capitalism to an inevitable death, 

conservatives have strongly stipported a policy of alignment with the 

II.S., including the rentention of U.S. bases in the country and ultimate 

■ reliance on U:.S.-military power for external security.

On foreign policy, the
L

The progressives,

despite certain differences among themselves, have consistently stressed 

the need for either "positive neutralism" or an overt alliance with the very 

comtries against which'the._"conservatives" have deemed it most necessary 

Militarily, the conservatives have supported the Self-to defend Japan.

• Defense Forces, many arguing the need for constitutional revision to

strengthen their legal position, others pressing for a strengthening of

their military Jiardware as well. The bulk of the progressives have con

tended, conversely, that- the forces are imconstitutional under Article 9

of th.e present constitution and that on this point the document must not 

be altered*in'the least. Others go further to argue that such forces as .

exist should, be abolished.

These positions have not been constant throughout the period since
;

the . end of World'War IT. • In fact, many interesting monographs could be 

■ written about developments and.changes in these positions over the past 

quarter century. Bearing this in mind, however, it still seems fair to 

say that they have been among the majbr^ideological sticking points of

Organization in pqsb^ar Japan, and that the bipolarity in Japan

'> :■;
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is deeply rooted in such fundamental differences over a broad sweep of

social, economic, political and philosophical pointsi

Robert Dahl makes a strong argument that few political regimes are

that "human and Organizational preferences

tend toward diversity and multipolarity rather than toward bipolarity;

»31

bipolar in nature. He contends

to

Both the general truth and themany groxq)ings rather thjan merely two. 

distinct limitations of this proposition must be recognized. On the 2?^
hand political conflict almost always has mofe than two dimensions and

rarely do opinions on any issue cluster conveniently into two, and only 
>

two, antagonistic perspectives, 

stages of ighue germination, when it is quite- possible that every group . 

and individual having a "position" on an issue tends to have one at least

Particularly is this so in the earliest

slightly at variance with all others.

At the same time, in many cases of political conflict, a dyadic - 

pattern of polarization does emerge and useful analysis demands little more

In the Japanese case the point is notthan assessment of these two sides.

whether the society is inherently bipolar or not. But it .must be recog

nized that a number of issue areas touch on iiq>ortant ideological fault 

lines, arousing the deepest of emotions from both camps, almost without 

regard for .the specifics of. the, policy involved and which consequently are •

It is as though the shiboleths of the 

past define the,battle lines of the present on certain issues, regardless

seen in passionate bipolar tejnns. >• •

of the inherent merits or demerits of specific proposals.

Such highly affective issues can be expected to guarantee the 

mobilization and passionate interest of the organizational members of both

A.■Dahl (ed.). Regimes and Oppositions, 1,
^■^l^ert
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, -and to make correspondingly easier the mobilization of large

In contrast, issues which lack a concrete

camps

segments’ of the attentive public, 

link to sudx highly affective elements, or where such a linkage cannot be

established, will not generate anything comparable to the same bipolar 

antagonistic camp controversy, 

making process in such cases will be of a dimension cutting across canq) 

lines or intra-camp•in nature, and political passions will be qualitatively 

different.

The lines of cleavage during the policy-

Before preceding to examine how each of these three openended policy 

variables and the explicitly political variable of mobilization capacities

exert their adallective impact on policymaking,if is quite important to

Under any single political system certainexamine one additional factor, 

matters by law demand that some specific formar political process be

In the United States for example, nuinerous citizen rights ar_e 

formally guaranteed by the written constitution and subsequent coqrt 

rulings and any legitimate attempt at abridgement of such rights, demands

followed.

ft,-,.

the passage of a constitutional amendment through explicitly designated,

iAt another extreme, many issues are administrative or techni-procedures.

cal in nature and can be dealt with normally by the decision of a single
. r

To cite an extreme case, for.government,, or quasi-gpyemmental,. official,

a pglicy establishing the work schedules of individual sanitationexan^le,

crews would rarely require anything beyond the decision of a shop foreman.

j*

Many gradations could be highlighted between these extremes, .but it will

certain matters are codified in law, and any si^i-suffice to note two:

fleant chanp in policy requires a new law, or an amendment to the old 

law; others are 

of some governmental

the responsible minist or his representative.

specifically design-afeir as'withih-the exclusive purview

or quasi-govemmental agenpy and can be dealt with by

In-.,both cases some
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rilaT^xists for making decisions on these matters and:official fo;

must be followed, or at least explicitly circumvented.

It is clear that there is at times a .very close correlation bet\!7een

the structural requirements for dealing with an issue and the issue's scope. 

That is, constitutional issues most frequently are those presumed to have 

the most diffuse social scope, while legal or administrative issues tend

Still, a limited number of constitutional

issues may be quite narrow and specific in practice while many areas under

the control of single administrators are of exceptionally broad social iTi5>ort. 
>

It is thus well to separate scope from structure and to keep both dimensions,,.

generally to be far more specific.

and their more agnplex possibilities separately in mind, rather than 

presuming that one is a simple surrogate for the other. For regardless of
■' V

•A

the actual scope (or divisibility or affect) of any issue, its very subject 

matter will at times require as a matter of legal and political course that

some fixed, institutional set of policymaking channels be involved in^the

It is within, or in conjunction with, such explicitolicymaking process.

.. requirements that the three policy variables exert their influence, not .

in contradiction to, or totally independent of, them.

Essentially therefore we are suggesting the significance of five

Three of these deal explicitly with.the nature of the policy

the divisibility, scope and affect ^ 

of the issue, and these will be relied upon to carry the bulk of the

variables.

aroxmd which policymaking takes place:

explanation concerning the different patterns of policymaking. But two

additional variables, formal or legally specified political steps, and the

organization of the various political actors most likely affected by any 

particular policy miast also be kept in mind in the analysis. From one 

perspective, all five can be considered as elements.closely tied to the
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nature of any^specific political issue, and varying dramatically from 

individual issue to the next.

one

Viewed slightly differently, the formal 

political process and the organizational strength and mobilization

capabilities of actors affected could as well be seen as long term political 

givens, different over time, but relatively consistent within any political
. If

It is helpful to keep both perspectives in mindsystem over the short run.

concerning these two variables since

a rather consistent process for let us say, constitutional revision, while 

at the same time recognizing that nof all issues could even remotely be • 

considered "constitutional" and hence subject to such

can simultaneoxisly conceptualizeone

procedure. Similarly,., 

or weak, but itsgroup A or B in^^any society may be generally powerful
-r -

relative strength or weakness might interface in very different ways with 

different issues. Even if business, the military or peasants are widely 

recognized as strong in a particular society, there is no -justification -

for assuming that the strength pf such groups, whatever it may be, will

be brought equally to bear on all issues.

With these factors in mind it becomes possible 

of policymaking process which 

collective influence of the variables

to turn to the t3rpes

emerge as composites of the interaction and

examined. The two delimiting or

extreme types^ could be labelled "polic^aking through camp conflict" and 

"incremental pblicymkking." 'Between these two exist numerous possibilities '

and combinations, but..one which is of particular salience will be 

pressure group-policymaking."

Most simply stated, "policymaking by camp conflict" involves the 

process surrounding issues which are

scope, highly affective and ^ch most of.tOn.-require 

legislative activity and affect highly mobilizable interests 

"Incremental policymaking," by way of

examined
as well:

non-divisible, broadly^diffuse in

constitutional or

and groups, 

contrast, arises over issues \diich
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are hlgiay divisible or segmental, narrowly specific, non-affective, and 

which affect few and generally less mobilizable sectors and which can be 

dealt with primarily through administrative chahnelsT

In policyinakihg by camp conflict, the issues involved are typically

They touch on the interests ofextremely broad in their probable impact.

numerous sectors of, society, including many if not all of the most 

politically organized and mobilizable segments of the Japanese polity^__ The 

matters at issue are perceived to-be of a vital.nature to most if not'all

of the affected sectors, xriLth the result that their affective impact is ‘
*

extremely Wgh; those who will be influenced see the. issue in more than . 

instrumental terms; involved, rather, are matters perceived to be of 

major principle, over which they are willing to e^qpend great political 

■ Resources. And the indivisible, .non-segmental nature of the issue and

principles involved makes a two party, zero-sum confrontation most

Most frequently, a constitutional or legislative process is 

inl^rently necessitated for the resolution of the problem in question and

probable.

in theory, each side is willing to pull out all the stops in.its respective 

political organ(s) to achieve its policy ends.
. 'V

ensuing political battle generates high public interest and media
r . *

The result is that the

coverage.

The empirical analogues to this, description come quickly to mind for
•s . •* *' * .

anyone familiar with the secondary literature on Japanese politics. Most ■

' U.S.-Japan Security Treaty controversy of 1960 come quite

close to describing such a pattern. Similarly the domestic political 

process involved in the Police-Duties Bill of 1958, the Okinawan question,.

much of the policymaking in the area of labor relations, questions

surrounding Article 9 and constitutional- revision, and'a host of others 

show roughly comparable patterns. . In Chapter 5 it will be argued that

32
See footnote 23, 26



involved in- matters of' imiversil^ administrationthe.policymaking process' 

is also extremely similar.

conflict is whatthe process of policymaking by camp 

labelled incremental policymaking.

In contrast to

, The issues involved here are
I have

highly segmental and divisible, in contrast to the indivisible issues • 

involved in camp policymaking. Typically, for ex^^le, they revolve around 

an almost infinite aggregate of numerous small items, over which compromise

and where the units involved are readily divisible.
is relatively easy

such as money or allocation projects, 

camp politics is not in evidence, and all parties Involved

As a result the zero sum nature of

are capable of

Correspondingly, the issues are 

of their probable impacts than the 

Those, affected as a result are

the least mobilizable sectors

of their high divisibility’’and their rather

Little if

realizing some portion of their aims.

specific and narrow in the scope
■' /

issues resulting in camp policymaking, 

quite specific and in extreme forms are among 

In part because

more

of society.

also virtually non-affective.specific scope, such issues are

which emerges is either very

Procedurally,admini-

passion is generated over them;

be attributed to political posturing.

anyany,

limited or can
strative ch^nels are usually sufficient for the solution of the problems

is at a minimum. -involved and pubTic visibility and media coverage

Presxjmably because of the less visible.nature (.and possibly the

presumed dullness) .of the process of'policymaking, far fewer studies exist

which could be cited as examples 

few studies suggest strong parallels

of such matters in Japan'than of matters 

of f'aTTip policymaking.. Nonetheless, a

. Available information suggests for example
to the theoretical' construct 

that the policies of impdift control and support for certain critical

evolved largely through the comparatively quiet
domestic industries has
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administrative guidance of the Ministry of International Trade and 

33
Industry. Similarly research and development’ policy lias evolved throng

Q /
quiet and interrelated work by a series of.ministries. Actual case

studies on policymaking of such a pattern in Japan are, as noted, limited 

in number, however, two additional facts might be pointed to as suggestive 

in this regard.
-a

First, in studies of U.S. politics particularly, a number 

■ of cases emerge which fit closely this pattern and there is no obvioq^ 

reason to assume at the outset that many parallel casAs do not exist in

35
Japan. Secondly as will be examined in great detail in Chapter Four the 

bureaucracy plays, particularly through advisory committees and the use of

administrative^directives, a major policymaking-role, while in the Diet,

presumed to be the hub’ of controversy in Japanese politics (which of course
' ' '

it frequently is) the great bulk of legislation passes by unanimoxis, or 

nearly unanimous votes. Thus a prima facie case exists f6r the presuii5>tiea 

that the incremental pattern is more than a theoretical possibility,^ even 

if examinations of its existence are sparce. In Chapter Six, the policy

making process involved in enrollment e3q)ansion within Japanese universities 

will be examined in detail, and suggested as a close empirical approxi- 

mation of this pattern.

-^See U.S. Department of Commerce, Japan; The Government-Business Relation- . 

ship; Dan Fenno flenderson , Foreign Enterprise in Japan. ■ .. .

34
Most generally,^the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of' International 

Trade and Indust^, the-Science and Technology Agency, arid the Economic- 
Planning Agency.

35
e.g., Aaron Wildavski, The Politics of the Budgetary Process, Aage Clausen, 

How Congressmen Decide; A Policy Focus, Robert Dahl and Charles E. Lindblom, 
• Politics, Economics and Welfare inter alia.

■ . V
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The suggestion being made therefore is that trvro patterns of policy

making can be conceptualized which involve composite extremes on all five 

Realistically, as noted above, such concurrence of. a11 five 

at some absolute extreme is unlikely, but as will be-'examined subsi^quhntly, 

actual policymaking situateions sufficiently approximate such hypothetical 

extremes as to warrant the formulation.

variables.

Between these two extremes lies what is being referred to as "pressure 

group policymaking." For purposes of a first theoretical approximation.

this can. be conceptualized as that process resulting from a convergence at 

the approximate midpoints of all five variables. That is, the issue is 

neither as perfectly indivisible, diffuse, affective, or constitutional as 

policymaking through camp conflict, but at the same time it is not as ^

divisible, specific,, unimpassioned administrative as incremental poliey- 

And as the label indicates, pressure group poricymaking can be 

expected to involve more mobilizable actors than is usually the case with 

incremental polic3rmaking, but without the same magnitude and impact on 

the numerous mobilizable actors that is the case with camp policymaking.

Here too, actual examples based on empirical studies can be

making.

suggested. ,Pressjiire from, and governmental response to, groups representing 

former lando^raers expropriated dufing the Occupational land reform and those., 

representiiig^overseas businessmen and property owners suffering losses as 

a result of World War II.mighi serve as-the classic examples. Partially

parallel is that portion of Japanese-Soviet re^tions hinging on fishing

> v.- 37 rights. Somewhat different examples of pressure group policymaking, also 

exist, those representihghasicaily.pressure group response to proposed

36
See the citations in footnote 27.

37,
Donald Hellmann Japanese Domestic Politics and Foreign Policy.
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governmental actions emerge in relation to the Japanese Medical Association

and the attempts to establish an organization of small and medium-sized 

38businessmen. The pattern suggested is one well-known and well-studied 

in political science, both in the Japanese and in other 

not be further elaborated prior to its examination in Chapter Seven.*

contexts and need

Summarizing briefly then, it is suggested that three issue specific" 

variables ~ the divisibility, scope and affect ~ combined with what might

be called two long term political variables — political strudtures and 

institutions on the one hand and organizational strengths and moblllzability 

on the other -- interact to produce at least two extreme and one intermediary

The five variables when collectively present in 

one extreme lead to what, has been called policymaking by camp conflict, 

while in precisely the opposite guise they

pattern of polic3rmaking.

generate, a pattern of incremental 

Between these two, roughly at the midpoint cqnvergences of 

the five exists the pattern labelled

polic3nnaking.

pressure group policymaking. A 

summary of the interrelationships is presented in Figure 2-1. While the

three can be conceptualized in rather pure form, in reality of 

will only approximate one or another of the three; 

replicate exactly the theoretical constructs.

course, cases

they will by no means

But in Chapters Five 

through Seven cspecific policymaking situations in the area of higher

education will be examined which closely parallel these three theoretical 

patterns. ' Before such an examination, however, it is essential to examine 

in greater detail the specific higher educational issues themselves to

understand how they vary on -the three issue specific variables suggested.

and to look too at the postwar Japanese political situation with particular

.
^^See the citations in footnotes 28 and 29.
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reference to questions of institutional and structural variance and problems 

of organizational strength. These problems are the subject of the next 

two chapters.

V
V
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Chapter 3

NATURE OF THE ISSUES

Higher education has always been an important and frequently a political 
• 1.

issue in modem Japan.

cations have however varied significantly over time.

problems and the responses to them in the late Nineteenth Century differ 

significantly from their counterparts in postwar Japan,. Similarly distinct 

have been the political contexts within which they have arisen.

Its im^jortance and the context of its political impl^-

The educational

In order

to understand what has-been called the nature of the policy issues in post

war Japan, it is important to highlight certain historical antecedents, 

thase provide the context within which many of the issues have taken on their

This is most particularly true in the case of the 

affective Component of each of the issues under scrutiny.

for

present significance.

3ut the present^-'

scope and divisibility of these items as well emerge more clearly from the

tisckground, as do the limitations on the major alternatives 

given political consideration and the positions of political advocacy taken 

by the most significant political actors.

For our |>urpo3es, two rather distinct periods of Japanese history

the, period from the onset of the Ifeiji Restoration in 1868, 

most usually seen as' the benchmark for the beginnihg of Japanese mbderii-

ization and industrial development, through the end of World War II;
:

the period of the-U.S. Occupation which ias'ted from 1945 through 1952. It 

was during the prewar period that the issues under analysis first emerged 

as objects of major policy consideration, while'the Occupation Period takes 

^ ^ att^p'ts-imde^hen to alter radically the

P^^^^g^®^ ®^ucational system and to bring it

political and educational values of the Americans.

must- ur

be considered;

and

:V

into ^nformity withmore

Some elements of
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the prex^ar system underwent drastic realteration; others continue to

exert strong influence even' to the present. The same can he said of the 

Occupation-induced changes: a good deal of the policymaking since the end 

of the Occupation has concerned concrete attempts at "correcting the 

excesses" of the Occupation ^d counter pressures to insure that the 

"democratic reforms" of the Occupation ryat be undermined. In still other 

areas, the changes introduced under the Occupation formed the basis for 'hrends

'^'ffiich have continued xmabated. These pasts thus become important keys to

the issues as they have emerged during the period 1952-70.

Higher Education jn the Prexjar Period:

Education was seen by the political leaders of early Meiji as an

integral component of their plans for the industrialization and modernization
V

The earliest major pronouncement of the nex^ government,'of the country.

the so-called Charter Oath, issued in April, 1868 in the name of the new 

E^erot, set forth in five brief articles the principles which were 

Initially to govern the new regime, 

recognition of the importance attached to education and shows the purpose 

for which education vras to be encouraged:

throughout the"world' so as to strengthen the foundations of imperial 

rule."^ ■ ' ■' ^ •

The fifth of these indicates early

"Knowledge shall be sought

Fortunate by comparison to political leaders in many other modernizing 

societies in having a.relatively broad educational infrastructure and a 

comparatively high rate of literacy as a gx^oundxrork from which to modernize.

This is only one of many possible translations of this article of the 
Charter Oath. For the oatk, its background and its possible implications, 
see Robert M. Spaulding, Jr. "The Intent of the Charter-Oath," in Richard 
K. Beardsley, ed., Stxidies.:iri. Japanese History and Politics, 3-36'.
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the Meiji leaders quickly saw that a literate populace with at least a 

rudimenta^ knowledge of the' three R’s and a few other subjects such as

history, geography and ethics was an integral component of a modem, 

2
civilized state. Thus, in 1872, only four years after the Restoration,

’ ■ * A*

a bold plan was put forth to establish a compulsory system of over 50,000

locally financed primary schools as well as a_number of institutions at
3

^ higher levels. Although the vast plan was never realized in full it 

provided the rough guidelines for the, system which eventually developed, 

and was quite successful in rapidly educating the populace. Only eight
4

years later over 41% of the 6-13 year old population x^as enrolled in

. primary schools and by 1910 virtually this entire age-group was in 
4

attendance.

Above this common ba^ of primary school were a'series of isolated

tracks or streams into which entry was more limited. Those who did not

terminate their education at the end of primary school had to choose between

entering a middle school which would be the first step toward the university,

or els.e of entering one of several types of schools geared toward more

specifically vocational training. By 1940 nearly 20% of the appropriate 
-

age cohort was in attendance at some form of middle school.

At the apex of ^the educational pyramid were the universities. The 

first of these, Tokyo Imperial University, created in 1877, was initially 

developed as a training ground for government bureaucrats. Todai, as the

See inter alia, R. P. Dore, "The Legacy of Tokugawa.Education," in Marius 
Jansen, ed., Changing Japanese Attitudes Toward Modernization, 99’-131, and 
R. P. Dore, "Education:' Japan," Political Modernization in Japan and 
Turkey, 176-204.

^Herbert Passin, Society and Education'in Japan, ;

4„
Dore,

209-10.

"Education: Japan," 189.

:-V
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institute came to be called, has since then always occupied a central

and most prestigeous"place in the Japanese educational system. Six

additional imperial universities (administered -under government control) 

and some forty-odd qther universities (bo^h public and private) were
4‘

created prior to World War II, all of which combined to provide Japan with

a highly educated group of business, industrial, and political leaders

thereby aiding greatly in- the modernization and industrialization of the

5
country.

Several facets of this prewar system deserve mderlining both because '

of their particular concern to Occupation authorities, and because they

'have impinged on pplicy. formation since then. Perhaps the most significant

of these concerns the relationship between the government and the university,
•4

Japan’sboth in terms of purpose and actual administrative control.

industrialization and modernization was a far more conscious, governmentally- •

irected effort than was that in Western Europe or the United States; not

sin5prisingly the entire educational system was viewed by government modernizers

as an -important contributor to the entire process and it therefore evolved

\mder the tight supervision of the government.

From the perspective of the rest of the educational system, higher

educational institutions were comparatively liberal and free from

At the lower educational levels, conscious-and 
/

, conscientious control nver the schools was maintained through government

government supervision.

control over teacher training, textbook supervision, and syllabus monitoring.

Extensive effort also went into the instillation of patriotism and support

for the Imperial system through ethics courses, the wearing of school

^Aso Makoto, Eriito'to Kyoiku ;^Elites and Education];

Futufe of Japan's Meritocracy," 30-50.
Ronald P. Dore, "The
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uniforms and caps, military control over physical education, the periodic ■ 

reading of the Imperial Rescript on Education, the required daily bow of 

all pupils before each school’s picture of the Emperor and other practices.

In accord xnLth the overall perceptions of Mori Arinori,^ architect, of .. 

the prewar educational system^ however, the universities were accorded far 

more intellectual and administrative leeway. Nevertheless, by comparison 

to other countries at si^lar points in time, and by comparison to most ''— 

better universities today, the controls were quite,si^ifleant, 

article pf ^he lTi5)erial University Ordinance establishing Tokyo University 

for example declared qtiite explicitly that”The purpose of the imperial -
u. ' ’ ' • • ■

university shall be’to provide instruction in the arts and sciences and 

to inquire into the mysteries of learning in accordance with the needs of 

the state” fitalics added). A series of Education Ordinances in the mid- 

1880s asserted the supremacy of the state in all areas of education and 

s,^the 1890 Imperial Rescript on Education stressed service to the state as 

the national educational ideal.

Harmony between university and state was by no means insured through ' 

such simple legal exigencies however and university-state conflicts arose 

from two rather separate features of the higher.educational structure .. 

throughout much ,6f -the prewar pefiod; ’^e first of these was the comparative 

autonoB^r and anti-establishment nature pf the earliest private universities. "

- •^•Jhile the ImperiaFuhiversities .were created explicitly for ."purposes of 

State” and were aimed primarily at training, government bureaucrats, 

private universities were founded by non-govemmental and often anti- 

governmental individuals, suc^ as Fukuzawa Yukicim (Keio), Okuma Shigenobu

The firs't

the

^See especially Ivan Parker- Hall, Mori Arinori; 
Education in Japan, 166-96.

Michio Nagai, Higher
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and Niijima Jo (Doshisha) . Waseda in particular was lieavily

involved in the anti-governmental "Peoples lights Movementfollowing the

I'feiji Restoration, and Okuma at one point declared his philosophy on ties

between government and the university to^be as follows:

Prom the beginning we have held to one simple prop
osition: the will of the people is never identical 
with the opinion of the government. At times, popular 
will and government opinion run counter to one another.
If education ejtists under the control of a single power, 
will not the state be misled in its purposes?'

With such a founding philosophical base, Waseda and other private /universities

became the early homes of anti-govemmental activities. Government reaction

involved simultaneous-efforts to break down the Independence of the private

institutions and to insure even greater loyalty from government admini

stered institutions. The private tiniversitiesj• through a combination of " 

financial pressures, lack of government recognition and not infrequently'* 

overt,government harassment, soon came to an accomodation with the govern—

In 1918, with the promulgation of the University Ordinance, the 

private universities were subsiomed into the system they had originally 

been established to counter, and with few exceptions they mollified their 

high levels of’independence from the government, becoming instead the 

occupationally-centeted training schools for white collar salarymen.
■s »• ' *'

It was the best of the imperial universities that in fact were.^most, 

prominent in attempts to achieve independence from government control. 

Organized in accord OTLth Getman'principles', these universities internally • 

divided into faculties • (gakubu) which were to be the ultimate 

decision making bodies in the governance of the universities, the second 

actor in prewar gdvemment-uhlversity.^cqniltcts “and an aspect which has

}

:at.

vere

'^agai. Ibid ;, 31.;
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to be of particular sign^icance in administrative disputes in the 

postwar period.

A number of significant instances took place during the prewar period

come

in which government atteii?)ts to mterveije in university policy or to tosure 

form of ideological conformism were stoutly resisted by autonomy-

At Tokyo University for example, university-

some

minded university members, 

government clashes took place in 1903 when seven faculty members were

suspended for criticizing the government's foreign policy, and nearly 200

At Tolq^o8
faculty members united to oppose the government's demand.

Koto Shogyo Gakko, now Hitotsubashi University, faculty and student- 

protests forced an* ’end to government attempts to turn the institution into 

a purely teaching institute for the training of businessmen in 1908 and in 

1919-20 Tokyo University again became embroiled in a major conflict when 

government officials demanded the resignation of Professor Morito Tatsuo 

who wrote an allegedly subversive article on the thoughts of Kropotkin..

At Kyoto Imperial University faculty opposition to covert cooperation 

between the Ministry of Education and miversity president Sawayanagi in 

attempting to force the resignation of several professors led to

Sawayanagi’s resignation in 1913, while twenty years later in 1933 then— 

Education Minister Hatoyama Tchiro successfully demanded that an allegedly 

subversive Criminal Law Reader not be used in the university, resulting

Even more serious disputes. in another major university-government clash, 

broke out during the 1930's Involving the famous "organ theory of the

Emperor" postulated by ilaw professor Minobe Tatsukichi, and the theories

Jichi no Rekishi E-The-History of University8
Ikazaki Akio , Daigaku no 

Autonomy], 25-32.
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of the state 

famous conflicts

put forth by Yanaihara Tadao 

took place during the

“any resignations

and others. Numerous less

prewar period and though the 

or dismissals they
government forced 

faculty protest. came only over strong

Although by
no means always successful in

their attempts. particularly
as government liberality and powers 

1930's, faculty members did 

a heritage of faculty autonony vi 

iaiportance in the

of repression increased during the

succeed in laying at least the
groundwork\.for

na-B-vis goveraijent that rose to greater 

Conversely, successful 

suppress allegedly dangerous

a converse heritage for 

two sides, while by

frequency to

postwar period.
government

intervention in the
university to

or subversive
thought was sufficiently 

government officials, 

automatic during this

prevalent to leave

Hostility between the 

period.
no means

occurred with sufficient
establish many of the

policy attempts during 

The roots of 

as faculty attempts 

by small but ideologically 

and a-politlcality rather

parameters and sentiments for administrative policy '
and

the postwar period.

postwar student protest can also be 

government demands 

-committed knots of student

noted in this period 

were sometimes
to withstand

supported

radicals. Quiescence 

activism tended however
than conscious political

to bo doninaot Mong the student sector,’ 

In addition to siich problems
revolving around university admlnlstratlon 

oonflicts, all of which have
faculty autonomy and 

left

university-government

Higher edhcationalsome mark on
policymaking today.. a second feature 

the high degree of institutional
of the prewar system mtist be'exai^ned:

9
Henry D. Smith II, Japan 's First student Ead-ic.7.-

I
V
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and occupational specificity of educational institutions. In contrast to 

the American system of education where,’from grammar school through 

college, most students enroll in structurally con^jarahle institutions and 

move in a single stream from grammar s^ool to high school to college, . 

Japanese students under the_^prewar system moved in highly differentiated 

channels once beyond the six years of elementary school. As noted above 

a key distinction was made between institutions in the purely academicv^ 

channel and’those which were of an bccupationally-sp’ecific character.

Students who proceded beyond the required primary education would

enter either middle school which was the first step in the academic-channel,
■ ■ w. . * - , • -

or else they would proceed on primarily to either'higher elementary school,

' secondajry vocational school or part time "youth schools," all of which 

were vocation-specific and aimed at providing the practical skills required 

by an industrializing Japan. At this level, segregation.according to sex 

also took place, with special tracks for female students, the best of-’whom 

^ademically could proceed on only to women's colleges (not to be confused 

'with'the more prestigious "universities" open only to males).-

Not all those who continued on to middle school however entered

universities. Upon completion of the five year .middle school,studdnts

took rigid conqretitiye examinationsr orf the basis of which even more radical
' >'*.'**

streaming than that following primary school took place. For those who 

' . , continued, the choice again was between purely academic and purily vocational 

training, with entry into the academic higher schools being a virtual 

gua[rantee of subsequent entry into and graduation from the university.

Those who did not gain admittance to higher school through Tihe examinations
. . .  ' ' ""r f:.. - ■ . ■

could enter either the job market or schools designed to prepare them'for 

careers in such fields as architecture, dentistry, engineering, forestry, 

medicine, or pharmacy;

.i
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The e^hasis within the' system on practical and vocational training 

continued to the'highest levels of the system.

single faculty imiversities, both private and national, geared toward

There were numerous

vocational training in medicine, commerce and engineering. The specific 

character of many such institutions is captured in an excerpt from the 

statement of the committee responsible for the formation of Tokyo Institute

of Technology.

Scholars have a common weakness. They-.tend to indulge 
in the study of abstruse theories and to be ignorant of 
the present conditions of industry. Furthermore, while 
'the scientific aura of their research is pronounced, 
their studies aaresfar removed from the actualities of 
industry, which they despise.' Nevertheless^ the newly 
established [Tokyo.Institute of Technology] ... shall 
seek to maintain intimate contact with the realities of 
industry,, to conduct practical research on indvistrial 
problems, and to develop a faculty and student body who 

. will focus their attention on the*problems of industrial 
operation.^®

Thus., functional specificity and preparation for future occupations was an

integral part of the prewar system of education at all levels.

The ever-narrowing channels of the prewar system meant that entry into

universities was an extremely difficult and highly competitive process. At 

all stages in’the educational process, constant socialization was under

taken to insure thS* successful adaptation of the individual to his increas

ingly determined and narrowed future role.. Little leeway was provided ■, 

for the "late-bloomerM or for individuals with uncertainties or mind-changes 

about careers.- Cultivatibrr'or .encouragement of individuality was not a ’ - 

prominent feature of the prewar^ system; a premium rather was placed on 

acHOptance of outside direction and conformity to external determinations. 

Moreover, functiohal specificity among institutions and, a hijgh reliance

Nagai, Higher Education 41.• • • • }
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^ong en^jloyers
on an indtvtdnal-s. background

for eapldjnaa^

odncation to a large errant. These factors 

olialng a third la^„„ant characteristic of

,v.;
as a criterlda’

success depenaed on one's 

long way in institution- 

educational system;

future

went a

the prewar.
elitism. “

Elitism in the
prewar system took two forms; 

of individuals

that which arose as a 

,to the higEest 

prestige

At the top of the

function of the limited number 

levels of education, 

gradations 

institutiional

-f ■

V-

continuing on 

f^om the radical
and that which resulted 

among higher educational institutions.

pyraald was Tokyo University whose 

ranging from such
prestige resulted from a'

its halting

series of factors ;

been the first university and having been Jhe 

the others

the intellectual

the, subsequent

psychological elements as

le Imperial university unfil ^ 

academically noteworthy factswere created, to more
such as '

-fits and achievements of Its faculty-and students and

career successes of its graduates. Below Todai were the^ther national universitie 

universities.
s, the cream of which

were the other six Imperial 

generally accorded lower
Private universities

although, the best private tclverslties such
were

prestige.

as Waseda and Keio 

some of the lesser

were
sometimes nwre highly 

Still lower were' tiTe 

(koto senmongakko), and 

consciously attended 

subsequent dpb and ^nces

esteemed than
national institutions, 

or "higher colleges" 

world such gradations were '

various "cpllagaaV Csennongafcko) 

In the businessso on.

to. lEe school
one attended determined one's

of promotion;
for the s^ jobs within- individual

frequently, starting salaries 

companies would be scaled to rejfardgraduates from the more 11prestigious institutions.

Sassin

—g^sinei^ Kecruitmeht jji ■ janan , 122-25; Koya Azumi, Higher Educati nr.

?;.
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differentiation among institutions put a premium on entry

Only one out of

admitted to the higher schools that 

Only one out of 100 ,

Such a

into the Best of these, ^and coiqjetition was intense, 

thirteen middle school graduates was

were the sine qua non for a university education.

graduating elementary school class could be expected to

of 200 could expect to enter one of

students in a

enter any university, and only one out

Professor Henry Smith aptly sums up
/

the system was one which provided, he

- 12
fVjP seven Imperial universities.

this facet of prewar education:

"a little education for the many and great deal of education for the
says.

.,13
few ...

It must'be pointeV out however that although a very small number of 

provided virtually the only channels to the most important 

poJ|itions within ,the society, and that even though only a very limited 

of individuals could enter such tiniversities, the system was

universities

number

con^ratively non-elitist in that rigid class barriers were never strong

thus less instru-The Japanese higher educational system was 

reinforcing inherited privilege and in preventing upward

bright but impoverished children that it was in Western Europe.

in Japan.

mental in

mobility by
tS:

Informal barriers constiSuted by the degree of family financial status

and geographical mobility as well as more' psychological pressures from.

clearly operated in prewarone's parents,-peer'group, community, etc.

Meanwhile,Japan, but these factors are relatively common, to all societies.

combined with the low tuition in nationalthe open examination system

universities and opportunities for side jobs such as 

universities a significant channel of social mobility and gave prewar

'r' -
tutoring made the

Passin, Ibid., 104.^^Based -on Smith, Japan * s Firs t S tudent 'E^dicals; 

^^Smith, Ibid., 1-2.

K
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i

In 1939 for example 16.2% 

14 : ^

Japan a comparatively non-ascriptive character, 

of the students at Tokyo University were farmer’s 

of the prewar system was an institutional,■rather than a class, elitism

• * iThus the elitismsons.

perhaps best characterized as "meritocratic elitism," and it never became 

the subject of the same class-based political conflicts that occtirred in 

some European comtries.

In summary, what was'inoU-significant about the prewar system was the
r

high degree of governmental control, combined with examples of resistance

*■

by certain meuibers of the xmiversity which thereby laid the basis for the

the highly vocationaldevelopment of a notion of faculty autonomy; 

orientation of the entire-educational system, reaching up into many aspects

ofXhigher education;, and the narrowness of educational channels and the

It was these dimensionstraints thereby exercised over social mobility.com

of tjhe prewar system which were of greatest concern to the Americans in 

of restructuring the educational system under the Occupation and 

^ also the aspects of the prewar system that became most salient

chari

they we

in the post—Occupational development of higher educational issues.

Higher Education in the Occupation Period;

Initial Occupation policy towards higher education was reactionary in 

the true sense of the word. In bulk, it represented n reaction to, and 

• an attempt to eliminate most of the major tendencies of the prewar period

In keeping wilth- its perceptions of Japan as a coimtry 

whose social and economic structures were integral props for, if not direct

illuminated above.

^^Shimizu Yoshihiro, Shaken [Examinations], 110 as cited in R, P. JOore, ^ 
"Mobility, Equality, and- Individuafeion in Modem Jajpan," Aspects of Social 
Change in Modem Japan, R. P. Dore (fid.), 123. ,it must be noted that one 
of the main instruments of this meritocratic elitism was the rigid examin

ation sys”tem.
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catalysts of, the politics which had 

Occupation sought to bring about major

led to Iforld War II, the ibierican ■ 

changes in the entire Japanese 

education.

way

The core principles under 

were "demilitarization" and * •

of life that perforce included higher 

which the Occupation initially operated

"democratization."

Any and all pro-military vestiges 

institutions, while 

encouraged.

Education Section made

to be removed from educational 

simultaneously pro-democratic sympathies

were

were to be 

the Civil Information and
An October 22, 1945 directive by

this quite clear;

The content of all instruction will 
examined, revised, and 
the following policies;

such *undrntrh^'''^i'S"2 tteirc'f 
speech, and religion, Elf'll .“00^?!!"

be critically 
controlled in accordance with

Jt was at the lower levels
of education that "demilitarization"

was
. most specifically aimed and also where

it had its greatest impact, but a 

as well.
definite influence on higher education can be noted 

■ . end books escaped the rigid ideological
While courses

checks made at lower educational '

levels, all personnel Were subjected to Ideological
; scrutiny.so as to' ,

e^onents. of militarism an,! ultranationalism.eliminate known
A number

.of such individuals 

military academies

were purged^ universities. In addition; the

were ordered closed, and all military
courses were

eliminated in other institutions. Moreover, in November 1945
the Americans

took quick action to 

of Education

counter a series of moves by the Japanese Ministry 

by the Japanese left as pro-military.seen
The Minister of

15
General- Headquarters, -SCAP, 

Education in the Mew Jnp..n, Information and Education Section,
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Education Iiad established special schools for returning Japanese soldiers 

and had allowed students from the disbanded military academies to enter

nonmilitary universities during midyear, bypassing the entrance examinations 

required of other students. To many th^he actions represented an 'attei!^>t 

to give special privileges to -military s.tudents not available to others in

the country, to perpetuate militarist thinking, and to infiltrate liberal

of military-oriented stud^ts andor progressive universities with a 

the Americans were quick to reverse them all.

The anti-military posture of SCAP (Supreme Commander for the Allied 

Pcvcters) and its CIE section (Civil Information and Education) 

psychological mood throughout higher educational institutions, 

which were particularly diligent in removing, "tainted" faculty members and 

In welcoming back many previously imprisoned leftist scholars.

core

set a clear

many of

In that - '

iuch of this activity was concentrated on a few noteworthy camptises the . 

ov^all political impact of the demilitarization campaign was heightened. 

Clearly, in terms of the atmosphere created, the program was of positive 

benefit to progressively-oriented members of the academic community and

caucuses faculty and student groups came under progressive 

cainp influence. This control was to become quite significant in subsequeht 

government—university coh.flicts, and was even to affect subsequent aspects 

..of SCAP’s higher educational policy.

The demilitarization phasp.of SGAP's higher educational policy while 

not to be minimized in significance, served primarily as a backdrop for 

upstage actions having more direct and first-order 

militarization of higher education meant primarily the removal of individuals

on numerous

consequences. De- „

16„
"Sengo Daigaku Kaikaku no Rinen to Joken(Thebry and 

Reality in .Post^jar University Reform^ in Ikazaki Akio and Nagai Kenichi, eds., 
Daigaku.iio Jichi tO- Gakusei no Ghii [University Autonony and the Position 
of Students]^ 1, 5. Ibid.. 188.

Teras aki Masao
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and attitudes deeined pernicious, .vdiereas derabcratizatiori meant a far more 

total and integrated restructuring. In order to lay the groundwork for 

such a policy, SCAP invited a group of twenty-seven American educators

to Japan to meet with a con5>arahle number of”Japanese to^eicamine the prewar '
■

educational system and to make broad recommendations for change, 

report of this group^^
The

when combined with other documents of the time, is 

a most valuable indicator both of American perceptions of the short^mings

of the prewar system and of their initial orientations'toward the restructur

ing of the system. In addition to its import as an outline of SCAP thinking 

at the time, the report is significant in that it has become an in?)ortant 

'reference point for those arguing over specific higher educational policies, 

ak sides frequently referring to it as the legitimation for their 

po£itlons. '

>r
The report took specific aim at most of the characteristics of the

Strong opposition was registered to the stress 

on "needs of the state" as a precondition for virtually all higher educational 

activity and to the strong bureauOratic controls, primarily from the Ministry 

of Education, exerted over finance, courses, student activities.

prew^ system noted above.

the actions

of faculty members, etc.^ Further, strong emphasis was placed on eliminating 

the’ inequalities of educational opportunity in- the form of sex discrimin

ation, tracking, and the large gaps in quality between the old imperial 

universities and all others. Finally, there was great concern to eliminate 

the stress on vocational and specialized training and to innaugurate some

form of general education in institutions of higher education.

Hi^er education was alleged -to have three dis^tinct 

protection and advancement of knowledge and the enlightenment of society;

first, thearms:

17„
Report of the United States Education Mission to Japan."
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second, the training of efficient and humane individuals; 

promotion of technical proficiency in response to the changing needs of

Of the three, the first and second recurred most, often in the

third, the

18
society.

report, while the third received scarcely any subsequent attention; Indeed,’

the report cautioned against the dangers posed to the imiversity’s freedom

by financial pressures and business demands. Using an American analogy, the

'report stated that "the aims of trade and higher learning are as distinct

• 19as those -of church and state, and they must be kept sd."

‘ » \

In the area of university autonoiry and government control, the report 

called for a "recovery of spirit" regarding academic freedom and noted

that "one sure way to preserve academic freedom is to give authority to

,,20
le faculties themselves in academic matters. a. suggestion seen by many 

academics as a strong endorsement of the position that the faculty confer- j

erine should be the supreme governing organ on individual university campvis.es.

\ Beyond this the report took a strong stand against almost all forms 

of government supervision of the universities.

A highly centralized educational system, even if it 
is not caught in the net of ultranationalism and 
militarism, is endangered by the evils that acconqjany 
an intrenched bureaucracy. Decentralization is 
necessary in -prder that teachers may be freed to 
develop professionally tinder guidance, without 
regimentation. 21

To this end, the mission recommended that; '

Except for examining--the qualifications of a proposed 
institution of higher education before it is permitted 
to open its doors, and, assuring that these initial 
requirements are mer, the governmental agency should have

^^Ibid., 47.

19 • •
Ibid., 50. It should-be kept in mind that this was a reflection more of the 

American ideal than realities.

Hi

20
Ibid., 50 • -

21
Ibid., 57
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practically no control over institutions of higher
education.22

To improve educational opportunitiesthe report noted that ''Recognition 

of the fight of acces^ to higher learning must be made clearer to.the 

people and to the administrative powers controlling higher education, as

the prerogative and special advantages of the few are relaxed and redefined 

for the many. ..23 „
To accomplish this more institutions of higher.^ucation 

to be created and the distinctive position of the old Imperial tini-

In the interest of equal opportunity the
A

report also recommended that "Freedom of access to higher institutions

were

versifies was to be eliminated.

should be provided Jiimiediately for all women now prepared for advanced

study; steps should be taken also to iiiq)rove the earlier training of 

..24 • ■ •women.
•4

The overall quality level of facilities of higher education, while 

q^ite good in prewar Japan, had suffered severe physical damage as a

^ of the saturation bombing campaign by the United States during the. res

. Over one-fourth of the total building area of institutions of higher 

education was damaged in this way.

war

Further, most private institutions

lost virtually all their assets as well from the severe inflation of the 

25
postwar period.

-
• »•
The report thus proposed that university quality be

' * N ' j * , ^

equalized through measures aimed at improving the financial situation of the
e

' universities, hitherto unsupported by the government.

22
Ibid.. 62.

23
"Ibid.,47-48,

24
Ibid.^ 62.

Mombusho, Waga Kuni no Koto Kyoiku iHigher Education in Japan: Ministry 
of Education l^fhite Paper], 24. (Hereafter-W ' *64.)-■ A translation- of 
this report is available; John J. Blewett, S. J., Higher Education in 
Postwar Japan. 120-21. .

■r
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Finally the report showed concern for the content of hij^ef 

.education, noting that general education had in the prewar period usu^ly 

terminated with middle school; where' it existed at higher levels it fell

far short of" meeting the real needs for general . 
education - For the most part ther'e, is top little ' 
dppbttunity for general-education, too early •and too 
narrow a specialization, and too great a vocational 
or professional emphasis. A- broader hum^stic attitude 
should be .cultivated to provide more back^ound for free 

. thought and a better fojmdation oh which professional 
training may be based.

The- report was received enthusiastically by MacArthur, and formed

•- •

' the basis for initial efforts by SCAP and CIE to Initiate changes in higher

The major goals of the report and of incidental CIE recommendations

Article 1 of the Fundamental Law

education.
* -r •.

quickly reflected in Japanese law. 

if Education which was passed by the Diet on..March 31, 19^7, stated that

were

Education shall aim at the full development of 
personality,■striving for the development of a 
people, sound in mind and body, who shall love truth 
and jiistice, esteem the value of the individual, 
respect labor and have a deep sense of responsibility, 
and who shall be imbued with an independent |Eirit 
as builders of a peaceful state and society.

Articles incorporated into the new constitution.also echoed these themes.

Freedom of thought’and conscience (Article 19), academic freedom (Article

23), and the right -to.-van equal education correspondent with ability

In the School Education Law,, passed on
■ f

(Article 26) were guaran'teed.

March 29, 1947, the university was declared to have as its aim "the in-
.r

depth teaching and studying'of .specialized arts and sciences as well as the

provision of a broad general culture and the development of the intellectual,

(Article 52). J)n.•28moral, and practical abilities (of the individual)

26, Report of the United States Education Missiorf to Japan," 52.

^^•MnniEushP. ’Mombu 'Hbrei ’-Ybrah Showa Yonjuroku lOutline -of Laws and
(Hereafter Mbriibu 'Hofei .Ordinances in Education, 1971]j 11.

^^Ibid. 1-10, 15-32, for both the Constitution and the School Education Law. 
’-J^ese are variously reproduced in other collections of documents. The
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of tMs cataloguing of legal principles the more difficult problem’
the basis

of actualizing structural changes in the hi^r educational system was begun.

that have since been operative
Full’ understanding of the constraining elements

of higher educational policy to be investigated makes

look beyond these principles and to examine as well the

attenqjted or established.

within the three areas-

it necessary to

structural changes in higher education which

The structural keystone of the new system was to be the four;;^ar liberal

were
\

all academically-qualified high school ,arts college, open in principle to

Drawing heavily on the American system and its underlyinggraduates.

rationale, SCAF and CIE officials saw such a change as 

significantly democratize the opportunities to receive a'university education

one that would

• ^

«one that would provide an education geared to knowledge of a broad and

■v

Such a systemdeneral, rather than a particularistic, vocational, nature, 
lant the complete realignment of the vast and complicated prewar system of 

o:^r 525 different institutions of eight main types. ^

?he question of restructuring was delegated to the Educational Eeform

established under the Ministry ofCommittee, the'main advisory group

considered the American proposals at its seventh

On December 27, the committee issued

Education which first

general meeting on October 18, 1946.:• ••

• »•
a recomendation to- the Japanese government that "Schools following high

Subsequently, this1
.. school shall.in principle be four-year universities.

written into -the School Education Law of March 31, 1947 (Article 55)
point was

Ministry of Education has a pamphlet translation of -the -School Education Law 
and it appears as well in gr.AP; - Education in the New Japan,
This last, .of course, has only the initial version of the law and not its

subsequent re’visions. -

iKvoiku Sasshin linfcai Yoran XHandboc^ to the Education Eeform 
(Hereafter KSI Yqran.)

29..■Mombushp 
Coimnittee]:

>

\\

'V:.-C
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and became government principle. So did the concept of equality of 

opportunity, which was formalized on the same day in the Fundamental Law 

of Education. ‘

Insuring liberality in the curriculum delegated to a completely

non-government^ group, the University Accreditation Association, set up

at the direction and encouragement of the Americans and relied on heavily

30 ™The ,@ssoci-for higher educational policy during the Occupation period, 

ation set forth on July 8, 1947 a set of minimum standards for university

accreditation, which were accepted by the Ministry of Education as the

effectively negating the unwritten 

The new standards

official reqiiirements for charters, 

and often arbitrary prewar standards of the ministry.

eluded the requirements for at least a two year general education program

Thus, with the cooperation of both the 

Educational Reform Committee and the University Accredftation^Association,

ir all four-year institutions.

th^ Americans began the creation in Japan of a higher educational system

universality of access and keyed to■ based^n institutional homogeneity;

the transmission of the broad principles of liberal arts.

into effect in 1948, and by 1952 some 226 new. The new system came 

system miversities were established, the bulk of which represented

various combinations of several prewar institutions of higher

education.

. The results of this reorganization In terms of increased opportunities

of the more significant accomplish- 

The 1944 enrollment in universities was

have long been touted by Americans as one 

ments.of.the Occupation.

^^Harada Taneo-, interview, February 3, 1971.

^^Chartering involves the process of being established as a legal person
corporation; accreditation -involves peer evaluation by other universities 

to determine if a university’s facilities are of sufficient quality to warrant 
recognition by- other academic associations. Kaigo Tokibmi and Terasaki,
Masao Daigaku KyOiku TUniversity Education], 62-68.

or a

K
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32
by 1952 the figure had jumped to 502,000.^^ 

absolute increase in the number of university students 

However, it is necessary to qualify this in certain ways.

84,000;
Unquestionably the

was tremendous.

For example,

the total enrollment in all institutions of higher education during the'

prewar period, rather than simply'that in miversities, was nearly 400,000 
34

Furthermore, the percent of the higher educational cohort 

attending higher educational institutions was 4.0% in 1940. 

up to 6.1%.^^

. in 1944.

In 1950 it was

Although the ages counted are different and hence not 

absolutely comparable, some increase in the percentage of the 

attending higher educational institutions unquestionably took place.

over the ten-year period 1940-

a not at'all disproportionate in light of the fact, first that from 

193^--1940 the increase

age group

Nevertheless, the increase from 4.0% to 6.1%

50

• «r

was from 2.9% to 4.0%.and, second, that there was 

a substantial military demobilization which freed many youths to return to

schoo:

What really happened under the American plan was not so much that 

opportunities to attend institutions of higher education were genuinely

increased by the shift to a four-year university system, although the 

psychological impact of. „thg.; move in the direction of democratization of 

higher educational opportunities should not be minimized. Instead, there •

was a standardization -of the differentiated prewar opportunities into a

32
W? *64, 267.

33.
Mombusho, .ed., ¥agakuni no Ky^Ru no Ayumi to Kongo no Kadait^ Chuo 

Kyoiku Shingikai Chukan Hokoku [The' Course of JapaneHV> aVi/^
Future Problems: Interim Report of the Central Education Council],'380. 
(Hereafter CBCS •69) . ..

■ '■ ■ 'jk ■

34
Compiled from data in ^■np ■•64. • 266-69.

;^^CKS '69, 381.
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more homogenous set of chances to attend one unified type of higher

However, an examination of the reofganizationaleducational ins titution.

bases on which the new four-year universities were formed shows that the

standardization that took, place on paper was far from a standardization In *

reality and the institutional elitism that was an alleged target of the

36
reorganization emerged unscathed. The differences in prestige and power

that existed during the prewar period continued to be reflected in

postwar patterns of combination that took place among the various instit-

37.utions. The national, and more particularly the former imperial 

universities, were most particularly favored.

. Two bases existed* for the formation of the new four-year universities — 

those organized around an existing university and those which were not.

Tablis 3-1 and 3-2 show, of 83 universities formed around extant universities,

26 w^e national, 14 were local public, and 43 were private, while of

143 universities formed without such a basis, the distribution was 46, 20,

As

and 77 respectively. These figures represent percentages almost identical 

with the total distribution of national, local public and private

Toniversities at the t^e, and so no discrimination seems involved here. 

However, looking at the actual co^inations is more revealing.

36.
But it is reported that CIE went so far as to ban participants of both 

the Ministry of Education and Tokyo University, and only these two, from 
the organizational meeting for the University Accreditation Association. 
Terasaki, in Ikazaki and Nagai, Daigaku no Jichi , 21.• • •

37
Terasaki Masao, "Sengo Daigakushi no Magarikado" [Crossroads in the History 

of Postwar Universities], BSsei, Vol. 2, Qune-July,'1971), 55. (Hereafter 
Bosei.) -

h f

X
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Table 3-1

KYTstxng UiiiversityTfalversities ForAed' Arbtind an

Type of School Formed 

National Public -Private.

38

No. of Components
Total . 1

5413- 31-3

164111. 4-5

1310126-8

8343-1426Total

.Zenkoku Daigaku Ichiran [Japanese Universities at a
MombushUSource:

Glance], annual.

fewer institutions, 

while of the sixteen schools composed 

national and only four were

\ Of fifty-four schools reorganized from three or 

only three were national universities* b

eleven wereof fojr or five constituent organs, 

priva^. All but one of

Thus, all but three

the schools composed of six or more units were

national universities formed around existing 

units, while only one of fourteen local

The

national/

universities included four or more

public and five of forty-three private schools had such diverse roots.

formed around existing institutions thus were far
hew national universities

institutionally complex than their private and local public counter-

existing prestige and their physical '.
more

parts, adding immeasurably both to their

assets,.

the schools which did not have an ongoing university as a
Among

, the pattern was the same [see Table 3-2].
nucleus

r
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^ Table 3-2

Pniversities'ForAed Without an Existing TMiver^lty

T

No. of Components Type of School Formed
. V

National Public Private Total

:,«b10^1 17 72 99

2-3X \ 25 1 5 31

+4 11 0.2 13

Total

^Includes one university established de nOvo. . 

^Includes txfo universities established de novo.

46 20 77 143

•; *,

Solace: Mbmbushq, Zenkoku Daigaku Ichiran [Japanese TMiversities at a 
Glance]',* annxial.

• .V,

Again the bias is clearly in favor of the national universities, as 36 of ' 

46 national universities were formed from mergers in contrast to’ 3 of 20 

ppbliX and 5 of 77 private diversities.

This distinction between national universities on the one hand and 

public and private universities on the other must not obscure the fact that 

comparison within the^two groups yields equally revealing distinctions.

This can be seen in Table 3-3.
■■

% •

t

A-
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Table 3-3

National Uaivereities'Formed tflth and Formed Without an

Existing University.

.

No. of Components With University Without University Total

1-1-3 3 35a
38

4-5 11 10 21

6+ 12 1 13

Total

^Includes one miversity established ^

Source: Mombusho, Zenkoko ]3aigaku Ichiran [Japanese Universities at a 
' GlanceJ, annual.

26 46 72

novo.

Thus of 38 national universities composed of three or fewer sub-units, 35 

ndt formed around existing universities, while of 13 universities

•

were

consisting of six dr more components, all but one were formed around 

existing diversities, 

totalled 33 components.

The seven former Imperial universities among them 

average of 4.7 per university.

A similar distinct;ion can be found among the far less well-endowed.

or an

private universities.

Table 3-4

• Private Universities Formed With and Formed Withdut an

Existing University

No. of Components With University Without University Total

1 . 16 72 88
•O'

2+ 27 5 32

I Total, 43 77 120

Mombusho, Zenkoko Daigaku Ichiran [Japanese Universities 
Glance], annual.
Source:

at a
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What all of this shows is a dramatic reinforcement in the very 

specific area of. higher education of the bid adage that the rich get richer
■ • 'V

and the poor get poorer — at least in the absence of external controls.

The most prestigious universities attracted the“’most complex and desirablb. * - 

mergers; the less prestigious schools were far less■attractive, both to. 

the better schools and to one another, and for the most part simply upgraded 

their titles. But for the former ia^erial tiniversities this somewhat 

natural law of attraction and repulsion was enhanced by a -set of special

provisions in the regulations establishing the four year system (Shinsei 

Kokuritsu Daigaku Jisshi Yoko, July 1948). This Ministry of Education 

regulation provided that all national-schools in a single geographical area

would be"amalgamated to become the single four year miversity for the 

prefe<ture. However, the specific areas in which the former imperial 

univeiisities existed were exempted from this provision, thus givittg them 

carte mjL^^he to make the most advantageous mergers, trading on and enhancing 

their already high prestige, rather than having it limited as had been an 

initial Occupation goal.

In this context qf equalizing higher educational opportunities, mention 

should also be made of eliminating discrimination against females which was ‘ 

closely linked to ..the'overall-social^^d political emancipation of women. -

They.‘ were given the constitutional right to vote (Article 15) and hold 

public office (Article 44), and absplute equality .between the sexes was 

also written into the constitution (^ticle 14). Yet without a genuine 

elimination of existing educational barriers against women to allow them

to take advantage of such social and political advantages, these others 

could have been relatively, meaningless. 38

ii ;.r, . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Robert K. Hall, Education for a New Japan, 420-21.

■S':
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December 4, 1945, at the initiative of CIE, the MinistryAs early as

of Education issued general outlines for aerogram of eliminating sexual 

Entitled "The Women’s Education Renovation Plan," itdis crimination.

called for university and college courses to be-'opened to women and the ■

More formally.

* • ■-

revision of all regulations which discriminated against them.

Article 3 of the Eundamental law of Education required the elimination of

educational discrimination on the basis of sex.

The effects of this policy on female enrollment in universities were

In 1940 there were 97 women registered in university faculties.

"other."

significant.

An additional 5 were in graduate facilities and. 109 were classified as
39"S' -

At\most, therefore, approximately 200 women were
\ .. 40

Figifre 3-5 shows the rather striking increases after the war.

enrolled in universities.

Figure 3-5

Number of tJniversity Students by Sex

%Female
Number

%Male
Number

TotalYear .

16.41,94683.610,03211,978 »1948
6.18,13693.9 •118,732126,868. .1949
7.717,324 .92.3 ..■207,599 -224-, 9231950
9.329,18390.7283,975. 1951 313,158 '

10.341,25189.7358,5W,.

Source: Mombusho, Kyo^u'Tokei Shiryoshu [Collected Statistical Source 
Materials on Education], 9-14 system miversities only.)

399,5131952

/^-CKS 169, 170^73.

and Teras^, Daigaku ... ,.97^99.^ Of particular interest is ^e 
TocraVin'ri tjbTch in its history, Knbe Jogakuin Hachi.junenshx specifically 
attributes its early reestablishment to Dr. Holmes, who had once been a 
teacher there Ibid,, 98.
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.As with, the figures on overall enrollmmt, those for women in 

universities can be somewhat misleading. During the period 1934-36 women 

made up 9.5% of the enrollees in institutions of hi^er education, though 

few were in universities, so the figure of 10."3% at the end of the 

Occupation does not mark a phenomenal educational liberation of Japanese 

- women. On the other hand, since the university is the final stage in the

. 1

• V 1

educational system, previous discrimination at lower levels continue^to 

be felt in the miversities for several years. Thus, the entering class 

• 'for universities in 1951, rather, than the entire student population of that

year, was con5)osed of nearly 13 percent women, . indicating a more signi-
r - ■ ^ • ' '

❖ r •.
ficant increase than appears in the total figures, 

college system, nearly 46 percent of the entering class in 1951

Moreover in the junior

were

. Thus the actual percentage of women entering institutions of higher'

educktion by the end of the Occupation was over 18 percent, a doubling of
\ 41

the prewar figures.

r W(4,

Still, sexual eqxiality remained far more of a goal 

than a reality in that the sharp Imbalance between the percentage of

women entering four year colleges and that entering junior colleges indicates 

the reemergence of a subtle form of the double standard in higher education.

Consequently ,, highe^p,: educational, democratization by the Occup'atlon, 

both in-terms-of increased opportunities td attend, sexual equality, and' 

in terms of levelling- the prestige gradations'among higher educational 

institutions, must be. judged only-a .partial success in light of the goals 

set. Certain residues of prewar elitism remained. Nonetheless, the 

psychological impact of the Occupation measures must, be recognized, and by 

the end of .the- Occupation . the issues of enrollment expansion and equality

c^pnhusho
Kyoiku Tokei Shiryoshu ICollected Statistical. Source Materials 

on EducationJ, • 71-76. Cttexea,fter KTS.). ,i

A.- .® -A V-?: -
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of social and political consensus.of opportunity had achieved a high degr****

The huge nxnnber of institutions inade possible an incremental approach to 

expansion with each miversity making many of tha-K^ decisions about 

enrollment. The broad class component of the issue that activated debates 

on enrollment in Europe was also defused. Meanwhile, the broad principle

of a common Institutional and educational basis — the four year liberal
^ V X

arts college oriented toward a broad general education — w:as widely 

established, in contrast to the more structurally and functionally specific

prewat system.

By far the most politically controversial and complicated policies
.

undertaken by the Occupation came in the field of administration and it is 

here tha\ Occupation policies left their most controversial iii5)act. Two 

overlapping and reinforcing problems emerged in this area that merit 

discussion; the organizational problem of authority over the universities 

and the bro^^r problem of the Occupation’s ideological direction. The

former left the more explicit legacy for post-Occupational policymaking

however, the latter, while less explicit.toward university administration;

involved an important alteration in the climate of values surrounding

policyTEaking generally, which iii turn proved politically and affectively 

important in'policymaking toward'university administration,, as well as in 

^Japanese politics more bro'adly. By the end of the'Occupation political and 

intellectual positions on matters of university administration had become 

rigidly polarized; government vs. university; conservatives vs. 

progressives. This polarity continued to'dominate policymaking in university 

administration throughout the entire period follo\7ing the end of the 

■Occupation. : ^ , ,

' •

The earl^^ of the Americans concerning university

administration were aimed at decentralizing the vast authority exercised by
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A

the Ministry of Education duiring the prewar period, 

standpoint of Japanese progressives and academics such actions were part of 

a broader attitude of liberality and toleraiice fostered by the Occupation. 

Tn terms of administrative powers, the earliest Occupation proposals were

And from the

*

aimed most fundamentally at the powers of the Ministry of Education vis ~

a-vis educational institutions. The report of the First U. S. Education

Mission called for the Ministry of Education to exercise simply "functions

of leadership, stimulation, and encouragement," not control.

Fvindamental Law of Education declared that "education should not be subject

„43

•• •• \

42 , . The

with clear allusion to the Ministry of Education.to improper control.

And in Ime with this, an earfy"" CIE report noted that "ultimately. • • •

i^rill be largely an advisory and reporting agency, not an 

It will receive and summarize reports, carry on

the Minis

administrative one.V

Its direct controlresearch studies, and publish many types of material.

,,44
over educatoW, however, will be greatly reduced.

The initial proposals of SCAP and CIE concerning decentralization took 

a singularly Americanist form paralleling the shift to local U; S.-style

CIE demanded theschool boards for primary aqd secondary education, 

transfer of control over all but ten national universities from the Ministry 

of Education to that of local (generally prefectural) governments.^^ On 

the Japanese side, numerous-quasi-govemmental, political and academic 

groups were quick to offer their own pl^s on how best to dissolve the

- 42 -...," Chapter 6.Ikazaki and Nagai, "Daigaku no Jichi 

^^Article 10.

^^SCAP, Education in the New Japan, 171.

,^^This was similar to a February 1947 plan offered at Hokkaido tJniversity. 

On this see Kaigo and Terasaki, Daigaku , 578-80.
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Ministry of Education and transfer.its' Over twenty such, plans 

However, while many 

a' less-powerful Ministry of 

agreement among them as- to where the former

powers.

46—-^were forthcoming .from various organizations. 

Japanese groups supported the notion of 

Education, there was little 

powers of the Ministry should devolve, 

positions granting university faculties

Academic groups generally favored

supreme powers, while others

^vored the creation of some intermediary administrative advisory 

etween the ministry and the faculty councils.

organ.

to exercise overall super-
"vision of the system.

»

The Ministry of Education, meanwhile in accord 

axioms of Tiureaucratic theory,"'stoutly resisted all

with all the known 

proposals for its

elimination.. One member of the Educational Division of CIE described
the

reaction as follows:

Che Japanese are showing increasing signs of balking when " 
U c^es down to the dirty work of making any real changes.

famo^ old phrase of having "the Mombusho emasculate 
i^lf xsn t working out so well. The boys over there 

■ - . wheiKthe knife comes into actual view, show a singular ’
toward the idea of emasculation. They've taken 

the phrase freedom of education" to their bosoms, but 
figure It should mean that the Ministry of Education is 
free to run it as it sees fit.'*^

This early CIE plan has often been criticized by Japanese

nascent conservative educational impulses in .the 

Occupation and as the beginning of efforts to undercut the 

left on university campuses, 

actions at this time make

fC--' :

leftists as

the first indication- of

power of the
48

Such a .judgment Weems' unfounded; 

more sense in the context of a nonpartisan 

American orientation toward decentralization growing

American

out of the U. S.

46
Suzuki Eiichi, II

47
Hall, Education 58.• • •

48
Tokyo Shimbvin. November 4, 1947
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experience. Regardless, opposition' to the plan was fast in coining as 

certain conservative implications of decentralization were realized.

The University Accreditation Association in its "Opinion Paper on the' 

Transfer of University Educational Administration to Local Control," 

declared that the lack of a local financial base capable of supporting these

universities would be more detrimental to university autonomy than would

leaving the universities under the central control of the Ministry of 

Education. The proposal was also criticized as permitting political and 

economic interests to manipulate universities for their own interests,
49

thereby negating any connectiont.Tjetween decentralization and autonomy.

The Education Reform Committee opposed the plan for similar reasons in a 

1 50
December 26, 1947 report. Opposition came as well from a group of

national unimrsity officials meeting at Tokyo Institute of Technology on

Decemiber 23, \l.947,^^ from the Board of Directors of the Association of

Natioftal. Univei^ty Professors at their January 17 meeting, and from the

Association of Technical School Presidents. Additionally, a number of ad
52

hoc faculty and student groups held demonstrations against the plan.

Arid of "course the Ministry of Education was also opposed in the face of such 

widespread opposition. With' virtually no internal-political support

But it diedfrom Japanese groups this early SCAP-CIE plan quickly died.

Political battle' lines on matters of administrationa bipartisan death.

were still quite fluid.

Daigaku Kijun Kyokai, Daigaku'Kij un Kyokai Junenshi [History of the Ten 
Years- of the University Accreditation Association], 135 ff. (Hereafter 
Junenshi.)

50
Tokyo Shimbun, January 29, 1948.RSI Yofan, 105-6.

51Sel^i Jiho, January 8, 1948.

.vTfc Kaigo -and Terasaki, Daigaku' •»• > 96; Yamanaki Tsuji',
\Sengo Gakusei Undoshi [History of the Postwar Student Movement], 38. .
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This was not the case following the. second major proposal on 

miversity administration. Then the' lines'of major cleavage between 

university arid govemmeiit, and progressive and conservative camps took on
v;-'

the shape that has dominated policymaking in this atea ever, since as the 

concrete issue of university structure became- enmeshed with the broader 

ideological issue of the "reverse course." The debate on these issues 

dominated much of the most -visible politics of higher education until the • 

end of the Occupation.

With the defeat of the proposal, to shift administrative controls to 

local governmental units, CIE in the beginning of 1948 began promoting an
•fr -r

alternative (but equally American) notion' of decentralization, namely 

boards oh trustees. Informal suggestions were made-to.a numbe|: of private 

and quasi-governmental organizations that some board of outside overseers 

should be created to control the overall administration of each university 

in the cotmt^. N-umerous plans and long political arguments emerged 

following the CIE proposals, with virtually every academic and political 

organization taking a well-developed position on the question. The debate 

continued until the end of'the Occupation and left an enormous legacy for 

post-Occupation policymaking...

Each of'the individual plans'had its-distinguishing.characteristics but 

the. mairi ■ lines of cleavage-Were between the progressive and conservative
-f . ■ ' ^ '

camps as they were solidifying in the' face of the Occupation’s reverse course, 

^d between imiversity and state, as they had in earlier struggles. The 

main focus of combined government-conservative planning was a joint 

proposal ^d^ch smerged^^ f^ the IHnistry of Edtication^^

' .#

...

according>

53^̂ e plan is reproduced in Kaigo.^and^Terasalcl., Palgaku.
Tabata Shigejiro et. al. eds., ' Sehgo no RekisM to Kihbii Hoki XHistoiTr and 

i Regulations of the Postwar Period],. Vol. 1 of Daigaku Hondai
S' Soshiryoshu iGompfehehsive Coilectiori of Documents on the University Problem],

651-57 and
A-i

-j-:>■

f-*;
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to x^hich. the’Ministry of Education would -create a National Advisory 

Board CChuo Shlnglkai) composed of fifteen members, six elected from among 

the presidents of the national, local public, and private universities of
* ■

the country (three private, three public)., one member from the Education 

committees (Bunkyo linkai) of the upper and lower houses of the Diet, and 

- seven members appointed by the Minister of Education and approved by the 

Diet. The new board xrould advise the Minis try-; of Education on a variety 

of subjects, including general policies for tmiversity education within the 

country, the revision of laws dealing-with universities, the establishment 

md elimination of universities, and tuition raises and facilities.

^ On individual campxises "governing, boards" (kanri iinkai) or boards of 

trustees. Would be established cqmposed of thirteen mefibers:; the-university 

president, three members appointed by the Minister of Education and 

firmed by the Diet (at least one of whom was to be from the local area of 

the universitjO, three appointed by the governor of the local area and 

ratified by the local assembly (all of whom were required to be from the 

area), three alumni chosen either by direct election or by some other means 

provided in law, and a final three selected by the faculty conference of 

the vmiverslty. The board would-have vast powers to set administrative and 

financial policy for the university; it would also choose the president 

and,, with the recommendation of the faculty conference, the .faculty chair

men and individual members of the faculties. Its powers would include the

• .i

con-

‘ -

establishment of new departments, budgetary policy, new lands, the number 

of student entrants each year, and the awarding of diplomas'. In short, the

board was to have exceptionally broad powers of personnel end finance, as

well as overall supervisoiry powers.

Each tmiversity president meanwhile would be appointed for a period 

of six years by the university's board and would be responsible primarily
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for carrying out its policies. He could give advice to the faculty 

conference and would be responsible to report on all matters to the Ministry . 

of Education.

The faculty conference was to be sharply curtailed in power. It would

lose its power to select the university president and faculty menibers, its 

- 1 being reduced to making nominations on such matters,

would lose personnel, finance and disciplinary

Additionally it

powers.

SCAP and the Ministry of Education both argued that this plan 

.seated university democratization in that it would decentralize higher

repre

education, taking control away from.the Ministry of Education and
to -

to representatives from local areas.

giving it

The reactions of many academic and

political groups were initially mixed, with positions not rigidly fixed as in 

earlier debates over decentralization. Ad the proposal advanced toward

legislative action from 1948 through 1951, however, the reverse course began, 

and increasing! the two issues became entangled, and positions on each of the

two overlapped.

The phrase "reverse course" has occassioned great debate in Occupation 

history; suffice to say that the term implies that early Occupational 

activities were aimed explicitly .at- Japanese democratization and by

implication were-favorable’to Japan's progressive political forces, 

activitrea.after roughly the consolidation

while

of communist control in China 

seemed aimed Explicitly at making Japan into, nn economically solid and

ideologically stalwart ally of the United States. The political positions 

g^erated by the reverse course left a strong impact on the field of higher

education as well, particularly in the area of university administration and 

autonoraj’’.

In 1945 the Occupation had taken the position that "discrimination against 

[ny student, teacher, or educational official on grounds of ... political
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opinion will be prohibited" and had held that "students, teachers, and 

will be permitted to engage in free and un-

The organizational successes of the 

political left in the area of education and their wij.lingness

to mass protest actions, however, combined with the increased American 

opposition to socialism and 

rather broad encouragement of opinion.

• • •

educational officials 

restricted discussion of issues.

• • •

to resort

communism and led" to sharp reversals in this

The most striking indication of this change came with the. speeches of 

Walter Crosby Eells, advisor on higher education to SCAB from 1947 to

1951. Eells first articulated the shift against the left in a speech at 

the opening ceremonies of Niigata University on July 14, 1949, in which

he state^that faculty members who were also members of the Communist 

Party would be subject to control from party headquarters 

not be free.

and therefore could

Thus, he argued, they, should not be permitted to remain on '

campuses whWe it was essential to have "freedom. 

that, professo:

Elsewhere he argued

should be deprived of their status for mere membership 

in a political party not.only for the commission of
overt acts. As Eells

himself describes his counterposition:

The Civil Information and Education Section, ^ of SCAP ...
approved the .... position ... that Communists, by virtue 
of their membership in that party, are thereby unfitted 
Isic' J. to be teachers in'the schools of the country. The 
situation admittedly had some elements of difficulty since 
•the Communist-Party is legalized in Japan and has elected 
^ny members to the Diet, and academic freedom is guaranteed 
in the constitution of the country. [Nevertheless,] a

■ 54
SCAP, Education in the New Japan. 27.

Daigaku no Jichi" [University Self-Goyemmenl:], 
232-34 for text of speech.
Mondai. 487-491.

55„

Horitsu. Joho,. Volv..42. 
See also Nomura, Daigaku Seisakd; Daigakti

r
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definite effort has been made to help Japanese 
educational leaders to distinguish clearly between 
political rights-of all citizens in a democracy and 
fitness for the privilege of teaching in a university, 
and to show that Communist professors by joining the 
party have thereby s.urrendered their freedom to think 
independently.^®

Eells and the other members of CIE spent the greater part of the six months

between November 1949 and May 1950 defending this peculiar notion of
V

academic freedom.

The shift to overt anticommunism was also tangibly revealed with the 

Second U.S. Education Mission to Japan. This group, composed of a minority 

of the initial mission, submitted a "supplementary" report on,education in
■' w, .

the fail of 1950, which radically revised many earlier assessments. 

IncludedVwas a declaration that "one of the greatest -weapons against 

Communism in the Far East is an elightened electorate in Japan.

Between Jxily and November 1950 the so-called "red purge" was formally 

carried ou^^ffecting virtually all areas of Japanese society, including 

universities. Several thousand teachers, from all levels of education were 

removed from their posts, with rarely any need to prove overt anti- 

goyemment acts, subversion. Intentions, or communist affiliation to insure

^^Eels, Communism in Education, 29.

57Ibid., 22. In additioh to the overt- adoption of anti-communism as an 
ainTof the Occupation, U.S". attitudes toward higher education changed 
regarding the relative weight to be given to the several pu3cposes of higher 
education. ■ Increasingly the initial'aii^,.of developing a university system 
geared to the abstract search, for truth, and knowledge, and the substantive 
deyelopment of broadly educated critical citizens gave way to that of a 
university system which would meet the economic and political needs of the 
state C^<i> not completely incidentally-, one unlikely to -support political 
'radicalism among faculty and students). Here too the report of the Second 
Education Mission to Japan marks t^ The .report ot the Second
Mission contrasts sharply TdLth that of the first in stres'sing throughout 
the relationship between the system of higher education and the achievement

"The final character of theof tangible social and political goals.
cOmtry’s high& the report maintained, "must be determined by
the-kinds of highly educated people needed'to carry out the national 

(5. objectives'."
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58
that a person be removed. In fact, Eells himself noted that it was

rarely even necessary to raise the question of communism to insure the '

59
purge of particular individuals. The effects were felt Xrell beyond those 

who simply lost their positions, in the more subtle form of withdrawn

manuscripts and academic resistance to participation in round-table

60
discussions of even minimally political topics.

\

It was during this time of acute hostility and suspicion that the 

proposals to alter the power distribution affecting higher education^ 

emerged. The Ministry of Education, and SCAP were concerned about the 

potential exploitation of the xmiversity as a base from which .to advance
to f

what ey saw as dangerously radical political ideas. They were particularly 

fearful\of the retention, let alone the expansion, of the •powet;s of the

• .#
faculty conference on individual campuses,Thereby each university would 

become a potential bastion of radicalism. Indeed many faculty conferences 

had demon^rated open hostility to the conservative government and the 

Ministry of Education and to American opposition to the political left. 

Despite whatever may have been the original motivations of SCAP, CIE and 

the Ministry of Education'in the proposal to establish a system of boards 

of trustees, as anti-communism-'became an overt .motivation of actions vis- 

'ann.s the university, the proposal took on explicitly political implications..

"Progress of Educational Reform in Japan," [Report of the Second U.S. 
Education Mission to Japan], 9. .

^^Robert A. Fearey, The Occupation of Japan, Second Phase: 1948-1950, 45. 

In July 1951, for example, GIE sent a pampAiet to miversities" and to 
the Ministry of Education entitled "Adyice in the Reform, of Higher Edu- 
.catioh" which among other things iirged the complete elimination of 
communist influences from the faculty and from student groups within the 
university. Terasaki, Bosei. 55. '*■

59
Ibid

60
-Jlbid. .

;
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The Japanese university cbnnnunity contended that the hew arrangements- 

would merely transfer the direct power of'the Ministry of Education'to a 

central board, the majority of whose members would in fact be' appointed

by the Ministry of Education and whose own powers vis-a-vis the ministry 

would be merely advisory. The board of trustees ori each campus, meanwhile, 

a device to transfer power from the faculty conference to aWas seen a^

group of men made up of only four academicians compared to nine "outsiders,”

raising fears that the proposed "decentralization" would guarantee not

miversity autonomy but rather subservience to "bureaucrats, big business, 

,.61
and local bosses.

Numerous proposals to counter the government’s plan emerged from organs 

closely tied to the progressive camp., and to the academic commimity more 

though each had varying elements of individuality one feature 

in contrast to the Ministry of Education plan, they 

gave no decisinn-making powers on internal university administration to 

nonacademics,— i.e. no .outsiders or "local representatives."

' •»

broadly.

was common \to all:

Several

proposed giving strong powers to some national-level organ below the

In all such cases, however, the members of such. ^Ministry of Education .• 

an organ would have been elected^ from national or functioiml constituencies

rather than being govemmentally appointed. • v

An interesting political situation was presented by the outpouring of 

concrete plans in the period proceeding the height of the red purge. Since

some bill was seemingly desired by a number of groups, the political
» •«

situation was perfect for pluralistic compromise, the solution to which 

was obvious: bring the representatives of the differing viewpoints.

• 6i_Igazaki, Daigaku no Jichi ..., 1Q3.
r :
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together in a common committee and allow them to work out their differ- •

This was the' tactic chosen hy the Ministry ofences among themselves.

Education although the results proved to be quite different.

As established by the Ministry of Education, the resultant Committee

to Draft a National University Administration Bill was beyond a doubt the

, i most broadly representative ever assembled in Japanese education. Its
\

Initial form, as announced on August 5, 1949, called for eight members — 

two each from the Educational Reform Committee, the Japan Science Cornell,

• the University Chartering Council, and the Assembly of University

62
By the 6th of September, the time of the committee's formalPresidents.

inauguration, its membership had been broadened to toenty — the above

eight plusVrepresentatives of the University Accreditation Association, the

Association of University Professors, the League of Private University

Associations, the Japan Teachers Union, business groups, and additional

6y
The group met twenty times from September until theoutsiders.

following February, hearing the opinions of virtually all groups with an

expressed interest in higher education, after which it published its first

A revised draft then became the basis for a nationaldraft recommendation.

public relations effort culminating in large scale public hearings in

Tokyo and Osaka aimed at generating discussion of and support for the-

proposed bill. Thereafter, 'a slightly re-vised third'proposal emerged.

64
Structurally, all three drafts resembled those of earlier plans.

At the national level under the Ministry of Education would be a National

•*
62 ^ ■^Kbkuritsu Daigaku Gakucho Kaigi Inot the Kokuritsu Daigaku Kyokai],
Asahi Shimbun, August 6, 1949. ^

63
Nihon’ Keizai Shj-mbun, September 7, 1949.

r 64,Ohara Seiji, "Daigaku Hoan no Suii" jDevelopments in the Plan for a 
University Law], passim.

; .
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University Council composed of twenty-three members all appointed by

the Minister of Education! Six of these were to be representatives’of

university presidents, four v?ere to be nominess of the Japan Science

Council, three were to be nominees of the Association" of University 

Professors, and ten were to be "men of learning and, experience" approved

By the Diet. The council was to have broad powers in the area of higher
\

educational budgeting, legislation for national universities, and the

establishment and elimination of universities.

At the university level, a council [shogikai] parallel to the earlier 

boards of trustees, was to be composed of from ten to thirty members, no
u

one-third of whom were to be faculty members. The university 

president was ‘required to "listen" to the opinions of this body on a host 

of matters, including revision of major statutes, budget formulation.

more thi

establishmei^t of faculties, courses, graduate facilities, personnel

standards, and^tudent entry quotas. This council was also to select the

president who was required to act in conjunction with it on major matters

concerning the miversity.

The proposals in the first draft would have distinctly curtailed the
. . ;

existing powers of the faculty qojnference and would have centralized 

controls under the council or boards of trustees. At the national level,
• V

however, ' the National University Council was to be broadly representative

of faculty and other potentially or actually-left-leaning groups. The 

powers of the council would be great, since the Ministry of Education 

would be required "to act in accord with its- decisions." While the 

proposal was by no means favorable to opponents of the earliest Ministry 

of Education draft it was not a tmiformly conservative bill.

Several dramatic changes took, place, however, from draft one to

draft three, and from draft three to the final bill presented to the Diet
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sigaifleant, all generated'by th.e 

desire and povrer both, to’ restrict 

authority and to limit the prerogatives of.

would have required that three 

Council be nominees of the Association 

dropped in subsequent drafts 

eliminating any explicit provision 

Drafts one and two would have 

faculty heads and university 

and their representatives 

in the recognition of students as an

Among other things, the faculty chairman 

■s with student representatives regarding

The three mostin February 1951.

... Ministry of Education, indicate’its 

encroachments on its own

Draft onefaculty and student groups, 

members of the National University 

" • 'of University Professors, 

and the membership was

for national level faculty representation.

This provision was
\

set at twenty.

‘required formal exchanges of views between

hand and student groupspresidents on the one 

on the othW, a m^or advance

integral paAt of the university.

required to seek agreementswas
student life, and student activities for each of ’•

He was explicitly required
student organizations

individualNvfacuities of the universities.the
student life and to determine through consulation

to take steps to improve
methods for selecting student 

Subsequent 'drafts eliminated such provisions as

with the faculty conference the best

representatives.

,.65
"\jnnecessary formalization. ■ •

The third change went to

university, m all three of' the council*s

council was given considerable powers over ,.tbe Minister- of Education. In

of legislation, budget planning, and establistaent or elindnatlon

the ilinister was required "to act in

Vi p.n akereb a naranai) .

the heart of government powers over the ,

drafts the National University

all areas

of .universities and faculties 

with the decisions of the council" Csono gisetsu_o

accord

., 612.79-80; 'Kaigo and Terasaki, Daigaku ..65Ibid.
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That is, he could not act in these matters without the consent of the

covihcil. The final hill submitted to the Diet in February 1951, however.

required that he merely "listen to their opinions" on ,such matters " 

Csono iken o kikanakereba naranai). This change, made unilaterally by 

the Ministry after the council had agreed on its.final third version.

...fundamentally undermined any chance that the bill would restrict the: powers 

of the government.

These changes, and particularly the final change by the 'Ministry, 

destroyed any hope that the plan' would engender broad support from 

concerned groups. Instead it polarized political apd academic groups over 

the question of administratfon’l Coming as it did in the midst of a broad 

climateNof hostility toward the progressive camp and.to university . 

freedom it could only foster fear and suspicion, even from groupi desirous 

of decentralizing the powers of the Ministry of Education, that many "of 

the newly Squired freedoms on university campuses throughout the country 

were in danger of being lost once again to the central government and to 

conservative forces of society.

In that the issue toojc the form of an indivisible legislative pro— 

posal for the restructuring of |l11 university administration and the broad
• "r**

redistribution of power within the entirq university, systei^, it is not

surprising that open conflict and high visibility marked the debates
'* ■

surrounding its resolution. Talcing plpce in the ideologically charged 

political atmosphere of the red purge, the nature of the issue itself 

reinforced mistrust and anatagonism, and in turn became a historical

^ ^ %

. . ;

66
The twu final plans are reproduced in Nomura Eyoji, Daigaku Seisaku; 

Daigaku MondailDniversity Policies; Tfeiversity Problems498-509. 
Section 2,; Clause. 8 contains the critical phrases in both cases.

•. -v
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reference point for future policymalcLng in the arena of admini

stration and autonomy.

When the final bill was presented to the Diet, some of the strongest 

opposition came from two of the organizations that had participated in

the drafting of the original version — the Japan Science Council and the . 

Japan- Teacher’s Union. They were joined by all parties of the progressive

Once again, the progressive ' 

camp's opposition to the government proposal received widespread support 

. from the mass media and public opinion.

' I

camp and numerous ad hoc academic groups.

A wide ranging debate took place.in Diet committees over the proposal;
■ft! ^ ■

Conservative groups lobbied for its passage and progressive groups sought 

both inside an'd outside the Diet to block its passage. Once again, while

the government clearly had the votes in the Diet 

legislation lit proposed, no vote ever was taken on it.

to ensure passage of the

■Instead, once

introduced ii^the Diet, the legislation lingered and died an unheralded death.

But by the time the proposal was withdrawn the lines of political and

‘ ideological cleavage were starkly fixed and they heralded the positions 

taken in subsequent debates over administration. Further, the entire 

policymaking process served.as a prototype of actions that were to repeat 

themselves in several subsequent policymaking efforts during the ensuing

Facing rether unified political, academic and perhaps 

more significantly public and media; opposition to their proposal, the

.

decade and-a half.

even

conservatives refused to push through the legislation, despite their 

Diet majority. -

Before proceeding, it would be well to-highlight certain aspects of 

the historical material presented on tJi.e nature of the three issues under

is.olate some of the historical constraints thereby
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imposed on subsequent policymald^g efforts, but also to extract in more - 

clearcut form the issue specific dimensions noted in Chapter’2..

Without a doubt, the most highly affective and emotionally charged 

issue area was that relating to university administration and the corollary 

issues of faculty autonomy and academic freedom. Starting in the prewar 

_ ^ period and continuing through the Occupation, issues in this area evoked

the greatest concern and the deepest emotional commitments by.the widest •

Since this has been true in many other 

•countries it should perhaps emerge as no particular surprise.

What is more surprising perhaps, when seen in comparative perspective.

variety of political actors.

is the fadt that university entrance, and questions of enrollment opportunities 

have been virtually non-emotional. Lacking the class-based history of 

discriminatoy admissions, the prewar Japanese imiversity system was 

relatively meritocratic and open (with the notable exception of discrimi

nation on the t^is of sex, which of course lacked the topicality it 

■ currently enjoys). With the structural reorganization initiated by the 

Occupation and the injection of new and publically accepted values of 

opportunity and democracy, such problems were even further reduced in 

• emotional content. A relatively hroad (though by no means universal) 

consensus that all able students should have- the opportunity for highet 

education eScisted by the end of the Occupation.

Somewhat between these two extremes'were matters relating to 

functional specificity of institutions. Opposition clearly existed to the 

statism and vocational direction of‘prewar higher education but this 

appears to have been limited and these features of higher education 

attacked and largely eliminated early in the Occupation. The structural 

^relimination of tracking undoubtedly played a large role in ensuring some 

impartial resolution to any emotionalism the issue might have evoked, as

were

I
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did the requirement that all universities offer' programs of general

The Occupation by no means resolved the issue to everyone^s 

satisfaction and its partial reversal of the issue at the time of the 

Second Educational Mission served to reignite some sentiment on the issue, 

but the problem never reached the same proportions as matters of university 

adminis tration.

Turning to questions of issue scope and divisibility, a similar pattern 

Administration of higher educational institutions always emerged

Broad and general regulations governing all, 

or at least very broad categories of institutions marked both the prewar

decisions were not ad hoc in nature.

education.

- V »

emerges.

as a rather holistic package.

and Occupational periods;

Questions- of alleged Interference with vmiversity autonony and 

academic freedom, particularly as these emerged during the prewar period.

are less easy to categorize clearly. Taking most often the form of 

government aMempts to insure certain behavior either by specific uni

academics, these questions could be considered 

‘ highly divisible in nature. Academics might suggest the relevance of the 

adage about dividing and con<|uering. But precisely because of this 

perception the issues rarely remained confined.to a single institution or 

faculty member. The perception of a seemingly unfair threat to broad 

principles, of academic freedom, no matter how localized or specific, was almost 

always sufficient to insure a much broader response. Individual faculty 

members sought and often gained support from colleagues at their own and 

other universities; institutions 4id the same. Precisely because of the

versities or in^vidual

principled nature of the questions involved the problems rarely remained
•«» .

highly divisible, or subject to difference splitting, for any decision 

- adversely affecting an individual or a school could subsequently become the

Thus a certain indivisibility.precedent for similar action against others.
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at least in tke way th.e issues were perceived must be accorded to such.

matters as well.'

Finally it should be noted that such breadth of perception frequently

During the prewar..,period politicalwent beyond the confines of academe, 

parties of the left were considerably weaker than they proved to be since

But at least by the Occupation most issues of university 

administration and autonomy were seen as explicitly political, and by no 

means exclusively educational, 

explicitly the political parties (generally the Japan Socialist Party and 

the Japan Commmist Party) were willing to take political actions in 

support of what they saw as correct positions, on issues, 

cases of academic freedom almost always involved faculty members or 

student groups explicitly supportive of these parties, and since admini

stration proposals by the government were almost always perceived as 

attempting to ^rtail political activities beneficial to these parties, 

such behavior wa^logical enough. What emerges then is a picture of 

administrative issues as virtually nondivisible and almost always quite 

-- broad in at least perceived, if not in acutal, impact and scope.

From one perspective the issue of enrollment could be seen as equally 

broad and indivisible. Involved was potentially the eritire cohort of

But more salient is the fact that no policy 

decision affecting this group, qua group, emerged.

the war.

Thus trade union federations and more

Since individual

university-aged youths.

At no time was there

a decision or set of decisions attempting to set forth a comprehensive

.Rather^ universities in both the prewar andpolicy toward enrollment .

Occupation periods established their own standards for admission, and the

^^One might cite the 1918 University Ordinance as a possible exception.I
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closest thiig to national supervision consisted of goverinnent standard-

ization of entrance examinations into.'.national ■universities, and 

perfunctory ratification of the entrance quotas established by individual 

Thus, while the'cumulative effect of “enrollment policies 

broad indeed, this was only as the result of numerous specific and

It is as though the enrollment policy

universities. * ■ ■

was

divisible component decisions.

affected each applicant as an individual, with the-aggregate impact on
• -

totality of the miversity-aged cohort emerging only as a ..by-product 

Furthermore, the issue was.never, perceived by political organizations

V >

the

as of significant breadth over which to do battle. Indeed, as well as
u

can be 'determined, none even*” saw fit dxiring the prewar and Occupation 

periods \o adopt anything more than the most cursory statements of

general support for broad and xonobjectionable principles of equality of

the breadth of the enrollment issue remained considerablyopportunity. Thus

.at surrounding the administrative and autonomy issue, while 

being far more subject to divisibility for its solution.

_ _ Again occupying something of a middle position between these two

is the issue of specialization and ftmctional differentiation.

less than

■

extremes
i - -

During the prewar period,., for ^ample, a multiplicity of higher educational 

institutions existed and regulations concerning'them were collectively

,The broadest commonality 

within

broad and general, but distinct from one another.

the statist orientation to which-all were expected to adhere;was

framework considerable specificity existed as to the.structure, course

Further-

this

expected of the different institutional types.requirements etc

within these general constraints there was leeway concerning course 

ahd degree requirements, with individual institutions, particularly 

universities, haying extremely heterogeneous internal compositions..

more

It
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would seem therefore. tliEit divisibility was- far greater than in matters of- 

administration, but by' no means as great as in matters of enrollment.

Under the Occupation, both the replacement of institutional diversity

with the single four year university and the requirements concerning

■general education within the university represented policies of consider-

. j able breadth and indivisibility: common standards of national scope were

required. But beyond this, considerable flexibility remained- for

institutions in terms of courses of study made available beyond the

' general education requirement, and for- the types of faculties and the

field of.concentration to be established within each university.
a? -

- Furthermore, during both the prewar and Occupation periods the 

perceived TOlitical scope of such matters again never reached the same 

proportions as university administration matters. They emerged as of 

concern to linlversities and academics to be sure, but they did not take 

on the signifr^^ce for-non-academic groups that administrative matters did.

Thus in summary the issue dimensions of imiversity administration

emerge as congregated on one extreme while those invol-vlng enrollment 

approximate an opposite extreme, 

but clearly in no way as extreme-is either, lay issues of specificity and

By no means midway between these two.

differentiation.

-Before examining how these factors have interacted in post-Occupation 

policymaking however it is necessary to examine explicitly the political 

context within which they have emerged, devoting particular attention to 

the key variables of organizational strength and mobilizability and to 

certain formal political requirements, lega-lisms and broad Jzrends in formal 

This is the subject of Chapter Four.

: *
-
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Chapter Four

POLICYMAKING PARAMETERS AND POLITICAL VARIANCE

All states exercise some degree of control over the societies

they govern, and all societies in turn exercise some influences over 

state actions. What differentiates the absolute totalitarian political 

system from the liberal-pluralist is the relative weight of these two

In totalitarian (and somewhat less so in autho,ri-competlng Influences.

tarian) political systems the overwhelming bulk of influence goes from

the state to society, while in liberal-pluralist (and less so in cor- 

poratist or ci isociational) systems,* It is societal influences over the

state which are\the-more significant.

While there are legitimate disagreements over the exact degree

of pluralism in Japan, it is clear that, when compared to most other

;es on the liberal and democratic ends of thestates, Japan erne;

spectrum; most analy^s readily categorize Japan as a democratic state.

As would be expected in a pluralist democracy, polic3raiaklng in Japan 

is.characterized by a general openness not found in totalitarian systems. 

Newspapers, radio and TV report actively on many important aspects of 

public policymaking; interest groups seek actively to influence decision 

makers in various party and goverranental offices; oppositipn groups are 

relatively free to petition and protest actions with which they disagree; 

parliamentarians are openly elected, and to a greater or lesser extent 

they are expected to represent certain of their constituents' needs; if

they fail to do so Japan's relatively free elections can serve as a
-

JM

device for removing them. All policymaking takes place within a compara-
i*

tiyely democratic political culture. By most Instrumental definitions of

4 Of coursearm, policymaking in Japan is democratic.
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instrumental definitions are limited, quite different from more ideal 

definitions such as those of Rousseau, Hill or Marcuse, and it must 

be immediately recognized that from such latter perspectives, Japan, as 

all other functioning societies, leaves much room for further democrati

zation. The point is, however, that a prime consideration in analyzing 

-Japan^e policymaking involves immediate recognition of the comparatively 

open nature of most policymaking, and the variety of significant • 

controls that can be exercised by society over the state. Beyond this, 

mos't aspects of policymaking in Japan take place according to various

That is to say, the

are neither personalistic nor arbitrary. Law 

and custom make\clear which state and which non-state organs are respon

sible for the initiation, formulation and implementation of policy
I • ■ <!»

alternatives under a variety of different circumstances. Certain rights, 

for example, are cl^rly guaranteed by the constitution and their abroga

tion demands an amendment, through established procedures, of the consti

tution. Other matters are set by law, and can be altered only through 

changes in .these laws as. carried out through prescribed Diet proceedings.

. Still other matters are delegated' to a’ particular goveimment agency, while 

others still are removed from governmental auspices completely arid are dele- 

gated to some specific quasi-public or social organization, whether a 

public commission, an advisory committee, or some totally private federa

tion such as the Japan Medical Association.

This is particularly significant for the cases under examination 

here siiice, for example, most matters of university administration 

devolve Diet-directed .changes in law; so too do many of the matters 

CTOcerned with functional differentiation among higher educational instl-

, legally or traditionally prescribed.procedures, 

mechanics of i^plicymaking

. -
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tutions. Other items connected with differentiation, as well as most
0

concerned with increasing specialized education, are exclusively within

A few items are leftthe province of the Ministry of Education.

exclusively to the affected institutions of higher education. Finally,

some aspects of chartering which affect enrollment expansion are under 

th& (Sontrol of specific advisory committees within the Ministry of

Education, while others are under the control of the private University

Accreditation Association, and still others are left entirely to individual 

universities or to the "free market." Such formal requirements quite 

obviously make for very different "processes" and it makes little sense
<5 •.

\
to speak of any swingle process of policymaking in Japan—though all may 

be equally "open" by some common standard, or all may involve similar

problems of initiation, persuasion, decision and execution, or some other 

set of abstract, universally applicable categories.^ Among other things.

different arenas of dq^ision-making will make it easier or harder for 

specific social sectors, or political groups, to exert an impact on

policymaking and the policies decided,while guaranteeing an impact to

others.

Neither the openness of policjhnaking in Japan generally nor the 

fact, that different courses of policymaking are spelled out for discreet 

areas of policy should be surprising. Nor should the fact that these

different procedures bias the process in favor of certain actors in one

policy area and other actors in a different area. That different social

Such categories are used, for example, in Zbigniew Brzezinski and 
Samuel P. Huntington (eds.) Political Power; USA/USSR., passim; and Ronald 
C. ^erold and Shane E. Mahoney, "Military Hardware Procurement Procedure; 
Soma Comparative Observations on Soviet and American Policy Processes."
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sectors and interests do not exercise equal degrees of influence within

the same open society, or that influence over one type of policy does

not automatically mean equal influence over different policies is

At the same time, one particularly note-virtually a political truism.

worthy feature of Japanese pluralism is its fundamentally lopsided 

nature, something which sets even more explicit limits on the basically 

pluralist dimension of Japanese policymaking.

BIPOIARITY AND HEGEMONIC PLURALISM
ft

If Japan is categorized as pluralist to stress certain of its

similaritiesN^th other polities and to mark it as different from others. 

Important differences among the societies broadly categorized as' "pluralist" 

must be recognized as well. The previous chapter noted the Occupation's 

"reverse courseV that shifted political aims from democratization and 

demilitarization ro economic recovery, and political support from the 

emerging progressives to the refurbished conservatives. At least by 

this time, if not before, Japan's most significant political forces 

became di-yided into two mutually antagonistic "camps," the progressives 

the conservatives.

The term "camp" is used by those who consider themselves members, 

as well as by outside observers, to convay at least two notions: first, 

the comparative agreement and unity among the discreet members in each 

camp and second, the mutual hostility,and readiness for political battle 

with the opposing camp. In the immediate post-war period, the Japanese 

conservative camp was represented politically “By several parties, most 

lotably the Liberals ,and the Progressives (later known as the Democrats).

. ■ -

ce 1955, there has been one single conservative political party, the
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Liberal Democratic Party (LDP), formed from a merger of the existing 

^ (^servative parties. Throughout the postwar period, key social support 

for the conservative camp has come from big business and from the

agricultural sectors, and the public policy positions taken by the 

conservatives have reflected this fact.

' . 5 The progressive camp, meanwhile, has lacked the political unity

There have always been 

at least two, and often three, political parties claiming to be "progres- 

sivfes," the Japan Communist Party (JCP), the Japan Socialist Party (JSP), s. 

which was split during the early 195fls into the Left Socialists and the

\tliat the conservatives have enjoyed since 1955.

4?

Right Socialists, and finally the Democratic Socialist Party (DSP), formed 

in 1960 from rei lants of the earlier Right Socialists. In addition, the

Clean Government Party (CGP), which first emerged in national elections

in 1956, has on rious occasions counted itself as a member of the

progressive camp. n contrast to the conservatives, the progressives 

have garnered the bulk of their support from organized labor, Intellec-***.

tuals, and, to a lesser extent, the urban dweller.

, . major members of each of these two camps share a variety of 

fundamental assumptions about socio-political.problems and solutions

to minimize the intra-camp differences that frequently arise. 

The proper level of military expenditure, ‘the country's alliance and 

defense framework, the economic structure and the relative shares alloted 

to different social sectors, the degree of social welfare to be sustained 

by the state, the legitihnacy of extra-parliamentary and extra-electoral 

political participation, and a host of other basic questions find'the 

me|nbers of each c^p relatively close to one another and far distant 

the opposing camp. Oh such issues there is little free floating

i •

.

f:
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political exchange or transference of partisan affiliation between the

leaders of the different political organizations; political exchange 

takes place almost exclusively within the grounds of one’s own camp.

In this sense Japanese political forces line up in a manner similar 

to that in postwar France or Italy or to Weimar Germany,'rather than 

to postwar Great Britain, the D.S., or Austria or West Germany. Political

forces in the former manifest what Duverger has called "philosophical 

dualism"^ .,'3
and what Kirchheimer has labeled "opposition in principle, 

the -opposing sides seekingradically different solutions to existing

political problems; in the latter, most politically significant groups 

a fundamental consensus on the nature of the political 

game, and the boundary between "legitimate" and "illegitimate" solutions* 

Despite the fact that all are "pluralist," there is a

have arrived a

to problems.

world of difference between the relatively moderate pluralism of the one 

set, and the far moj^extreme and ideologically antagonistic pluralism 

of the other. In one there is far greater integration of organized

social stratum and groups, far greater mutuality of access to the channels 

of political Influence anJ far less consciousness of ideological predispo

sitions than in the other.

That Japan’s two political camps are ideologically far apart'on

many Issues can be appreciated from certain assessments each has made

2
Maurice Duverger, Political Parties, 214.

3 Otto Kirchelmer, "The Waning of Opposition in Parliamentary Regimes."
4 .

See especially, Glovani Sartorl,
Case of Polarized Pluralism.", Also Robert A. Dahl (ed.). Political Oppo
sitions in Western Democracies and Regimes and Oppositions, inter alia.

"European Political Parties: The

(if
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about the other.

The conservative LDP, for example, has declared its unalterable 

opposition to the principles on which the progressive camp has been 

founded.

There is a school of thought in our country 
represented by, among others, the Marxist- 
oriented Socialist and Communist Parties, which 
stresses the supremacy of class warfare. In 
total disregard for the difficulties it would 
cause to the bulk of our people, this school of 
thought would have us destroy one another in the 
interests of a revolution. . . . This is something 
completely incompatible with the spirit of conserva
tism [which we espouse].^

Elsewhere the party has declared more succinctly that "the LDP ... is

■fighting against communist and socialist influences."^ 

On the other side, the entire perspectives of the Socialist and 

Communist Parties are predicated on their own historically destined victojcy

- ■ 5

• t

firmly committed

over the "reactionary forces." One document of the JCP, for example, states
"t—T

in part: N.J. 1
Our party strongly desires to respond to the 
ardent wishes of the masses by opening up a 
vigorous struggle both inside and outside the 
Diet .• • • to fight against the country's 
reactionary forces.^

The JSP has made similar declarations, including the following:

We are building a progressive base to confront and 
undermine monopoly capital. . . . .We will engage 
in broadly based common struggles "and unified actions 
to overthrow the [.present] cabinet and to reverse 
the political influence of the LDP; simultaneously 

. we will be exercising all of our powers for the 
establishment of progressive political authority 
focused on the JSP.

. .

8

^ Tsuji Kiyoaki (ed.), Shiryo:

Yeara in Postwar Japan], Vol. 1, "Seiji" [Politics].
Sengo Nljunenshi [Source Materials: Twenty

124.6

406.7

8 Nihtya Shakaito Seisaku Shinglkai, Shakaito no Seisaku [Policies of the 
Japan Socialist Party], 18-19.

■V " •
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Shetorical posturing undoubtedly accounts for some component of

Further, one clear aimthe mutual venom contained in such statements.

they all have is the oversimplification of complex social and political
T* ••

Nevertheless, they indicate
' «

Issues for mass consumption and appeal, 

far deeper antipathy in Japanese bipolarity than is the case in other

<• mpre consensual bipolar systems such as the U.S. or Great Britain. When 

it is realized that most political groups identify strongly with-one or 

another camp and usually express comparable sympathies, the underlying

tension and potential for vehement conflict in Japan is clear.

. , In addition to the ideological distance that separates the two

camps in Japan, a second feature must be noted. Although post-Occupa- 

tion Japan is politically bipolar the two poles have by no means•been'equally 

successful in their efforts to secure control of the governmental apparatus 

of the country.y Control has been monopolized since the end of the Occupa

tion by the conservative campj or more accurately by its electoral standard 

bearer, the LDP and its predecessors. Under Japan’s parliamentary system, 

the government is chosen by the Diet, with the Lower House having the 

major powersj and the conservatives have enjoyed very comfortable, even 

though somewhat declining, majorities'there since 1952. Only in the most 

recent elections have they even, fallen below the 60 percent mark.' The

progressives during this same period have generally gained a combined

9
total of only one-third of the seats.

I •

.

9
How-to classify the CGP along an ideological dimension is a problem 

that continues to perplex social scientists, with some contending that 
the party is potentieily fascist, and others seeing it as a popnlist 
group with left-tdhg leanings.some extent the party runs counter 
|co the notion that Japan is bipolar—at least electorally. This prob- 
Ujem seems to support the conclusion that bipolarity may be breaMhg dovm. 
||e Scott Flannigan, "The Japanese Patty System in Transition," 231-
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The result has been that during the postrOccupation period the 

conservative camp has enjoyed a position of imchallenged dominance in 

the parliament and total control over the cabinet and the offices of 

government. The conservatives have therefore had a virtual monopoly 

over the formal processes of governmental policymaking,'while the 

>progressive camp has remained a rather isolated, semi-permanent minority. 

Postwar Japanese politics has been the politics of hegemonic pluralism.

This hegemonic position has meant that the linkages between tlie 

LDP and the actual organs of government have become sufficiently insti- ^ 

tutionalized to make the LDP the party of government, while the close
' ‘ , to -f .

ties between ^e senior ranks of the civil service and LDP parliamen-

253. On the CGP and the Soka Gak^i which until recently was one of its^ 
main supports, see James White, Soka Gakkei and Mass Society.

Somewhat iarenthetically, it should be noted that while there has 
been a relatively consistent 60 percent return of conservatives to the 
lower house, the\actual conservative share of the vote has been consid
erably less comma
good portion of the^onservatives ’ strength must be attributed to maximum 
exploitation of Japan’s unusual electoral system combined with knowledge
able gerrymandering. Oh the effects of electoral systems oh party 
systems, see Douglas W. Rae, The Political Consequences of Electoral- 
Laws. On the Japanese electoral system*and its effects, see Gerald

Also

t

ing, and shows a marked and consistent decline. A

Curtis, Election Campaigning Japdnese Style, 30-31 and passim.
Nathahiel B; Thayer, How'the Conservatives Rule Japan, especially 
Chapter Five. Japan has a single vote, multi-member district system in 
which competition for the single vote of party supporters*means intense 
competition among the several Ccindldates ffoin that party with rather 
little electoral competition for "floating votes" and the votes of 
members committed to the opposing camp. .

The overall,decline in conservative vote-getting power has been of 
obvious concern to LDP leaders and many express-and play upon the 
purported dangers that would follow their defeat. Certain of this 
concern is of particular significant in understanding the strong conser
vative reaction to protest activities during 1968-69. This is discussed 
at greater lehgth in Chapter Four.

►o* •
.X
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tarlans have become so institutionalized as to .make discussions about

the ideological neutrality of the civil service, or the logical changes 

that would follow the election of a new government, little more than

idle utopian speculations. The result has been that the conservative 

camp exerts clear cut dominance over certain critical arenas of policy- 

^l^lng, a feature of general policymaking which demands particular

Iattention. I
?!ITHE BUREAUCRATIC ROLE AND CONTROL IN JAPANESE POLICXMAKING ^

I
A number of factors point to <the closeness of ties between the LDP

I
rvice. LDP Diet members, and particularly cabinet ministers.and the civil

■ 10 ‘ 6I
have increasingly been drawn from the ranks of retired bureaucrats. In

•X

addition, the top posts in the bureaucracy, while theoretically non-political

and meritocratic,\are awarded only after candidates for them are screened

by the LDP. Candidates unacceptable to the Party are in effect unable 

to rise above the level of bureau chief (kyokucho).

IMore specifically related to the question of policymaking, the 

LDP has come increasingly to depend on the bureaucracy for the formulation 

and implementation of policy. The outline of the LDP party electoral

I
I

10'
Chitoshi Yanaga, Big Business'in Japanese Politics; Haruhiro Fukui,

Party in Power; Robert A. Scalaplno and Jhnno'suke Masumi, Parties and 
Politics in Contemporary Japan; Thayer , How>. the Conservatives. . .;
Jxinnosuke Masumi, "The Political Structure in 1955," 30; Misawa Shlgeo 
"Selsaku Kettei Katel no Gaikad*[Outline of the Policy-Making Process], 14-15.

All appointments at this level are made by the Cabinet and before 
Cabinet.approval is granted the LDP screens all candidates. Under 
unusual cifcmnstances a leftist might be appoint;ed, but this is rare, 
tfy thanks go. to aeveral Japanese, sources who prefer anonymity tnd to 
Gerald Curtis for explaining this point.
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strategies, foir example, ends with a list of policies proposed by the 

individual ministries. Even more noteworthy is the fact that within the

LDP the committees of the Policy Affairs Research Council, which sets

party policy, are organized in functional parallel to the committees of

the Diet which in turn are parallel to the ministries of .the government. 

Close formal, and.more importantly informal, personal ties easily emerge 

between LDP members and senior bureaucrats working on similar areas of

public policy. The frequent result is that the same LDP members generate

party proposals in conjunction with their opposite numbers in the ministry 

affected, and then argue for these proposals within the Diet, drawing.
if-

where necessa; , on the technical expertise of the senior civil servants

most closely Inwlved.

The closen^s between the LDP and the bureaucracy has obviated

the need for elected government officials to serve as a constant monitor

over the bureaucr In Japan, insuring that government policy aims

are. not stymied by antagonistic bureaucratic independence is not the

problem that it is in societies where changes in basic policy direction 

. - normally accompany changes in government. The comparative homogeneity 

of policy orientation within the .MP, .cpmbined with the party's hegemonic 

position, insures a high degree of consistency in-government policy,, while

the close relationship between the-party and the bureaucracy make it
? . ■

possible for the latter to operate with increased independence in policy

making without concern that such actions will be antagonistic to the 

elected officials. Cabinet ministers, for example, are rotated almost 

annually with no apparent worry about the power aver, and dependence on, 

the senior bureaucrats that «
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Advisory Committees;

One of the most significant, and least analyzed, aspects of 

bureaucratic influence on Japanese policymaking takes place^even before

the most visible aspects of the process occur. The bureaucracy exerts

tremendous Influence over the multitude of advisory committees which are 

an important mechanism for winnowing the multiplicity of possible

approaches to a problem down to manageable proportions and tangible

proposals.

Most modern bureaucracies rely heavily on advisory committees for

indlspenslble technical and. specialized*-information as well as public
\ 12 

input into bureaucratic policymaking. In addition, where specific

^ groups affected by bureaucracies are formally represented, advisory

committees help coasolidate differing opinions, and provide forewarning

•

of probable conflic^ over government proposals. From a purely political 

perspective", such organs are of benefit to a bureaucratic agency in that 

they also Induce nongovernmental policy interests to run political inter

ference for the agency both in the legislature and before the general

13public. They hhve certainly been important devices in higher educa-

tional policy.

12
See inter alia, Henry Steck, "Power and the Policy Process: Advisory 

Committees in the Federal Government;" George.-T. Sulzner, "The Policy 
Process and the Uses of National Government Study Commissions."

13
Nihon Kyoshokuin Kumial, Rvoiku Kankel Shineikai no Jlttai [Realities 

of_AdviMry Committees Concerned with Education], 22-23. See also Rinji 
Gyosei>^osakai, Daiichi Senmon Bukal, Daiichihan, Hokokusho [Report] 
passim; Ogita Tomotsu, "Shingikai no Jittai" [Realities of the Advisory 
Committees], 21-71.- Ebata Kiyoshi, "Komuln Seido Shingikai [The Advisory 
Committee on the Bureaucratic System] 56-58; Okabe Shiro, "Seisaku 
Kettei ni okeru Shingikai no Yakuwari to Sekinin" [The Role and Respon- 
bilatles of Deliberative Councils in Policymaking], 1-19; Sato Isao, 
"ShMgikai" [Advisory Committees] 97-117; Ebata Kiyoshi, "Kore ga Seifu
1
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In Japan, at least four different functional types of advisory

committees are identifiable: those acting as administrative courts and

, adjudicating differences among governmental ministries; those which

assess standards for accreditation purposes; and thos'e which hear public

By far the largest group, however, is the fourth type,

tliat’which deliberates and makes policy recommendations to governmental 

14
agencies.

complaints.

The number of advisory councils established under governmental

ministries has profilerated since 1952, when 165 advisory councils wer^

functioning under ministerial laws. By.1969 this figure had increased 

to 243.^^ Furthkr, these figures represent only advisory councils 

formally establlsfed under law; an even more significant increase occurre'd

in the number of s :udy commissions established by ordinances. The scope

of activities investigated has broadened correspondingly and virtually

all aspects.of polic; .ng therefore have become potentially scrutlnlzable

by one or more of these advisory bodies.

Numerical analysis alone does not fully indicate the important

policymaking :rple of these groups. Originally allocated rather perfunc- 

tory roles, they have become major organizational tools in overall 

policy formulation. The Central Education Council, for example, the most 

important of the groups affiliated with the‘Ministry of Education,

Shingikai da" [These Are the Government's Advisory Committees] 131-141; 
Young Ho Park, "The Government Advisory Commission System in Japan," 
436-37, inter alia.

14
Okabe, "Selsaku Kettei ni okeru Shingikai no Takuwarl to Sekinin," 1-2. .

15
_|Rlnji Gyosei Chosakai, 

Gyq|ei Kanricho.
p. 270; 1969 data supplied from
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initially had the areas of its inquiry determined through consultation 

amoi^ representatives of the several bureaus within, the Education

The directors of the various,bureaus met with the^Educational 

Vice Minister, presenting short papers on subjects deemed of possible

Ministry.

Importance. Based on these meetings and subsequent consultations with
V' V j

the Mnlster of Education, a decision was made on what area(s) should

Council investigations-were brief, oftenbe investigated by the Council, 

of two to four months, and reports rarely were longer than three or

Lacking serious investigation and study, the **four pages in length, 

reports consequently were almost totally., devoid of real policy influence.

Thus in its earlj^^phase, the Central Council was in many ways politically 

irrelevant. Simile situations prevailed in other ministries.

This has charged. In 1965, Planning Divisions were established

■

within the ministries to determine areas of investigation. Decisions

tigate alone entail as much as a year's planning,

and the advisory body's anticipated role is substantial. One 1971 report,

for example, required four years of investigation, and the interim

report alone was a 465-page compendium of essential data on the basis of

18
which major policy proposals were.formulated. This work was no anomaly.

regardiiig areas to in

16
Interview, Ni'shida Klkuo, former, director of Planning an'd Research, 

Ministry of Education, June 17, 1971.

Mombusho Chosakvoku. Chuo Kvoiku Shinelkai Yoran [Outline on the 
Central Education Council].

18
Mombusho^ Waga_Kuni no Kvoiku no avumi to Kongo ho Kadal; Chuo Kvoiku 

Shingikai'Chukan Hokokii [The Course of Japanese Education and Future
. Interim Report of the Central Education Council]. The final 

report is entitled Kongo ni okeru Gakko Kyoiku no Sogotekina Kakuju Seibi 
no tame no Klhonteki Shisakuni tsuite; TSshin [Report: On the Basic

of School Education in the

Problems
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and councils have come to have major impacts on such diverse areas as 

foreign trade, tax structure, education, the legal structure, the postal 

system, and local finance.

As the significance of these advisory bodies has increased, so 

has their deprendence on the bureaucracies they allegedly advise. 

s'|>ecfific points support such a conclusion: 1) the controls over the 

areas of investigation; 2) the manner in which research is done; 3)- the 

writing of reports; and 4) selection procedures for committee members and 

the resultant membership composition.

Areas of investigation are determined exclusively by the bureaucracy,
ft; *? •. '

by the Ministry or agency xmder whose aegis the committee is to

Four

i.eJL.»

Even the post broadly mandated committees must confine themselves

In almost all instances these topics are

serve.

to the topics chosen for them, 

rather narrowly defined,'and in many cases the manner in which the 

investigative questions are formulated strongly determine the direction 

the eventual recommendation is expected to take.

To cite but a.few instances of this, one can point to the terms 

of reference for the 1963 report of the Central Education Council, the ■ 

19,67 directions to the Science and’Technology Council, the 1968 instruc

tions to the subcommittee on university disturbances, and the 1970'direc-

tlons concerning hijacking made to the Advisory Committee on the Legal 

All had long prefatory comments outlining the problems asSystem.

perceived by the bureaucracy, followed by specific instructions as to

the direction the investigation should take. Not surprisingly, the 

major thrust of subsequent reports was aimed at proving what were* effec

tively prestated conclusions.^^

ry

1! leriiis of reference for the 1968 case and the report are in Yamamoto
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In addition to setting sharp delineations on the scope and direc

tion of investigations, the bureaucracy exercises control over the 

investigation in a second way. Advisory committees do not have indepen-

dent research staffs and all research and investigation is carried out

by bureaucratic staff members of the controlling government agency. The

donnidLttees may request certain data to be included, or specific points

to be examined; however, because the actual work is done by ministerial 

personnel, the bureaucracy exerts tremendous power over the committee’s

This is even more so since th'e staff members who workeventual reports.

.in conjunction with a committee attend all of its meetings and discussions. 

Moreover/^i,e actual reports of many committees are written, not by the

20
Thesecommittee itself \or by a subcommittee thereof, but by bureaucrats.

X

powers have becoms increasingly significant as the topics for research

become more and mpre comprehensive. Even highly independent-minded

committees^with neucrally inclined bureaucratic staffs find it almost 

impossible not to be heavily reflective of official thinking within the 

bureaucracy. One need purport no theories of conspiracy to suggest that 

the power pf“synthesizing discussion and preparing final reports accorded 

to, top bureaucrats gives, considerable control,oyer the coimittees* even

tual products.. -

A fourth area relevant to bureaucratic influence on advisory com-

To analyze this dimension, extensivemittees is their actual membership.

Tokushige, Daigaku Mondai Shiryo Yoran [Handbook of Source Materials on 
the University.Problem] 424-39. This report, but not the terms of 
reference, are in most standard collections of sources.
20,

Nlshlda interview.

A.
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badcgromid data on all 676 members who have served on seven different
21

advisory committees in the area.of education have been collected.

Committee members are appointed by the agency they are to serve, 

normally by the permanent vice-minister, the highest ranking bureaucrat, 

and in the analysis of background data the most significant feature for 

purposes is the preponderance of bureaucrats and ex-bureaucrats.

At the time of appointment to the various committees, members from the 

field of education made up" 78.7% of the total, with members of 

goveinaCaent-related agencies totalling only 10.9%.

our-

(Businessmen consti-^

tuted 6.3%, id-th 4.1% from other categories.) Such figures initially 
» ** .

■ do not suggest tAat the committees are in any way composed of a prepon

derance of bureaucrats, but titles at the time of appointment to a com- ^ 

mittee barely scrateh the surface of the occupational backgrounds of 

committee members. \Further examination reveals that at least one-third 

of all members of thkseven committees investigated have at one time or 

anru-Kpr been government bureaucrats. A high percentage of advisory 

committee members, while not bureaucrats at the time of appointment, 

have served a^bureaucrats, and retired to some other form of work 

often university teaching or administration—only after which they have

21
_Ihe seven committees investigated were: the Educational Committee 

(Kyoiku Sasshln Ilnkai) later named the Educational■Refprm Committee 
(Kyoiku Sasshin Shingikai); the Central Education Council (Chuo Kyoiku 
Shingikai); the University Chartering Coiaicil (Daigaku Setchl Shingikai); 
the Private Universities Council (Shifitsu Daigaku Shingikai); the Higher 
Technical Schools Cotmcil (Koto Senmongakko Shingikai); the Science 
Council (Gakajutsu Shingikai); and the Investigating Committee on 
Preparations for the Establishment of Tsukuba University (Tsukuba-^Shlndai- ■

All committees deal with the functional 
of education, and generalization to other committees is difficult. 

ESpj^cially to be noted is the low number of businessmen, which inay be
al. Data were compiled from Jinji Koshin roku (Who's Who). Where 
le missing data were supplied from material in other sources such 
i Nenkan (Asahi Yearbook).

gaku Spsetsu Junbi Chosakal) 
■ ar

. • ■'

aty

v,'
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»een appointed to advisory committees.

Furthermore, it is the bureaucrats and former bureaucrats who

dominate the entire system of the advisory committees examined 

background is far more common among those holding top committee positions.

Bureaucratic•s

those with greatest seniority, those servingoh other government advisory 

bodies, and those on committees dealing with broad policy questions as

opposed to more technically oriented committees. Looking af these four

categories, the importance of the bureaucrats and ex-bureaucrats becomes .

While constituting only one-third of the total member-^far more evident.

shii», bureaucrats and ex-bureaucrats make"-up 40% of the chairmen and

vice-chairmen, 42.5%. of those on broad policy committees, 66.7% of

those having served ten or more years on individual committees, and 74.3%

22of those who have served on three or more government advisory committees.

The picture that\^merges from such figures is of an advisory 

committee system in whichsbureaucrats and ex-bureaucrats are dispropor

tionately represented; longer tenure, positions of both general and

policy responsibility, and greater interaction through overlapping 

membership on other committees give them far greater potential influence 

over committee proceedings than is possible for other members. Though

. .r^ . .
it is difficult to predict behavior patterns precisely from background

22
Perhaps the most egregious case of a bureaucrat engaged in the tight 

web of interlocking advisory committees was Ishino Shinichi, Vice Minister 
of Finance, who in 1964 was on no less than 57 different councils simul
taneously. Numerous of his counterparts from other ministries have 
served on 30 or more committees at the same time. Committees considered 
as general policy are the Central Education Committed", the Educational 
Reform Council, and the Investigating Committee on Preparation for the 
Establ:^shment of Tsukuba University. The technical group includes the 
tlnivers^y Chartering Council, the Private Universities Council, the 
Highertechnical Schools Council, and the Science Council. Ebata, 
Kprega^eifu shihgikai da," 132.ft
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variables such as previous employment, it is likely that those possessing

pergonal ties to the bureaucracy will be more disposed towards bureau-

23
cratic desires than those lacking them. s

An additional point about membership on the advisory committees

should be made. It was indicated above that at the time of first
■V , ■ j
appointment to the advisory committees studied, 78.7% of the members 

■ could be classified as school or university educators. That many of

these were former bureaucrats has been shown, but the true character of

Over one-half were the presidentsthis group can be made even clearer, 

bf higher educational institutions, and-.an additional 16.8% were

administrators (faculty chairmen or above) at such institutions.

Administrators at research institutes or other educational institutions

Only 24.1% of the "educator"made up an additional 7.4% of the total.

group were actually teachers or researchers. Therefore it is difficult

to contend 'that the bhlk of the "university-affiliated" members in fact 

represent university faculty members. Although university administrators 

have hardly been sycophants of the government bureaucracy, they have, 

nevertheless^ the most direct contact with the bureaucracy; so even if

independence of judgment were maintained, it is safe to suggest that 

they would be, of all academics, the most sympathetic to bureaucratic

and governmental perspectives.

What can be said of such factors over time, however? Is the

bureaucratic presence on advisory committees increasing, decreasing.

or remaining constant? In Table 4-1, the data have been aggregated into 

five-year periods to allow for an assessment of trends. The actual

23 ^ewis J.' -Edinger and Donald D. Searing, "Social Background in Elite
"428-45.Ana;l3^.s; A Methodological Inquiry,
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percentage of bureaucrats and ex-bureaucrats on committees has gone 

throughtwo phases: an increase in the 15 years from 1945 to 1960, and

ten years. In contrast, however, allthen a decline in the follo^ng 

four of the other indicators of bureaucratic influence remain consis-

'/ .

tently higher than the percentage of actual bureaucrats, and in all 

biases have either remained relatively constant or have increased, 

these four indicators belie the initial impression given simply by 

the recently declining percentage of bureaucrats and ex-bureaucrats and

Thus,

suggest at least a continuous, if not rising, exaggeration of influerf&e 

.by bureaucrats and.ex-bureaucrats relative to their actual membership.

TABLE 4-1
.X.

Bureaucratic Dominance of Advisory Committees to the Ministry of Education

% Bureaucratic of:' 1945-50 1951-55 1956-60 1961-65 1966-70

Total Members 41.2 43.2 43.7 36.0 27.6

Committee or Sub
committee Chairmen 
or Vic^-Chairmen 40.0 45.5 36.4 43.8 37.5

■ Broad Policy Committee . 44.4 ' ’ 47,450.0 - 51.2 42.0

. ■ . . . . . . Members Serving 10 
or More Years

66.7 '64^.3 66.7 64.7

.Members Serving on •
3 or More Additional 
Committees 66.7 75.0 100.0 66.7 81.3

Not every policy proposal in Japan emerges after investigation by 

^i^^dvispry cpnanlttee; however, increasingly, most. Important decisions

least partial inquiry by one or more such
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committees. Japanese newsmen and popular critica are fond of describing

the_.advlsory committee system as a cloak to hide the actions of the

24
Even if on many points this is an overstated accusation.bureaucracy.

the analysis, of the structure, modes of action, and membership background 

of the committees suggests that extremely close ties exist'between the 

committees and the bureaucracy they are to advise. The analysis also 

Implies that the lines of influence between the two groups are far - 

stronger from bureaucracy to committee than vice versa. Clearly, the 

increased importance of these committees has not undermined the bureau-?? 

qracy’s role in the policymaking process, nor have the COTimittees served

as channels of broad and open public input, both of which would be

Rather,’ the *the ,expepted consequence of most pluralist interpretations.

committees have become contributors to the overall Increase in the

Importance of the bureaucracy, and to the hegemonic closure of certain 

aspects of Japanese pqKcymaking, particularly of the initial phases.

The advisory committee system provides non-conservative camp organiza

tions with no formal input into these important early stages of policy- 

maMng and eliminates most of them from the important pulling and hauling 

in the initial identification of prdblems and definition of solutions.

■ Decline in Corporatism; Closely related to the situation of advisory

committees and the closed nature of the policymaking process in the 

earliest stages of option delimitation has been thfe comparative decline

r-:

24
The usual phrase used is "kakuremi,” literally, "a cloak to hide 

behind." See for example, an article in the series Gyosei Kaikaku 
[Administrative Reform] in Mainichi Shimbun. JulyT-S, 1967. Also Okabe,
"Seisaku Kettei ni pkeru Shlngikai no Yakuwari to Sekinin," 10-11; Ebata, 

saseifushingikal da." For a partial retort to the charge, see 
hi Shasani"Shingikai no Koyu to Sono Genkai [The Efficiency and 
S of the Advisory Councils] 15-18.

"Ko
Hay
Llm
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in the formal delegation of policymaking responsibilities to non-govem- 

mental groups. The corporatist- practice of delegating primary respon- 

slbilltles to such groups has become quite prevalent in many societies. ^ 

The normative merits and demeri^ts of the practice have been subjected, to

wide debate: critics are quick to point out that it is the biggest and 

best prganlzed, though not necessarily the most publicly representative, 

organizations to whom such delegation is usually made, an4 that such'

delegation is tantamount to an abdication by government officials of 

their responsibility to make critical judgments on matters of public ty

cpncera; .advocates, on the other hand,_note that even if the criticisms 

are legitimate. e practice does provide formal guarantees that some 

(if not all) Interested, non-govemmental voices on an issue will be’ *
X.

heard, and that policy judgments will benefit from the inclusion of 

wide and competing ertsfrom outside government circles. Though the 

latter position tolerhtes a greater degree of participant closure than*

the former, the situation in Japan suggests that even opportunities for 

this lesser degree of participation have been in decline.

Under tha Occupation, numerous'independent groups were encouraged 

to organize as a counterbalance to the 'powerful .and independent bureaucracy 

dominated Japanese policymaking before the war. Under the heavy 

Influence of-the ^nerican corporatist pattern of directly involving major 

iiiterest groups in legislative and administrative policymaking, many 

■ of these c^e to occupy formal and significant roles in the formulation

25 •«> -

Grant McConnell, Private Power and American Democracy,
—"Interest Groups; and the Bureaucracy in Western Democracies," 
Theo^re J. Lowi, The End of Liberalism. Andrew Shonfield. Modern Capitalism, 
intelLalia; ^- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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higher educational policies. Since the end of the Occupation there has 

been a significant reversal of this pattern. The educational bureaucracy

has rejected the concept of formal reliance on concerned interest groups, 

and most groups which acquired Important roles during the Occupation 

have been systematically shunted to the periphery of the political

proc'fesSes.

The earliest and most explicit rejection in the area of higher

education came with the establishment of the Central Educational Council.

■The Council's predecessor, the Educational Reform Council, when it 

completed its original mission of recommending reforms in the educational 

system during' the Wcupation, suggested the creation of a replacement 

committee which would be explicitly representative of various organized
%

- groups. The committee proposed that its replacement be made up of 18 

or 20 members elected\by the other advisory committees established under 

the Ministry of Education. Explicit representation was to be assured 

.-for thie Japan Science Council, local boards of education, the outgoing 

Educational Reform Committee and.several other groups. A specific 

numerical ,ratio-.was also to be established for the inclusion of represen

tatives from the fields of science, culture and education on the one 

'■^'hand, and those from the areas of politics,'industry and society on th's

>

26
Such an explicitly representative plan was rejected by the 

Ministry; instead all rights of appointment and disiaissal were given to 

the Minister "of Education, and no provision was made for the formal

other.

inclusion of any group or sector.

he entire plan, is reproduced in Hirahara Haruyoshi, "Kyoiku Seisaku 
no Rirauan Kiko toshite no Chukyoshin" [The Central Education Council 

~ "ting Organ in Educational Policies] 28-9.

26

as a E

t
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Explicit inclusion of outside groups on educationally related

advisory committees is now limited to two of the earliest committees

established under the Occupation. The Private Universities Council is

required to maintain 2/3 of its members as representatives of the private 

universities and these are appointed in accord with the joint recommen-

27
datlons; of the private university federations. The University Accredi

tation Association, meanwhile, holds 22 of 45 seats on the University ■

28
Chartering Subcommittee of the University Chartering Council. But

.in both‘of these cases the roles of the committees have been sharply <#•

circumscribed.

Originally established to "make recommendations to the Minister of
\ 29

Education on important matters of relevance to private universities" ' the *

- Private Universities Council in reality has been restricted to approving 

changes in the composition of legal bodies governing private institutions

> of higher education. serves merely as a screening committee for the

,..Ministry over the membership of, and occasionally over the legality of

certain actions taken by, the administrative organs of private univer-

- 30
sltles.

The case of the University Chartering’' Council is more complex. Its

27
Article 20, Shiritsu Gakkoho [Private Schools Law] in Mombu HOrei,

309:

28 —
Otake Hakase interview, January 7, 1971. Japanese University Accredi

tation Association, Japanese Universities and Colleges 5. This practice 
is the outgrowth of certain competitive relations between the Accredita
tion Association and the University Chartering Council existing when the 
latter was formed. Daigaku Kijun KyOkai, Dalgaku Ki4un Kyokai Junenshi 
[History of the Ten Years of the University of the University Accredi- 
tation^Associatioi^ 98-108. Hereafter Junenshi.i

s; ritsu Gakko ho, clause 18.

Shinobu, "Shiritsu Daigaku" [Private Universities] in Shimizu 
Yoshlhillp, Nihon no Koto Kyoiku [Japanese Higher Education] 150-53.

, 30 Oz
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history is intimately tied to that of the University Accreditation 

Association. The Accreditation. Association began meeting in the fall 

of 1946, and was formally established in July, 1947, to perform the role 

of accreditator and evaluator of universities. Originally relying on 

the staff and headquarters of the Ministry of Education, the Association 

established its own headquarters and staff during 1946-47 and in its 

subsequent actions gained gradual independence from the government bureau

cracy and virtually total control over these functions which previously 

had been the exclusive purview of the Ministry.

In 1948, the University Chartering Committee (later Council) 

created by,and urider the jurisdiction of, the Ministry in an effort to 

regain control over these functions. Nevertheless, the Assocla'tion • 

continued to maintain considerable influence due to the support of SCAT 

and CIE. The standards it.established were maintained by the Chartering

9^

was

Committee as its own,\and one-half of the latter's members were by law 

chosen by the former. 32 With time, further steps were taken to reduce 

the Association's effectiveness, such as exempting pre-medical and dental

prog'rams from the Association's standards in 1954, and more notably the 

passage of the University Chartering-Stai^ards in October, 1956.^^ These

flatter sharply affected the Association in-that its'own standards, which

31'
Kaigo and Teresakl. Daigaku Kvoiku. 516-34.

Junenshl, 81-107. Daigaku Kinjiin Kyokai, Tekkaku Hantei ni tsuite 
[Concerning University Accreditation]

32

33
The actual standards established are in Mombu Rorei 1957. 96-109.

33ie prig:inal standards cap be found in pre-1956 editions of the same, 
in Daigaku Kijun Kyokai Kijunshu [Collection of the Standards of the 

^ 1-7. On the comparison and signifi-
^ canc^pf the two different sets of standards, see Kaigo and Terasaki, 
M^g^u Kyoiku, 543-47 and lerasaki Masao, "Daigaku Setchi Kijun" [The 
Univef^ty Chartering Standards] , 39-44.

or
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had hitherto been used by the Chartering Council in evaluating charter 

applications, lost all government sanction and became merely the require

ments for universities seeking to acquire membership in the Association 

as a private group. .

More recently, the regulations of the Chartering Council were 

again revised, resulting in, among other things, a diluting of the 

numerical Importance of Association members on the Chartering Coundil, 

so that where formerly it had 22 of 45 members, it was cut to 22 of 95.^^

One final government action, or perhaps "non-action," toward th^

,Association should be noted. That is the failure to encourage national 

universities umer control of the government to seek accreditation. Thus, 

although 21 of 75 national universities are accredited by the Assoclaticfn, 

a percentage comp irable to public and private universities, 18 of these 

are charter members which have merely kept up their membership. Only

three national unive^itles have been accredited in the 18 years 

then, l.e

since

of 38 universities joining the Accreditation Association 

after 1952 only three were national universities.^^

•»

The overall impact

pf yirtualiy^^all government actions regarding the Association has therefore

been to limit sharply that group's'formal, and informal. Impact on 

government policymaking and policies.
• • - •> ■ f

Actions in regard to two other groups also point to the government's 

reduction of the formal participation and actual' effectiveness of such 

outside gifoups. One group is the Science Council of Japan (JSC). Initially 

established at the encouragement of the U.S. Occupation to serve in a

«> •

34
Mombu Horei, 1971. 177-90.

35 laigaku Kljun Kyokaiy Kaiho. No. 19, 17-21.

K
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capacity similar to that of the American National Academy of Sciences its

36
relations with the government are by law quite close, 

personnel are government employees and it is established as "the legal 

and official body of the scientists of Japan.

Its administrative

„37

Despite the original proposal for close ties between the JSC and 

the^goyemment, as Long has noted, the American model on which these ties 

were formulated "did not survive the cultural transplant, 

government actively undermined, what little formal powers the JSC has had

..38
In fact.the

ever since Prime Minister Yoshida publicly aceused it of manifesting

39
too many left wing tendencies. In 1956, the Science and Technology

-b r* ,

Agency was established at the Cabinet level, taking over many functions

of the JSC and in 1959, over the strong opposition of the JSC, the Science, 

and Technology Council was created as a special appointive consultative

This new group became responsible for
40

organ to the Prime Minister.

36
Its administrativeXpersonnel are primarily from the Ministry of 

• Education. Nishiyama Masazumi, interview September 2, 1970. Miyazawa 
Bunji, interview September 2, 1970. See also Nihon Gakujutsu Kaigiho 
(Law no. 121, July 10, 1948), Articles 3, 4, 5, 6.

Science Council of Japan, General Description of the Science Council 
of Japan. 1. "Scientists" is a term broadly defined to include humanistic 
and social scientists as well as na.tufal apd applied scientists, and 
its 21Q members are elected, by the various sectors, of Japanese science. 
The bulk of Japan's university teachers and.researchers are eiiglble to 
elect .these members and in practice nearly 90 percent of the members at 
any one time are chosen from these two groups. My calculations from data 
provided by the Science Council of Japan.

T. Dixon Longi "Policy and Politics in Japanese Science: The Persis
tence c' a Tradition," 439.

Ogqse Sunao et al., "Yanaihara kara Kaya e, I" [From Tokyo Univer
sity Presidents Yanalhara to Kaya; Part I] 32.

Japanese Science," 440.^

38'

39

'' 'V'' .■
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^vlce on. all matters of science policy, effectively bypassing the 

elective JSC. More recently, the JSC's powers to make the preliminary 

decisions on the allocation of government scholarship monies to advanced 

scholars has also been curtailed, and although it still has the power to 

"recommend" government action, former Education Minister Sakata has 

stated quite frankly in 1969 that these powers "produce no substantial 

..41
effects.

42
A final group to consider is the Japan Teacher's Union, 

union is predominantly known as the representative of the vast majority 

of Japan's lower school teachers; however, it has been a rather constant 

spokesman on all educational issues, including those related to higher 

As will be seen in Chapter Five, members of the union were

The

education.

* included in the comMttee to design a university administrative bill in .

This appears 1 to have been about its only formal inclusion in the

Almost from its origin the union

1951.

governmental pollc; 

has been at odds with tke government because of its strong Marxian

.ng processes.

tradition and its tactics of almost constant opposition to government

Formal isolation of the union, even to the extent of meet

ings between the President of the Union and the Minister of Education existed

The point here

proposals.

43
for nearly a decade between the, early 1960s,. and 1970s. 

is less that ties between the union and the Education Ministry have been

weakened and that the formal role of the union_.has been minimized, but 

rather that^virtually no formal role has ever been accorded to this

41 Interview in Tokyo .Shimbun, August 17, 1969.

42 On the Teacher's Union, see Donald Thurston, Teachers and Politics in
Japan, and Benjamin C. Cuke, Japan's Militant Teachers.

43 , Fukushlma Aklo Inteirvlew, July 
The two met finally in

agai Michio, interivew May 29, 1971. 
!971;AmagiIsao, interview, April 19, 1971. 

i972\®hereby breaking the ice between them.
12
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significant educational group.

The exclusion of outside groups is related to Japan's ideological 

bipolarity. Many of the groups noted have been openly identified with 

the progressive camp and their inclusion would have given added power 

and legitimacy to government opponents. Not all of them are-so obviously 

identified with the progressive camp, however, and the exclusion of 

Involves nothing more than the general reluctance of the conservative 

camp to grant legal representative roles to any outside group and an 

attempt to keep, tight constraints on as many policymaking arenas as

When the opinions of some particular group are desired they

some

possible.

■t? '

are solicited by the government, on an ad hoc basis, either privately or 

in the form of publik testimony or written proposals. Such opinions may

'then be taken into consideration but at almost no time are outside educa

tional groups given the more important role of actually meeting together, 

arguing out difference^and making broad policy recommendations to the
>

If they were, experience in the U.S. and most European

countries suggests that their policymaking influence could be strengthened 

44
immeasurably.

Legislation and the Diet:

government.

When one turns to the most visible, and per- 

^^aps most well studied arena, of policymaking'in-Japan,-the obviousness-

of conservative control based on heavy 'reliance on the bureaucracy is 

again evident. The Diet, Japan's parliament, is'"the focal point of

44
It should be noted that this exclusion, while true for higher education, 

may be less the case in certain other areas such as business where the ■ 
corporatist pattern is far more in evidence. Since the bulk of the 
business community, however, is closely identified with the conservative 
camp, such a pattern suggests the importance of ideofogical considerations 
in the delegation of responsibilities, much the same as in the delegation 
of powe^ to bureaucratic agencies, 
be dea

One Important question which can not 
i^ith here is whether groups have influence because they are in 

on the'i^arliest stages of policymaking, or whether they are Included 
because|®hey are- influential.
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all policymaking activities involving legal or constitutional matters.

It was noted above that there are very close ties between the various 

bureaucratic agencies and the policymaking organs of the Liberal Democratic

Party, and that tight constraints are exercised over formal participation

These factors bearin the earliest stages of policy deliberation.

particular importance in the legislative process. Most legislative

proposals are generated by a bureaucratic agency, and then submitted- to

the functionally appropriate section in the LDP's Policy Affairs Research 

Council (Sedffiu Chosakai). Upon approval, the bill is passed on to the. 

Policy Deliberations Council (Seisaku Shingikal), to the Executive Council

of the Party (SSmukai), to the Party's Diet Policy Committee (Kokkai

taisaku iinkai) ana finally to the Cabinet Bureau of Legislation

(Hoseikyoku) and the Cabinet for refinement and final preparation. At

all of these stages\ there is close interaction between party functionaries

and agents of the com^rned bureaucratic organs. Only after this procedure ,

leads to cabinet approval for the proposal does the Diet become meaning- 

45
fully involved.

The aboye pattern gives tremendously important powers of policy

initiation to the conservative camp "and rieans that by the time bills

. materialize in the Diet a general agreement has already been reached^, both

within and between the bureaucracy and the IDP. Opposition and/or the

generation of successful alternatives from within the Diet itself is

46
thus extremely difficult in the face of such basic consensus.

/

45 ,
Misawa, "Seisaku Kettai Katei no Gaikan," 24-25. Also Masumi Junnosuke, 

"Jiyu Minshuto no Soshiki to Kino [Organization and Functions of the 
Iiiberal Democratic Party] 62-77. Thayer, How the Conservatives Rule Japan,
::207-^36.. ' ' ' '

46
V H. Leyihj"pn Decisions-and Decision Making," passim, but esp. 
rdeals wl^h this problem at the theoretical level.24-
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When the analysis moves to the Diet itself, the conservative-

Constitutionally "the highestbureaucratic control is further evidenced, 

organ of state power," the Diet has probably never fulfilled the original

expectations of those American drafters of the Japanese constitution 

who seemingly anticipated the development of a rather autonomous insti

tution' Comparable to the United States Congress. Indeed, as an integral 

component of a parliamentary rather than a presidential system, the 

Diet should by no means be expected to act in competition with the 

executive brandi; cooperative relations between the two would appear to 

be far more the norm than under a presidential system, particularly when 

the cabinet and th^legislature are dominated for long periods of time

^ by a single party.

lent can be a source of policymaking independence 

First', Individual members and opposition' parties

Still, a pari:

in at least two ways.

£gislatlve proposals, and second, both can serve

Thus not all legisla-

■ can introduce J:heir own 

-as opponents of government-proposed legislation, 

tion passed need be that proposed by the cabinet, and not all legisla

tion need pass unopposed. The evidence suggests, however, that legisla

tive independence, as measured by both of these, is declining in the 

■ "'■^face of a growth in the combined legislative power of the bureaucracy 

and the ruling conservative party, particularly since 1955 when the 

two conservative parties, the Liberals and the Dembcfats merged to form 

the since dominant LDP.

At least three Indicators point to this: success rates of govern

mental and individual member bills; the declining rate ofamendments- 

added^^and. the singular lack of success for opposition-sponsored bills. 

In loomng at the passage rates for bills, two caveats should be kept in
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mind. First*the role of the individual parliamentarian as the main

bulwark in the fortress of democracy has been overly romanticized in

Japan as elsewhere. Ozaki Yukio was an anomaly in his own time, mytholo

gized as an ideal so removed from general reality as to parallel that of 

the "independent backbencher" in Britain. 

complexity and strong party discipline, the role of the single parliamen-

In an era of administrative

tarian is perforce diminished.

Second, even the mere submission of nongovemmentally sponsored 

measures is extremely difficult. In the Lower House, at least 20 

representatives must support a "member" [bill before it can be introduced.

House ten supporters are required. Should the bill 

require the expenditure, of state funds, 50 and 20 supporters respectively
A

are necessary. Thds procedure alone works against the submission of such 

proposals. Nonetheless during the bulk of the postwar period, approximately 

40% of all bills have\:ather consistently been "member bills." Somewhat 

interestingly, only during the Occupation Period (1947-1952) were these 

figures significantly lower (22.6%).*^®

- It;is axiomatic, howeveri that introduction of legislation is far 

less significant than its passage, and there the Japanese.situation is

V

while in the Uppi

•t.

. .

47
The theme of legislative decline as seen through the apparent waning 

of the "independent" legislator has been particularly prevalent in the U.S. 
and Britain, and can be traced at least to the 19th century with James 
Bryce's classic. The American Commonwealth.

48
These figures would appear to be somewhat below those for Britain where, 

despite difficulties of Introduction for private member bills these still 
make up over 56% of all bills introduced during the period 1962-65. R. M. 
Punnett, British Government and Politics 231. See also his footnote 
on 228 —regarding private member bills. In France and West Germany, it

to introduce legislation. Arnold J.
Hei^nheimer, The Governments of Germany. 3rd ed., 178; Nicholas Wahl,
''Th^gpfench Political System," in Samuel H. Beer and Adam B. Ulam, eds., 

gas of Government 424-27.vv.^^Patti

■ y
."V • %-
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While the ratio of government-sponsored to member-of far more interest.

sponsored legislation has remained roughly the same, a marked decline

has taken place in the chances for the latter eventually to become law.

As Table 4-2 indicates, government-sponsored legislation was

extremely successful under the Occupation, with more than nine of every

ten proposals becoming law. From the end of the Occupation, however, until

1955, the rate dropped to 75%. Since then such legislation has shown a ■

slow but increasingly steady success.

Individually sponsored legislation, on the other hand, shows a 

drastic decline in success. From a high of 70.4% under the Occupation,
•b r

the passage rate forNsuch bills dropped to just under 35% in the period

1952-1955, and has since remained in the 10-14% range. From a somewhat

different perspective, 18% of the successful legislation during the

Occupation involved member bills. From 1952 to 1955 this was up to over 

,one-quarter. In the nex^sfive years the success rate was halved, and 

sjtnce then it has remained below 10%. Thus the chance for success of 

government bills that was only 1.3 times greater than that for individual 

Diet-generated bills under the Occupation and about twice as great from 

• 1952 to 1955, was in 1970 about seven times greater, and, since 1955, 

.approximately 90% of all successful legislation has been'cabinet-spon-

■ 49 -
sored.

49
The role of"private member bills in Japan seems to be far less, 

therefore, than in either Britain or Germany, although not quite so low 
as in France. In Britain, for example, the passage rate of private member 
bills from 1962 to 1965 was over 30% and has actually been rising. 
Moreover, 67 of the 239 successful bills (28%) during this period were-- 
private member bills. Punnett, British Government and Politics,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 231.
Figures^or the German Bundestag are roughly comparable. In the second 
Bundestag^(1953-57) for example, about one-quarter of the 483 successful 
bills were Introduced by individual members; in the fifth Bundestag
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TABLE 4-2
A

Successful Cabinet Sponsored and Individual!^ Sponsored Legislation
(in percentages) <'

i

Individual Member Bills PassedDiet Cabinet Bills Passed
•r

t As % of
> total cabinet 

Number bills submitted

As %, of 
total bills 
passed

As % of 
total member 

Number bills submitted

As % of 
total bills 
passedNumber Date

( 5/47- 7/52) ■ 13521-13 81.6 305 70.4 18.4

14-23 ( 8/52-12/55) 567 74.7 ,192 34.8 25.3

24-37 (12/55-12/60) 822 75.3 88.5 107 14.1 11.5

38-50 (12/60-12/65) 845 77.9 92.2 71 10.7 7.8

51-64 (12/65-12/70) 609 12.576.8 90.4 65 9.6
0-

51-64 (adjusted 
to exclude 61st 
Diet)

543 80.6 88.9 61 14.4 11.1

Source: Nihon Hyoron-sha, ed., HBritsu Jiho [Legal Report], (Tokyo: Okura-sho, annual)

M
NS
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In addition to the general decline in success rates for member bills,

it should be noted that such enacted member bills are usually Introduced

by Diet standing committee chairmen (of the 18 such bills passed in the 

63rd Diet, for example, 16 were introduced by chairmen). Most frequently 

these deal with local or specialized benefits and hence pose no' serious 

challenge ;to the bureaucratic-LDP monopoly of broad policy.

Beyond this, available evidence suggests that as "potential" 

amender, the Diet has not been notably active. Two devices are open to 

it: it can'either*"amend" (shusei), or it can "add a supplementary reso

lution of clarification" (fut'ai ketsugi). While insufficient data make 

full trend analysis Impossible, it is known that from 1955 to 1960 just 

over one-third of all ^ccessful government legislation went through one ■ 

or another of these processes. Since supplementary resolutions that

have no force in law, however, constituted nearly one-half of these, only

51
In the 48th19% of the successful legislation was actually amended.

Diet (1964-65) this rate was 17%; in the 63rd Diet (1970) it was 15%; 

and if one is to believe the contentual analysis of Takagi, most of these

•(1965-69) this figure was about one-fifth, ffeidenhelmer, The Governments 
of Germany, 2nd ed., 126 ff., 3rd ed., 176-77.

. .Hi-"' Overall, the Japanese figures would appear to be more comparable 
-to those of France, where under the constitution of the Fifth Republic 
the government has the bulk of the initiatives in setting the legislative 
calendar despite the ease.for private members in introducing legislation. 
Between 1959 and 1968, just under 90% of the total'bills voted has been 
submitted by the government. It should be noted that the trend in France 
is in the opposite direction from that in Japan. Thus from 1959 to 
1962, the figure was 93.1%; between 1962 and 1967 it was 87.4%; and from 
1967 to 1968 it was down to 79.3%. Francois Goguel, "Parliament under the 
Fifth French Republic," in Gerhard Loewenberg, ed., Modem Parliaments 93-95.

50
Takagi Ikuro, Gendai Nihon no Seiji to Ideorogil [The Politics and 

Ideology tof Contemporary Japan] 117-118.

51 .ikrL "Seisaku Kettei Katei no Gaikan" 25.Mis.
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amendments were more procedural and definitional "aops" than they were
52

substantive alterations.
.•

A final point is that opposition bills (also individually sponsored 

bills) have no chance of success. The bulk of these bills merely counter

government-sponsored bills deemed to be of strong ideological content.

Thrd'ughout, there is little real expectation of passage; Instead, these

counterplans serve as rallying points for a public relations campaign'

against government initiated legislation. Thus, of 317 opposition bills

Introduced from the 37th (1960) through the 46th (1963-64) Diets, not 

53'becam^ 1^.one
f, •.

pictureVhat emerges of the Diet therefore is of a bureaucratic
The

and LDP-dominated ^stitutlon in which success has become more and more

difficult for non-govemment bills. Individually sponsored measures have

become increasingly •kely to succeed, and such success as they have 

managed has tended to b^in very limited areas. Amendments have become 

rather infrequent and of narrow consequence, and there is no chance that 

proposals by opposition parties will be enacted. Success for these

latter.must come through Informal amendments or additions to government-
' ■ . ' . s' ■

backed bills that have a declining chance of being adopted. Wie main 

. .^ alternative th becomes to delay or completely block such bills.

All of this is not to suggest that the Diet is but a functionless 

appendage of the bureaucracy and the LDP. Both in its committees and in 

its full sessions, the Diet is often significant as an organ of Investiga

tion and public commuiil cation. As far as policymaking is concerned.

gi Ikuro, Gendai Nihon no Seiji to Idebrogii, 

^wa, "Selsaku Kettei Katei no Galkah," 26.

118.

53

■'■■r
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iowever, it is les the independent conceptualizer and structurer ofIegislation and much more the reactive amender and legitimator of proposals
generated by the bureaucracy and consolidated through bureaucratic-LDP

cooperation.

If theAdministrative Directives and Bureaucratic Communications;

independent legislative power of the Diet is on the wane, we must also 

realize that the legislative process by no means defines the policymaking 

universe in Japan. An important, and frequently overlooked, power of 

' Japanesebureaucratic agencies is the issuance of ordinances and ministerial 

cpmmpnications.
a *r.

Technically there are two types of ordinances in Japan: cabinet

• (serei)^ and minister: (shorei). In contrast to laws that are to be '

-made through an explicitly political process in the Diet by elected

public representatives! ordinances are clearly intended to be directives

. dealing with "nonpolitich^" technical matters under the jurisdiction

.of the cabinet or some group, of ministries or, in the case of ministerial

"Corn-ordinances, matters under the jurisdiction of a single ministry, 

munications" (tsutatsu) are supposedly simple directions issued from a

• bureaucratic official to groups or organizations under his jurisdiction 

■'’•‘concerning similarly nonpolitical matters of even less moment than those 

dealt with by ordinances.
, a . ^ _

The power to provide the technical interpretation of a law can 

be tantamount to complete revision of the original intentions of that 

law, in contrast to the implications of a rigidly hierarchical Weberian 

model of a bureaucracy in which "policy" is made "above" and is meticulously

/l
54 SeiMgaku Jiten [Political Dictionary] 663, 775.

K
I
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'administered" by those "below." Interpretation and.administration are 

■clearly powers; they are not politically neutral techniques that will 

be performed in precisely the same way by any appropriately trained 

bureaucratic technician. From such a perspective alone, the policymaking 

powers of the Japanese bureaucracy must be recognized as substantial.

-I^lated though they are to such a general power, however, ordinances 

and communications must be given more special attention for several 

reasons: they are highly authoritative devices for overtly or covertly

bypassing' the more public policymaking fonun that is the Diet; they have 

in many cases been explicitly political in their content; and finally,

to occupy an increasing weight in the totality ofordinances have coi

Japan's public policjraaking.

Reliance on the Diet involves a certain investment of time, effort.

prestige and other political resources for the government. Opposition

forces, the media, occaaionally dissident LDP factions, and eventually

the public can and often do discover through the open and combative nature 

of the legislative process numerous negative and/or embarrassing elements 

in government proposals. Every snippet of possibly embarrassing detail 

in a proposal is quickly seized upon and subjected to minute scrutiny

,=^by such groups, and corrections ate occasionally ’forced before final 

passage can be .accomplished. Even when such corrections are not made, the 

public nature of the process insures the possibility that electoral

revenge can be*had in cases of sufficient public moment. None of these

democratic controls are insured in cases of ordinance or communication.

In the absence of a detailed content analysis of all-^ordinances and 

copnun:|patlons one cannot draw absolute conclusions about the balance 

betweemithose which are "nonpolitical" and those which are purely "political."
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Examples suggest, however, the large political role they have played.

A clear illustration of how these powers can be used to circumvent

the Diet occurred in April, 1953. With major legislation aimed at 

bringing about radical changes in the university system facing serious

Diet scrutiny and the likelihood of nonpassage, the Ministry, of Education

issued ah ordinance, and subsequently a communication, to effect most of

the desired changes. Coming as they did between Lower House elections

and Upper House elections held four days apart, the two occasioned little

attenti^ despite their significance. In fact it was not until nearly 

two months after their Issuance that they were first reported in the

media, and then only in a student newspaper. Although public disclosure

eventually resultedXin heated Diet debate, the policy had been effected

' regardless.

A number of otlmr^clearly political matters have been dealt with

through either communications or ordinances. The Ministry of International*

Trade 9nd Industry has been at the forefront in the usage of such powers

to aid or encourage specific developments in various sectors of Japanese 

industry. Checks on student protests, a complete revision of the general 

educational system, and numerous alterations in the university system have 

^been but a few of the educational areas affected. And Steiner notes that 

communications from- the Autonomy Ministry are "the main means of exercising

ministerial controls under Article 15 of the Government Organization Law 

and Article 150 of the Local Autonomy Law. . . 

authority is attached to such communications and ordinances, and questions 

of their legality are rarely posed by their recipieijfs, despite possible 

violations of the law they are to "interpret," or disregard they may show

„55
. A high degree of

Hr55„
Run teiner. Local Government in Japan. 315.
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In short, they often represent major policymakingfor established rights, 

devices in themselves and are a substantial political weapon in the hands

of the bureaucracy.

Such powers, it must also be noted, are on the rise. Complete 

figures for the number of communications are not presently available, to 

the best of my knowledge, but as Figure 4-1 makes clear, ordinances are 

clearly growing in importance as policymaking devices as compared to 

laws. In the 18-year period 1953-1971, ordinances, which were once four

Thistimes as numerous as laws, grew to be nine times as numerous, 

general situation is in no way different within the field of education, 

indeed the trend is at least as clear as within the government generally.

In 1953, laws accounted for 40% of the total, but by 1969 they had

'drppped to 19%. Cabinen ordinances and ministerial ordinances related

to education combined to form a total of over 80% with ordinances issued

by the Ministry of Educat^n jumping most appreciably from 24% of the 

= . total during 1953-59 to 42%^uring 1964-69.' The emerging picture is of 

an increasing proportion of the serious political policymaking in Japan 

taking place outside the public arena of the Diet and under the increasing

control of a democratically unresponsible and conservatively oriented
• ?. f*

bureaucracy.

In various ways, therefore, many of the fundamental outlines of 

policymaking in Japan suggest a tightly controlled process in which the

conservative camp relies heavily on the internal mechanisms of the LDP

and, increasingly, on the variety of devices open to the civil bureaucracy 

thereby insuring limited access to the formal channels of public policy- 

making and a tight control over the policy agenda. Even though different 
processes^and arenas of policymaking make this more true in some cases 

than in oMers, the overall conservative control provides inherent

4-
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FIGURE 4-1

Ordinances & Laws as a % of Sum Total of Both
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limitations on policymaking patterns generally, but more especially

on the capabilities of non-conservative camp interests and

to enter formally and frequently into all stages of^ pressure groups

56
When the dominant arena of policymaking is the bureau-policymaking .

cracy or the bureaucracy and the LDP this is clearly more likely to be

the case than when the dominant arena is the university or the Diet.

Nonetheless, the comprehensive picture shows particular favorability of 

access and acceptability to certain political groups and sectors, and in 

no way approaches the open dompetition, free floating political exchange

and ad fioc aggregation of political interests usually associated with

pluralist political systems. Conservatiye organizations thus have distinct 

advantages oyer non-conservative groups of otherwise equal organizational 

strength. A conservative cast is consequently given to the pr^Ary 

. alternatives receiving public attention, and policies that emerge even

after a process of open debate and criticism retain strong overtones 

of this initial coloraw-on, while policies formulated in a less public 

manner or that represent a continuation of the status quo, reflect this 

conservative light even more.

Lest this argument appear to unduly empEa^
;• . lo. 'V.

non-conservative interests encounter in attempting to ift 

.^policymaking process,-some attention should be given'to the actual

course of such attempts. Where the primary arena of decision making is 

one formally open to direct influence by these groups, there is ho major 

problem. For-^ example, when, policies in higher education are determined

>

the difficulties

mce the

primarily by the universities, particularly by the faculty conference.

there is ample opportunity for progressive academlcd^to exert powerful

56
AJ^eceht examination of this problem can be found in Takeshi Ishida,

t Groups under a Semipermanent Government Party: The Case of Japan.""Inte;
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influence^ And while the discussion above noted the infrequency with

^ which higher educationally-related advisory conmittees represent non

conservative camp interests, it is clear that other non-educational groups

such as the Rice Price Advisory Committee and the Advisory Committee on

the Public Personnel System include representatives of the opposition

patties, or more frequently, interest groups closely associated with 

Thus in some public policy areas formal channels are .these parties.

readily open to the articulation of non-conservative interests. Most 

of the'^Hiscussion above, however, suggests sharp limitations on such 

representation in the legislative area generally, and in the bureaucratic 

area particularly^ in educationally-related matters. How then, if at 

all, do non-conservative interests seek representation on matters likely

, to be heavily decided in the bureaucracy or the legislature?

DILTHE EMMA OF NON-CONSERVATIVE INTERESTS

V-

It is fruitful to think of such influence possibilities as rather

On the one hand, there is quiet compromise and 

indirect conciliatory appeal; in contrast, there is direct and antagonistic 

confrontation. Which of these two possible paths is followed-in any
r ' ^ .

specific case (assuming that some attempt is made to exert influence) is 

largely a function of the nature of the specific issue involved. The 

more affective the issue, the more specifically it is seen to affect a 

non-conservative group, and the closer its relationship to the broader 

ideological struggle between Japan's two political camps, the greater the

dichotomous in nature.

. .

57
ir ah eiabbration, see T. J. Pempel, "The Dilemma of Legislative 
jp^pn in Japan."Oppoi
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idkelihood that dialectical conflict will result. On the other hand, 

When the relevance of a particular issue to such broad values or to the

specific demands and needs of an organization is limited, the likelihood 

of compromise is increased. Thus, the choice between compromise and 

conflict depends largely on the nature of the issue, or more exactly.

on a particular group or individual's perception of the nature of the 

issue, for as W. I. Thomas has so rightly noted, "if men define a 

situation as real, it is real in its consequences."

IniEhe Diet, for example, there are several ways in which progres- . 

sives can exert informal influence, 

legislative stage.

At wh.at might be called the pre-
•r. •. ‘

opposition member may raise a "teian shitsumpn,"

a legislative proposal in the form of a question to a top level bureaucfat 

making general testimony. "Would it not be a good idea for your agency 

g form of legislation. . . ?" This is a step 

iig budgetary hearings. If the idea proposed is 

deemed meritorious, the bureaucracy, in conjunction with the LDP,

to consider the folli

,that is often taken duri

frequently responds with a formal legislative proposal on the subject in

The proposal for a Unitedthe form of government-introduced legislation.

. Nations University in Japan was Initially formulated in such 

„by Socialist Party member Yamanaka'Coro in a question to Foreign Minister 

Miki Takeo.^®

a manner

Similarly, informal suggestions .or formal proposals by 

non-conservative groups or individuals may be submitted to a Diet

committee, where the progressives have, of course, an informed entree, or 

to a bureaucratic agency or an Investigative council, 

then subsequently appear, usually in somewhat modified*version, 

legislation or an administrative directive.

.  i

Such suggestions

as

58
i^ka Gorov interview, June 2, 1971.Y
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From 1955 toAt later stages, too, compromises are worked out.

';.964, for example, about one-third of all successful government legisla

tion had been "amended" or "clarified," the bulk of this as a result of 

informal negotiations with the progressive parties. From the fact that 

nearly 70 per cent of these then went on to receive unanimous'approval

in the Diet, it would appear that most differences were of a non-ideolo-

Indeed, only ten per cent of •gical, somewhat easily compromised nature, 

the successful government bills were both amended and then passed on a 

split vofe, in most cases with only the Japan Conmunist Party in opposi- ,

59
tion.

r. •.
is largely limited, however, to proposals bySuch a stratei

recognized individualXexperts in their particular areas of expertise, to

.1 access, and to proposals that fall within the.groups with some info:

limits of ideological Acceptability to the right. Moreover compromise

almost by definition implies a recognition. with the conseirvative c£

of its legitimacy and an acceptance of the definitional and problematic

Therefore compromise would appear to beparameters it establishes, 

possible only oh ^rather non-controversial, technical matters, matters

. on wMch any ideological divergence is non-existent or papered over, and 

.rH:he possible political-payoff for either side'is rather low. nonetheless, 

within these limits compromise is a highly effective technique for 

insuring that proposals of widely recognized merft are implemented. 

Because in most-cases such influence is so indirect as to be virtually 

invisible to-the media and the general public, however, it is terribly

59
Misawa, "Seisaku Rettei Katei no Gaikan," 25. Also Koya Azumi, 

"Poiitlhar Functions of Soka Gakkai Membership," 920v From 1967 to 
1971, ti 
proposi^
75%; an^the DSP 82%.

JSP voted in support of 67% of the government-sponsored 
that came to a vote; the JCP supported over 33%; the CGP
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ineffective as a device for gaining electoral or even, emotional support

fpr the original influencer or his organization. Any public credit 

accorded usually redounds to the benefit of the government which appears 

as the prime, if not the sole, architect of anyeventual legislation, and 

only a limited number of insiders are aware of the true geneology of

The ideological limitations and the lack of politicalmany fine proposals.

60
payoffs therefore make such techniques anathema to many.

The major alternative to compromise, however, lies at the other

. end of the* tactical spectrum involving rather unrelenting opposition.

When a conservative proposal-, for example, raises an Ideological red
’P * V.

flag the result most\frequently is the generation of ah equal and

opposite reaction. InXthe Diet this usually means the introduction.

as noted above, of a ccninter proposal to serve as the formulation and

focal point of basic disagreements.

a bill, the tactic of opposition must aim atWith or without sui

blocking passage of the government bill, setting high costs on its 

passage, and minimizing the degree of "damage" by forcing various marginal 

changes; This may Involve the revelation of any unsavory aspects of 

the government proposal, the generation of media opposition and/or a

^blic campaign against _the legislation. At times-, the response also

includes a variety of tactics from petition campaigns and public'meetings 

of protest to street demonstrations and, in some cases,, anti-govemmental

violence. Should opposition to some single specific proposal be effectively

joined to opposition to other conservative activities or proposals there

is also the threat of a major drive to topple the entice government.

60 r
Kobarashi Takeshi, interview, July 9, 1971.
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Such a dialectical pattern of political confrontation therefore

makes great demands on all sides for talent > time and political resources 

For progressive groups and parties there is the additionalin general.

danger posed by what may appear to be "unreasonable" opposition or

opposition for its own sake. Although such activities may appeal to 

purists^.onjthe left, they are hardly likely to attract the sympathies 

of the less committed. Rather they potentially reinforce the stereotypical 

image of the progressive camp as rather unconcerned with "genuine" 

-political problems, rather unpredisposed toward compromise, and inclined 

to call for radical opposition to any efforts made by the government at
o' ■ - .. ■

change. Thus, there is the ever present danger that direct opposition 

used too frequently will create for the leftist political parties a -
•» ■ .t. ■

situation comparable to that of the boy who cried "wolf."

Consequently, attempts by non-conservative or openly progressive 

groups to Influence by tonal opposition are rather unappealing. Only on 

a few crucial Issues has the progressive camp seemed willing and able 

to sustain a collective campaign of blatant and total opposition. As 

will be seen, in the area of higher education the primary area in which 

.such total opposition is most readily forthcoming concerns university 

ad^nistratloh, while institutional'differentiation', specialization and 

enrollment problems have been more the objects of compromise tactics.

Thus non-conservative groups are presented with something of an

undesirable choice-—they must either compromise and negotiate over matters 

primarily of technique, thereby conceding much by way of legitimacy and 

problem parametric powers to the conservatives, or alternatively maintain a 

rigid posture of ideological purity, insuring a near total lack of

influence on specific Issues and creating a near zero-nsum 

situationilCon different higher educational issues they have usually

4-

bargalnii
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found themselves Impaled on one hom or the other of this cruel dilemma.

Japan Is clearly pluralist by most definitions; it is clearj however, 

that Japan's pluralism is hegemonic, with conservative camp influence 

far outweighing that of the progressive camp. Most important aspects of

policymaking are tightly controlled by conseirvatives. They utilize the 

power of the bureaucracy to dominate policy initiation and discussion-in

advisory committees and in legislative proposals. The ability of the 

bureaucfecy to issue administrative directives further bolsters this

control. Non-conservative groups have consistently lost direct influence
o'

over many channels\of policymaking influence, with the decline in higher 

educational corporatism. Areas of direct influence remain open to

T. *.

, non-conseiTvatives, of course. Particularly significant are the univer

sities. themselves where the faculty conference is a key factor in most 

on-campus policy formul^ion, and the Diet where a legitimate and tangible 

role is guaranteed to the progressive parties and, through them, to their 

adherents. As noted, however, the impact that these groups can exert, 

particularly in^the legislature, is llinlted to two not particularly 

appealing extremes; compromise, and conflict.

Thus there are specific processes that must be'followed for different 

political issues, different arenas of policymaking are more or less 

relevant to these different processes which in turn mean greater or lesser 

influence for-different sectors and groups. Overall, the presence or 

absence of links to the conservative camp, however, is especially signifi- 

,.:cant. ■ .

*

lese political features are especially Important when combined with 

ire of the specific issues involved, as examined in Chapter Three.the ni
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at is to say, when an issue is highly divisible and non-specif^ and 

the same time is determined through a bureaucratic rather than a 

legislative process, one can reasonably expect a process that limits 

external group input, minimizes overt conflict and.results in a distinctly 

conservative policy outcome. By way of contrast, a highly affective 

issue,o^ high specificity requiring largely legislative action should 

result in a process of intense camp conflict in which the conservative■ 

coloration to the final product will be tempered by progressive input 

and alte^tlon. This is especially true when the nation's political 

climate in the broadest sense is charged with high affect of a bipolar
a * * ' ■

conflictual n^ure.V When many such issues arise simultaneously the

C

significance and conflict surrounding any single one becomes that'much • 

greater.

and issue related fact 

provide the basis for

•k
It is the cdjmblnatlon and interaction of these various political 

rs in several discreet policy situations thatIe next three chapters.
V
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Chapter Five

POLICYMAKING THROUGH CAMP CONFLICT; UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION

During the politically heated summer of 1969, the conservative

government succeeded in pushing through the Diet a bill which on August

17 of that year went into effect as the Law of Provisional Measures 

Concerning University Administration. Despite its rather innocuous

title, the bill and the events surrounding it represented the culmina

tion of a J|;umultuous controversy between Japan's conservative and 

progressive camps that was clearly the major political and media event 

of the year, and possibly of several years. f. *.
The entire process

surroimding its passage was a prototype of policymaking through caig) 

‘conflict and when the bLll passed, it marked a significant shift in the ' 

relative balance of power between: government and university giving the 

government new and signlMcant con. rols over university administration.

Controversy between moversi»-ies, and government was by no means 

hew to Japan, a long history of antagonism having gone before this 

particular controversy. Nor is such hostility between the two particular 

to Japan. A university system worthy of the name is bound to perceive 

its interests as not totally harmonious with those of the govArnment 

'imder whose geographical jurisdiction it,exists. By its very nature, 

as most obviously represented by the name Itself, a university is dedi

cated to principles and values transcending the quite justifiably more 

' parochial concerns and interests of governments. Relations between uni

versity and government need not always be antagonistic^^ however, harmony 

has historically been more of an exception than the rule and the pre- 

dominant^'jpattem of government-university interaction has involved more 

^cohflict^an compromise. Indeed, when viewed from the standpoint of

*
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social Integration, economics, competing political values, educational'"'"’"^ 

the^, the dangers of "ivory towerisra," or many other perspectives, 

such conflict may represent a wholesome tension.

In any event, controversies over university administration have 

a long and politically salient history in Japan. As noted in Chapter 

3 the prewar record of university-state relations contains nimerous 

controversies between government efforts to minimize the opportunities

for anti-govemmental activity on campus, and individual or group

The comparative weakness of the academicreactions to^such attenpts. 

community and the political left in pre-war Japan made for great imbal

ance in the struggles,visually resulting in government success; however, 

these government success'fes and a few noteworthy exceptions provided 

■ the hasis both for fear oi the part of the post-war academic community 

that such actions might r^ur, and at least a few symbolic victories 

which academics could grasp^^ the roots of successful opposition to 

° ■ government controls. • Thus, as was noted above, by the time of the 

Occupation there was already a firm basis for great hostility between 

government and university over questions of administration, 

hostility had developed even further as a result of Occupation-induced 

efforts before and during the reverse course to undercut some of the 

university powers that had emerged immediately after the war. This 

tradition of animosity continued through the post-Occupation period. .

At base, virtually all problems of university administration since 

the Occupation have revolved around the question of the justifiable 

degree of government supervision and control over the universities, 

and the types of acceptable political activities on campus. In 

broad outlie, the conservative camp has maintained that the university 

•itically "neutral," that its educational and research

This

should be

O' -;. ■ .
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activities should be "responsible" to the broader society,^ and that to 

inside these ends, various forms of governmental and societal super

vision of university governance is essential. To achieve these object

ives the government has advocated a centralization of power in the

more power to the Ministry .ofsystem of university administration;

Education at the expense of university officials, and more control by

\mlverslty administrators vis a vis faculty and students. In addition, 

the government has sought to check outright the formal powers of the 

faculty con^rence and the student self-governing associations.

The progressivesand academics as well, have contended in contrast, 

that the university must remain totally free from all "outside inter

ference," either govemirental or societal. All decisions affecting 

research and education, they argue, must be made exclusively by members 

of the university community. Decentralization of rights and ponders

(yocated pn campus, with many to devolve tohave simultaneously been

° junior faculty and students. Most explicitly, however, they have

favored a strong and autonomous faculty conference, with university 

administrators acting as little more than ^surrogates for the conference. 

The proposed scope of power for the faculty conference has generally 

been quite wide, often encompassing the right, if not the moralduty,
. .r^ - -

to take stands on political matters not immediately identifiable as
2

having direct relevance to the university. Political resolutions, ,

See for example, Kosaka Masaaki’, Hirakareta Daigaku no tame ni [Towards 
Open Universities] and Daigalcu Mondai to Gakusei Undo [The University 
Problem and the Student Movement], 145-55. Morito Tatsiw, "Bijon toshite 
no'Hirakareta Dalgaku'," [A Vision of the 'Open University'], 14-20 and -- 
"Dalgaku no 'KOgakka' nl tsuite,” [On Making University Education 'Public'], 
6-14, and ^Hatten suru Shakai to Dalgaku no Arikata" [The Way Universities 
Should be

E.g., s^e Tokyo Daigaku Shirabunsha, Dai.gaku Mondai [The University 
Problem ], 'Miapter 3; Takizawa Katsuml, Hakai to Sozo no Ronri; Shiso no 
Jlyu kara Jiyn nara Shiso e [The Logic of Destruction and Creation; From 
the Freedom of Thought to Thinking of Freedom], inter alia.

ft -an Open Society], 43-58.
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petitions, mass demonstrations and on occasion unremitting violence have 

thus been defended as the essential weapons of a vigilant university 

community.

Embryonic formulations of such positions can be found in the pre

war period, but they came to Intellectual fruition during the battles 

over university administration in the Occupation. And each successive 

struggle over administration hardened even more the opposing positions. 

Chronologically speaking three major struggles over university admini

stration ^ok place since the Occupation; in 1952-54, 1960-63 and 

finally in 1968-69. All three, which culminated in the events noted at 

the beginning of this chapter, while raising'individual problems and 

having certain distin^lshable features, were- quite similar in relation 

■* to the issue specific ■variables discussed in Chapter Two: all were 

highly affective, generating intense political emotions which followed 

the camp positions putliWd. Furtht more, virtually all proposals took 

forms calculated'to affect all Japanese universities (and only them) 

giving the issue simultaneously great scope and specificity. As a

result,-intense interest and reaction was generated among the university 

community. Politically, the proposals all required legislative action,

entailing a far more visible and potentially conflict-laden .process than
. . . . . . ■ ■ - ' ■ •

■would have been plausible if resolved through administrative measures.

However, they arose in the context of much broader, controversies between

Such major similarities implicitlythe progressives and conservatives, 

suggest the likelihood of rather comparable policymaking processes

among all three, which was actually the case in that ^1 three represent 

almost prototypical examples of policymaking through camp conflict.

At ^he same time there were important differences among them within 

these brMd commonalities. The specifics of each legislative proposal
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different, and the political strengths of the two camps changed 

lewhat over time, with absolute conservative control in the Met 

declining, but with general organizational control over the organs of

With time the left, mean-

were

8<

state by conservatives growing even stronger, 

while, lost some of the unity that marked the earliest struggles.

Finally, a certain cumulative quality has adhered to the political 

affect involved in this, as any other issue; each successive struggle 

has combined to make even greater the commitment to previously held

positionsand to make the emotional stakes of victory or defeat even

Hence the political resources each side wasgreater than before, 

willing to commit to\the 1968-69 struggle far exceeded- those of earlier

gnifleant difference, among the three is thatThe moststruggles.

’ ' the earliest two battlis in 1952-54 and 1960-63 resulted in the defeat '
•V

of govemment-initlatedi legislative efforts to alter the administrative 

processes of the univers^y system while the third saw the successful 

passage of a law introducing major changes in the balance of power 

between university and government.

. In-analyzing the three policymaking processes, the search will be
UV • ...

simultaneously for the commonalities defining the pattern of camp

:^^nflict,. and for the differences that explain their respective paths 

’ within that broad pattern. - '
.V

The problem from 1951 to 1954 emerged as very much a continuation 

of. the 1951 efforts to pass legislation altering the administration

As willand management of the national and local public universities, 

be recalled, the government submitted two bills on th^se subjects to 

the Diet in Fdjruary, W to have them abandoned in June in the

rong opposltlbn from the political left and the academicface of

The period was , hm^ever, one. of much broader hostilitiescommuni
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between Japan's two political camps.

In November, 1951, two Kyoto Incidents involving" radical student pro

test took-place which rekindled the government's desire jto increase univer- 

The first incident on November 7 followed a rally undersity controls.

labor union auspices to celebrate the anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolu-

Student protesters demonstrated through the streets .and stoned the 

home of'kLzutani Chozaburo, a right-wing Socialist Diet member who was

This and subsequent clashes

tion.

supporting-the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty.

3
with the police led to several student arrests.

The second, and by far the most famous, incident was the so-called

Kyoto Emperor Incident.. The Emperor, on tour through the Kansai area, 
in November, was met ^Kyoto University by about l',000 student demon- 

..strators shouting slogans, demands, and cat-calls, including the frequent 

of the familiar word for "you," "klmi" — an act that during the 

pre-war period would have been tantamount to lese majeste. Such actions 

outraged conservatives; pdlice were moved onto campuses throughout 

Japan to investigate left-wing activities and numerous clashes broke 

out between police- and students. Eight Kyoto students, allegedly 

leaders of the demonstration, were expelled and immediately following 

'these incidents. Education Minister Amano went before.the Diet, publicly 

■ to^reprimand faculty members for failing to exert sufficient leadership

use

>

students, and to call for the enactment of a bill authorizing more

In August, the

over

stringent administrative controls over the university.^'

Aral, Kikl no Gakusel Undo-shi [The Student Movement in Crisis], 231-32; 
Lawrence H. Battistini, The Postvjar Student Struggle in Japan , 79-80.

4 i-ki no Gakusei Undo-shi , 232-47. For left-wing interpretations 
.cident see ShiryS; Sengo Gakusei Undo [Sources; The Postwar 
lyemeht], 405-19. (Hereafter Shlryo)

"Daigaku Hoan no Suii" [Developments in the Plan 
(Hereafter Daigaku Hoan)

Aral, 
of this 
Student

5 laid.; Ohara 
.•v^sity Law]

v: Aral, 
for a Uni

9r
,82

_ v
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Ministry of Education issued a white paper on student activities which 

attempted to demonstrate the narrowness of the Zengakuren base, and to 

link protest activities to a. broad pattern of allegedly subversive 

activities by the left. At the same time business groups began making 

formal statements to the effect that radical students would not be 

hired. The Popolo Theater Incident (February 20, 1952) served to 

heighten tensions even more.^ An undercover policeman was found^taking 

notes on attendance at a dramatic performance by the leftist Popolo 

Dramatic Tr^pe at Tokyo University. The policeman’s confiscated note

book revealed that undercover monitoring of students was a normal part 

of police activities, enlivening for many on chtnpus the memory of pre

war police surveillanceW academics. Fears were further hei^tened 

. by the government's effonts to pass an anti-subversives bill in March 

of that same year and by the passage of the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty 

and Administrative Agreement, both of which the left viewed as a return

lef^st groups mobilized on May Day, 1952 and 

violent confrontation with police left two dead, 1200 arrested and 

scores seriously wounded.

Two additional events, the so-called Suita and Hlrakata Incidents

indicate still further the high level of confrontation. The first in-
. - -

volved the attempted sabotage of American,war equipment in the Suita

“ to ^litarism. Numerous

a

Osaka by about 1,000 demonstrators on June. 25, 1952. A 

violent clash with police guards left one student shot and many others 

On the same day Osaka students marched to the suburbs of

area near

injured.

^ On the Popolo Incident see Ikazaki, Daigaku no Jichi to Gakusei no 
Chii [Uni^^rsity Autonomy and the Position of Students]> 123-37. (Here-

, 104-07. Decision of Tokyo

4-

after Daig^u no Jichi) Nomura, Seisaku 
Tabata, Daigaku Hondai.court is
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Hirakata and burned several homes belonging to those accused of cooper-
atljn with the American militajry.

It is within this context of mutual distrust, hostility and

confrontation between the progressives and the conservatives that

must view the government's attempts to tighten administrative con-

To the government,

one

trol, and the contrary reaction to such efforts, 

the open hostility shown by members of the progressive camp and many

academics, most particularly student organizations, to its ties to the 

U.S., its program of defense and many of its other broad policies, could 

not be allowed to continue; unremitting protest and demonstrations 

represented a direct challenge to the authority of the government.

From the standpoint of ^e progressive camp, the actions of the govern

ment in these other fields were seen as a consequence of the U.S. 

Occupation's"reverse course" and the return to power of the spiritual 

heirs of those who had ledy^pan through the tragedies of the 1930s and 

“■ 1940s. Protest against what was viewed as renascent militarism was 

seen as a moral obligation to many intellectuals, especially in the 

light of -the rather quiescent posture they and their predecessors had 

taken prior to and during World War II. Attempts to tighten admini

strative control over the universities, and counter-attempts to block 

such moves were hence part of a much broader struggle between the ,two

camps. • »

At the 8ame_^time a more immediate impulse for the government 

action must be noted. In February, 1952, the government produced a 

proposal aimed at tightening control over the universities, a key

felement of which would have given the Minister of Education the power
I .

to appointj-the presidents of all national universities. I-Jhen the new

hrsities were organized in 1949, most national universitysystem iin:

K
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presidents were appointed to four-year terms by the Ministry of Educa

tion. By 1951-52, many universities had begun making plans to elect 

their own presidents totally outside the purview of the government.

Part of the government's plan was explicitly designed to prevent any 

such unilateral selection. Within the Ministry there was worry about 

the politlQel consequences of such elections, many bureaucrats fearing 

left-wing "takeovers" on individual campuses. Others were concerned 

about the more educationally detrimental possibility of infighting 

among academic factions during such elections.^ In either event, many 

conservatives were motivated by concern over this specific problem as . 

well as the broader issues of university governance.

The entire government proposal was known as the Ministry of 

Education Secretariat Pllan. Its aim was to establish the means for the 

"appropriate governance"lin the universities. In contrast to the 1951 

Board of Trustees Plan, tn^s new pl.^n would have created no Board of 

" ■ Trustees, nor any Central Educatif lal 'Advisory Board. Its concerns

II
It

. £

)

t..

I

;

•i
!-i

!

i
were not with national supervision but exclusively with changes in the

■ ?

distribution of powers on campus. The main structural change it propo-
I

sed involved the creation of a university cotmcll (Hyogikai) as the

Its responsi-inapi administrative and p.olicymaklng organ on campus, 

bilities would include personnel and disciplinary measures, with far

• ■'?
I

fewer guarantees of due process than then existed. ■''Another major change 

would give the Minister of Education formal power to appoint university 

presidents and they were to be "siibject to [his] supervision" as well, 

an expansion of hitherto pro forma responsibilities, and an indication 

to many that the Ministry planned to exercise strong controls over the

^ Malnic^^hiiribun. August 6, 1953.
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presidents' bSiavlor once in office. Strong protests from the academic 

left, including most notably Zengakuren, the Japan Teacher’s Union, and 

the Japan Science Council were delivered to the Minister of Education. 

Facing such strong protest before the conservative camp had fully 

discussed the problem and consolidated around a single position, the 

government denied that the exposed plan was in any way final, and 

forwarded the entire matter to the newly established Central Education

Council for further examination.
-

The secretariat plan was submitted to the council in March, 1953. 

Between then and August, its Special Committee on the University Prob

lem held four general meetings on the problem. Its final recommenda

tions, issued in February, 1954, were virtual carbon copies of the. Min-. 

lbtry of Education's earlier proposal concerning the powers of the 

university council and \the subservience of the president to the Minister 

of Education. In additwn, however, it suggested the establishment of

a - •.

a university advisory board (sangikal) to be composed of the president, 

"appropriate" faculty members, and"men of learning and experience" (i.e., 

non-academics) which would make major policy for the university. Thus,

as Kaigo.and Terasaki have noted, "The proposed law was something which 

. ^cpnibined both the characteristics of bureaucratic control contained in ,

the Ministry of Education Secretariat Plan and the system of governance

8based' on outsiders in the plans that had preceded-'it, " '

While the.cotincll was in the midst of its deliberations, however, 

the Ministry of Education took two significant bureaucratic steps which 

Increased its over-all powers in the area of imlversity. administration

8 id Terasaki, Daigaku Kyoiku, 627-28.' Kalg

■■ i
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and manageinent, thereby giving it some measure of control over radical 

acftlvitles on campuses.

Ministerial Ordinance on April 22, 1953,^ establishing a university 

council in all national universities having more than one faculty and

The council

The first of these was the Issuance of a

such other national universities as were deemed desirable.

was to-bescomposed of the university president, individual faculty heads, 

from two to five professors from each individual faculty, and the heads • 

of attached research institutes . Members were to be appointed by the 

■Minister Education, acting on the suggestion of the university pres

ident, and the council was to be given major deliberative powers over 

the budget, the-estahMshment and dissolution of faculties or courses.

personnel standards, student entry quotas status and well-being of ' 

students, coordination of individual faculties, and many other areas.

More Importantly for the, question of political autonomy, the council

* was to consider all matte: of campus discipline thereby removing

suph controls from the faculty conference.

The second measure c^e the day after the first and involved a 

communication (tautatsu) to the nationaruniversity presidents, offer-

• ing two plans for selecting subsequent presidents, both of which concen

trated the bulk of the selection process within the university councils ' 

which had been the subject of the previous day‘s. directive, thus addi

tionally diminishing the role played by the faculty conference. 10

9
"Kokuritsu Dalgaku no Hyogikai ni kansuru Zettel Sochi o Sadameru 

Kisoku'' [Regulations to Establish Temporary Measures Regarding a Uni
versity Council in the Rational Universities ]. DocumeSt is in Nomura, 
Seisaku... 519-21.

10 For fetual plans, see Nomura, Seisaku , pp. 521-24; for an analysis 
of theirwmplications see Ohara, Dalgaku HSan, 83-4, Kaigo and Terasaki, 
Daigaku ^piku, 628-32 and lenaga, Dalgaku no Jivil no Rekishi fHistorv 
of Academisfc Freedom], 127^28
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By these two measures the government was able to accomplish much

of V7hnt was subsequently intended to be the subject of legislative 

Taking place as they did between the Lower House electionsdebate.

on April 20 and the Upper House elections on April 24, they were

initially given little public or political attention. In fact only

three newspapers covered them as news items at the time, the Mainichi

(June 28), the Todai Gakusei Shiitibun (June 11), and the Shakai Taimusu

(May 21). Of these, only the Mainichi was of national significance.

11
and its coverage came two months after the events.

As the directives became known, and the realization spread that

they effected bureaucratically items contained in proposed but unpassed

legislation, they caused great progressive-conservative debate in the -

12 "
The Education Ministry, however, maintained that these were

proper ministerial procedur'^s, and that they were moreover merely 

> provisional measures intendeK^^ be operative until dealt with legis

latively, which in fact they never were.

These two measures, taken while the Central Education Council 

. was deliberating proposed legislation on the same matters had a twofold 

effect on'the policymaking process. On the one.hand they gave the 

Mini^ry of Education a great deal more influence, over campus gover- 

nmce than at any time since the pre-war period, and hence minimized' 

the actual need to act legislatively on the proposal of the Central

Diet.

Education Council. - However, they simultaneously sharpened the opposi

tion of the political left and the academic community to the full

legislative proposal, the political intentions and potentials of which

were seen asheven greater than when first proposed. Strong debate

f
Ohara, D^gaku Hoan, 83.
E.g., seeS>hakai Taimusu, June 11, 1953.
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ensued in the Diet over the Central Education Council's proposal once 

it wds‘ presented legislatively, with the progressives united in their 

opposition. Outside the Diet public protests against the bill took 

places additional opposition came from many of the major news media.

The result was that the government finally tabled its proposal, secure 

in the knowledge of a partial victory through its administrative actions. 

The progressive camp meanwhile took heart from the fact that not 

everything the government had sought had been accomplished. Under the 

aegis of mutffal "victory" the two camps temporarily retreated from

the issue of university administration, and from 1954 until the end of -
■ a ' -

the decade no substantiW changes were sought and none took place in 

the new balance struck ommatters of university governance.
p-- .

,'Not at all coincidentally, this was a period of serious decline 

in campus protest activities. The student movement in particular 

was, exceptionally inactive.

Jap^ese' universities remained affiliated with Zengakuren 

leadership of this student federation was in the midst of serious 

• internal dispute and_^self-criticism. This'necessitated a period of 

reorientation and moderation for the entire organization which lasted 

several years

In 1959-60 however,’ there was a dramatic upsurge in protest 

activities revolving around the renegotiated U.S.-Japan Security Treaty, 

a hearly two-year-coal mine strike at Miike in Kyushu, the U-2 inci

dent and a host of related issues that allowed the sparks of left-right

By 1955, only about 20 percent of the 
^ 13

and the

• '

All students in a f)articular faculty are automatically enrolled in 
the self-gOTerriihg association of the faculty, and the elected leaders 
of t^ a^s^ation cbbbke to make or not to make any further outside 
affiliatibi
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14
hostilities In Japan to blaze forth In full, 

actlyltles and activities off campus by protesting groups which included

Once again campus
•\

large numbers of students gave rise to governmental efforts to tighten 

the formal controls over universities. A series of speeches, commu

nications and directives during the period from December, 1959, through 

the major demonstrations of May-June, 1960, indicate the Ministry of 

Education's deep concern over the renewed protest activities and the 

apparent inability or unwillingness of university officials to keep 

it in check.In January, 1960 the Minister of Education called on 

university presidents to take '.'all appropriate actions" including the 

expulsion of "those who\ are exerting a significantly bad influence over 

the general student body
S'-. . -»

'This and other statements of concern sought to jar university 

officials into taking action against protesters themselves. Yet 

coupled with the velvet gSove of indirection was the mailed fist:

° threats to alter the administrative structure of the university system

i
■i

.,15
*\* *

so as to strengthen government control. In a January 19, 1960 press 

conference-LDP Vice President Ono declared,his intention "to eliminate

government-supported humanities programs which simply serve to support 

Zengakuren."^^ Later that month. Education Minister Matsuda detailed

14 That is not to suggest that total apathy was the ..mood, as the 
Sunakawa Demonstrations of June 1957, and protests in the fall of 1958 
against the Police. Duties Bill would clearly indicate. ,0n the upsurge 
see in particular George Packard, Protest in Tokyo.

Mombusho, Gakusei Mondai ni kansuru Dai.iin Danwa oyobi Tsutatsu Nado 
[Communications Statements of the Minister of Education, .^tc. on the 
Student Movement], 31. (Hereafter Daijin Danwa)

Newspapers of this period carried the comment, but see also Nomura, 

Selsaku

- ^
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a pian to concentrlite science and engineering departments In the national 

unlyarsltles and to shift humanities and social science departments 

Into the private universities. Implicit was the belief that such a 

change might reduce protest opportunities. Such a separation, however, 

rapidly opposed by virtually all sectors of academia and was soon 

dropped-thou_^ It clearly Impressed on academics the government’s con- 

over the. rising tide of protests, and Indicated the consequences 

if it continued.

In May,tfsl960, a formal inquiry was submitted to the Central Educa

tion Council by Matsuda, calling for a comprehensive Investigation of 

the problems In the university system established under the Occupation 

''including a fundamentalXinvestlgatlon of its alms, character, estab-. 

res#”* .. lishfaent, organizational arrangements and administrative management 

Student protest Itself was^not explicitly mentioned as the basis for 

the request although conce^ was expressed for ways to improve "the 

"welfare and.guidance of students." More explicitly, the Minister

believe there is a problem regarding the political actl-

.V .

was

cem

.,17 ,
• • •

declared: ".'..we

vlties of-university personnel and the limits to university self-

The government in its formal directions to the council 

the direction it believed should be taken to

„18
government.

suggested quite openly 

insure greater control; ■

• The Minister of Education under the Ministry of - 
Education Establishment Lax? (Article 5, clause'18) 
does not have supervisory pox^ers in regard to,the 
general management of national universities.
These in fact are entrusted to the self-government 
of the-universities. As a result, we believe that 
the supervisory powers of the Minister of Educ,g.tion 
should be more explicitly acknowledged vis-a-vis

m,17 538t in Nomura. Seisaku

As: in kI&o and Tef as^l, Daigaku Ryoiku, 634.

Full t^

18
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, national miversities, which after all are established 
by means of public fimds.l^

In short, the Ministry of Education sought to Increase its formal 

powers over the university, much as It had in the earlier policymaking 

efforts. '

Following the June 15th protest concerning the Security Treaty in 

which one'stbdent was killed, Matsuda denounced university educators 

having abandoned their responsibilities to keep students under 

greater control and as a result of continued student protests on June 

18, he called for an investigation into concrete methods of prohibiting 

or mediating in demonstrations’ at private universities. A lengthy 

report by the Investigative Council on the Administration of School

as

Cprporatlons.in-October detailed lengthy suggestions for such arbltra-

Then; in December, 1960, a twelve-meniber special
.t.

tlon proceedings.

advisory committee was established on the reform of university admini-

> e^arate from the Central Education Council,

which was at the time studying the same question under a far broader

mandate, was given the primary responsibility of defining the powers

of the university president and the faculty conference and investigating

ways to maintain campus order in. the face of anti-govemmental activi-

' 21
ti^Cby students and faculty members.

In January, 1961, the committee submitted a six-point report.

stration. This committee.

Participation in the selection of the university presidertt would be

Presidential'pov7ers wouldlimited to permanent lecturers and above.

b.e strengthened to include, among other things, the selection of fac- 

The scope of powers of the faculty conference and theulty chairmen

19 id Terasakl, Daigaku Kyoiku, 633-34.

Mombu iSpo. *60, 213-15.
V.

Malnichl Shimbun, September 14, 1960.

Kaigo
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university council were to be reduced, especially In personnel matters.

Flnaflly, membership In the faculty conference was to be limited to full 

22
professors.

The plan would have centralized many powers on campus and would 

have curtailed the ability of junior faculty members, generally the 

more proi^nent left-wing activists, to utilize the faculty conference 

as a means to advance their causes or protect their jobs. Also, by 

centralizing powers In the office of the university president and the 

faculty chairmen and making them representative of fewer university 

groups. It was anticipated that these officials would be able to deal 

more stringently with dampus protest. This report became only one of 

many Inputs Into the cal'culatlons of the Central Education Council in

' its'dealings with the overall problems of the university, but it

signified the direction eventually taken.

A major addition to th^^general thrust of increased control 

’ against the university's being used to political advantage by the left 

came in a May, 1962 speech by Prime Minister Ikeda, just prior to the

issuance Of the interim report by the Central Education Council.

Said Ikeda: »

When'-we consider the present condition of Japan, 
should we not be strongly disturbed by the fact 
that education Is being used as ,a stepping stone 
to revolution...? We must devise satisfactory

accordingly . 
I have directed Education Minister Araki to ' 
reassess the present system of university admini
stration. 23

. measures to cope with this, and • • •

The reassessment of the university system proposed in the Central 

Education Council's report,dealt with a wide range of issues such as 

the role o^ the university in industrial society, and the need for
«i:

£
Ikazakl^Daigaku no Jichi, 156-57.

23 Entire speech is in Nomura, Seisaku..., 540-42.
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Its assessment of theIncreased en^hasIs on science and technology, 

admljilstrative structure of the university and of the distribution of

powers between university and state however are of paramount concern.

The 16th Subcommittee of the Central Education Council submitted
24

its interim report (Daigaku no Kanri Unel ni tsuite) on June 16, 1962; 

this was greeted by widespread protest as the contents of the report

Following the pattern of 1952-54 and the directions Implied 

in the request for the investigations, changes proposed were all in 

the “directiop. of increased centralization of decisipn-making ponders. 

Powers of Individual faculty jnenibers and the faculty conference were
' O * ' M _

diminished while the university council, faculty chairmen, the univer

sity president, and most\lmp6rtantly, the Minister of Education would
. . .. ■ '’1 - - ■

■ all ^ain substantial powers heretofore not theirs.

The Minister of Education waslj, given an explicit veto right over the 

selection of university pre^^nts. ^ As the logical continuation of 

" the 1953 -Ministerial Directives in reasing the power of the university
. . ’.—I * - _ ^

council in the presidential selection, this new plan would require 

the council to nominate more than one candidate for university presi-
■* 44i;; • • • ...

dent who .would then be elected by the university faculty members, 

incpibent president would notify the Minister of Education of the 

results of the election-,- and the latter could either accept its results 

explicitly veto the choice of the faculty conference .^id- call for . 

another election.„.

leaked out.

*

The

or

In the area of faculty selection similar concentration of admini-

In contrast to the ongoing,procedure instrative power was proposed.

Tabata/^Daigaku Mohdai, I, 77-9
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which'the faculty conference made all choices for appointment and 
promojiions, the Council report proposed a system whereby the faculty 

chairman (gakubucho) would compile a list of proposed appointees from 

which the faculty conference would merely make recommendations to the 

chairman of the faculty who in turn would notify the university presi

dent. ^The latter would then have the power, should he find the nominee

Should he and the chairman beunsuitable, to call for a new choice, 

in accord, they would notify the Mnister of Education who would make

the final appointment. Thus, both the university president and the 

Minister of Education wouj-d be given veto power over the selection of

• a
faculty menibers.

In addition, the uniVersity president and .the Minister of Educa- 

' ’tion would have further veto power over the selection of faculty chair

men, who up until then were chosen by the faculty menibers themselves.

^ In short, virtually all per^nnel matters would involve a pre-screening 

" for siuitable.candidates by sor^ higher level authority, from among 

which candidates subsequent choices would be made. These choices 

would in turn be subject to veto from higher levels of administrative 

authority.

. The powers wf the university president and the faculty chairmen 

were to be expanded and strengthened in other areas as well. The ,

• ••

president, who was then in charge of "administering school duties and .

was to become "the,,25
having ultimate supervision over its personnel, 

highest administrative and managerial official in the university."

The faculty chairman who had no formally defined duties other than 

being the department's representative on the university council was<i-

I r

25 cation Law, Article 58, Clause: 3.School %
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to become "the executive in charge of the faculty and the chairman of 

the fac^kty conference."

Another centralizing element in the plan concerned participation

At the time of the report each universityin the faculty conference, 

had its own system, with many universities including assistant prof

essors, permanent lecturers, and in some cases even lower level' 

instructors and assistants in'the conference's makeup. The report
s:

5
included an absolute prohibition against such flexibility, limiting

in cases deemed necessai^

k
f

1participation to full professors, except " 

through consultation with the university council..."

• • •
r
>

I
Fina'lly, a "central organ" (chuo no kikan) was., to be created on

The composit^n of this organ and the delineation of itseach campus.

fprmAl powers were blurred iA the initial report, but non-academic

members would clearly be included as in plans of the early 1950s.

This central organ was to be Consulted in cases of "basic policies 

relating to education and resea^h within the university" and was to 

be consulted by the Minister of Education in cases where he exercised 

his proposed veto rights over personnel.

Finally, these administrative changes were to be applicable not 

only in the national universities as the introduction to the report 

makes clear:

These means have been investigated with regard 
to national universities; however, it is hoped . ., 
that the administration and management practices 
of the local public and private universities will 
be examined in light of these suggestions since 
both have elements in common with national univer
sities in' so far as all are educational institutions.

Hence the report implicitly would effect changes in all universities

i .
in the country.

If imple^nted, these changes would have meant a significant

■
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increase in the powers of the Ministry of Education, vis a vis the 

university as well as a centralization of authority on the campuses 

themselves, and would have given the conservative camp a strong weapon 

in insuring that university presidents, faculty chairmen and faculty 

members would be at least minimally acceptable to the government and 

the education bureaucracy, if not actually close allies thereof.

Over the long run the opportunities for these individuals to demonstrate

open hostility to the government, or to challenge its policies would

Clearly, implementation of the Centralhave been sharply diminished.

Education Council's plan would have moved universities far closer to

the° conservative camp than they stood at the time.

Japanese progressive were virtually unanimous in denouncing the 

.entire plan as inherently conservative and detrimental to university 

autononQT. One fear, as earlier with the Board of Trustees Plan 

presented during the Occupation, that those outside the university 

= x-70uld not mean greater repres^ta^iveness of the public but would 

simply insure a distinctly conservative hue in the universities. The 

e:q)ectatlon of most academicians was that the Minister of Education 

would make appointments to the "central organ" primarily from business 

r. and industry, and that all selections made by the university president 

would actually be under the indirect control of the Ministry since the 

president himself was subject to Ministry approval. ...

One critic complained as folloi^s;

setting up advisory bodies that include outsiders 
within the universities will not necessarily reflect 
popular opinion in university administration. It 
may do nothing more than provide a way for capitalists 
and those in positions of authority to express opinions
ahd exert pressure.26

... .<i.

%26 . elya, "The Task of Universities and the State," 93.Miinakat
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other critics.went further, declaring that any legislation on
the Question of university administration could automatically be ,

presumed to violate the principle of university autonomy since the 

government had traditionally seen all education as a tool of state 

policy,. The Socialist Party, for example, citing its version of 

government interference in the pre-war period stressed the dangers of
■?'

any government control over higher education, condemning any legisla-

To' thetion even if' aimed explicitly at student violence on campus.

JSP student violence was purely reactive, aimed at nothing short of
«>

government militarism which had allied Japan with the United States. 

Frdm this perspective, the party declared itself unalterably opposed

27
to any government intervmtion in university activities.

■' ,,The Japan Teacher's Union, Zengakuren, and a number of ad hoc

groups such as the Associatiqn to Protect University Autonomy engaged

in various forms of public'protest to demonstrate opposition to all

28
= .legislation on the question o^university administration.

In reto.rt, the proposals were defended by the conservative camp 

on the basis of the internal,efficiency they would purportedly create.
• •s

It was necessary, they contended, "to clarify matters that could be 

considered by various uniyersity 'organs" and to "eliminate internal 

factionalism in which status is more important than ability.'

V

\

,,29
Few

27
Asahi Shimbun, June 24, 1962.

28
For a catalogue of the major protest activities and groups involved 

between April and Septeiriber 1962, see Yomiurl Shimbun, October 8, 1962. 
For Zengakuren activities see Shiryo, 244-248.

29 Asahi Shimbun, August 3, 1962.

•i- ^
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if any defenses were made on Ideological grounds.

exertions was offered by a metnber of the Council himself:

We need a system which acknowledges the powers of 
Minister of Education to veto and demand the uni
versity’s reconsideration when a president is 
elected who is too much the representative of one"
faction’s interests.30

One of the sole

Opposition from the established left was to be expected given 

the bipolarity of earlier struggles over university administration, 

the scope and specificity of the, proposal advanced, and the highly 

charged bipglarity of the general political climate. Presumably the 

government and the,Central Education Council expected no less. More 

surprising was the degree to which- moderate groups were opposed.

The University Accredit^ion'Association and the Japan Science Council 

• .raised sharp criticisms, and university presidents, rarely the bearers 

of radical guidons, joined in protesting the proposed changes. Many 

contended that some reformVof administrative and managerial procedures

° ■ might be in. order, but that the universities should be in charge of

31
their own housecleaning.

■ 32
from major newspaper editorials. ,

The political anomaly of university presidents taking a strong

Support for these positions came as well

position in opposition .to a strengthening of their own powers'should 

be noted. Unquestionably much of their opposition stemmed not so ,

much from opposition to their own aggrandizements but to fear of the-

Increased go'vemment powers they saw behind the Increase in their formal

In the words of President' Akaborl Shlro of Osaka University:

I am afraid that by giving a veto power to the_^
Minister Of Education, we shall be greatly adding 
to the political Interference in the personnel

powers

r

Ibid

Asahi Sh^bnb31
un, September 8, 1962 

32 See for exa^le, Asahl Shimbuni August 7. 1962
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matters of the This we cannot aliens.
The faculty conference must elect the president of 

J the imivefsity and individual department heads.
There is a danger of authoritative interference, 
should the Ministry of Education and the so-called 
central level organ come meddling in these matters 
and they must therefore be restrained.^3

President Ogawa of Tokyo-University declared that he was afraid that

the president would-be given Inappropriately large powers in the

selection of personnel. "What is necessary," he declared, "is a system

in which we rely on specialists to choose candidates 'from their

specialized fields.

As the political.battle lines formed it was finally a counter- 

proposal put forward by\ the AssoclStion of National University Presi

dents (Kokuritsu Daigaku\Kyokai) that became the rallying point for

35
■ thosfe opposed to the government’s plans, 

of this influential group Ibegan almost as soon as the report of the 

Central Council was made public. following informal complaints to him, 

° on June 23, the Minister of Educa^'ion, addressed a meeting of the group

■U'

.,34

•>

The Informal protests

>

. "v-.

and his first point was to stress that "there is absolutely no

consideration being given to an unreasonable limitation of university 

..36
autonomy.

•ft

33 Main!chi Shinbun (evening edition), September 17, 1962.

34
Asahl Shimbun, August 3‘, 1962.

The counter plan offered by the Japan Science Council was the 
most suitable to the more extreme elements of the anti-government 
forces and represented little change from the existing situation 
but the National•University Presidents' plan was considered by 
most acndemics, including the more moderate progressives^s the more 
'practical’ alternative. For the plans and how they differed see 
the very helpful chart in Ikazaki, PaiRaku no Jichi, 165-69.

36 ■tribun, (evening edition), June 23, 1962.Asahi
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The first official action the presidents took came in an interim 

response to the proposals of the Central Council which called for 

respect for the existing traditions of the various universities. It 

specifically opposed any standardization of administrative procedures 

through new las^s, most notably the broad veto power over the univer

sity’s elective organs^and it called for an opening of both membership

in the faculty conference and participation in the selection of the

37
university president to faculty members as low as lecturers.

A more formal response came in the form of an explicit counter
OO

This proposal of the universityproposal issued on July 31, 1962. 

presidents differed substantially from that of the' Council. .It

proposed that the selectionXof university presidents be left to the 

prevailing customs within iAdividual universities, and that-assistant 

professors and permanent lecturers be permitted to participate in 

elections. The university coi^cil 70uld be more an independent board 

of inquiry responsible to the f^-lty. than an organ of the office of the 

president, and the president was to be subservient to its decisions. 

Faculty chairmen would remain the elected representatives of the 

faculty and would be responsible to the faculty conference, which would 

. -continue to include assistant professors and permanent lecturers and 

which would continue to make all personnel decisions.

V

As for the

participation of non-academics, the report however was somewhat closer

It declared that "in cases where it isto the Council’s proposal, 

necessary to hear such opinions within the university, and to the

extent that it does not interfere with the independence of the univer

sity, there should be no impediment to the establishment of organs

S
Asahl Shli^W* Augiist 1, 1962.

The full teit of the report is ^ven in Nomura, Seisaku.., 550-59, 
an A Tahata. Daigaku Mondai, 1, 83-90.
38
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In which suitable outsiders participate." However, any outside organs 
set up *^ould have to be limited to assisting in the functioning of the 

various [academic] organs

In short the position taken by the National University Presidents' 

Association made few compromises with extant practices, supporting a

far less centralized structure, subject to far less external influence
.....

than that preferred in the original Central Education Council proposal. 

Moreover, it represented an explicitly political rather than an
f

administrative i^del of the university in that it rested on no assump

tion of converging interests.between government and university, nor 

between vmiverslty admlnist^ration, university faculty and students. 

Differences of opinion were seen as natural, and the administrative 

structure proposed was to be jne in which the faculty conferences and 

the university council retained power as political, quasi-legislative 

^ organs representing and attempWng to reconcile this plurality of 

interests. Differences would have to be resolved more through politics

39
" most notably the faculty conference....,

from below than through administration from above.

In an effort to resolve the differences between the plans of

the Central Education Council and the National University Presidents'

-Association, the Prime Minister and the Cabinet Secretary entered the

picture. A consultation involving them, the Education Minister, and ,

eight presidents of major national universities took place on September ,

AO
18, 1962, only a few days after the formal issuance of the counter plan.

39 •
Section 4, Clause 8. ^

It is interesting that neither the chairman of the Central Education 
Council, Amano|Telyu, nor the chairman of the committee which drafted 
the universlt 
present.
Kaya Seiji, Pri^ident of Tokyo University, and both members of the Central 
Education Council attended as university delegates.

plan, Hirasawa Ko, President of Kyoto University, were 
Howe’^Ur, Morito Tatsuo, President of Hiroshima University and

\
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As a result primarily of this discussion, the Central Education Committee

revised its proposal, the most fundamental changes being the ellmlna-
✓

tlon of any references to a central organ, to a veto power for the Mini

ster of Education or to control over the selection of university 

personnel. References to the university president as "the highest 

administrative and managerial official in the university" were also 

cut. Instead, he was declared the official with "overall responsibility 

for the administration and management of the university." Moreover,

the president was given no power to veto faculty chairmen or individual 
«*

faculty members and his election was left open to lower ranking 

41
faculty members.

These revisions mollified some of the moderate opposition, but 

the conmjitted teft and many academic groups remained strongly- antagon

istic. Numerous student demonstrations took place^^

Univ

■3^

including a

43
boycott of exams at Kyoto The Japan Science Council, 

at, its general meeting' in Decemb^, declared its continued opposition 

to the gcvemment plan and called for the faculty conference to

rslty.
>

remain the focal point of university autonomy and for the president to
44

be elected with no government interference. Prefectural delegations

_also met with the Minister of Education to express their opposition-. 

Most significantly, however, the presidents of the national

45.

universities, and their associations still refused to support the

41 Asahi Shiiribun, October 8, 1962.
42

See, for example, those reported in Asahi Shimbun, November 2, 1962, 
and November 11, 1962 (evening edition), and in Nihon Keizai^Shiirbun , 
December 1, 1962.

Asahi Shin^^n, (evening edition), January 21, 1963.

Nihon Keizm Shimbun, December 3, 1962.

4-

43

44

Nihon Keizaka^Shiiribun, December 27, 1962.45
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government plan, even though the revised plan Included many of the 

chaises they demanded, 

university president was still expected "to make a prudent evaluation" 

of those elected as faculty chairmen or chosen to join the faculty, and 

on the basis of such evaluations, the Minister of Education would still

A nunber of questions still remained. The

46
Further, while many references tomake the final appointment.

'5

the centralization of pm»ers were eliminated, government officials and

Central Education Council members continued to talk as though elimina

tion of for^l references would not exclude their actual exercise. Kaya 

Seiji, a member of the Central Council, noted for example, that the 

Council had made no decision within its subseqhent deliberations

.!

^ concerning a veto power \for the Minister of Education; it simply 

decided not to touch on
47

. Far more signi-e question in its report, 

flcantly, the Minister of Education, in testimony before Upper House

Budget Committee hearings,\declarei^^ that since the Minister of Education 

- ■ already had the [pro forma] ^wer to appoint university presidents, it 

was safe to interpret this to mean that he had veto powers as well.^® 

Formal declaration.in law, he said, was therefore unnecessary. At

this same time, he declared that he had every Intention of submitting

.49 -
■; the revised plan tp the next Diet for rapid legislative action, 

precipitate quality of which engendered further suspicion.

These fears were not ameliorated by further meetings between the

the

50
TheMinister of Education and Influential university presidents.

See the article by, Okochi Kazuo, in Asahi Shimbun, (^tober 29, 1962. 

As^i Shlmbun, October 16, 1962.

Asahi ghinibun, Novenber 10, 1962.

nibun, Novenber 3, 1962.

47

49
Asahi

50 Nihoii ke^ai Shinbun; November 2, 1962, inter alia.
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Presidents' Association, In an apparent effort to convince the govern
ment Jiat the universities themselves were willing to consider adminis

trative changes, established its own Advisory Council on University

Administration to make further recommendations on internal changes.

In the meantime, the Association continued its strong opposition to the

Ministry of Education’s plans..... .

Such widespread opposition to the original plans of the Central 

Education Council and the Ministry.of Education, most particularly the 

opposition of^ihe National University Presidents' Association, was 

disturbing to the government. Virtually the entire academic commu- 

nlty plus the organized political left and most communications media 

were explicitly opposed to\the plan. Although by no means strong enough 

to insure legislative defeat, this coalition had great potential to

•i-

V

affect public opinion and had successfully stymied the government a

decade before. The memories\pf government interference in universities
>

during the pre-war period, while waning, had by no means been erased 

in the minds af many Japanese, while the public demonstrations of 1960

that had brought do\m the Kishi government wpre far fresher in the

minds of Japanese conservatives. To have pushed through the plan in

• such an atiaosphere of tension would also have meant a sharp deviation

from the Ikeda government's "low posture" politics, and surely would.

have necessitated great efforts on its part,^^ -

New legislative proposals were prepared in December, 1962, based

52
oh the recommendation of the Central' Council, but as they emerged, a 

split developed within the government as to procedure regarding changes

V

51 . for example, Hans H. Baen/ald, "Ikeda's Posture,"On this see >
9-10 • .

52 the major bill, see Yamamoto, Kyoiku Gyosei Gaisetsu 
[Outlines of Educational Administration], 109-12.

For t exit

■/ "
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OAt a cabinet meeting on January 11,in university administration.

1963, the Ministry of Education stressed its desire to have its broad

scale bill submitted to the Diet for rapid consideration. Cabinet

officials, from the Legal Systems Division in particular, opposed this

course of action, arguing instead for a program of incremental revision 

53
of existing laws.

.... j

Education bill emerged with ‘Secretary General Maeo insisting on no 

submission, his resistance based on the fear that if the bill were'

Within the LDP too opposition to the Ministry of

submitted to the Diet at that particular time, the opposition parties

would be able to merge their opposition to it with the opposition to 

the J^pah-Korea Treaty coming up at the same time-. Knowing that 

opposition to the latter w^ likely to be strong, Maeo argued that it 

Vas necessary"to deprive the left of any opportunity to fuse-the two

separate issues, making for a stronger opposition campaign. Post-
\ " ■

poning the Ministry of Education b 11, he argued, would make it possible

V 'tp keep the two opposition actiMties separate, and thereby defuse 

both.

->

54.

As the split within the LDP and the government grew, the conflict 

over the bill shifted to within the conservative camp. A joint dele- 

gation from, the LDP' s Education Cominittee (Bunkyo Bukai) and the. 

Educational Investigation Campaign (Bunkyo Chosakai) met with Education 

Minister Araki to protest any delay in submitting the bill and another 

delegation met with Cabinet Secretary Kurogane to register opposition.

53 Notably the School Education Law and the Law of Special Regulations 
on Educational Personnel, Asahi Shimbun (evening edition), -January 11, 

i- 1963; Mainichi Shimbun, Januai^r 11, 1963.
• Asahi Shi^un; January 19, 1963; Mainichi Shimbun, January 23, 1963; 

Nihon Kelzai wiP^un. January 23, 1963. ,

Shinibun, January 25, 1963.55
Nihon Kelzj
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A decision was made to postpone any consideration of the bill at a 

Cabinet meeting on January 25, 1963.^^

Others supporting the bill expressed their simultaneous hope that the 

bill would be submitted In the near future, and publicly the govern

ment claimed that the delay was made so as to hear "constructive public 

opinion In hopes of getting a better bill in a year or so. 

however, the issue died temporarily at this point, just as it had a

The Minister of Education and

„57
In fact, s'

f
decade earlier. t

.1Parallels pervade the two cases investigated. Both concerned a s

basically non-dissegregable issue of high ideological salience, broad I
1
fin scope and quite specific in probable.impact. Both were marked by k

a policymaking process characterized by a high level.of confrontation 

between 'Japan's "twoApolitical

progressive camp members over bn-, and off-campus issues stimulated

imps. Protests and demonstrations byi,-.,
<

efforts by the conservative canro t tighten controls over university
" • ■ V
activities and personnel throu^ administrative measures, which in turn

■ stimulated even greater opposition activity by progressives, usually

with the strong support of most elements of the academic community.
»,

Bureaucratic activity in the drafting of proposed changes, the arti-
■ 1}

I
culatlpn of political positionsj and occasionally in the implementation' 

of specific changes was high, but the arena of ultimate decision-making ^ 

was the Diet, where, despite the, fact that the conservatives had

clear majorities, the proposals were stopped in the face of widespread
*»• • '

intrar and extra-parliamentary opposition.

This last point is ,of particular interest: when direct confron-

4-:.

f
kr

I
I

I

tatlpn between progressives and'conservatives took place, it was the4

V
56 (evening edition), January 25, 1963. 

Asahi Shiiiibun\ January 26, 1963.

Asahi Shinib

I V*

57 ;

s'
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progressives that won. Successful blockage of government legislative 

attempts through massive and coordinated efforts by the left showed it 

to have tremendous ability to exercise a certain veto power over the 

actions of a government having numerical superiority in the parliament.

This ability, it must be recognized, rested heavily on a unified

coalition of all forces in the progressive camp and support from major

newspapers, university officials and their organizations, and some

component of that ephemera, public .opinion. Faced with such opposi

tion, the conservative camp. Itself not fully united, was forced to 

recognize practical limits on what even a legislative majority could

Insure.

Most of these same phenomena surround the policymaking process 

involved in the final case In university administration; that of 1968-V
• S.'

69. One notable exception, nowever, is that for the'first time in the

^ postwar period, the govemmenij^^^cceeded in its efforts to alter 

radically the administrative power in the university system. Where 

in the two early cases the left had been united and strongly backed 

by a number of allies, in the latter case it jwas internally divided, had

lost most of its earlier allies outside the hard core members of the 

. - progressive c^p and ^faced a far more .united and committed conservative

camp’, changes which altered completely the legislative outcome of

government efforts to centralize control.

For most Japanese progressives, the year 1970 was exceptionally 

It was then that Japan could legitimately demand a re-important .

negotiation of its military treaty with the United States, ^^ncluding
. .  . . ' . . '

the possibility of ending it completely. T'Jhile the progressive camp 
w^ openly hc^^tile to the conservatives on many issues and sought 

constantly to^onfront' the government on many of them, the issue of the
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military relationship with the United States was the keystone of much

hence 1970 took on major significance as a targetof this opposition; 

year for camp confrontation.

Student groups in particular became increasingly active as the

target date drew near. Moreover a shift in tactics occurred as stu

dent activities became increasingly centered on canpxises, in contrast

to earlier periods when the bulk of student protest took place off 

campixs and around non-campus Issues. A survey of major "incidents" 

on university c^puses for the period 1950-64, shows an average of 

fewer than one per year. In 1965 there were 25, and this dramatic 

rise turned out to represent nothing more than tha’first minor breeze 

before an onrushing tornado .\ The number of campus protests increased 

during 1966 and 1967, and climaxed in 1968 and 1969. In 1968; for 

example, 116 universities experienced significant conflicts, and a 

^ month-by-month analysis of convicts in 1969 shows even further escala

tion. In Januai^, 18 schools were experiencing conflicts; in March,

43; in June, 57^ in July, 75; and in October a high of 77 schools

58
were undergoing major protest activities.

Police figures for this peHod indicate their heavy activity on

There were 31 campus actions in 1968 Involving

For 1969 the figures,

were up to 938 campus actions, involving 243,000 police and resulting

59
in over 3500 arrests.

-university campuses-, 

over 10,000 police and resulting in 425 arrests.

58 r; Daigaku no Jlchl [Source Materials;Ohashi Hisatoshi, Shlryo;_____ _______^^
University Autonomy], 265 (from data provided by the Ministry of Education).-

t ■

59- To seasoned American radicals the nimiber of police actions and arrests 
in 1968 may se^b-surprisingly lot7; however, they reflect primarily a general 
policy of non-reterference by police in university affairs through the first 
half of 1969 aif 
campuses. See

a policy of making as few arrests as possible when on 
police statement of policy at this time in Asahi Shiiibun
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Moreover, these figures represent only on-campus disputes and

police auctions. Off campus, student activists began engaging police 

in numerous street confrontations starting in late 1967 with the so-

called First Haneda Incident. There, students wearing helmets and 

armed with staves and rocks sought to prevent Prime Minister Sato's 

departure for Vietnam by force. The results were one dead, fifty-eight 

arrested, and over 600 injured. Similar confrontations subsequently 

took place, highlighted by the Second Haneda Incident (an attempt 

in November 1967* to prevent Sato from leaving to visit the United 

States); the efforts in January, 1968 to prevent the U.S. aircraft’ 

carrier Enterprise from doling at Sasebo; efforts to close Shinjuku 

Station in October 1968 as aXmeasure to prevent trains from carrying
.V _ -

U.S. fuel allegedly used in the war in Vietnam; and dozens of lesser
V

ventures.
Both on-and off-campus, s^^nt protesters focused their opposi

tion on a number of explicitly political targets: U.S. military occu

pation of Okinawa, the War in Indochina, U.S. military financing of 

university projects, the attendance of university courses by members 

o^ Japan's Self-Defense Forces, the crash of a U.S.*military jet on 

One campus, and behind'them all, the ultimate target of the U.S.- 

Japan Security Treaty.This situation was similar tp those of 

1952-54 and 1960-63 when broader political questions formed the backdrop

>

to the problem of university administration.

(evening edition), February 13, 1968, and Mainichi Shitribun (evening 
edition), February 13, 1968. On relations between police and the uni
versity coiranunjty, see inter alia, Inoue Seiji, "Daigaku Jichl to ^ 
'Kelsatsuken" [University Autonomy and Police Authority], 108-17;
Okudalra Yasuh^w, "Daigaku to Kelsatu" [Universities and Police], 63-70.

60

■ 4-

un (ed.), Ampo to Zengakuren [The Security Treaty^inichi Stif 
and Zengakuren]^
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Nonetheless, there were a number-of explicitly administrative 

problems which, arose at the same time, as student groups sought to 

raise a number of fundamental criticisms of the ongoing university 

proposed tuition raises; student control over dormitories 

and student unions; complaints eibout inadequate teaching, equipment 

and curriculum? opposition to various student punishments meted out; 

demands to limit the nuniber of entering students; and calls to e:iq)and 

the role of the students in selecting university officials.

.these generatel"protest at one university or another.

system:

All of

In several universities students had long been granted some signi-
f. ■.

selection of the xmiversity president.fleant role in such.matter

governance of„stujlent union, and dormitories, etc. 

protests of the late 1960*8 |was the demand for acknowledgement of

as

But underlying the -
V
V.

•students as a legitimate political force on campus, as more than the
\ 62

* passive purchasers of educational services.

61 For a causal analysis of the earlier disputes see chart compiled in
Later, see the listings in ShuppanJurisuto, Nq, 347 (June 1966),. 46-51.

^Asahi, September 13, 19,68, Sandee Mainichi, February 20, 1969, Sankei 
Shinfcun. July 3, 1968. For a related analysis which attempts to deal 
with the specific catalysts to student protest and the issue of university 
alienation, see M^p■h■LQ. Daleaku .no Kanosei [Possibilities for the
Universities]., 11-118. (Hereafter Kanosei)

This was in contrast to the existing theory of the student role, 
characterized as "eizobutsu,". long dominant among university adminis
trators and political conservatives, which holds that, universities, like 
libraries and museums, are public institutions with certain fixed rules. 
The very use of these facilities by patrons (students, in the case 
of universities) implies a contractual acceptance of all institutional 
rules as they exist and no right to challenge the rules by which the

If they disagree in any way with the rules
This

62

Institutions are governed.
as initially formulated, they need not utilize the facilities, 
concept has been expounded best as it relates to tiniversities by Yamanaka 
GorpiJSPMetoer of the Lower House, and is drawn from the German admini
strative edr^pt' of ’‘Anstalt." Yamanaka interview. See also the comm
unication o® 1963, "Gakusei
no Higoho Un|^'nl tsxiite'' [Oh the illegal Activities of Students], in 
Paijih Danwa
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The explicit and widespread student demands for increased parti

cipation and powers within the university posed a direct challenge to
✓

the ongoing system and complicated the issue of university administra

tion. In earlier times the fundamental issue revolved around the 

balance of power between university administrators, faculty and the 

government. To these ongoing debates were added the pressures for
i

explicit powers for students' and student organizations.

From 1965 until early or mid-1968, the problem of government policy 

and U.S.-Japan relations remained more in the background, and it was 

the university issues which predominated. Consequently, the-problem 

of university administration remained rather isolated from broader 
national political current^. It was primarily the government and 

members^,of the" university who were involved while other e3q)licitly 

political actors - such as tie parties or non-academic pressure groups - 

showed little overt interest 

be called.

The Minist^ of Education was primarily concerned with insuring a 

continuance of the "normal functioning of the universities." University 

administrators were explicitly concerned with the substantive requests 

._for internal, changes in administration that student groups were demand- 

ing, seeking on' an ad hoc basis to delimit these as much as possible. 

Neither the government nor the university administrators, at this time 

gave signs of being anxious to reconsider the recently buried problem 

of overall administrative relations between government and university 

and neither proposed' any major structural changes in the governance of 

universities.

the university problem, as it came to /Ci

4-

government's light-handed approach in contrast to 1952-54

it sought so explicitly to strengthen its controls.

The

and 1960^63, wl
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reflected the fact that It had "more important" matters on Its collective

65
But it also reflected the rise

f

mind in jihe area of foreign policy, 

to power within the Ministry of Education of the so-called modernist 

faction over the previously dominant moralist faction. The moralists 

had pushed for increased government control of universities, achieved, 

through legislative power if necessary , even if this led to confron

tation with the progressive camp or the academic community.

S'

I

1.
The

. n
I

modernists were convinced that the university system could be made

smore responsive iK) the government without formal legislation dictating

64
Increased administrative powers to the Minister of Education. They

• o' ■ ■

sought to achieve their political ends through cooperation with, and 

cooptation of, university admnistrations.

Thub, when a one-month stride at Waseda University protesting a 

proposed tuition raise occurred, ^Iducation Minister Nakamura stressed

_,that the universities themselvey ai^d not the government should be expected
■ ^ ■ 65

to take actions to contain student protest.

This approach was taken too in a speech made by the Minister of

Education before the June 1966 meeting of the Association of National

University Presidents. Citing the need for high quality administration

Xo meet^he threat posed by the student groups, he suggested .that the

presidents themselves should- act on reforms from within their own 

66camf)uses.

si
e

I t'
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I
i

?■

1
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1
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i
S

As campus actions escalated, the Education Ministry continued to 

press the university administrators to initiate preventive measures by S
I
V.
ui-

Pukashiro J.unro, "Chian Toshite no Dalgaku Rippo," [The University 
Law for Public#eace], 115-16. (Hereafter "Chian Toshite...") I

g

Ibid. See I
II

so the history of cooptation of U.S. universities by 
the federal aiidl^tate governments as seen by Ridgeway, The Closed 
Corporation, pa^'^m.

65 Daijin Dahwa, 38 iU:
V

66 I-" Ibid 38-39•» •.
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1!^
It was not until June 1967 that the slightest hint camethemselves.

that tl^ government might take action to alter the existing administra

tive relations if university administrators could not deal with the 

protests autonomously. Education Minister Kennoki stated that "despite

the labors and efforts of university presidents, campus xmrest has not

" Consequently, he went on, "it is regrettablebeen brought to a halt
•7 • ■ 5

that new and improved devices will have to be added to the mechanics

• • •

of university administration and management, starting with the organi

zation and man^ement of student guidance, in contrast to former 

times when you were more protective of students

National university administrators, while not' unresponsive to 

the pleas for a cooperatlveX approach, continued to focus on a different 

dimension of the problem. A November 1966 report by a committee of 

national university presidents dealt far more with the problem of

m67
• • •

>:

I

!
V

r

preserving their own authority in the face of demands for increased
*

power to student self-govemment^ssociations, than with the problem

that was of primary concern to the government, i.e curtailing protest• >
68

actions.

Arguing that it was desirable to respond to legitimate demands for

the administrators contended though that "self-.. student participation,

government by students is not an inherent right which exists in. lsolat.ion

from the university which is essentially a teaching and .research

Students who stress unlimited self-government," it warned,

„70

Institution • • •

"simply do not understand the true nature of the university. Elsewhere

Ibid., 404-

l68 Tabata, P^gaku Mondai, I, 144-52 has the entire report of this committee.

69 Ibid Pami, No. 1
70 Ibid , No. 1.Part• y
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the report suggested that student participation be limited to the
areas oj sports and extracurricular activities and noted that in what

ever areas students were allowed to govern themselves on campus, admini

stration officials would be acting as overseers to insure that no

administrative powers be allowed to devolve into the hands of students

But the report also,.71
who were "administratively irresponsible.

7’

declared that academic freedom demanded that no police be allowed on -

;■ 'campus without their explicit consent, regardless of the scope of

can5>\is protests.

Furthermore, no tangible changes in the administrative structure 

of the universities were proposed to curtail protest activities. The 

report merely suggested that: order was a precondition if the university 

was to fulfill its teaching iind research functions.

standpoint of the Ministry of Education, the report was most unsatisfactoiy.

The off-campvis student violence at the first and second Haneda

incidents (October 8, November 3^, 1967) and at Sasebo (January 17-23,

1968) brought strong protests from the Ministry of Education directed

73
at university.presidents,- who were urged to exert increased control

* *. »
over student acti-vities and to provide sufficient "guidance" to pre- 

. -vent.such activities. The government, however, still sought cooperation 

rather than confrontation.. . In a September 29^ 1967 communication 

(tsuchi naikan) the Ministry, in an effort to limit campus protest 

activities on International Anti-War Day (October 21), reminded uni

versity presidents that "it is essential that political neutrality be

Thus, from the

71
Ibid., Part III, No. 1.

72
.1,' No. 1.Ibid., Pa:

73 Dai.iin Dan^a, 41-45.
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maintained within the universities," and urged strong measures of

campus ^ntrol so that "violent or political actions...will be prevented."

Where such actions took place, severe discipline by university officials

was urged. "All prudent measures must be taken in regard to [baneful]

.,74influences that could be exerted on [students].

Increasingly, however, the government began to raise the possibility
.... ,

that if university officials could not contain protest activities

the government would consider altering the administrative structures 

of universities^ On November 17, 1967, for example. Minister of Edu

cation Kennoki called a meeting of all Japanese university presidents 

to discuss the situation. .\^hile cooperation between tmiversity and 

government officials remained the dominant theme, he also hinted at 

what might happen should student actions persist: "...Widespread 

debate," he declared "is taking place throughout Japan over the need 

to strengthen administrative ^thority so as to improve student gul- 

dsmce and administrative efficiency...There are rumors concerning 

[the need to take] stem measures for the maintenance of public peace

..75
and order.

A month, later the suggestions became more blunt: "I hope that 

-the universities themselves will carry out investigations aimed at 

establishing responsible procedures before L am forced to take legal.* • •

„76
measures on the matter of university administration.

Communication is in Yamamoto, Kyoiku Gyosei Gaisetsu [Outlines of 
Educational Administration], 149-^52.

Daliin Danwa, 43.

Asahl Shinitun, .December 2, 1967.
4

76

(l
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As if to further stiffen the collective backbone of university 

administrators, the Executive Council of the LDP demanded a cut in the

national universities' budget, one of the first official party statements

Okochi Kazuo, President of Tokyoon the problem during this period.

University and of the Association of National University Presidents, 

quickly declared his opposition to such a step, stating that xmi- 

versity presidents were making constructive efforts to end protest

activities. The Education Committee of the LDP, apparently with the

support of the^ducation Ministry, agreed, suggesting explicitly that

the university problem not be tied to budgetary conslderatiOTs and

77 .
Apparently, however, it served its

a

the budgetary threat was dropped.

function as an appropriateXpolltical warning, for the formal position
Vi « j - ,

of the''university administrators began stiffening appreciably.

A second interim report\ on the student problem was presented by

i^l^rsity Presidents in late 1967, the^ the Association of National

tone of which was far stronger than that of the 1966 report. Three
- ■***.

1) students cannot be allowed to disregard..major points were stressed:

2) limits on campus activities must be maintained;existing regulations;
78

and 3) all,activities which "pamper" students must; be corrected.

• ' The final report of the_committee on the student movement.was totally

silent on the questions of student self-government and student parti--

79
cipation which had been of prime concern to them before^ Rather it

Asahi Shinibun (evening edition),'Januai^r 10, 1968; Asahi Shimbun, 
January 21, 1968. •

78 *«;>
Ibid

79 ,, Gakusei Undo ni Kansuru Iken" [Opinion on the Current 
it] in Tabata, Daigaku Mondai, I, 157-59; Nomura,

Saikin 
Student Move 
Selsaku 186S87.• • y
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stressed the strong responsibilities for guiding student behavior of

adminis^ators and faculty who were directed to instill within students 

an overall respect for learning and scholarship rather than protest and 

violence. As a step in the direction of curtailing protests and

presumably at warding off- direct governmental action, the report also

suggested that when university regulations were violated and it became 

impossible for officials of the university to handle the situation 

themselves, police should be called..

The fear of,government action if protests persisted became increas

ingly obvious. In a statement parallel to that made earlier by Educa- 

tion Minister Kennoki, thev declared, "We must explain to students that 

university regulations are self-imposed rules aimed at allowing the 

universl'ty to protect its own autonomy and that therefore respect for

them is essential to the exisfcenca of the xmiversity. They must be

^made to realize that to ignore \the internal regulations of the university 

and-to disregard its rules is to f jIIow a course of action whereby they

m80tljeraselves will destroy the autonomy of the university.

Despite the university administration's efforts to placate the 

Ministry of Education^relations between the two cooled as increasing 

■ -'-threats emerged.from the government. Tt^o incidents in April .and Hay 

1968 dimmed drastically any earlier chances for cooperation between

the two sides.

On April 15, a similar meeting between Ministry of Education 

offltials and national university officials was scheduled to take place

the next month, and the Minister of Education called on the presidents

k80 Ibid
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of thirty-four universities to meet with him and other Ministry officials 

for a discussion on "the student problem and university autonomy." 

President Okochl of Tokyo University refused to attend, testily declaring

that "on basic university problems we will follow the usual procedure 

■ of determining opinions within Tokyo University and then having the

Following

* ••

.,81
president make these known to the Minister of Education.

Okochi's lead, several other presidents refused to attend the meeting;

those who attended were sharply critical of its having been called,; and

On balance.an explanation was demanded from Vice Minister Salto, 

little more than a cooling 'of relations between government and university

82
administrators was accomplished.

The second incident to(^ place the following month when the Minister

of Education called for a sirtilar conference of all faculty chairmen
^ ' •

Thi plan was to deliver a formal opinion on 
X

the student movement, and thia tlm^ the meeting was cancelled when
\ '

the academics registered strong opposition on the grounds that the

conferett“ce "could damage the independent character of the universities.

~h
' In late June, 1968^ the Ministry of Education made clear that it 

would no longer, seek to ‘t’ely on simple cooperation with university 

administrators but .was willing to take st.eps of its own to curtail 

studeneVrotest- activities. Solving the student problem, asserted 

Minister of Education Nadao,"is not the responsibility of a single 

university official (i.e., the university president); moreover, no 

one can assert that it is a problem which can be solved by the univer

sities themselves... Great limits must inevitably be recognized on the

of national universities.

„83

■ i*-;

81 Asahi Shimbun,. April 14, 1968.

(evening edition), April 15, 1969.nijiin82 Asahi Shi

Asahi Shiramui.83 May 3; 1968>
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autonomy of, universities and emphasis on university autonomy must• • •

be kept in tune with contemporary realities in order to ensure the

..84
understanding and support of society in general.

Tensions continued to grow and in November 1968 the Ministry of 

Education called on the Central Education Council, which was then in

the process of an overall reexamination of the university system, to 

establish a special subcommittee to consider explicit governmental 

measures to meet the groj^ing tide of protest. Submission of the problem 

to the Central Council in itself signalled a significant increase in 

government action and a decrease in reliance on university admini

strators “but" the terms of the Ministry of Education's-, reference were 

even clearer: "...we consider it necessary to reach a conclusion as soon

V as possible on the organization-

be taken to secure the normal operation of Japan's university education.

The Council was ordered to consider "measures to terminate disturbances

which are difficult for the. unlver^-fies themselves to resolve."

From November 1968, when the Central Council was first brought

into the picture, until April 30, 1969, when it Issued its report, the
1%

Ministry of Education moved increasingly closer to a position of 

, generating and supporting legislation which would bring about major 

changes .in univerSity-state relations. During the period the problem

and managerial measures which should
V- , n

..85

of protest escalated drastically. First at a number of individual

universities student powfer victories were won. At Chuo University

student protest, combined with faculty opposition, led to the resignation

84
Daijin Danwa, 46. 

in Yamamoto, ^yoiku
V

Gyosei Galsetsu, 424.

86
Ibid.

K
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of University President. Masumoto and to a lowering and then a complete
cancellation of a proposed tuition raise.

At Nihon University, Japan's most factory-like "mass production 

university" with .an enrollment of over 100,000, an administrative 

embezzlement of $5.5 million (some of which allegedly found its way 

into the political coffers of the LDP) led to campus protests from

These were met with attacks by the physical

87

leftist student groups.

education club members and later a 400-man "private amy" and the

initially small protest grew into a major confrontation. Protesting
»

students eventually forced President Furuta to attend several mass 

bargaining sessions, after one of which .he "confessed" to several major 

errors and agreed to work forXthe accomplishment of various student

♦ v» \

demands, including the resignation of the trustees. On October 9 it 

was decided that the trustees vould in fact resign, and- although 

Furuta subsequently reneged on all i^is promises, the initial reaction 

. of students and outsiders was to cnislder this a clearcut student

-■:r ■>

88victory.

A third victory took place at Nagoya University in late November, 

1968 where, after prolonged protest, students were granted the right to 

. p.articipate formally': in a committee which would make screening and •

89nominating judgments on the hiring of new faculty.

87
Sankei Shiiribun, February 15, 1968; Yomiurl Shimbun, February 18, 1968.

On the Nichidai disturbances see, "Nichidai-Horobiri to Saisei no Kira" 
[Nihon University — Crossroads of Ruin and Rebirth], 4-13; On the 
collective bargaining session see "Nichidai Taishu Danko — 1968.9.30" 
[Collective Bargaining at Nihon University — September 30, 1968], 259-84.

Dow3ey, Zen^kuren; Japan's Revolutionary Students, 112. ■

88

. - f-
89
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These student victories and many others like them served to refocus 

attention iji a dramatic way on the question of student participation, 

particularly by the Minister of Education and it was an item to which 

specific attention was dratra for the Central Education Council's inquiry.

Moreover, it began to arouse, broader interest and participation by

Particular concern was expressed over thepreviously quiescent groups, 

danger that such victories would feed the fires of protest throughout

the country's campuses. As the President of the Japan Federation of 

Private Unlversitl^, Nagasawa Kunio, said at the time the Chuo tuition 

increase was voided:

“Chuo University seena to have acted rashlyIf 
such a step becomes a precedent, the private univer
sities will no longer\^e able to raise tuition and 
fees. ^'Jhlle it would pe nice if we could go without 
Increasing tuition. In fact if tuition is not increased 
the private universities will run into greater financial 
difficulties only to aicelerate the qualitative deter

ioration of private educational Institutions.

^ The intreased concern over thi^problem of student power led

• also to a sharp rebuke by Ministry of Education officials when the

decision was made at Nagoya University to give an increased role to

students in the hiring process. "Direct participation by students in

personnel decilbns is not permitted by existing law...For Nagoya

University^o give students such rights is both excessive and Illegal.

The new Chuo University President specifically sought to negate 

any momentum that might have been felt by students. "Any student 

participation in the management of the university is out of the ques

tion," he declared, and in a comic anachronism he advised faculty members

92
to step up homework assignments to keep students otherwise occupied.

V•>
■ tl

„91

Sankel Shimbu^V^ February 15, 1968. 

91 ceniber 20, 1968, as in Dowsey, Zengakuren, 112.Asahl Shimbun,

92 Sankei Shimbun, February 15, 1968.

- -v',‘
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Prime Minister Sato himself was reported to have been visibly

Infuriatild during a cabinet meeting follw^ing the mass bargaining

session involving his personal friend, President Furuta. Such actions,

he declared, had to be viewed in political rather than educational 

93
terms.

Furthermore, a number of LDP members agreed to cooperate with

university administrators at Nihon University and their support 

became a major factor in Furuta's eventual ability to refuse to carry 

through the term& of the administration-student agreement. This action

■

also represented a substantial movement within the conservative party
“ ' 9^4

to take formal action against protesting students.

oadened the scope of. Involved politicalSuch student victories
V

actors arid put further pressures bn the government to find a positive 

solution to the entire univer^ty problem; but even more significant

j,in Increasing the scope of the and the pressures on the Ministry

of "Education v/as the extension of student strikes to Tokyo University.

The Tokyo action began in January, 1968, escalated throughout 

the y^r and culminated in a nationally-televised two-day battle

between students and police that resembled the siege of a mediaeval
*• • * • * .

• 'castle ,^in this case,-Tokyo University’s Yasuda Hall). Coming as it

did in the midst of a host of other struggles,-the strike at Todai

focused attention to the university problem as could no other indl- 

The first modem university in Japan, Todai .remained 

unquestionably the best university in the country in the minds of

vidual strike.

Yomiuri Sh: un (evening edition), October 1, 1968.

94 (evening edition), October 1, 1968; Yomiuri Shimbun 
(evening editicMft, October 1. 1968; Malnichi Shimbun, October 3, 1968; 
Sankei'-Shimbun,^|?ctober 3, 1968; Tokyo Shimbun, October 3, 1968.

Asahi Shii
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most Japanese — both political actors and average citizens — and

was the ajlma mater of the Prime Minister, the bulk of the cabinet,
95

Any expectations

that the problem could be quietly resolved by the cooperative efforts 

of university administrators and the Ministry^f Education were totally 

shattered by the experiences of Todai.^^

The general political shock presented by an immobilized Tokyo 

University was further con^pounded on January 10, 1969, when students 

there won a majo^victory in the form of a "Note of Confimation"
“ A

whereby Acting President. Kato agreed in principle to ten major 

categories of students demands, including the dismissal of two faculty 

menibers, an apology for "arbilzrary" administrative .actions, virtual 

amnesty for students, and an overall expansion of student poi'/ers.

The reaction within the LDP was particularly strong to what was 

^ewed as an tinwarranted capitulation by university officials to 

. student violence, A joint meeting of members of the LDP's Educational

and scores of conservatives throughout the country.

97

95
The prestige factor surrounding Tokyo University can be seen from 

the fact that a public opinion survey showed the President of Tokyo 
University to hold a prestige ranking just below that of the Prime 
Minister, ahead of members of the Cabinet, representatives of both 

• Upper ^d Lower Houses., etc. See Nis [h]ihira Slh]igeki, "Sori Ika 
kyujuha:dlKi no Shokugyo Saiten"'[An Evaluation of 98 Occupational 
Positions Below the Prime Minister], 120-27. On the influence of 
Tokyo University (particularly the_Department of Law graduates) see 
Shimizu Yoshihiro, Tokyo Daigaku Hogakubu [The Tokyo University -Law 
Department]. See also Yanaga, Big Business in Japanese Pollties, 30-31.

On the Todaistrii^ see especially Ogose Sunao, Todai; Daigaku Funso 
no Gehten [Tokyo University; Origins of'the University Disturbances].
The literature on theiTokyo disturbances is voluminous; for some of the 
more; important works-see the entries in Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai, Higher 
Education and the Student Problem in Japan, 185-97.

i

*» ,

97
-On this note and the overall relation to the TOdal strike see Tokyo 

Daigaku Shlmbiiiiiw ^Daigaku Mondai, 106-118.

i ■
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System Research Council and the LDP's Education Committee on January
12 declar^ that the Note of Confirmation went too far on several

98
were urged to take official action.points and top party leaders 

The Note was the subject of debate at the Cabinet meeting of January
QQ

20, and was referred to the Jurisprudential Section of the Cabinet 

Legislative Bureau for an official legal opinion.

Ministry of Education on February 8, strdngly denounced the move.

Based on this, the

decrying, among other things, the fact that "'self-reflection' seems to

be required only of university officials, while students are made

to appear blameless for the disputes and their acts of violence- and

disruptions of order go unpunished, even .though the -Japanese people

..100are far more concerned about the latter.

^ v V.The %nistry also expressed particular criticism of the possible

"If the101
^^pther universities: 

university authorities do not puhifc » the occupation of buildings.

influence this note would have

olence, and Injury on the groundsblockades,." bombings, confinements

that 'there were serious mistakes made by university officials'

this will adversely affect the settlement of future campus disputes
■

and it is a very regrettable attitude for the university to take.

• • •

„102

Tokyo Shinibun^ January 14, 1969.
QQ ‘

Yomiurl Shimbun (evening edition), January 21, 1969.

"Tokyo Dalgaku Nana Gakubu Shukai (Nana Gakubu "Danko") nl okeru 
Kakuninsho ni tsulte" [On the Note of Confirmation regarding the 
Seven Departments Conference (the Seven Departments of Collective 
Bargaining)"], text is in Nihon Kenzai Shimbun, February 9, 1969, 
Sec. 1,'para. 2.

Ibid., Sec. 1 para 5.

98

100

V 101

102 1. para.l, clause 1.Ibid., Sec.
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A

Stress was laid on the. need to curt^l, not expand, the rights of 

student ^elf-govemment associations, 

noted that "to grant the right of collective bargaining-to student self- 

government associations...is to recognize their position as partici

pants in the administratlph and management of the university...This is 

a serious problem’which will result in radical revisions in the present

103
and, finally, the Ministry

concepts of the university, the university system, and university 

„104
autonomy • • •

The increase in general attention to the university problem that
' A

took" place at this time was remarkable. Journalist Fukashiro'Junro 

notes somewhat plaintively how he sought in vain for policy statements 

by the major political parties and major political groups during the 

suTimer and fall of 1968.

political" to the extent that most of the normally involved political 

bodies had made no formal commits on the subject. By late fall, hoi^- 

ever, the sittiation had' changed dr&matically.

In November ,the police began to issue monthly statistics on the

- number of linlygrsity conflicts that had occurred or were still in
....

progress. In Ndvenier and December 1968 all five of the major 

political parties piit forth tentative plans, proposals, or recommen- 

datlons' on the university problem. So too. did,the Japan Science CouneiJ., 

the Japan Teacher's Union, the Japan Federation of Employer's Association,

105.
The issue had somehow remained "non-:V- .

103
Ibid., Sec. II, para. 1, item 3.

104
Sec. II,. para. 2, item 3.

Fukashiro Junro, "D^gaku Mondai ni tai suru Seito no Taishitsu" 
[The Predlsposi|!ions of the Political Parties Towards the University 
Problem], 6-7

Ibid
^ -

105
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and dozens of other associations with more or less political relevance 

• to universities.

In addition, literature on the subject proliferated, 

grapher found the figures in Table 5-1 for books and articles on the 

xmiversity and the student problems published for the period 1965-1969;

106

One biblio-

Table 5-1

PUBLICATIONS ON THE UNIVERSITY AND STUDENT PROBLEM

TotalArticles, etc.^ooksYear

2562292719.65
535494411966 •j •.

• 42640125 -1967
1017928891968
20211746275

Source; Kitamura Kazuyukl, Dai^ak'u, Gakusei Mondai Bonmoku mokuroku 
(Tokyo, IDE, 1971)'

1969
s ■

V
.*

Allowing for some lag-time in publfnation, the tremendous jump in 

general interest in 1968-69 is clear.

As the interests of these many actors began to focus on the 

university problem, the entire political complexion of the problem 

. e:g)anded well beyond -the original two-sided battle between student 

protesters on the'one hand and the shaky search for some cooperative 

arrangement between the Ministry of Education and university admini

strators on the other. And as more actors entered the picture, tW 

problem took on the more classic dimensions of a full-fledged camp 

struggle.

106 These various plans are contained in most document collections. 
See Yamamoto. Kv^^u GySsei Gaisetsu [Outlines of Educational Admlnis-

and Nomura, Selsaku Also,tration], TabataM)aigaku Mondai ________
Ppigaku Mondai Ke^vdlcal. Nihon no Daigaku Mondai I, II [The Japanese 
University Problem)^! and II]

• • »

*_ .
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However, while in the earlier confrontations over problems of 

university/ administration a reasonably united progressive camp was 

joined by most members of the academic community in opposition to 

government efforts to alterJhe existing structures of university 

governance, in 1968-69 this unity dissolved in the face of incompat

ible positions,on the various stib-issues. No longer was the issue 

defined solely in terms of government intervention in university gover

nance or not. Rather the issues of student participation, and the

tactics.of student*protest were interwoven with the broader concern 

in ways which eliminated the earlier bipolar patterns., During late 

1968 and until the promulgation of the Law of Provisional Measures 

Concerning University Administration in August, 1969, these three 

questions 'continued to be interCLocked in ways that prevented the 

re-emergence of the progressiveVac^demic coalition that had been 

successful in blocking past govemm^^nt efforts at legislating changes 

• in the university system. ' * >

• Table 5-2 indicates in brief outline form the positions of the 

major political "actors at this time concerning the three issues. It 

makes clear that although there was rather v/ldespread-agreement that 

■ students ,^hould have some voice.in the running of the university, the 

scope of this voice and the iriaans whereby it would be heard were 

subject to widespread disagreement. Only a few of the most left-wing 

groups took the position that students, as Integral members of the 

university community, should have something approaching an equal voice

Slightly more moderate were suggestions that 

decisions be established democratically within the frameijork of the 

individual unlv«foities, generally, however, with the stress on 

increased formal^pferticipation.

V

on all university matters
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University administrators, the LDP and the business community 

on the othe?/hand explicitly rejected any such changes. Although rarely 

asserting that students should be merely the docile recipients of 

education, they continued to maintain that broad student opinion 

should be heard, but that formal participation should be minimal and/ 

or limited to areas exclusive of personnel, finance, and curriculum.

On student tactics the division was also rather clearcut. Even 

some groups generally regarded as progressive were sharply opposed 

to existing levels of violence with the Mlnsei student groups and 

the Communist Party explicitly denouncing those who engaged in such
a

activities as counter-revqlutiqnary Trotskyites.

Thus, on these two issues wliich were so intimately related to the 

3 •overall quedbion of the entire problem of university-government

relations, the position of the raa^ members of the conservative camp 

wei^, despite some shadings of hueessentially xmlfled while in contrast, 

the progressive camp and the acade’^ic community were split, 

significantly, organizations of university administrators which had on 

earlier occasions been quite close to the progressive camp in their 

positions were at this time in close agreement with the. conservatives 

dn the two jitajor component issues of student participation and student 

tactics. '

i
1!

i

i

>,•

Most

On the principle of governmental intervention the split was 

different. There the progressives were uniformly opposed to any. legis

lative actions that would increase governmental powers to intervene 

in university disputes. Moreover, national university administrators 

collectively adhered to this position.
107

The organizations of

107 At one point 9« tmiversity administrators issued a declaration of
See Asahi Shlmbun, July ll, 1969.opposition to the p'^^osal.
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private university officials, meanwhile, remained officially uncommitted 

although man'y individual members privately favored intervention. The 

split among progressives and the position of tiniversity administrators 

on the other issues, hoijever, left the advocates of intervention in a

comparatively strong position, \7hat other alternatives, they could ask,' , 

wo.uld allow for an end to the continuance of 'violence and for the reten

tion of limits on the political pov/er of students that were othen^ise

favored.

Moreover, the ^position of the conservatives was being bolstered by

an increasingly restive public opinion X'/hich while not actively supportive
• = ■

of government intervention cou^ also see no alternative. A poll taken 

by Asahi Shiiribun in May 1969 shaved that while only 25 percent 

' \ ^‘a law’granting the government intervention power, an additional 28

favored

percent, while not approving this\ expansion of power in principle, felt

108
there was no alternative under theXcircumstances.

The report of the Central Education Council's 24th Subcommittee

managed to blend together the three component issues in a way that

fixed the impression that there could be no alternative to granting the
- 4,-r

„ -^government the poxver to intervene in university disturbances.

On th^speciflc matter of student participation the report made 

the explicit distinction between "hearing student'views" and allowing 

for student "representation," with only the former being advocated. 

University officials were called upon to pay due regard to student atti

tudes, but the student was seen as a "learner" vvho should "trust the

scholarly attainments of his teachers and follow the educatlonat-program
4-

108 y 29-30, 1969, as in Daigaku Mondai Kenkyukal,Asahi ShiTiburfh|lMa 
Nihon no Daigaku M^dai, II, 23.

i
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,.109
and guidance of the university. The report also declared that 

"It Is not appropriate In view of the status of students to recognize 

any system which would make It possible for them to participate In

any final decision-making bodies or which would enable them to reject

the decisions of such bodies."

From this perspective student self-governing associations which 

had often been the organizational mainstay of campus political activities 

came In for strong criticism. Of particular concern was the system of 

automatic student^membership in the association of the faculty to which
■" A

a student was admitted. ..Membership should be made voluntary, advised
• ... ■ •

the report, and where it was. not "there should be s¥vere restrictions 

on the areas of [their] activities so as not to infringe on the funda- 

mental freedom of its individuj.1 meinbera."

On the question of protest® and violence too, the report took a 

position advocated by most conse^atlve groups and by university adminlstra- 

. tors.^ ".-..At the center’ of the pr^ent university disturbances there are

■

':-r

groups of politically motivated students more interested in the destruc

tion of the existing [social and political] order than in the reform of

To counter them measures must beconditions withiii the universities.

•. considered which will eliminate violence completely and which V7ill
. ■ . ' ■ -

protect" the order of the university." - ,

With such positions on students, student participation and violence 

so clearly marked out, the concluding section delineating the "responsi

bilities of the universities and the government in terminating present

4- 109 Report is Produced in Nomura, Seisaku, 8A-97; Yamamoto, KySiku 
GyoseiGaisetsu i[ Out lines, of Educational Administration]', 425-39; Tabata,

20-32; Daigaku Mondai Kenkyukai, Nihon no DaigakuDalgaku Mondai,
Mondai, II, 35-

y *

i

■
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university disturbances" was something of an anticlimax.- When serious 

disturbances break out the xmiverslties were urged "to concentrate

decisionmaking and executive powers in the hands of suitable university

(1) "toadministrators." The government was urged to do two things: 

advise university officials of the steps they must take 

ances occur" and (2) "to take steps to enable the university's founders 

to carry out the temporary closing of the school for a period of up to

when disturb-• • •

tl .six months • • •

This section of the report was additionally easy to anticipate in 

view of the fact that during the entire period when the subcopnlttee. of 

the Central Council was deliberating, the conservative camp in general had 

been recommending, and the gwemraent had in fact been taking, a number _ 

of'^eps^'to do precisely what 1 thes committee report was recommending.

The Japan Federation of Employers*;Association had made precisely the 

^same proposal on closing schools affected by prolonged violence in

February'. And numerous gtoups wit’ in the LDP were pushing for strong

In particular, the LDP'sgovernment powers to act in such cases.

110
and Nlshloka Takeo andEducation Research Council in early March

. * *,T .

. Kono Yohei of the LDP's Specialists Committee on the Educational System

called for a.variety of measures to strengthen 

university administrators and the government, as well as to cut back

111in earl^April,

the powers of the students self-governing associations. :

This growing pressure was additionally bolstered by a number of

On November 16, the Education Ministiry tookconctete government steps.

J.10 Sahkei Shinibun, March 6, 1969. 

Yomluri SMmbun, April 12, 1969.
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the rather tmusual step of Issuing a direct coiranunlcation ta the adminis

trators of pour national universities undergoing student strikes, 

ordering them to take steps to resume normal operations. On Deceiriber 

23, the government cancelled the spring entrance examinations for Tokyo 

University and three weeks later Todai administrators and government

officials called in the police to end the student strike. Then, on April 
♦ *

21, one week before the final report of the Central Council, the Ministry

of Education issued a communication entitled, "On the Maintenance of

,.112
in which administrators wereNormal Order Wlthlns,the Universities, 

ordered among other things-to "cooperate positively with police authorities

in taking rapid and appropriate measures to maintain order on campus" 

when violence appeared likely.

3- conducive tb' violence were expressly banned and prosecution was ordered 

for faculty engaging in illegal activities.

j, Thus the general approach of Wrengthening the powers of university 

administrators and the Ministry of Education became clearly delineated 

and the government was determined to introduce legislation to curtail the 

protest activities during that session of the legislature. The only 

delay was the wait for the final report of the Central .Council which would 

provide ad^tional legitimation and some legislative specifics. By thd 

end of April the jquestions remaining concerned only the specific fom 

of the legislation and whether or not the proposed actions could be 

successfully legislatedThe first problem revolved primarily around 

arrangements within the conservative can^). The concern and confidence 

of the conservatives on this matter is particularly noteworthy in the fact

nimiber of specific student activities

■ V^,

112 99-100.Text is in N , Seisaku



TV to normal practice, the government proposed its legislation

with vlrtualay no attempt to Insure a conservative consensus on specifics.

In fact, as a number of political journalists have noted, the Ministry

of Education draft of the bill was made available to Diet members only

113
two days before it was actually submitted.

introduced in an extended session of the legislature during which two

other major bills (on defense and health) were to be considered, whereas

in previous situations of this sort the government had always sought to

114
keep controversial legislation chronologically separate.

The final law submitted, and passed on August 7, 1969, was surprisingly 

mild in view of some of the demands made by the more"hawkish” conservatives 

Inside and outside the government. Nevertheless, even though it was a 

^'■temporary bill granting powers that were to last only five years, the

powers it granted were substantial. The university president was declared 

"the person chiefly responsible for: his institution" and he was required 

to"seek' the normal functioning of his university." In the event of 

any disturbance he was to "demonstrate leadership and ionite the entire 

Staff, of the university in seeking a settlement and to determine the 

principles and measures for its resolution

powers to:^itiate changes in administrative structures, including the 

power to kuspend all or part of the university's functions for up to 

nine months. •

that contra

•. ;■

Furthermore, the bill was .

..115
He was also givent • •

113 " 113.Fukashlro, "Chian Toshlte • • •

114 In fact, of course, bringing forth the bill at such a timej^as 
V politically.advantageous. With university administrators almost uniformly 

committed to the conservative position on curbing students, with public opin
ion growing more festive and with even the Communist Party denouncing any 
continuance of stdieht violence, opposition strong enough to stop the bill 
was hi^ly unlikel)^ Moreover, even if the bill did not pass, the government 
could easily shift^me blame for any continued student violence onto those 
opposition parties ^™ich blocked their attempted bill. Ibid., 114-15.

115 The text is In Tabata, Daigaku Mondal, I, 239-44
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The more fundamental concentration of powers went not to-university 

presidents orjadministrators, however, but to the Ministry of Education. 

All disputes were to be reported to him and he in turn was "to give to

the president the necessary advice on measures that shall be adopted• • •

to deal with the dispute..." In making the administrative alterations

noted above, the president was required to consult with the Minister of

Education who would make all personnel appointments involved. Most

ftmdaraentally, however, the Minister was given the power to suspend all

education and research functions in universities engaged in disputes of 

over nine months duration, or in institutions where a dispute of six 

months duration recurs within one year after an earlier settlement;

The passage and promulgationVf this law thus marked the first time 

Since the earliest reforms of the Occupation that major legislation

affecting the overall governance of\ the university system was successfully

enacted. In one sense it may be seeq^as the culmination of a long 

government drive to significantly centralize powers within the university

and to sharply alter the balance of power between the universities and

the government. Stalled under the late Occupation, In 1954 and in 

1963, the government finally succeeded with the passage of this law in 

accompllshlng^uch of what it had earlier set out to do. Certainly, 

many of Japan's progressive scholars have offered such an interpretation".

The question naturally arises as to why the government succeeded 

in 1969 when it was unsuccessful in earlier tries. One factor unquestion

ably was that the university protests in the late 1960s far outstripped

116
Nomura, Seisaku...Nagai Kenichi, Kenpo to Kydiku Klhonken [The 

Constitution and Bases of Authority in Education], inter alia.
1:
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anything which had preceded them in terms of scope, violence and duration 

t^ing on fJiT more significance for the overall conservative-progressive 

struggle than any other postwar issue involving higher education, and 

second only in overall significance perhaps to the struggle over the 

U.S.-Japan Security Treaty in 1960. Thus the government was willing 

to risk even greater- political capital to end these protests than it had 

in earlier cases, particularly as those early protest actions seemed to 

be withering partially of their own accord. This factor also had its 

effect on non-govemmental actors.

The ability of the catchphrase "university autonomy" to mobilize 

the entire academic commimity and the more liberal segments of public 

opinion was similarly far more Vestricted given these actions of violence 

. ^.i^der. the auspices of autonomy . It was also a less-successful slogan 

than it had earlier been because of the Influence of student power 

Issues into the autonomy matrix sij that even academic liberals began to 

question its relevance.^

The most important factor'in the government’s legislative success, 

however, would appear to envelop and transcend many of these points. The 

most politically relevant point would seem to have been the breakdown 

in;:-the unity of opposition forces which had existed in earlier situations. 

The cohesive opposition to government action.shown during the 1950s and 

the early 1960s was in shambles by.the latter part of the decade. . The 

phenomenal electoral success of Komeito, which party fit into neither 

■ the conservative nor the progressive camps seemed to presage a. popular 

concern for some new voice in electoral politics. The new left as

117 >iichio, Kanosei, 27-28.E.g. , see Na;
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epitomized priiprlly by Zenkyoto and other student groups rejected the

leadership of ^he existing progressive organs while the old left was sharply 

divided not only over that problem but over its own internal Ideology.

Within the Socialist Party, for example, there was sharp division over 

whether it should move "right" or "left" and the Democratic Socialist 

Party, meanwhile, showed increasing signs of becoming more conservative 

than some elements in the LDP. All of this left little grounds for a

repetition of earlier unified actions by the non-govemmental political

parties which had prevented administrative changes.

Beyond this, university -administrators, while publicly opposed to
•; •.

any government legislation were in many cases privately in favor of actions

which would check student violence \and prevent serious student parti-
- • * -* O.

^pation in university governance. Any protests the administrators and

their associations raised against the government action therefore had

a ratjjer hollow ring. Finally the mex^ia, and the public opinion shaped 

by it, grew increasingly favorable to government action, even if it posed

An organized conservative camp thereforea threat to university'autonomy.

had numerous peripheral allies with which to face a sharply divided

opposition.

Comparing^ conservative-success in 1969 to earlier falluri 

to provide several insights. At the same time, such-an analysis easily 

serves to diminish the parallels among all cases of university:adminis

tration when seen in comparison with other higher educational issues.

It would be well therefore to highlight the major similarities among

serves

all the cases of university administration investigated.
4-

First of all, tl^e fact that the unity of the progressive camp broke 

should not obscure the strongly bipolar pattern of 

organizational commitment, and policymaking

down in the 1969 cas

ideological perceptidn
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processes common to all issues of university administration. In all cases
✓

the broad, affective, nonrrdivisible nature of the issues fixed progressives 

and conservatives on opposite sides of the Rubicon. Correlatively, each

side was quite willing to make reasonably heavy commitments to sustain its

position on the issue, and each was willing to take a rather hard line in the

advocacy of its position.

Secondly, the focal point of the policymaking processes most relevant

to the Issues of university administration was almost always the Diet. 

That is, attempts to secure or to block some legislative proposal were

the dominant mode of policymaking, 

fostered a highly antagonistic 

.^ at, fibmprora'lse. ‘'Moreover, the broad political climate within which the 

specific issues arose was tense with a variety of highly affective Issues,

This mode Itself,-^it must be noted.

■ocess with little room, for, and few attempts

further igniting the passions of c\mp conflict.

These commonalities in the area university administration will 

take on' added significance in contrast to policymaking in the areas of
. -i’

enrollment and specialization and institutional differentiation. In both 

these areas, the kind of conflict that marked university administration

.as an issue will be shown tb have been less dominant, the legislative 

focus will be shoT/nto have been almost totally absent, and policy itself 

will be shown to have had,a far more evolutionary nature, 

significant differences will be shown to have existed within these two fields

Again, however.

.as well..

•
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Chapter Six

INCREMENTAL POLICYMAKING: ENROLLMENT EXPANSION

If policymaking In university administration has been dominated by 

highly ideological confrontation politics, mlversity enrollment expansion 

represents, something of a polar opposite, 

an issue lacking in major ideological overtones; 

perceived as specific in its impact; 

impact, the issue has been almost infinitely dlsaggregable in actual

Nor has it-been an issue^ of high salience to major political 

As a result^ the\policymaklng process involved in expansion has

Enrollment expansion has been

it has never been

despite the breadth of its cumulative

practice.

actors.

been highly incremental, and almost totally lacking in controversy.

Further, it is in this areajof expansion that the bureaucratic influence

Chapter Four has exerted perhaps its most

•V-

over policymaking analyzed 

j, significant influence.

One of the most elemental alms of the Americans during the Occupation 

had been to insure the greatest possible opportunities for individual 

students to attend institutions of higher education, and despite the 

limitations on this policy noted in Chapter Three, the most basic thrust 

of the,Occupation in higher education was clearly;in the direction of 

expiiding opportunities. This has been accelerated since then, with 4:he 

result that whereas in 1940 only 4.0 percent, and in 1952 .only 7.5 percent,

of the hi^er educational age cohort was attending some institution of 

higher education, by 1974 this figure had skyrocketed to about 25 percent,

and extrapolating from the expansion rateamong the highest in the world;

, Wagakxihi no Kyoiku no Ayumi to Kongo no Kadai: Chuo Kyoiku 
in Hokoku [The course of Japanese Education and Future Problems:

Hereafter CKS '69.

; MpTtibusho^ e 
Shingikai Cbj
Interim Repp of the Central Education Council]^380.

.
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since 1956, 47.2 percent of the age group will be entering miversities

or junior colleges in 1980. Nowhere, however, is there evidence to

indicate that the continued expansion in the period since the end of the.

Occupation was the result of some conscious choice by Japanese executives,

legislators, or administrators to encourage expansion in enrollment- such

.as took place in the U.S. with the Morrill Act or in Britain at the time

3of the Robbins Report. And nowhere is there e-vidence suggesting any of the. 

bipolar controversy surrounding policy in administration. Instead, one 

faces a policy^are^ similar to those noted earlier toward blacks in the 

U.S. during the bulk‘of the post-Civil War era, towards indxastrial pollution 

and toward Americans, liviij^ in Canada as a means of avoiding participation 

in the -war in Viet-Nam; n^ely, a policy which is the consequence of a- 

series of reactions to, or policy of non-interference with, a -visible, 

significant and unidirectional‘evolutionary social trend. As was noted 

> above, the term policy makes sense only when such acti-vities are

considered in the same way as actions and consequences arising from the 

■more conscious'and active manipulation of events that is generally associated 

.with the term. Lack of a formal plan should'not be equated with lack of 

interest by the Japanese government in enrollment’expansion however, nor 

should’ it be taken to infer that government actions have been in no way 

responsible for the expansion. In fact the Actions of the government 

ha-ve been consistently in support of the expansionary trend, and its

^ •

^Mombusho, ’’Kongo ni okeru Gakko Kyoiku no S5g6teki na Kakuju Seibi no 
Klhohteki Shisaku ni tsuite [Concerning Basic Measures for the Overall 
Expansion and Consolidation of Future School Education] Hereafter CKS '71.

On the-Robbins Report see Richard Layard, John King and Claus Moser, 
Ihei'Impact of Robbins,

3

li
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apparent lack of formal consideration of the problem of expansion has in

Consequently, one isfact worked in subtle ways to bolster expansion, 

clearly free to speak of a policy of enrollment expansion in Japanese higher

education during the period since the Occupation.

In fact the policy has been one in which the government has -encouraged 

maximum expansion thereby satisfying parental pressure for 

greater educational opportunities and providing business and 

industry with a more educated talent pool from which to choose its ei!:5>loyees. 

On the other hand, the government has encouraged expansion in, a manner which 

minimizes 'the econonrlc and political costs to its'al^: expansion in numbers 

without concomitant expansira in the level of government funding and with

out any siibstantlal disruption of the present social structxire or the 

dominant values of the country from which it benefits. In short the 

e^lanation for the expansion nhich has occurred must recognize the con

servative government's indirect manipulation of expansion, its reliance on
. T

extant social norms'to support such a policy, and the political benefits 

it draws from the policy as carried out.

To begin with the lU'direct government encouragement of expansion it is 

necessary to examine two key factors: chartering of universities and non- 

enforce^ht of legal standards for university conditions.

>

Chartering of Universities

The Minister of Jiducation has the ultimate responsibility for granting 

or not granting charters to establish universities, and no university may 

be established without a charter.^ In practice, charters ar%granted on the 

basis of investigations of university conditions by the Ministry's Council

A H6rei Yoran 1971 iHandbook of Education Ministry Laws and 
aafter Mombti H5rei.)

Mombusho, M 
Ordihances]
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for University Chartering, and in the' case of private universities, additional 

investigations into the fiscal standing of the "legal person" establishing 

the university by the Ministry's Council on Private Universities.^ 

all applicants are stibjected to at least one, and in most cases two, 

screenings before the Minister of Education makes the formal decision on 

whether to grant a charter.

An analysis of Figure 6-lshows the close relationship in the fluctuations 

between the granting of new charters and expansion in the number of students. 

They reveal as well that: there has been a far from xiniform rate of expansion 

in either, with the major expansion of the post-Occupation period starting 

in 1958 and increasing sharplA during the decade of the 1960’s. During

Thus

the.perlod from 1953-61 there wm some, but relatively little, growth in
•'t-

■ r ■’ ■

either category. This hiatus represents an initial (and prior to the 

massive student protests of 1968\69, the only) attempt by the Ministry of 

Education- to give high level concern to cutting back expansion within 

- higher education by maMng more difficult the.process of establishing and 

chartering a university.

‘ The Ministry of Education's concern was in part a plea for some period 

of stability following the tremendous reorganization under the Occupation. 

Further, -it must nlso be recalled that this change came at a time when. 

Japan was faced with serious social and economic changes in niimerous other 

fields. The Ministry of Education first sought informally to check the 

growth in the number of‘'four-year xmiversities (two-year junior colleges 

were allowed to continue expanding at a rapid rate) but in August 1955

^Mombushio."Setchi Shinsa'Yoran [Handbook-for Chartering Investigations]. 
Interview' ^ama Yhshitoshi, former member of Council on University Chartering, 
July 15, 1971.

. s-
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Minister of Education Matsumura called for a specific set of actions aimed 

at raising the standards for establishing new universities.^ By early 

1956 the Ministry had already taken the step of eliminating conditional 

charter approval and in June of that year it announced a formal policy of 

granting no new charters at all, a policy to be implemented through a 

formal tightening of reqiiirements and more stringent investigations by the 

Council on University Chartering.^

These attempts proved, however, to be short-lived. Opposition to the 

policy was rather fast in developing within the top levels of the ruling 

Liberal Democratic Party, coming notably from then Chief Secretary of the 

LDP Kishi, Executive Director ishii. Party Vice President Ono, and even 

Parlieinentary Vice Minister of Education Takeo. Their opposition rested

primarily on demands for specific, politically-based exceptions to the
\

policy of no new charters so as to allow, groups within their constituencies 

to ■^establish new universities or to^^pgrade their high schools oir junior 

colleges. The LDP threatened co take budgetry action if the policy remained
* O

inflexible to these political needs of the party. In October 1956 the

standards for chartering were changed, making the physical and course re-

9quirements even more lenient than they had been.

6 _
Mainichi- Shlnibun, ‘August 13, 1955, and Sangyo Keizai Shinibun, September 
15, 1955 (evening edition)-.

^Ministry of Education, Education in Japan, 1955, 87; Ibid., 1956, 58;
Asahi Shimbm, September 9, 1956.

3-

.8^
Ibid.

The actual standards established are in Mombu Horei (1957), 96- 
109. The original standards can be found in pre-1956 -editions of the same, 

^ or in Daigaku Kijun Kyokai, Daigaku Kijun Kyokai Kijunshu ICollection of 
the Standards of t^e University Accreditation Association] 1-7.. On the 
comparison and si^ificance of the to/o different sets of standards see,

rasaki Masao, Daigaku Kyoiku [University Education],Kaigo Tokiomi and
543-47; and Tera^i Masao, "Daigaku Setchi Kijun" [The University Chartering 
Standards], 39-44.

‘V
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Continxi^l coiqiroinise between the LDP and the Ministry allowed 

Increasing ninnhers .of new university charters to be granted every year 

even while t'hp. Ministry of Education and the Council sought to constrain 

the dimensions of the increase through the latter's Investigations. By

1961, however, in part as a response to the postwar "baby boom" and In part 

to assuage business fears of a shortage of skilled labor, examinations

When a tmiversity did not really measure up tobecame cursory at best, 

the mirii-mal standards the Council would frequently recommend that a charter

10^ The' written standards themselves thus became meaning-be granted anyhow.

As Osawa has coii5)lained, "Despite the fact that these are stated to 

be the 'miniminn standards,' thev are applied as if they were desirable

."V
less.

stand.ards or maximum standards
■ *' i I

The natural expansion resulting from the virtual elimination of all 

official standards was accelers'^edV when, in 1962, re-visions were made in the 

basis for f-xmding the Private ScJ^oV^romotion Association so as implicitly 

to encourage-the creation of more private universities, 

the Ministry dropped its prior requirement that university authorities

' >•

In the same year

consult with the. Minister of..Education when seeking to change the ntmiber

and, by 1966, the attitudeof students or to create new departments, 

toward maintaining strong control over increases in the number of universities

had become virtually nonexistent so that even members of the University 

Chartering Council seemed willing to concede that anyone able to hire an

10
Interview Oyama.

Osawa Masaru, Nihon no Shiritsu Daigaku [Private Universities in Japan], 155. 

^ '64, 37-38;

11-

Osawa; Nihon no Shiritsu Daigaku, 128-29.

.>
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architect to draw tip building plans and to borrow sufficient volumes from
I 13

a friend or from a neighboring library could acquire a charter.

Ibe results of this more casual attitude toward expansion and

chartering can be seen in Tdile 6-1. The change in the percent of charter

requests that were approved shows a sharp rise in the success rates in the 

1960’a, a ch^ge reflective of the government’s increased willingness to

The granting of new charters, in turn, has contributed 

to the major e^ansion of enrollment that has taken place.

grant new charters.

Non-enforcement of Minimum Legal Standards

A sedond factor has also been of great aid in the’-expansion. As 

already inplied, the bureaucrat has seen fit to ignore -violations of the 

, ;writtW standards for chartert^ng; it has also done- so in regard to those 

for subsequent operation. Uni-^eisity expansion has become far easier as 

a result of this lack of enforce.^!

Chartering Standards set forth- a npn^r of explicit minimum criteria for 

universities which, according to Article 1 must be met or exceeded at the 

time a charter is issued, after which continual improvements in the 

university are expected to bring it above even these levels. The govern

ment, by this law, has''the power to revoke charters from non-complying • 

Institutions; however, at no time has the Minist:^ of Education seen fit
k -

to enforce them in those established universities which have either failed 

to correct deficiencies found at the time of chartering examination or which 

. have fallen below their inaugural standards.

.nimum standards. The University

13 '*
Sasaki-Yoshio, ’’Daigaku Setchi Shinsa ni tasusawatte Omou" [Participating

' in and Thinking About Investigations for University Chartering], 10-15.
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TABLE 6-1 - APPLICATIONS FOR UNIVERSITY CHARTERS

Number
Approved

Number of 
Applications

B/AA BYear

56%9 51949
6 50%121950

1961 38%38
10 100%101962

77%101963 13
87%24 211964
83%255 30i■rr-.,
90%28966 31
62%231967 37

X 78%14 111968
50%1969 6 3
80%41970> 5

- T.

Source: Unpublished data supplied by the Ministry of Education, University 
and Science Division.

V
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There Is a twofold deviation regarding these standards." First of 

all, the’ stmidards are based on the so-called, "student quota," the ntnnber 

of students per faculty or department theoretically allowed by the Ministry 

of Education. However, this quota bears little relationship to the number 

of actual entrants. A number of smaller "miniversities" find it completely

14
InqiosjBible to . attract enough students to meet this quota, 

other hand, a great number of institutions exceed their quota by egregious

On the

15
One study of sixty-nine major institutions, for example.

Of these, forty-seven were in

percents.

shxjwed all but one €xcee^ding its quota, 

excess by more than fifty percent, and twenty-one by more than 100 percent. 16

This situation, known and. condi^ned by the Ministry of Education, has been

It means as well that any standardsa major factor in continued expansion, 

based on such quotas are extremely diluted to begin with.

Nevertheless, even the diluted standards have not been adhered to. For 

exaiiq)le. Article 12 of the Standards requires that no more than one-half 

of the faculty members in any university faculty (gakubu) can be part-time. 

Yet a survey of thirty-four universities for which data was available 

showed that sixteen of these had more part-time than full-time faculty

^^Ogata Ken, "Zbkuzoku Tosan o Yoso sarete iru Abunai Daigaku" [Precarious 
Universities: Bankruptcies Increasingly Expected], 139-42.

^^Mombusho, Zenkoku Daigaku Ichlran [Japanese Universities at a Glance] 
(hereafter ZKI) gives entry quotas by faculty, while Monbusho, Mombu Nenpo 
[Yearbook of the Ministry of Education] (Hereafter Mombu Nenpo,.year.) 
gives actual entrants. It is quite possible according to other figures that 
even the Ifombu Nenpo figures on entrants is below the actual nuaber of entrants. 
Publishers of the university entry manual Keisetsu Jidai [Study Time] (Tokyo: 
Ubunsha, annual) maintain that their surveys indicate this is so.

^^Hosei Daigaku Daiichi, Daini, Keizai Gakubu ?5gata Zeminaaru. Shiritsu 
Daigaku lio Kenkyu Joken Oydbi Zaisei, Vol. 2 [Research conditions and 
Finance in Privata Uniyersitles], 94-95. (Hereafter 5gata Seminar, 1970.)

•> -■
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and thtis placed the entire university in clear violation of thesemenibers,

provisions. Where statistics were broken down further they showed that

of' the remaining eighteen had individ'ual faculties, which exceeded

Thus adherence to the rules

many

the legal limit of fifty percent part-time, 

on the nunher of part-time faculty is almost nonexistent.
18

providesArticle 37, Clause 4 of the University Chartering Standards 

libraries shall have seats for at least five percent of the students.that

than twenty students per library seat, and yet a recent 

of- forty uni'^ersities showed nearly half to be in violation, 

of .the most blatant violations there were 115 studente per library seat.

Other legal standards have remained similarly unenforced by the 

government with the result that Vt has become rather easy for universities 

to be'established, to remain in Operation, and to expand their student 

enrollments, thereby contributing immensely to the overall growth in the 

number of university students in J^an.

From these two dimensions, chartering and non-enforcement of minimum 

standards, it becomes clear that bureaucratic decisions and non-decisions

i.e., no more

In onesurvey
19

in a-cumulative way sustained and greatly accelerated the trend toward

Normally, one mi^t expect thatrapid expansion'within higher education.
•s

d policy of" expansion relying on even such Incremental steps as -these by

the government would require major financial and administrative outlays 

thereby generating resistence from other sectors of the government con

cerned about their comparative losses due to such major reallocations. In

17Ibid. •

^^bmbu Hdrei, 184.

19Ogata Seminar, K9-80.
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the Japanese case however concerns were greatly minimized due to a 

reliance oni private universities, and the actual funding policies of the 

government making even easier the Incrementalist enlargement of the

tmlversltles.

Reliance bn Private Universities

From an administrative standpoint, there are three types of univer-

those under the direct control of the national govem-sities in Japan;

ment; those under the control of local governments, such as prefectures 

or cities; and finally those xmder private administration. The, great bulk 

of the e^ansion that has taken- place since the end "of. the Occupation has 

come in the privately administered universities.

-.-In 1952 there were a total of 221 four-year tmlversltles In Japan. Of 

these, seventy-two (thirty-three percent) were national, thirty-three 

Cfifteen percent) were local public, and 116 (fifty-two percent) were

to 399 tmlversltles, representing an

V:,.,

20
^ private. - In 1972 the total was u 

' Increase of 178 institutions. . This gain came almost exclusively through

From 1953 to 1972, 175 newan increase in new private universities, 

private tmiversities were chartered so that in 1972 there were seventy-six 

national tmiversities.(nineteen percent), thirty-two local public uni-
©

vers it ies’.'height percent) and 291 private universities (seventy-three

In terms of student enrollment, a similar .shift can be seen.21
percent).

Even though there has been a significant Increase in the absolute number

of students enrolled in public tmiversities, increases there have been far 

less-significant than those in the private institutions. In 1952 thirty-

S “zKi : •
i

21
Ibid.
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nine percent of the total imiversity student body was enrolled in national

universities^ four percent in local public universities; and fifty-seven

percent in private institutions. By 1972 the composition had shifted

dramatically so that nearly eighty percent of the student body was enrolling

22
in private miverslties.

i From these- figures it becomes clear that the vast bulk of the increase
i

in opportunity to attend universities was made possible through increases 

in ^bp private sphere, not through expansion of institutions under national 

or local government Control.

other Industrial societies and is essential to bear in mind because it

iderpinning of the politics of enrollment

This point differentiates Japan from most

marks a fundamental political 

e^ansion. So too is the broadeA question of government financing policies
t'

regarding higher education..

Funding

At first glance, funding for higher education in Japan seems to be 

During the period from 1950-68 expenses for higherquite respectable.

education rose twenty-four times, from 24.8 billion yen to 561.8 billion
%

23
yen, representing a climb from 0.75% of national income to 1.33%.

Seemingly, therefore, one would be hard pressed to cite lack of funding.as
. .f^

a correlative of higher education expansion. However, when one considers
• ’ r

this rise along with the large increase in the total number of students and 

the inflation over the same period it becomes considerably less impressive.
V

^^oniusho, KyOiku'Tokei Shiryoshu [Collected Statistical Source Materials 
on Education], 9-10, 71-82, and supplemental data supplied by the Ministry 
of Education. (Hereafter KTS.) Similar shifts have also occurred at the 

V Junior College level.

23 i.
My calculations Srom

Yearbook] for varl’&us years.
Sorifu, Nihon Tokei Nenkan [Japan Statistical 

(Hereafter Tokei Nenkan.)
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, too, that expenses in 1950 provide a very low base to startWhen one noti

Only in 1959, for exaiJ5)le,from,-the rise takes on even less significance.

24
did total spending per pupil in higher education reach prewar levels.

and current expenses (i.e., direct educational expenses exclusive of 

capital overhead and expansion costs) have only now reached prewar leyels. 

- Even more significantly for questions of government policy toward

25

enrollment expansion, a decreasing portion of the money that is being spent

within Japan for higher education is coming from public sources. During

the period" from 1950^to 1968, government's share of the total bill for

26higher education shrank from 67.2 percent to 51.4 percent, 

e^enditure per pupil is at pn

and government

t only about two-thirds what it was in
27 Finally, both as a percent of national income and asthe prewar perio«i.

a percent of- total government spending for education, the Japanese govem-

nent's outlay for higher educationXfalls far below the levels in other

major countries of the world, as is clear from Table 6-2.

stirvey of government spending for higher education as a percent of total

governmental spending for higher education for thirty-one countries showed

28
that only six allocated lower, percents to higher education than Japan.

In fact, a recent

i

24
■ ■ CKS '69. 381.S'

25S'
Ibid., 382.s

^4

26s
My calculations from CKS '69. 286; and Ministry of Education, Educational 

Standards in Japan, 1970, 240. There are three voliimes with this'title, 
or the Japanese equivalent, Waga Kuni no Kyoiku Sul.jun, published in 1959, 
1964 and 1970. The former has not been translated into English,' the latter 
two have.' All three will hereafter be cited as Standards with a reference 
to the year of publication. References will be to the Japanese language 
edition for 1959 and to the English editions for 1964 and 1970.

3

I

s

I

WP '64, 304-305 contains prewar figures.

d Dieter Berstecher, International Developments of 
ire, 1950-1965, 40.

28
Friedrich Edding 

Educational Expend

K
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, TABLE 6-2 - GOVEENMENT . SPENDING. FOR HIGHER EDUCATION IN VARIOUS. COUNTRIES (1968)

As % of Total Government 
Educ.. Expense 1965 .

As % of
National IncomeCountry.

a

0.7% 
0.9% *

15.7%
17.4%

Japan
U.S.S.R.

U.S." ' •
West Germany
D.S.A.

22.9% * 
24.6% ** 
27.6%

1.0^ * 
1.1% ** 
1.9% V

> *
1967' 

** 1966
. *1

Source: Ministry of Education, Educational Standards in Japan, 1970
(Tokyo: Ministry of Education, 1971), pp. 145-6.
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This fiundijig situation is tied directly to the previous point about 

enrollment'^coming primarily through e3q>anslon In private universities. 

Japanese government allocates virtually no significant monies for these 

universities. Only about three percent of the total operating budget for 

private universities in Japan represents government funding, a figure in 

sharp contrast to fimding policies in most other Indxistrialized countries.

In the U.S.S.R. there is, of course, no private funding. In West Germany 

and France over eighty percent of all funds come from government sources.

In England, even tfiough all universities are privately administered, seventy

The

percent of the ordinary expenditures and between ninety and ninety-five
• » ' ' - ■' %.. •

percent of the funds for- capital needs come from the government.

all private miverslty monies come from

In the

Ihiited States about one-third o
1-■3/' ■ ■ * 29

the state .or federal governments.

What becomes clear, there^oVe, is .that the government, while encouraging 

the expansion of enrollments in^'

charters and noneriforcement of standards, did so at minimal cost, with 

funding for the miversity system in general and for private universities

titutions of higher education by easy

in particular being at a level of niggardliness linmatched in the industrial 

More charitably phrased, the expansion came without forcing any

As a result no significant

world.

major r.ealiocations of fmds or personnel.

counter pressures to the .policy of expansion were forthcoming from within' 

But what of pressures from outside the circles- of govem-the government.

meat? Should they have-developed? Did they? Why or why not?-

^^Osafci’Shinobu, "Shiritsu Daigaku" [Private Universities] in Shimizu 
Yr>gTi-tT<-Trnj Nihon no Koto Kvoiku TJapanese Higher Education], 146; CKS *69, 

9 119;'Baii>ara Burn, etal.. Higher'Education in Nine Countries. 181. It
should be noted ^at the government has recently begun moves to pay up to

salaries, but such sums will still leave
Japan with a ve ow proportion of government support.
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There ware two important negative consequences to the extension

policy that ikgh.t have led to some stroing external reaction had other

a shai^ decline in the quality of educationalcircumstances been dlffer^t: 

facilities and a class bias to the educational opportunities that emerged'

as a result of i~bp expansion. At first glance one mi^t suppose that these 

would lead to certain comterpressures, perhaps from students, parents, the 

lower classes not sharing fully in the expanded opportunities, etc. 

once they are examined in the context of other social values and political 

powers, it will be c2earjwhy they did not.

However

Deterioration'of Educational Conditions •i •.

A number of statistical inikcatprs can be examined to indicate the 

■4 marked’decline that has taken plate in the physical aspects of university

First of all there has been nearly a 30% increase ineducation in Japan, 

the number of students per facu** tyVmember since the end of the Occupation,

* V \
' with t^ major rise coming -duringv thksperiod of greatest chartering

_
increases,a rise which contrasts sharply with the general trends at other 

levels of Japanese education and with the trends in higher education

throughout the world. -

For example, at all other levels of education in Japan, as can be 

seen from .Figure 6-2, the trend over the past twenty years has been toward a 

decline in the number of students per faculty member, while it is only at 

the university level that the ratio has been moving in the opposite

The result is that the number of students per faculty member. direction.

is higher in universities than in any other level of education in Japan, in

V sharp- contrast to normal expectations.

30 increase becomes even more significant when seen in 
relationship between full-time and part-time faculty.

KTS. 9, 57-72. 
light of the chanj

V

5'^
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• f

The definitional basesInterhatlbnally too the Japanese case is odd. 

need in gathering statistics on Ugher education make meaningful inter

national comparisons between absolute student-faculty ratios extremely 

However, the Japanese Ministry of Education figures provided 

of 1964 and 1970 show that in absolute terms Japan is

dlfflciilt.>

In the White Papers
31

in'quite a poor position coii?>ared to other major industrial states.

Index figures over time based on consistent definitions within individual

countries show even more vividly the long-term and unenviable trend in 

Japan. Figure 6-3 Inificates quite obviously that Japan's sharp rise in the 

ntnnber of studegats per faculty member is without parallel in the other

major countries of the world. \

D.espite. the fact that teacherb are carrying a bigger work load in 

terms of the-number of students pei teacher, their salaries have by no means

kept pace with trends in national income per capita, a further indication

.e salaries of teachers in higherFor dkample,of declining quality, 

education as related to average national income per capita dropped 65%

again a decline unmatched in any other country.over the period 1950-1968,

Moreover, the actual salaries.,are and have been'quite low to begin with.

these'other countries, being approximately one-third that of

Even allowing for the

compared to

salaries in-rfhe U.S., England, and West Germany, 

differences in per capita national income, faculty members in Japanese

■■

institutions of higher education receive about one-half what their- counter-

The number of part-time faculty has increased from approximately one out of 
four in 1951 to one out of three at present, with the greatest jump again

Ibid., 108.

Standards, 1970, 99-100.

'69; 447, Standards, 1970, 109.

coming during the decade of the 1960s.

c^^Standards, 1964, 91;

^^Based on data in |^KS

^^CKS '69, 447.

K
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parts In thesii three cotmtries were receiving when their countries were at 
. ^ 34

similar levels. Part-time employment outside one’s university has 

become an economic necessity for large numbers of faculty members, thus

making them far less accessible to students and colleagues.

35
Figures for such items as research expenditures,

37
and‘space per pupil 

For many, the large Increase in enrollment alone is sufficient explanation

36
books and libraries.

all provide similar indications of undeniable decline.

of this deterioration, taking as their validation the phrase of Kingsley 

’’The more, the worse."Amis : Nevertheless, Japan's enrollment increase, 

significant^as-it may be, was by no means musual during this period, as 

can be seen by a comparison of Jap 

industrial nations as in Table 6-3 

not be brought forth as a convenient scapegoat for this deterioration of

an's increase with that in other major

Thus democratization of opportunity can
<r-'

educational conditions among.Japanese universities.

•ir

34
Ibid.;-135.

35
In 1964, for example, research expenditures in national universities 

amomted to about two-thirds that of prewar figures for experimental chairs 
and had not yet. reached one-third that of the prewar figure for non- 
experimental chairs. Moreover, the amounts in non-chair national as well 
as public and private universities were and remain well b.elow these.
Ichikawa Shogo, "Daigaku wa kore de ii ka?" [Does this Mean the Universities 
are Good?], 15-17.
36 . •*

Nearly bne-half of the universities in Japan (46.3%) have libraries with . 
fewer than 50,000 volumes; two-thirds have fewer than 100,000, a condition 
which has gotten worse, not better, over time. In 1963, for examplej the 
figures had been 38.5% and 61.1% respectively. Additionally, in m^y of the 
considerably larger libraries the number of books has not kept pace with 
student increases,_resulting in drastic declines in the niimber of books per 
pupil. Monibu Nenpo.
37
A sharp decline of 47% has been registered in the period since the end of 

the Occupation. Consequently, there are nearly twice as many pupils per 
square meter of building space now as there were at the end- of the Occupation. 
Based.-on figures in ^iyu Minshuto, Bunkyo Seido Ghosakai. Kokumin no tame 
no Daigaku - [Universj^^iies-for the People], part 3, 19 for data to 1965; 
Monibusho, Gakko Kihopf Chosa Hokokusho [Report On the Basic School Survey]

and

for years after 1965^^'
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TABLE 6-3 - ENROLLMENT EXPANSION IN INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN -

SELECTED COUNTRIES

B/AA B
1950 1967a

421,000
2,116,000

140,000
136,000^

134,000
1,247,000

1,397,000
6,912,000

510,000
416,000
412,000

3,861,000

3.0Japan 
USA

.^ Prance
Germany (F.R.)
U.K.
USSR

3.1
- 2.3t'

3.3
3.3
2.8

®1951

1950 — Friedrich Edding and Dieter Berstecher, International 
Developments of Educational Expenditure. 1950-1965, (Paris: 
UNESCO, 1969), Annex 1.

1967 -- International Yearbook of Education, Vol. XXXI (Paris: 
UNESCO, 1970)-, Appendix VII.

Sources:
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: liie Sophisticated observer of Japan would be quick to point out that

1aggregate_data mask significant differences among universities. 

While this is ^questionably true it should be noted that the major gap

under national and local governmental 

Beyond a doubt, it is the

these

is between tmiversities which are

auspices and those which are privately run.

‘private tmiversities, the group in which the bulk of the expansion has

taken place, that are most open to the charge of inferior and declining 

facilities as a breakdown of the statistical evidence in Table6-4 indicates.

Since 'it has been government policy to rely heavily on the private uni

versities Jor expanding”the enrollment of the entire system, howeverj the

Institutions establishes, even more firmlystatistical inferiority of 

t3ie tie.between government poVlcy and the deterioration of facilities.

.ese

Class Bias

decline in quality that has been an outgrowthIn addition to the overal:
>
of"the government’s mariner of incasing opportunities, one must also take 

Into account the. fact that there is a strong class bias to the university

Since nearly twenty-five percent of the_ _ system as it has been evolving.

age cohort are able to attend institutions of higher education, the

Japanese system could hardly be called "elitist" in the sense that the word
.r^

is normally used. However, the expansion of opportmities has not been

Rather it has been thefelt at all evenly throughout Japanese society, 

sons and daughters of the more financially endowed who have been most able

Wihon no Shiritsu Daigaku, 222-268; and Nihon Gakujutsu 
Kaigi, '*Shiritsu Daigaku no Josei ni Tsuite" [On Aid to Private Universities]. 
Reebmmendationto the Prime Minister dated May 11, 1965. Reprinted in

, Kankoku-Seimeishu, 4 [Collected Recommendations andNihiori • Grikiii ritsu Kaigi 
Declarations] 117.
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TABLE 6-4 - COMPARISON OF VARIOUS CONDITIONS WITHIN NATIONAL, PUBLIC ATO

PRIVATE UNIVERSITIES IN JAPAN

sy

TotalPublic PrivateYear NationalCondition

£i

1. Student-Faculty Ration
a. Total
b. Full-time

2. Percent-Part-time Faculty
V-l\69

12.07.4 18.16.468
18.19.5 30.38.3
34.244.627.81968 22.2

tfr.'-' v'

4

63.047.089.0 57.03. Average/Library (000)
4. Numbe;: of Students per Library

Seat - .
5. Number o£ Book's per Student
6. Average Space per Student (tsubo)1970

12.815.19.3. 9.2
:-967' 96.0 43.025.067.0

2.39.5

1 and 2, my calculations“from Mombu Nenpo, 1968^ p. 344.
3 through 5,.iiy calculations from Moiii)u Tokei Yoran, 1970 (Tokyo: Mombusho, 
1970), p. 49. , .
6, Nihon,Shiritsu Daigaku Kyoiku, Jigyo Keikakusho [Working P.lan], 1970 
(TokyoT n.p., 1970), p. 14.

Sources:
y

>■;
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This fact relatedto take.advantage of the broadening of opportunities, 

very directly to the increased importance of the private universities in

the overall structure of Japanese higher education, and more acutely to

their deplorable financial situation.

Most private universities in Japan have been galloping along on a

Having virtiially no financial equity, due 

either to the inflation immediately after the war, or else as a result of-

hazardous- financial treadmill.

the-weak' financial reqtiir^ehts applicable at the tinffi of being chartered, 

the universities depend almost exclusively on tuition, fees, and bank loans

A vicious cycle exists in which money isfor their operating expenses.

borrowed‘°from banks to establ;^sh the physical facilities for a university.

then high tuition rates and fees are charged to pay off the servicing 

/ charges on,'the bank loans.

admitted, whereupon further physical expansion is eventually required,

, more servicing charges, and further

The result is that nearly

To Mximize total Income, more and more studentsv-:

are

necessitating additional bank lo^

Increases in tuition and 'in- the ni
- 39

one quarter of the,private universities' budgets come from loans.

tr of students.

while

twenty percent of the annual cost of operating private universities goes
• . “ 40

exclusively into debt service, a figure which has nearly doubled since 1961.

In such a poor financial situation, the universities are forced to 

rely hea-^ly on tuition and fees for operating e^enses, and nearly one- ^ 

half of the expenditures of private universities comes from tuition, fees

/

:• /

^^Ogata Ken, "Jinzai Hihojo no Imi Suru Mono," [The Meaning of Financial Aid 
in Human Development], 15.

40Ibid., 15. Also Osaki, Shiritsu Daigaku, 166-177; Ogata Ken, "Shiritsu 
Daigaku Keiei no Jittai to Monaaiten" [Realities and Problems in the Manage- .. 

^ ment of Private Universities], 69-75. CHereafter Realities and Problems.) 
"Debt service" iiicludes payment" on both principle and interest. Interest

of total debt service.

■■J

V

- »
. r.i
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In the United States andand other "contributions" from students.

Great Britain,way of contrast, such fees are frequently below ten

percent and rarely exceed twenty to thirty percent, even in the most

The costs of entering a privateiiiq)overlshed private -universities, 

university have consequently become astronomical and have far outstripped

can be seen from Table 6-5.increases in the consumer price index as

Furthermore, families must be able to support their offspring for

-—=' four years once in the university, puttinB'an additional strain on family 

resources. M a result of such high costs, the private universities 

have become prohibitively expensive for the student from lower-middle 

' income families and have become increasingly accessible only to the more

A 1968 survey showed,\for example, that the. most significant 

^Ctor itifluenhing an Individual sti^dent’s desire to go on to college was

Being male, and the son of

well-to-do.

a family income of 1.5 million yen dr above.

a-professional followed closely, whi]^ having very high grades was signl-

Of the male students who did not proceed fromficantly°less inq)ortant. 

high school to university, thirty-six.^percent cited economic conditions

as the reason. The average annual Income of parents,of graduates who wished

to proceed to universities was 1.3 million yen for males and 1.46 million

yen for femal^, while for those who decided not to continue in spite of

teacher evaluations that they had sufficient scholastic achievement and

motivation, these figures were approximately halved. Certainly fqndly

income would appear to be quite significant as a factor in not attending 

- 43a university.

^^Stahdards *70, 248.

I42'Sgata: Realities am Problems. 75. 

43
having very low gr^s, 

low income and agricu^u 
CKS ’69, 50-53. V

j being a female, with parents of limited education, 
ral or blue collar backgrotmd operated negatively.
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Figure 6-A

STUDENTS ACCORDING TO FAI'IILY INCOME AND 

TYPE OF UNIVERSITY /

I1 Nmlonal[
51.5’"'45 r»wJc

Private

40

35a 33.S
% •••

ii• 30 ‘k %;/• %

-fi.25 •« •:
•••

% ••
% • 

20.3 . '
% .2Q.b t■ 20 I iii)% .1? J7.5 ir!S.5 ai% % 'ii15A!!■ , t

15 % %'h% % 'ii V.- 'H. >!v//12.6 v?q •/
// •:v.

I Ii //// A *.•7/ '7/
//.10 7.?.27/ 7-'‘i. • .*•-1

•V:V
'.V// ii.!5? / II■ ; Iir?.'. /V //:% //I.5 nh:i /• • • •• />://

// '!!% v«'h% 7//•0
54 7230 42

Family Income CY10,000) 

Source: Mombusho, Nihon no Koto Kyoihu 
[Higher Education in Japan] 
(Tokyo: Ministry of Education, 

‘ 165.at964),

K
.. 0
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Althqugli idomparative and reliable data are difficult to locate, the

on family Income of students entering universities also supportslimited data

the notion of a class-biased system, figure 6-4 divides all students by 

the type of university attended into quintiles of family income. National 

university students show a relatively even distribution among all five

quintiles, while .53.6 percent of the students in private universities come

from families in the lower two quintiles.

ilbre- recent'data' indlcatea" that inr 1970 the- average family income of' 

students in. private utflversities was 2.10 million yen, or fifty percent

higjier than 1.45 million yen-for families of students in national univer-^ 

sltles and thirty percent higher\than the 1.63 million for those in local

44
public universities.

Ue, ^
Moreover, this gap is widening significantly with

From the data on quality '^d class, therefore, it becomes quite 

obvious that expansion of opporwunit^s as carried out by the government 

has had two very significant s .ci^politlcal consequences: general 

deterioration in university conditions and a preservation of the existing 

class structure; Yet no evidence emerges of any significant degree of

pressure either ta contract the expansion, or to expand under circtimstances

more calcula^d to reduce the class bias, or to insure the maintenance

Part of this is undoubtedly due 'to the unorganizedof high standards.w*

^^MOmbu Koho, No. 545 Cfebruary 13, 1972), 4. 

higher education is, of course, not unique and evidence is fotmd for its 
existence in other capitalist societies. In the Soviet Union offspring of 
aparatchifci apparently also have a better chance for higher education, 
although economic class per se is less relevant. Gerhard Lenski, Power and 
Privilege. One study however notes that the Japanese pattem is s-ignlfi- 
caritly more biased viiowardtipper class students than either the U.S. or 
UiS^S.R. See Hearbert Passih, Society and Education in Japan, 121.,

The class pattern of Japanese

... .> ...
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nature of the Icj^et classes in Japan. More difficult to explain is the

seeming disinterest with which the so-called proletarian parties viewed

these consequences. An occassional perfunctory criticism of the course 

of the government's expansion policy can be found in the party platforms

of the JSP and the JCP, but neither took any great efforts to correct the

The JSP’s conduct can perhaps best be attributed to the party'ssituation.

Talmudic Marxism: Marx's doctrines in the original will help explain all

significant contemporary problems; those he deals with are significant 

while those he does not can be ignored. Marxism is seen less as a doetrine 

from which to begin analysis, and more as one which if mderstood correctly 
will timelessly provide all the answers as well. And to the extent that 

Ma^^was'hot concemfed with higher e 

the JSP. At the organizational level as well this orientation was bolstered

cation in great detail, neither was

by the close ties between the JSP and rhe major labor federations at the
>

national levels - Higher education (in ci 

education where 'the Japan Teacher's. Union is most active) has never become

irast to primary and secondary

In contrast to university administration which could be.a mlon issue.

and was. Interpreted as a matter*"of state intervention to enforce ideological

conformity — which could easily be squared with Marx — and which was seen, 

as presenting a threat to teachers, many of whom were leading theoreticians 

for the JSP, enrollment expansion and its consequences did not* touch 

directly on key supporters of the JSP (i.e. students were the key group 

affected) nor on matters with overtly political overtones. The political 

implications of the government's incremental polic3nnaking were conservative

and even anti-progressive to be sure, but in a far less open way than in 

Issues surrounding adm^lstration.

the party was first of all extremely weak 

during the earliest period of the expansion policy.

In the case of tl

But even when its
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strength. greKj in the mid- to late-sixties, it followed a strategy of 

localism, each camptjs being treated as a separate entity, with the result 

that it too was quite lax in bringing pressure to bear for a redirection of 

the entire national level of policy.

As a consequence, political pressure for change was slight and .. 

localized at best,' almost totally absent at worst. But an additional

factor in the ability of the policy to continue mchecked must also be

There was in the society at large-a core of supporting valuesreCb^ized.

that in many ways precluded a broad scale examination of the policy, itself.

and which supported incremental expansion regardless of its cumulative 

effect.

3 Supporting VSlues•’"‘v-i

;lated in a valuational vacuum, and theNo governmental policy is fo

enrollment expansion in Japanese hi'^er education is no exception, 

interrelated' facets of extent■ valties have been strongly congruent with, and

Three

supportive of, the present policy and its social consequences throughout 

the broader society, namely, the popular importance of the diversity

diploma, a laissez faire attitude toward the acquisition of such a degree

by both government and private sectors and the general governmental policy
. ' .

of- huge,rapid economic growth. . ■ .
. fc.

In Japan, as in most countriesj there is a high correla^pn.between

Thus, in 1967,a pej^pon’s level of education and his economic success, 

the starting salary for male university graduates in Japan averaged nearly

seventy percent abD've that for middle school graduates, forty-five percent 

above that for school graduates, and twenty-foiir percent higher than

Moreover, this gap widens with age

V

45that for,rj unior cd: :ge graduates.

45 Keizaigaku [An Economic Study of Education],, 96.Stnniya Mikio. Kyo a no

■ f,
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and length, of employm^t, so that ev^ allowing for the seven years when 

a middle school graduate is working and a university graduate is in 

school, the latter's lifetime earnings remain far superior. A university 

education is statistically a wise investment.

economic ".payoff" one must recognize that the status of one's occupation 

as(Well as the type of work one does is largely dependent on.education^with 

the most desirable positions almost invariably demanding a university 

diploma as a prerequisite to emplo3nnent.

Such-difference are not lost on Japanese parents, 

hi^ concern among parents for the education of their, offspring. A recmt 

survey of parents showed that the topic most frequently discussed in the 

home was education (52.1 percent)^, and was also the greatest worry of 

parents (25.4 percent) ,• nearly do^le the percentage for the item of next 

greatest concern. Expectations iA the area of education are also very 

high, with .nearly two-thirds oJE the^parents indicating that if they had a 

son they would want him. to finish college.

The relationship between higher education and subsequent success in 

the minds of Japanese parents is rather blatant. A public opinion poll 

taken in July, 1968, by the Prime Minister's Office indicated that only 

twenty-two ..percent of the parents surveyed who wanted to send their sons 

to university did so in order for them "to acquire an education," while 

over fifty-eight percent sought entry for reasons directly related to the

Above and beyond the purely

!
!

There is a very

*r

future material success of their offspring, such as "will be advantageous," 

"want..him to acquire a good job. II II to acquire technical skills," etc. An

V ^^Ibid.. 228; Ogata Ken, "Kyoiku.Keizairon no Kadai to Hoho" iProblems and 

Hethods of Educatic^al Econo^cs], 83.

hizaigaku, 12-18.47
Sumiya, Kyoiku n

}
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Interesting additional 14.5 percent cited the somewhat related reason 

"because it is generally done. ,,48

Parental desires are mirrored in part by the attitudes of the business

community. Firms generally will hire their employees only from a limited

number of specific schools. Close ties are frequently maintained between 

university officials and various business firms with mutually acceptable 

quotas worked out as to the number of graduates a particular firm will
.!

hire and what a university will agree to provide for the firm, so that career 

success depends much I6ss on actual skills than on school standing and a 

school's alumni connections, the_ entire S3nidrome pointing to the greater

iiiq>ortance of the university one graduates from as compared to what one
49 \

learns- there. .

Numerous writers have described this phenomenon rather cynically as

ism," or less stiffly, as "fixation
I

"gakufeki-shugi," literally "dipli 

, witii the degree. While a dipL i\^er se is important, not all diplomas 

Some universities and some, faculties offer far more-are equal, however.

Indeed, a degree from a particular facultyprestigeous degrees than others.

of a particular .mlverslty has a rather tangible and almost calculable 

economic value, both to its, recipient and to the firm in which he is

. eventually ■'^employed. And, if the student "buys" the diploma as a passport

to future success, without'which passport,travel through the higher circles 

of goverament and business is impossible, many universities quite clearly 

can ’^market" these passports with such factors in mind.

CKS'' 69, 36, For- a- more in-depth analysis of those going on see:
JC5f5 Gakko Sotsugyosha no Shiniyo Jokyo iThe Circimistances of Advancement 

^ of Hi^ School Graduates].

Mombusho,

49 ' hSee Koya Azumi, ffjgher Education'and Business Recruitment in Japan.

^^Shinbori~Mlchiya^pakureki-- jitsuryokoshugi o habamu lAcademic Background— 

Thwarting the Merit'^Systern]. Fukaya Masashi, Gakureki shugi no keifu

i
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Although.Imost have not been terribly successful In terms of profits.

as should have been'dear from the earlier'discussion of their financial

plight, private universities in Japan do operate as profit-making 

Institutions. Those with the best connections and placement records can 

command not only hi^ tuitions but also high "voluntary" contributions-, 

which are often inversely proportional to the attractiveness of a student’s

r

academic record, a factor which contributes to the class bias in the system

as a whole.

More politically salient, the government, for its part, also treats 

the relationship between students-and private universltljes in precisely

ittitude regarding funding, tuition raises.this same sense by its hands-off

deyiatirdns from official quotas, etc. Perhaps the most pertinent facet 

of this attitude, however, concerns scholarship aid to students — whether
’ ■ -3!.^

in public or private unlversit'es.
* \ \

■suggest any sense of government responsibility for insuring that the 

individual be'allowed to’receive .a university education regardless of his.

.In this area there is nothing to

or his family’s, economic well-being. The government-sponsored Japan 
- • ” ’ ** .

Scholarship Association, which' provides eighty-three percent of all the
.i *

"scholarships" in Japanese universities, actually provides no scholarship 

grants whatsoever, but merely loans, these being doled out in miniscule 

sums to only a small portion of the student body. Of nearly one and a 

half million university students in 1970, the largest group of recipients 

was the 99,000 (7.6 percent) who received general loans of, in almost all 

cases, ¥3000 per month. An additional 88,000 students (6.8 percent) 

Received special allowances of between ¥5000 and, in very unusual cases 

¥12,000.'^ Ihus, amoi^ts which by no means begin to cover normal expenses

■e loaned to some fifteen percent of the totalof tuition and fees

[Genealogy of Piplom^^sm]

’■v'
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university student body,, giving Japan the lowest percentage of students 

receiving aid, and the" lowest amounts received among the major countries 

In fact, Japan seems to he the only such country which

of scholarship grants at all.

51
of the world.

in-fact has no genuine government program 

clearly indicative of the pervasive attitude in Japan that higher education

is hy'and large a private sector relationship beyond the purview of the

government.

Such a non-interventionist policy is fully complementary with, and 

perhaps partly the consequence of, a final factor in present attitudes,

consideration given to high growth-economics in the

To the extent that

namely, the dominant

formulation of Japanese government^ priorities.

dominance injthe postwar period has been at all(^jngerva'five 'political 

related to governmental policies, itj is fair to say that they have been

heavily bolstered by the abili'y to 
BegiiSing with.-the Hatoyama CabLet’s^'^x Year Plan for an Independent

.eliver "peace and prosperity."

. ■>

Econony," through the Ikeda Cabinet's "Plan to Double the National Income 

in Ten Years," and the industrial development plans in recent Prime 

Minister Tanaka’s "Plan to Remodel the Archipelago," the conservatives have

consistently relied on economic growth and its fallout as a mainstay of

These economic policies have been based most.
their political power, 

fundamentally on the concept of growth through cyclical investment and

For a highly industrializedreinvestment in high and rapid return items.

country such as Japan, higher education does not constitute such an item.

the reasons for Japan's phenomenal

despite the fact that Japan's high level

Economists by no means agree fully on 

growth, but one thing is clear;

^^Standards '70, 13: r4; 233-34.
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• »

ive be^ a’preteqiilstte to such, growth,’ further investmentof education may

In education would have-produced no appreciable returns in terms of added

growth. A comparison of the relative importance of several factors to 

Japan's growth during the period 1944-68, shows the mihimal role played by

In terms of international comparisons, one study 

interestingly showed the role of education to be less significant in Japan

investment in education.

than in any of the thirteen industrial countries or regions studied with

Ministry of Education officials have thus been inthe exception of one. 

a weak bargaining position "in any demand for more funds which has had an

mmistakably. negative effect on standards and fimding. ,

It thus becomes clear that reg^dless of the Immediate

causes of-the problems of quality and| class bias, there are much more
... tr

significant and'much more deeply rootdd values and attitudes that have 

exacerbated the situation, and which h^e undergirded the policy of rapid 

incremental expansion of the universities. The importance of the diploma, 

the notion that higher education is essentially a private business trans

action beyond the realm of government intervention, and finally, the dom

inance of'economic growth as a criterion in the assessment of governmental 

priorities must all be seen as .the attitudinal props Behind ’ both the

in which^higher educational enrollment has been expanded as well 

the decline that has taken place in the quality of university facilities

manner

as

over the past decade and a half, and the class bias which remains a part 

of the higher educational system.

in economic terms." Ito Masaya, 'Ikeda Hayato—Sono sei to shi iHayato 
Ikeda—^His Life and Death] CTokyo; Shiseido, 1966), 90-91, as quoted in 
Daiichi Ito, "The Bureaucracy: Its Attitudes and-Behavior," 451.

n no Seichoritsu wa Naze Takal Ka?": ^^Kanamori Hisao, "Ni^ 

Growth Rate High?], Iff. 
Quality and Economic G;

iWhy is Japan's 
See also Tsunehiko Watanabe, "improvement of Labor 
th—Japan's Postwar Experience," 33-53,
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Such, a climate has been the supportive Backdrop to a basically

Incrementalist policymaking process. Lacking the visibility of policy

proposals and decisions in the area of university administration, enroll

ment expansion has instead been a policy carried out through a series of 

related and mutually supportive steps no one of which was terribly dramatic, 

or even'highly visible, but all of which in combination converged on the 

common policy of expansion. The bureaucracy's readiness to grant university 

charters coupled with its reluctance to force con5)liance with existing 

requirements were consistent if incremental Gxsntributors to this policy.

The policy has been advanced no less distinctly than policies in imiverslty 

administration, but the policymaking\process has been advanced far more

through bureaucratic ipeans and has been stibject to far less controversy and
t'

publicity than was shown to be the case in administration.

As for the policy itself,^it emerges as the non-fiduciary encourage

ment of rapid and uncontrolled i. pension, 

lacking the democratic characteristics of parallel iiiq)rovement, or at 

least parallel maintenance, of educational facilities and lacking also a 

concern for improving the mobility opportunities among the lower economic 

Instead it has developed in such a way that overall physical 

quality has deteriorated markedly and new university admissions resulting 

from it have, because of funding policies, been accessible primarily to

But it has been an expansion

classes.

the offspring of the more affluent sectors of the Japanese population.'

First, theTwo codas should perhaps be added on this point, however, 

lack of governmental funding I^s limited to a great extent the government's

Conversely,ability to exercise purse string control over many universities, 

however, the weakness oJB> university organizations, and the government's

r.ability to approach ind^ldually the more conservatively inclined university
c-

-..v"
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trtistees or administrators mitigates this limitation somewhat. Second, 

the policy should* not he seen as uniformly beneficial to the' government,

A good deal of student protest activity during 1968-69 revolved around the 

poor conditions of imiversities. The long range impact of this problem 

is impossible to assess and goes well beyond the scope of the present 

investigation. Nevertheless, the fact that in the post-protest days of 

1970-71, the government decided to alter somewhat its funding policies for 

—t>'oth private and governmental universities would suggest that it has begun 

to question partially the? wisdom of its non-fiduciary support for increased 

expansion regardless of quantitative changes. Whether or not similar 

'assessment of the class consequences\ of past policies will also be re-

1
;

i
i

;

;
;

examined remains more doxifatful.

4

X
\

r
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CHAPTER 7

PRESSURE GROUP POLITICS: DIFFERENTIATION AND SPECIALIZATION

There has probably never been a government free from the pressures 

of various individuals, groups or social sectors to cariry out activities

that would provide them with particularistic benefits. And when the

demands are perceived to represent either inherently desirable changes.

■6r else pressures that, if Ignored, could lead to a significant under- 

jnining of the political strength of the regime, it is the rare government

The Importance of big businessthat does not try to respond in some way.
•; *.

\
to the conservative government Iri-Jap^ 

to preclude the necessity of further ela'boration, and it has,’through its 

indlvFdual

tently and successfully pressured the Jap'imese government to make certain

has been so well documented as

members .and through its.organizations and federations, consls-

changes in'* the content and structure of hl^er education.

Since its earliest incarnations, the university has performed 

certain functions of professional training and certification. In the 12th

and 13th centuries, this function was limited almost exclusively to the

preparation of men for the ministry, medicine and the law, and Vas distinctly

subsidiary to its ..broader role as the guardian of general knowledge, the' 

training ground for the education of the total man, and intellectual oasis 

for those in search of truth. The development of highly specialized and- 

complex societies, however, has forced dramatic changes in this orientation.

One of the primary requirements of the business sector in any modem.

highly industrialized and dynamic economy is for a talented and highly 

educated pool.of citizens from which to draw the employees needed to 

sustain and expand that ei lomy; the universities are generally perceived
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to be the key source of that pool. The Japanese business community has

been no exception^to this pattern; however, the nature of prewar education

and the ch^ges Introduced by the Americans have bolstered any natural

Inclinations ^if may have had to seek government action designed to secure

from the universities the kind of graduates It desires.

As noted In Chapter Three, the Japanese university Is a relatively

modem institution, Japan's first being established only in 1877.

'''“political leadership at that time, quite concerned about Japan's weakness

vis a vis the Western imp^ial powers and conscious of the need to engage

In rapid industrial and technological development so as to^defend the 
• o ■ ■ _ .. ■

integrity of the nation, quite dellbeVately sought to establish practi

cality as the guiding principal for all education, including higher 
leading. ^ "

Sato Shlnen. who, at the time of the OpitW War in China, argued that 

protecting Japan from western expanslonlsKnecessltated specialization 

and efficiency, with all adults being trained to functionally specific 

tasks, and prohibited from' changing occupations, and with a nationally 

run university to provide the most^specialized training.' Others, too, 

prior to the Meiji Restoration, took up the theme of protecting national 

independence through a combination of "eastern morals and western tech

nology," with the result that the earliest eiiq>hases in Japanese education 

were unquestionably specialization and technical skills. •

In Western Europe and the 'United States, by way of contrast, such

The

t'

Indeed that orlentatipn wen: even further back at least to

Herbert Passin,. Society and Education in Japan 92-99._ _ _  Nagai Michio,
rnlzatipn and Education] passim, but esp.. Chapter 

TWO (Hereafter:Kindaika)rf^nistrv of Education. Japan's Growth and 
Education; Nagai Michlo.mgher Education in Japan:
Crash

Kindalka to KvOiku [Mode

Its Takeoff and
• ::
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™ ..»......... ..........»
t of 1862 established the land grant colleges in thewhen the Morrill

United States did the practical application of what was taught at the

2
university become anything approaching a widespread concern. Even then

the more established liberal arts institutions tended to scorn practicality

as exclus,ively the province of "cow colleges." In Japan, by way of contrast.

even such western-influenced leaders as Fukuzawa Yukichi called for study 

‘^Iiich focused on the immediately useful'. In his essay, "Encouragement 

of Learning" (Gakumon no Sffsxime), for example, he wrote as follows:

Learning does not mean useless accomplishments, 
suchaa’ knowing strange words or reading old 
and difficult texts, or enj<Wing and writing 
poetry. These accomplishments give much pleasure 
to the human mind and they have their own 
values*. ^,But ‘'they should not he slavishly 
worshipped as the usual .run of scholars try to 
persuade us. There have been orecious few 
scholars in Chinese classics at any time who 
were good providers, or merchants accomplished 
>ln poetry and yet clever in husihess. ... 
Therefore this kind of nnpractica^learnlng should 
be left to other days, and one's best efforts 
should be given to practical learning that is 
close to everyone's needs. .

• -.r

• ’3

.. As was noted* at greater length above, such concerns remained philosophically 

dominant in higher education throughout the prewar period.

During the be^pation, such specialization and occupational relevance 

were the subject of particular attack. As much the captives of the struc

ture and ideology of the American higher educational system as they were 

the active devotees of the broad general knowledge that had been its 

original justification, the Americans sought to provide a system that

.

2
Nagal, Kindaika 35

£3
ucation 206.In Passin; Society and
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minimized, and In some cases was overtly hostile to, the occupational 

relevance and distinctly technical training of the prewar period. It 

will be recalled from Chapter Three that some even went so far as to

parallel the need for separating higher education from Industrial rele

vance with the Merlcan penchant for separating church and state. The

structural manifestation of the-new system was thus the four year liberal 

arts college with a curriculum requiring a heavy two year program in 

—^general education. It is this system that has been the target of business-

initiated pressures forithange, the primary thrust of which has sought 

to force higher education back-l:o the more occupationally relevant system 

' of diversified educational insjtitutions and specialized educational 

curriculums prevalent during the pret^r period.

‘The long history of specialization and differentiation during the 

prewar period went largely unchallenged by academics and the political 

left. At a minimum it in no way approached the heightened affect 

surrounding issues of university autonomy and university administration.

•. .r

Moreover, as will be seen, the potential impact of the issue has been

far less direct and far more specific. No single serious proposal
. . - 1..T ' .

focing fundamental changes in all institutions of higher education has 

ever emerged Injthls area, in contrast to the issue of university adminis

tration. Rather the issue has had a reasonably high degree of divisibility, 

and has been quite narrow and specific in its scope. At the same time, 

when compared to enroll^nt e:q)anslon, it appears to be much more diffuse, 

somewhat broader and far less dlsagregable. Politically, the issue has

never raised constitutional questions and only rarely has it raised legal

t it has been a problem open to resolution byFor thS most p

4
Some critics of the wSrnmenti however, contend that any government
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'!■:

actions within the Ministry of Education or through a combination of 

bureaucratic agencies. Yet resolution has necessitated in most cases 

far more consciousness, planning and coordination than enrollment expan

sion. Incrementalism has not dominated most aspects of the differen

tiation and specialization question. Finally, the business sector, which 

has been the most concerned with the question, has been highly mobilizable, 

politically influential, and has operated in a climate of opinion favorable 

“^'o the economic development to which the issue has constantly been 

connected, again separatl^ it from the other two cases.

-V

The result has been that Ih'terms of policymaking, equally interesting
o'" '

and related contrasts, can be noted.
1 •.

was seen in Chapter Five, in most 

matters of university administration, ^ollc3nnaking involved attempts at 

passahjg or blockl^ legislation; cleavage, total commitment and vigorous

opposition were almost inevitably Involved. By way of contrast, in the

policy area now under studj^ policymaking will be shown to have been 
': • 'V

accomplished almost exclusively by bureaucratic means such as ordinance

revision, quota changes, encouragement of "independent*' university action,

financial Inducement, etc., and confrontations and conflict have been

far less in evidence. -In this area, the Importance and potential of the

overall bureaucratic trends analyzed in Chapter Four are also starkly

S^sible.

Additionally, if government policy toward university administration . 

has been largely the result of-reaction to such other specific problenis 

as progressive protest, plus the somewhat more natural tendency of most

direction over..; the uni^^ 
Constitution which guaran4i 
few; it^ of the govemm 
and differentiation also

erslties is a violation of Article 23 of the 
ees academic freedom. As will be seen a 
c's policy change in the area of specialization 
ere based on legal changes that passed the Diet.

• j
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governments to seek dontrol and supervision over many diverse areas of 

societyj and if its policies toward enrollment have been largely an 

unconscious and Incremental response to a combination of specific 

requests by universities to expand and to the broader climate of demo

cratic values and equality of opportunity; then its policy toward the 

differentiation of higher educational institutions and specialization 

of higher educational training have involved far more conscious and

thought-out responses to clear cut and particularistic demands from big 

business, acting in a climate of economic development.

There have been two related but analytically distinct components of

differentiation among institutions andthis problem: first, structural 

second, changes in the types of graduate Voutput" emerging from these 

institutions. In both cases a rather consistent business demand has

of governmental policyled to an almost equally consistent patte: 

response. It would be well to begin by asseh^ng the demands of big

■ business-before looking at the government response.

Demands of Big Business: As a general sector of society, big business 

.is represented organizationally in several diverse and autonomous federa

tions. The major ones are the Japai^ Federation of Employers Associations 

(JFEA), the Federation of Economic Organizations (FEO) and the Japan

Committee for Economic Development (JCED). Of somewhat lesser significance

5 „Itare the Japan Chamber of Commerce and the Kansal Economic Federation, 

has been these federations that have been the prime articulators and

On the political role of big business in Japan, see, e.g 
Yanaga,.Big Business in Japanese Politics; Frank C. Langdon, 
Contributions of Big Business in Japan," and "The Attitudes of the Big 
Business Community;" Thayer, How the Conservatives Rule . . . ; and 
Yomlurl Shimbunaha, Zalkal (fThe Financial World].

Chitoshi 
"The Political

• >

Ir* - I*:.*
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advocates of the demands of their constituent members in the area of

higher education. While the organizations represent different perspec-
r

tives on a variety of economic and other questions, their perspectives

on the problems of specialization and differentiation in higher education

have been relatively uniform: their central concern has been to bring

about changes designed to make the higher educational system more directly
■

useful to the employment needs of the major businesses of the country.

These needs have been felt in two related but isolable areas: first.

the need for differentiate the higher educational structure along 

functional lines, and second, the need to Increase the specialization of 

' training and the“ number of science aiwi engineering specialists being 

"produced" annually. The two themes recur constantly in a series of 

propgfgdls, plans, .suggestions, and demands issued over the" entire 

postwar period by the different buslnes^ federations. These proposals 

have generally been Issued publicly and Resented simultaneously to 

major government and political officials. ^

then invariably been supplemented by, among other things, testimony 

given at public meetings and advisory committee hearingsj media lobbying 

with reporters and journalists, direct mailings to members encouraging 

attention to the problems presented, and by personal and informal lobby- 

ing by Individual businessmen and federation leaders of the government 

and party officials most directly Involved in the goveimmental decision 

maiclng process.

The two themes of specialization and differentiation can be found 

as early as October, 1952. Then the new system of higher education came 

in for particular criticism in a JFEA document entitled, "Opinion Paper 

on the Reexamination of the New Educational System." The report criticized

ch public proclamations have

m

;■

■t

:1i

.. Mv.-V
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"the lack of integration between [general] education courses and specialized

courses. . and called for Increased specialization throughout the 

higher educational system.^
One key argument was that although the bulk 

of university graduates entered the business world, "the educational

perspective" was not one which treated students as potential employees. 

The report went on to declare:
• .'R

It is imperative that business and industry exercise 
educational leadership over the learning power of 
students in post-aecondary education so as to train 
people who, after graduation, will use the scientific 
attainments, techniques and skills they have acquired 
to make positive contributions as employees to 
society and the state.^ ■ •

subsequent JFEA proposals -in December, 1954® and November, 1956^

. These were outgrowths of

sutveys^conducted by'the Association in Ma^h, 1953, and March, 1955, 

that showed a high degree of dissatisfaction among businessmen with the 

technical cojppetence of young employees gradt^ating from the "new 

system" universities. The surveys and' reports made it clear that the 

business establishment was definitely unhappy with the newer arrangements, 

the businessmen claiming that the graduates trained imder the new system 

were less competent than prewar system graduates. Both reports sought to

Two
\

were even more specific in their criticis

" . ^

’ . 6' ' ' ■ ’' ■

Plan as in Yamamoto, Daigaku Mondai . . . , 475-76.

- As cited in Terasaki, Bosei, 56.

"Futatabl Kyoiku Seldo no Kaizen ni tsuite" [A Second Proposal on 
the Reform of the-Educational System]. The plan is -analyzed in Kaigo 
and Terasaki, Daigaku Mondai, 447-49, and is reproduced in Yamamoto, 
Daigaku Mondai 477-78 under the title "Shinkyoiku Seido no Kaizen nl 
tsuite" [On the Reform of the New Education System].

"Shirijidai no Yosei ni t^o sum Gijutsu Kyoiku ni kansum Iken"
[An Opinion on Scientific Ecmcation to Respond to the Demands of a New 
Age], reproduced in Yamamotogl Ibid., 479-82.

8
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distinguish between "workers and employees" on the one hand and the "general 

citizenry" on the other, stressing throughout the business community’s

10
felt need for more education aimed at the former.

The 1954 report called for a correction of the "Imbalance" between 

law and literature graduates on the one hand and science and engineering 

graduates on the other.- At the time, about 16% of the university students 

were enrolled in programs of science and engineering, compared to 40% in

Iw, politics, commerce and economics, 13% in literature and 15% in 

teacher trainingBy way'^of* contrast, England, France, West Germany 

and the Soviet Union all had approximately 35-40% of their student popu-
a

lations in science and engineering, anA several of these countries were

(The U.S. was closerundertaking p.tograms to ^expand these percentages.

to the Japanese figure with approximately 19% in science and engineering.)

The report also demanded "a ra.tionalization- of the education given 

during the‘''four years of university traini^" by "coordinating general 

• education . . . with basic courses of a specialized nature." It also

demanded training for potential employees of small and medium sized 

businesses and for the reestablishment of five-year industrial and tech

nical colleges that would combine three years of high school and the first

12
two years of collegd.

The JFEA report two years later amplified and concretized these

It called again for the five year technical colleges and demandedthemes

as well a long range plan to develop more technicians, scientists and

engineers. Better science and engineering facilities at the university

10 Kaigb and Terasaki, Da^gaku Mondai 126-27. 

WP *64. 18011

±2.
Yamamoto, Daigaku Mondi 477-78.• ' 9
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and graduate school, level were called for; provisions to reeducate

industry's technical employees were demanded and concrete ties between

13
the university and the industrial world were proposed.

Meanwhile, in January, 1955, FEO also published a set of proposals 

for "Policies to Encourage Industrial Education in the Schools," that

14
raised demands similar to those of the JFEA.

A November, 1960, document of the Japan Committee for Economic 

’■Development (JCED) continued these themes, and called for a school system 

more closely tied to Indus..to serve the purposes and demands of the 

industrial world. Part of the proposal was explicitly political: "For
• o' ^

the development of a healthy democracyWe must train a commonsensical 

middle class which will serve as a stable social force. ... In order 

to bring students into the camp of.democracy and capitalism the financial 

world must make cooperative moves toward students. For these puirposes.

it will be'^most effective to rely on a moveu^t for 'industrial and

,„15.
■ university cooperation.

The KanSai Economic Federation was also simultaneously reiterating 

many of the same themes. In an "Opinion Paper on the Reform of the Uni

versity System," the Federation claimed that general education was 

inappropriate and .that the university system was not responsive to "the 

demands of society." It called for greater specialization; for increased

t

emphasis on science and engineering, particularly in the former Imperial-

Universities; for the establishment of five-year technical colleges; and

13
Ibjd., 479-82; Kalgo and Terasaki, Daigaku Mondai 130-31, 447-49. 

"Gakko Kyoiku ni okeru^Sangyo Kyoiku no Shinko Hosaku."

15 wr
Asahi Shimbun, July 10^1960. Also in Nomura, Seisaku . . . , 666.
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16
for long range controls over student quotas to meet industrial needs.

JFEA too keptf up its demand for the five-year technical college and

a special subcommittee issued a further report on its desirability in

. 17
December, 1960. Pressure was sustained too for governmental efforts to

Increase the number of scientific and engineering graduates. In August,

1961, JF^ and FEO issued a joint request to the government and the Diet 

18
on this point.

-'"business world in pressing for increased functional differentiation of 

higher educat^ional instittftions, for a decrease in the emphasis on general 

training and education within the university, for increased specialized

During the entire decade of the 1960s JFEA led the

a

training and specifically for more scJlentists and engineers.

Increasingly, the business federations, as they articulated positions 

call^dg for more occupationally relevan: tmiversities, stressed the some-

In 1969, for

iding their individual objec-

what servile position they saw the universities occupying, 

exmple, >the JFEA declared that notwiths 

tives end individual characteristics, today's universities are authorized

to exist only insofar as they fulfill their mission by meeting the joint

,.,19
From this perspective the Association

demanded even further and more explicit differentiation along"functional 
". .. ■

lines and even moj;e professional education.

It is necessary to diversify the length of school
ing, curriculum and other matters and to diversify 
as well the types of institutions along lines of ■ .
pu^ose and character: graduate schools for high

demands of the state and society.

16
Nomura. Ibid. 670-71.

17
Ibid. 671

18
Ibid; 68^83. Yamamoto. Daigaku Mondai . . . 683-84.

19
l^oh Keieisha Daiita; 

sum Klhontekl Kenkai" [] 
9. Reproduced in Nomura

tenmei, "Chokinnen sum Daigaku Mondai ni kan 
i^c Vi^s of the University Problem We Are Facing], 
lelsaku . . 172-77.. • :

». V -
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level academic studies and research, professional 
colleges ‘ (longer of shorter depending on their 
specialties), junior colleges focusing on the 
acquisition of general education, and special 
purpose colleges to train teachers and artists, 
etc. 20

Similar demands were Issued In two subsequent JFEA reports during the

21
same year and by reports and proposals of the JCED.

Throughout these and many other reports the Japanese big business 

^xommunlty rather consistently pressed for two major sets of changes In 

the system of higher education established under the Occupation. They 

demanded Increased functional differentiation among higher educational 

'Institutions, notably in their demands during the;1950s and into the 

1960s for the establishment of a five~^ar technical college to train 

Tnidd]®-and lower level technicians, and tor the further widespread insti

tutional differentiation. Secondly, the]^ opposed the generalist orien

tation of^most Japanese universities, pressing instead for increased 

speclallzatloin; and for greater nii^ers of scientists and engineers.

In general, this position called for a system of higher education

that would be of clear benefit to.the industries of Japan^ providing at 

nlnlmal cost to them a greater number of Individuals with training directed 

in at least a general way toward their subsequent employment specializations, 

with minimum "distraction" at institutions or in subjects- likely to be of 

less occupational significance.

narrow land particularistic, although in almost all cases the business 

federations formulated their demands not in particularistic but in

The benefits to business would be clear.

general terms.

20
Ibid. V 9-10

21
jnmei, Kyoku Mondal ni tai sum Sangyokai no 

Kenkai [Opinions of the In&,us trial World Concerning the Basic Problems of
Nihon Keieisha Dantai

a
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The changes, it whs invariably noted, were directed toward meeting 

"social demand," not business demands; they would be beneficial to

national economic growth, not to the growth of big business; they were

needed to allow Japan to compete internationally, not to provide the basis 

for big business expansion overseas; they would provide students with 

marketable skills, not detract from their total education. Such formula

tions should not be surprising; any particularistic demand is more

readily received to the extent that it is identified with more universalistic 

To be sure,'some aspects*of the demanded changes clearly wereneeds.

of broader utility, jparticularly within the overall nature and.accepted 

framework of the capitalistic economic syi^em and the significance of 

big business in^that system.

Certainly the government and the LDP maintained such a position.

The big business community has been an integral component and the finan- 

**'*^cial mainstay of the- conservative camp through^t the postwar period, and 

their ties to conservative politics can be traced even further back to 

the Meiji Period. The government in turn has been highly responsive to

Education] (September, 1969); and Sangaku Kankel ni kansuru Sangyokai no 
Kihon Ninshiki oyobi Teigen [Basic Understandings and Proposals of the 
Industrial World Regarding Industrial Education]; Nihon Keizai Doyukai,

• _ Kyoiku Mondal linkai, Daigaku no Kihon Mondai [The Basic Problems in 
■ Education], (November 15, 1968); and*Koji Koshi Shakai no tame no KSt6 
KySiku Seido [A Higher Educational System for a Highly Productive Society] 
(July 18, 1969).

22
Robert A, Scalapiho, Democracy"'and the Party Movement in Prewar Japan; 

Peter Duus, Party-Rivalry and Political Change in Taisho Japan; Tetsuo Najlta, 
Kara fei and the Politics of Compromise; Arthur E. Teidemann, "Big Business 
and Politics in Prewar Japan," inter alia.

■»
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a number of business demands in a variety of fields other than education.

d.And, as noted earli , to the extent that it perceives any demands as 

either inherently meritorious or politically significant, the government

seeks to meet such demands as it can, and/or to reconcile in some way the

23
competing demands made upon it. What is perhaps most significant from 

the standpoint of interest group politics in this case is that, as will

be seen, there was only minimal opposition to most of the business demands, 

making it particularly easy for the government to respond to most of them.

As noted before, business demands took separate forms; the demand 

for structural differentiation of higher educational institutions, and 

.the'demand for changes in the types of graduates produced by these insti- ‘ 

tutlons. For analytical purposes it is wkll to keep the two separate 

^en ttSugh in practice and in effect they have been two sides of the 

same coin.

Functional rtifferentiation; Under the reorg^^zed American style system, 

- Japan had only "one permanent and legitimate institution of higher educa

tion beyond high school: the- four-year university. Since that time 

the government in response to business demands has authorized four entirely 

new forms of higher educational Institution, has proposed several more 

and has encouraged significant functional differentiation among groups 

of institutions wlfhln these various categories.

23
One of the interesting comparisons this study suggests with other 

pressure group studies in Japan, however, is that the political currency 
of-the pressure group is not always the same. John C. Campbell, "The 
Repatriates: A Case-Study of Interest Group Politics and Party Government 
Negotiations in Jaijan," Fukui, Chapter 7, and William Steslicke, Doctors 
in Politics . . . for example all deal with groups whose primary politlcar 

is presumed ability to deliver or withhold large numbers of 
votes. In the case of busiT 
and ideology For a cohtrai 
higher education, see T. J.*
Higher Education

!ss, clearly the political currency is money 
; of pressure group policymaking within 
empel, "Patterns of Japanese Policymaking;

tf
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The earliest alteration in the unified system came with the estab

lishment of junior colleges. Although actually begun imder the Occupation, 

the junior colleges were initially granted only temporary status to 

provide something of a waystatlon for those prewar technical colleges or 

higher schools that cotild. not immediately upgrade themselves to four-year 

universities;. This fact is clear from the provisions establishing the

junior colleges:

Because conditions of personnel and material facilities 
have made it difficult for some of the old system higher 
schools and technidSl^schools to shift completely into 
the hew four-year university system, [the establishment 
of] two and three-year universities is temporarily per
mitted. [However,] as qilickly as possible they must m^e 
plans to qualify for the new s^tem.2^

In 1950, the first year they were permitted, 149 junior colleges

were established. During the next two years an additional 58 were added,
25\

\ The government meanwhile

f ■

while only two schools left the category.

'formalized standards-for the establishment or'junior colleges, and set up 

a special-Advisory Committee (later "Council") on Junior Colleges, to

deal with policy proposals and other items related to the junior colleges.

The existing junior colleges meanwhile- organized themselves into a separate 

Junior College Association.

increase of these institutions, the political rules of organizational

By 1955, there was a total of 264 junior colleges 

and the category was no longer considered temporary by any but the most 

avid devotees of legal literalism.

With these steps and the constant numerical

permanence took over.

24
School Education Law, Supplement to articles 109-110; subsequently 

deleted by Law 110, 1964.
25'" ■ ■ ' '

Monibusho, Tankl Daigaku 
(Hereafter TDI)

:hiran [Outline on Junior Colleges] 96.

K
-v/ ■■■■;
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Initially the goj'emment and business considered the emerging junior

college system as a possible way to meet the demand for more specializa

tion. The junior colleges as they evolved went only part way toward 

meeting the- demands of big business, however. The primary desire

to recreate some form' of the prewar senmongakko (technical colleges) 

that would provide technicians and trained blue collar personnel, and 

at first business sought to have the junior colleges fulfill this function.

was

.V

As early as fall 1952 and continuing for the next two years the JFEA

demanded that junior colleges focus their attention on industrial and

26
work-oriented education to meet this need. The junior college?, 

however, were slow to respond to this suggestion and the bulk of the

enrollees in junior colleges were in the fields of literature, homemaking, 

law and economics, with well below ten percent in the more occupationally 

relevant fields of science, engineering, agMcultufal sciences and nursing.

'“^'^'^Pressure from the business world continued to

Ministry for some action, and in the fall of 1955 Education Minister

lunt on the Education

Matsumura announced at a press conference that plans were under way to 

submit to the Central Education Council the question of transforming 

junior colleges into the institutional form desired by the business world.

The junior colleges perceived this as a threat and fought fiercely 

to retain their legitimacy and existing character. Following a long'

26
^ahi Shimbun (evening ed.), Oct. 26, 1952; Malnichi Shimbun. 

Oct. 31, 1954; Nov. 15, 1954; Asahi Shimbun. Noy. 1, 1954; Nov. 5, 1954.

27
KTS, 45-56 (my calculations).

V..: ■ ^

E.g • »

28
Malnichi Shimbun. Septembi 

1955. The proposal was relalf
r 14, 1955; Asahi Shimbun. September 15, 
d to the ideas of tanka daigaku and senka 

l§.j-g.ahu» both of which phras% were in use at the time for the newly 
proposed institutions. ™
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debate within the Central Education Council and the Ministry of Education,

however, a government'proposal emerged in December, 1957, to cease 

recognition of the junior colleges after .^ril 1, 1959, and to establish 

occupationally-oriented Specialist Colleges (Senka Dalgaku) that would

29
begin in 1960.

This plan was submitted to the Lower House where the Education

Committee ratified it. The junior colleges and the Junior College

Association, however, brought counter pressure upon members of the 

LDP in the Upper House and some revisions were made in the plans.
30

A second submission was made to the Lower House Education Committee 

Still, however, the position^ of the business world, thethat month.

LDP, the bureaucracy and the junior colleger federations were not

At the end of the month,.a vector sum compromise emergedreconciled.

that provided for the creation of a five year higher technical school 

-==iBystem to begin in 1962 and that allowed junior colleges to continue in 

their existing character. They were to aim explicitly at providing 

specialized education as preparation for employment.

The junior colleges cpntinued to oppose this formal and'explicit 

change in their goals and a final compromise provided that junior colleges 

would serve to "provide [both] general and professional education for 

'secondary school graduates and [also]- to develop the intellectual and 

practical abilities required for their future careers and practical life.
Il3?

29
Mainichi Shimbun, December 9, 1957.

30
Asahi Shimbun. November 1, 1958; Tokyo Shimbun, March 3, 1959; 

Yomiuri Shimbun, March 9, 1959.

31
Tokyo Shimbun, April 1, 19.

32 School Education Law, Art^le 69.
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In accord with [the compromise the government drafted a bill to 

create the desired rive year technical colleges. With flie primary 

opposition from, the junior colleges assuaged, with the conservative camp 

almost uniformly committed, and with the progressive camp almost totally 

uninterested, the bill sailed through the Diet meeting only perfunctory 

opposition*. The technical schools went into effect on April 1, 1962.

Both the junior colleges and the higher technical schools have since

come to occupy major and autonomous positions in the total picture of 

Japanese higher education. ^In*1950, there were 149 junior colleges; 

in 1970, there were 479, of which 414 were privately administered.^^ 

The student enrollment Increased during\the same time from 15,000 to 

nearly 260,000,. 34, A startling 90 percenri of the junior college students 

are enrolled in private institutions, and an almost equally high 82

percent are women, well over half of whom e in homemaking or litera-

. Only about one quarter of the studentq^could be said to be in 

occupationally-related fields of study and almost all of these are

ture

either women enrolled in the education division or men attending evening
. OC

. courses in engineering or commerce.

The higher teclmlcal schools are quite distinct from the junior 

colleges, being five?-year institutions that combine the last three years 

of high school with two years of college, and being institutions whose

33
TDI, 96. 

Ibid.. 102.

35
Ibid.; Standards *70. 209; Mombu Nenno ’68. 341. 

noted that all national j
It should also be

or colleges are attached to four year national 
uhlyersltles as evening facilities. Clyde Vroman, Japani 
Educational System of Jap

_ _ _ _ _ A Study of the
.&id Guide to the Academic.Placement of Students

from Japan in United Statei ducational Institutions, 62.
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aim is explicitly technical and vocational. The system has been primarily

under national administration, in contrast to the generally private

junior colleges: 49 of the,60 higher technical schools are national while

36
only four are local public and seven are private, 

exception there have been no new local public and private technical 

schools established since 1963, whereas there have been 25 national insti-

With only one

tutions created since then. In 1973, there were 18,000 students, up

from an initial 3,375 in 1962.^^ Fewer than five percent of these

students were women, and virtually the entire enrollment is in the tech-
■M

38
nical fields of either industrial or mercantile engineering. In short,

the' government has taken the primary fiscal and administrative respon';-

sibility for the development and maintenance of the system most explicitly 

demand^:by the business community, .a sys

.occupy a major role in the overall system i^f Japanese higher education, 

while meeting simultaneously the counter d 

. for an autonomous existence.

Quite clearly the junior college and the higher technical school 

have extremely different characters .tod serve rather separate purposes.

The junior colleges act primarily as finishing schools for women' while 

the higher technical'^schools train middle and low level technicians and

that in turn has come to
/

ids from the junior colleges

't;'

engineers for industry. The social-classes served by the two are also 

Junior colleges, being privately administered, are 

expensiye and thus available primarily to the more well-to-do, while the'

quite different.

36
Mombusho, KOto Senmongakko Ichiran [Outline on Higher Technical 

Schools] 25. (Hereafter KSI)

Standards *70. 34.
Seibi Keikaku ni tsuite
of Higher Education], 18

37
Kota Kyoiku Kondankai, K5t5 Kyoiku no Kakuju 
[On(g|he Plans for the Expansion and Consolidation

Ms..
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technical schools are government-operated and rather inexpensive, 

attracting many of their students from middle and lower income groups, 

many of whom are unable to afford the four-year colleges or have not

qualified academically for the limited financial aid that is available

Both types of institution have grown rapidly, however, and both 

represent significant functional differentiations within higher education 

and major deviations from the pattern of a higher educational system 

based on the four-year college.

Even further institutional'differentiation was proposed by the Central 

Education Council in its comprehensive 1963 evaluation of the higher 

educational system and in the late 1960s\ two components were actually

there.

added to the institutional matrix of Japanese higher education, namely 

the national training institutes for-industrial arts teachers and the

national training institutes for nursing teachers, both of which were 

'“’''*T)egun in 196&. These, were three-year institute, again created and main

tained by- the government. At one point there were nine of the former

institutes, with an enrollment of 2,300; these, however, were discon

tinued in 1969 once the govermnent determined that a sufficient ntimber

39
of Industrial arts teachers had been trained.

•9

In 1969, there were eight 

institutes for nursiiSg teachers, all affiliated with national universities.

40
These had a combined enrollment of 955. Although rather minimally 

significant numerically these institutes were a small component part of 

the broader trend of increasing functional differentiation of higher

educational institutions through national government support.

38
KSI, 115; Standards '70jv34.

39
Mombu Nenpo *68, 210.

KTS. 10
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The treixd toward functional differentiation manifested in the actual

^tabllshment of these diverse institutions of higher education is expected

For example, in 1967 the Economic Planning 

Agency in its Economic and Social Development Plan for 1967-1971 proposed 

a three group distinction among higher educational institutions according 

"a group mainly for general culture; a group mainly for

to continue even further.

to function:

training special workers; a group mainly for higher-level scientists and 

Researchers. . .

the government adopted a pi^posal by the Central Education Council to

42
specialize.educational institutions even further.

The latter report urges that- five\(iistlnct categories of higher 

educational ipstitutions be established.\ Two categories, those of junior 

college and higher-technical school, would not represent significant 

deviations from the present. The three other categories, however, would 

require major structural changes. One category.would be for "universities" 

nominally no different from the present; three specific t3T)es of univer

sity would, however, be provided for, each with a substantially different 

curriculum following roughly the eaflier outlines suggested by the Economic 

Planning Agency. There would be a comprehensive curriculum "providing 

professional knowledge and skills for those careers which , are not particularly 

’ specialized." An academic curriculum would "provide basic academic

knowledge and skills," while an occupational curriculum would "provide the 

theoretical and technical training required for particular professional'

,.41
This theme was developed even further in 1971 when

t *.

1971. 114
EqonoMc Planning Agency . Economic and- Social Development Plan, 1967-

42 CkS ' 71; ah abbfevlatefli^nglish version of the plan is in Standards 
*70. 179-91. and a full teas -ual translation was published as Basic Guide
lines for the Reform of Edt^tlon. -
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occupations so as to provide students with the qualifications or abilities 

for those occupations." The comprehensive curriculum would aim at 

training white collar workers, the academic curriculum at training 

scholars, and the occupational curriculum would seek to develop tech

nical professionals.

Beyond the university): a further differentiation would take place. 

"Graduate schools" would provide two or three years of academic education 

in-6peciflc fields—-essentially the equivalent of an M.A.-granting insti

tution, while "research centers" would provide opportunities for training 

those of academic bent seeking the Ph.D. If Implemented, the plan would 

bring about a major change from the uni!^ied graduate schools attached to 

universities offering both the M.A. ^d 

partia^y the busine’ss demand for institutions receptive 

Of technical employees. From this report at beccmes clear that the 

earlier steps to differentiate instltutionsValong functional lines 

, Indicate a continuing trend in official thinking, a movement that 

represents a return to the prewar system of widespread institutional 

differentiation and high occupational relevance in higher education.

Beyond the variety of actions taken by the government to increase 

the differentiation^mong various types of higher educational institu- 

■ tlon, it has also t^en a number of steps to bring about differentiation 

among the four year universities under its control. One of the major . 

differences among universities of-course is that made along administrative 

national, local public and private universities. These, however.

.D and would also meet• 9

to the retraining

lines

have a relatively long history and despite their Importance and the 

sigi^fieeht differences in j[uallty among them noted above, they are not , 

under consideration at th: dint Here the concern is with policies that
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have_developed functional differentiations beyond these existing adminis

trative divisions, the most Important of which have been the distinctions 

among national universities. There a key distinction has emerged in 

regard to their primary orientations as either teaching or research
43

institutions.

Theoretically, all national universities have equal status in law, 

and a key goal of the early Occupation was some effort to minimize the 

vdst* differences in quality that existed in fact among the national 

universities. As was seen i^ Chapter Three, these efforts met with sharp

resistance from the Ministry of Education and the more privileged of
•o' ‘ .

the universities, and by the end of the ^Occupation a clear hierarchy of

f5

i

prestige and quality among the national u^versitles could be perceived.
v:,.. . • ,,, »'
Quality differentiation is inevitable among educational institutions.

but it must be. noted that the government. Ince the Occupation, has also 

a^ng the national universi- 

'ties under its control, the more normal processes of Improvement and

taken a numher of oyert steps to reinforce.

regression such as can be readily found, for example, among private 

The key aspect in such'steps has been the distinction 

made' between the "chair system" and the "course system" as the b^is 

for internal organization of national universities.

universities.

i*

43
An additional differentiation made among the national universities 

that is not discussed here is that;, which occurs in the national 
university entrance examinations. The national universities are grouped 
into two categories, one of the prestige schools, one of all the others. 
Students may take both tests, but-must indicate the school of their 
choice on each exam; failing the high prestige exam leaves most with a 
choice between one year as a ronin. or attendance at an e:qplicitly 
designated low-prestige institution.

h

X
-

• • • tV
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The distinction is rooted in the structure of prewar Japanese 

higher education when l^chairs" were established as the University organ 

for research and "courses" were designed for general education and

44
teaching. The arbitrary discrimination between teaching and research

functions was eliminated during the Occupation, yet no specific changes 

were mandated^in the actual organizational format of the universities. 

The resxilt was that the systems extant in individual universities before 

the^^^r tended to be perpetuated.

As an organizational form«^the chair system, particularly in the 

e^erimental and clinical fields, provides for more faculty at the junior
■a ■ ‘ ^

level" than does the course system. As a result it has often been cited

as giving Immense power to senior faculty, 

and the :^^'e
lile limiting the mobility 

to positions of responsibility ipf junior faculty.Addi

tional importance arises in that as institutionalized bureaucratically 

_r-^bhin the Ministry of Education, the differenc^between the two systems

has been adopted as the basis for distinctions between research and
* •''

teaching, and subsequently for a variety of additionally important 

distinctions among universities.

The difference between the chair and course systems has emerged 

primarily as the outgrpwth of a number of subtle, almost invisible, 

bureaucratic steps, rather than as the result of any dramatic*legislative 

struggle. There is evidence that as early as March, 1951, the government - 

was seeking to reestablish a fundamental difference between institutions

44
Amano Ikuo, interview March 2, 1971; Kaigo and Terasaki, Daigaku 

Kyoiku 14^-46.

45
OECD Report, 42-43; Amano^^terview. Ibid.; Kltamura Kazuyukl inter

view, October 28, 1970. et

I
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46
oriented toward teacl^g and those geared toward research, 

an administrative directive further spelled out the government’s percep

tion of these differences» establishing the chair system as the exclusive 

unit for research> and then specifying which institutions would be allowed

In 1954,

47
to have chairs. In 1956, the goveirhment Issued an additional directive

making the^dlstlnctions.formal and setting up the chair as the basic 

unit for research and the course as the unit for teaching.^® 

initiation, , this distinction has become Institutionalized and the 1963 and

Since its

1971 reports of the Central <£ducatlon Council have encouraged Its-^ntinu- 

49
In both instances universities were categorized as either 

"comprehensive universities" (sogo. daigbku) that engaged in both research

tanka dlagaku or daigaku), whose 

The 1971 report made an even more rigid 

distinction between teaching and research as regards the functions of 

the distinct "graduate schools" and "research centers,which it

ance.

" cand teaching or "ordinary universities 

tacult?es simply taught.

. proposed should be established. It was implicit as well in the sections

dealing with the undergraduate university Itself.

This fundamental distinction has, in addition to the distinctions

46
A Ministry of E^catlon document entitled "Daigaku no koza nado ni 

kansuru Yoko [Plans Relating to Chairs in the_Universities] was fomed 
at this time. Kaigo and Terasaki, Daigaku Kyoiku, 149.

"Kokuritsu Daigaku no K5za ni kansuru Shore! [Administrative Directive 
on Ch^rs in the National Universities], Administrative Directive No. 23 
(1954) of the Ministry of Education.

"Daigaku Setchi Kljun" [Standards for University Chartering], 
Administrative Directive No. 28 (1956), Article 5, sections 2 and 3. On 
this see Terasaki, "Daigaku Setchi Kljun" passim.

See Part 2, section 2, subsection 3.

CKS *71, Part 3, Sectlon(2, subsection 5.

49

50
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it has fostered between teaching and research, become the basis for a

Allocation of budgets and faculties, 

student entry quotas, educational programs offered, graduate training 

facilities, and so on, have almost Invariably been closely related to 

the distinction between "chair system" universities and "course system" 

universities^.

variety of additional^discriminations.

As far as budgeting is concerned, the two systems were essentially 

equari in 1949. By 1951, chair system personnel were receiving twice the 

funding per person as course %stem faculty. By 1965, this figure was 

three times as much and the gap continued to Increase. 

these factors to the additional variablesVof geographical distribution

Amanq, relating

of incoming students and employment patte: 

tiiiguisiMs three fund^entally different ty)es of national university 

that have emerged; central, national and loical.^^.

The so-called central universities reprM^t the most prestigious 

educational institutions in Japan, constituting a group made up of the 

seven prewar Imperial universities plus three others.

following graduation, dis-

These institutions 

are organized almost exclusively on the chair system, rather'than the

system; they have the bulk of the graduate programs and research 

facilities; they atti^act students from throughout the country; train them 

•in all fields; and their graduates hold prestige positions throughout 

all sectors of society.

There are also ten universities of the so-called national type.

course

These

% ■

51
WP fe4, 54-55; Kaigo and Terasaki, Daigaku KySiku. 150; "Kokuritsu 

D^|aku'r [National Universities] in Shimizu Yoshihlro (ed.), Nihon no 
koto Kyoiku [Japanese Higher Education], 200.
52 " '

Amano, Ibid passion
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trace their ancestry primarily to arts and language institutions of 

the prewar period, and''^they are now organized on a course rather than 

a chair basis and have limited graduate facilities. They retain some

truly national character in student body and alumni, however, even though 

the latter group remains primarily in the fields of literature and art.

Finally,‘the category Amano labels local universities, as the name 

indicates, is made up of institutions that draw students primarily from, 

and return them to, the specific geographical areas in which they 

situated. Their prime function has been training such individuals for 

local white collar posts, most notably in the teaching field. These too 

are organized on the basis of courses, notVchairs; they offer limited

are

programs and they, have disproportionately fey graduate and research
■ 3
facilities

>•

Table 7-1-Indicates some of the more significant statistical 

distinctions among the three types with the powerful position of the 

-=»^“CEntral univer^sities being most clear.

Consequently, the .distinction made between the functions of teaching

ten

and research forms a link in the broader policy of differentiating higher 

educational institutions along discrete-functional lines. This particulari

zation of Institutions has begun to create, if it has not already created, 

a tracking system for.*higher educational institutions in which each track 

corresponds to some particular occupational or vocational category, quite 

in accord with business demands.

These combined policies of instfitutional specialization have been 

only one base of the government's overall policy toward Increased occupa

tional relevance and specialization within higher education, and represent
V

only a partial, primarily bur^ucratlc response, to the demands of big

K
!■*

: • . V
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Table 7-1

Internal Comparison of National Universities

National LocalCentral Total

1. # Schools 

% of total

10 10 55 75

(13.3) (13.3) (73.4) (100.0)

2. Annual # students 
(entry'quota '67)

% of total

'^37* # Educational 
personnel

% of total

17,647 3,344 42,940 63,931

(27.6) (5.2) (67.2) (100.0)

42,245 4,205 53,384 99,834

(42.3) (4.2) (53.5) (100.0)

4.* # Graduate . „
' • courses

% of total

-,. J. Ai^ual # -gradua^p 
. students (entry., 

quota ’67)

% of total

6. if Research Insti
tutes

% of total

75 11 89 .175•.

(42.8) 3) (50.9) (100.0)

7,653 536 11,9773,788

(64.0) (31.5) (100.0)

55 13 70

(78.5) (2.9) (18.6) (100.0)

7. Budget (billions 115.5 120.010.4 246.0
5)

(47.0). % of total (4.2) (48.8) (100.0) -

Sources; #1, 3, 4, 7 are 1969 figures calculated on the basis of data 
in Mombd^ho, Mombusho Dai 97 Nenpo 204-209.

#2,5 from Amano Ikuo, '.'Kokuritsu Daigaku," in Shimizu Yoshihiro 
(ed.), Nihon no KOtO KyOlku 191.,

business. Its policies regarding "manpower production'- have been the 

additional aspect of the overall response. The latter has involved the 

increase of sciehtific and engineering graduates both in absolute numbers

andastpercentages of the^^otnl student body on the one hand and the 

decreased general educatii il requirements within the university curriculum
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rOH-vtAe pther... ,;.

Hanpowet Production; Specialization has been the watchword for changes

Similarly, It has been the dominant trend in the 

more specific area of curriculum changes and student training within these 

The business community, as was noted earlier, made consis

tent demands during the 1950s and 1960s both for more specialized training 

within higher educational curriculums and for a greater "production" of 

gtaduates in scientific and technical fields.

among institutions.

institutions.

The establishment of 

the higher technical schools^and the specific national training insti

tutions went.part way toward meeting these demands, as did the functional r.

distinctions that emerged among nat-ionalXuniversities; the government, 

however, moved in,two other areas to meet v'productlon" demands. Again,
Mr :'.l

bulk of the policymaking involves conscious bureaucratic and intra- 

mlnlsterlal changes, brought about with minimal inter-camp conflict, and 

only limited^ public .visibility. The two aspens of the government's 

■scientific "manpower production" policy were first, the increase in 

specialized course requirements and second, the dramatic increase in 

the "production" of scientists and engineers graduating from imiversltles.

As was noted earlier in this chapter, the new system of higher 

education set up by.rthe Occupation sought to provide a broad based

the

general education for the first two-years as a prelude to more specialized 

courses for upperclassmen. The de facto regulations that established

t^® P®t:terh were the University Standards formulated in 1947 by the

University Accreditation Association, under the direction of SCAP and

These standards were developed as the basis for a univer-'’CIE officials.

sity's becoming, a member of |the Association, that is they were the standards

for acc^editatioh of a iinlvfflte its institutional peers. Altdiough

i-
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technically private regulations, they were accepted and utilized by the 

Ministry of Educations as the basis on which, to charter.universities

as well.

As originally drawn up in July, 1947, and revised in June, 1953,

the standards provided for two years of broad liberal arts education.

setting up specific credit requirements in the areas of foreign language, 

physical education, specialized courses and general education. All 

tiriiv^rsities were required to offer two or more foreign languages with a 

minimum of eight credits eacti^and all universities were required to 

establish general education programs with a minimum of 15 courses^ three
•; *.

or more to be offered in each of the three major sub-fields of humanities.

natural sciences and social sciences. indents were required to earn a

total of 36 of their-124 credits to be earned in each of the three major

sub-fields. In short, it was necessary forXall graduates to have had 

some exposurfe, usually three or four courses^vWithin each sub-field, and 

to devota the bulk of..,their first two years to the general education 

program, foreign language training, and physical education. Only after 

tiiis would more specialized work in one's major field be und'ertaken, this 

to continue for the following two years. . '

There was strong^opposition to this arrangement, with the big 

business federations particularly levelling the charge that the general 

education program was too broad, lacking sound integration with subsequent' 

specialized programs, and repetitious of much of wl^at was done or should 

have been done in high schools. In its more extr manifestations the

S-,,'

v;:;53^ Daigaku Kljun, Article 7^

;y -r-;3 -. .
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argument was also madi that general education was sli3q)ly irrelevant in

54
an age of specialization.

The government responded to these charges by a consistent reduction 

in the official requirements for general education. In June, 1954, two

governmental directives were issued exempting medical and dental programs

Then in 1956 the government issued a .from the University Standards.
Ministerial Directive called the University Cha^*ering Regulations which 

affected all courses of study. The new requirements accepted the 

existing three field division for general education programs; however 

they required a university to offer 20% fewer courses in each .than did

Moreover, geography,\education and astronomy were •the old standards.

dropped from the possible., course offerings^ for general education while

56 „ Mean-psychology and statistics courses were added to the category.

while, although universities were still expected to offer two foreign 

languages in principle, they could offer only\one "if there were special 

circumstances related:* to the type of faculties or courses set up in the

.54
Oh the problem of general education see inter alia, Ino Keigo and 

Nishibori Mchio, "Daigafcu ni okeru Ningen Kelsei ni kansuru Iken ChUsa, 
III" [Opinion Survey Cohcemihg-Personality Development of the Students 
in Higher Education^ Part 3] 192; Kokuritsu Kyoiku KenkyUjo Kiyo [Bul
letin of the National institute for Educational Research] No. 69 (Decem- 
her 1969)t 41-54. In an open-ended.survey of the strong and weak points 

^ ^ among employers, the authors found only 72 of
355 who favored the educational system. Of these only 40 cited as ' -
desirable such items as breadth of knowledge, diversity and wide perspec
tives as amohg student advantages >r In contrast, 162 of 353 cited negative

the major criticisms being lack of 
in basics, poor general education, etc.

See also Tbshlmura Tofu, "Ippah Kyoiku" [General Education] in Shimizu, 
Nihon no K5t5Ryoiku, 101-144; Murakami Yasuakl and Himal Osamu, "Kyo- 
iku," in Uchida and Eto, Atarashii Daigaku. 139-148; WP *64, 44-45.

55:::
Daigaku Setchl Kijun.

56
Article 20, clauses 2
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■..'

Furth ore, the notion of "basic education" coursesuniversity. r
Courses eligible for consideration in this category werewas. introduced.

58
introductory or prerequisite courses for subsequent specialization. as

many as eight of which could be offered in fulfillment of the 36 general 

education credits needed for graduation, 

weakened considerably the requirements for a university's overall offer

ings in general education and foreign languages and allowed specialized 

cotirses to be included in the calculation of the general education 

requirements needed for a student's graduation.

These new regulations thereby

Business pressures against the general education program continued 

despite these changes, some of which werA echoed by official government 

investigative reports. The 1963 report of\the Central Education Council 

contain^ heavy critiolsms of even the revised version of the general 

education program, for example. In that year too a special research

^«==a»-committee was established to investigate the ^U^verslty Chartering

Standards, and after ^o years it submitted a report on the problem to

59
the Minister of Education that stressed throughout the need to strengthen

specialized and basic education and to;eliminate any minimum' standards 

for general education. Academic groups were quick to criticize' such a

61
totalistlc proposaland it never secured implementation. In August,

57
Article 21.

58
Article 19, clause 2; Article 23.

59
For composition of the committee see Mombu Nenpo, *63, 104. For 

report see Mombusho, Atarashii Daigaku Setchi Kijun; Ippan Kyoiku [The 
New University Chartering Standards; General Education] 113-36. (Here
after Atarashli-Ua^^

60 ■
See Section 5, clause oq^eport. Ibid 

See Nihon KySikuGakkai

128.ZJ>

61
gaku Seldo Kenk3ru Ilnkai reaction in
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1970,. however, a second major set of revisions, less total than that

proposed in 1963, was made by the Ministry of Education, again by the use

62
of a ministerial directive.

Under these revisions, the requirement that a university offer a 

minimum number of courses in general education was dropped completely. 

Instead the new^requirements, allowed each university individually to

determine its own required courses and the number of units of instruc

tion it^ould offer in general education. The graduation requirement of 

36 credits in general education iSks^ retained; however, whereas before a

minimum of 12 credits had to be earned in each of the three sub-fields, 

the new provisions required no sub-field speVlfIcatlons, so long as a 
total of 36 hours was earned, making is poss^le for the general educa- 

tion requii^inen

entirely within only one of the three major sutJrfields. Moreover, the new 

^Regulations allowed up to 12 credits of "basic” corses in one’s speciali

zation to be substituted for" portions of the general education requirement. 

These requirements were loosened even more for foreign students and for

thoseln medical and dental programs. In addition, the library fequirements

63
in general education were reduced.

The government, th^tefore, by the power of two directives, managed 

to‘cut rather drastically the general education requirements for both

t'

t to be met by a school or a student with courses almost

Kyoikugaku Kenkyu, Vol. 33, No. 1 (March 1966), 91-95, for a reaction 
to the. draft report. .See also the reaction of the Association of National 
University Presidents in Atarashii Daigaku. . . 137-154 and that of the 
University Accreditation Association, 155-162.

Directive No. 21, 1970.

63
Atarashii Daigaku . . . See/also: Zadankai, "Kalzensareta Daigaku 

Setchi Kijun," [The Revised Uni^sity Chartering Standards] Toki no Ugoki 
(October 1, 1970), 75-101. - -

K
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universities and students. And insofar as the entire process involved

primarily the allowance-^of exceptions to existing rules, rather than the 

govemmentally-directed enforcement of new rules, the changes were of a

much more divisible nature to which individual universities could

The nature of the issue was thus quali-respond in an ad hoc manner.

tatively different from the required changes in the area of university

administration, where changes were mandated throughout the entire system.

"^yond their immediate and visible impact on general education 

requirements, the changes allowid.by the government also legitimated the 

entire thrust of specialization within' the university. The upwardly-
a

\~... ™
aware that big business and the government

specialization, and many have trimmed their ^ademic sails accordingly.

e strongly committed to

64

General education has thus taken on the character of. a hurdle to be

.«.=cl:eared ancilldry to, rather than the intellectu^ development process 

essential to, any serious intellectual "race."

Significant as these changes have been, the government's response to

the demands for increased specialization has been most noteworthy and 

committed in its program to increase the number of graduates in the'fields

of science and engineering, 

undertaken exclusively by the Ministry- of Education, primarily through its

The earliest efforts in this area were

'. f-

power to establish the entry quotas for each faculty of each Institution -

of higher education. According to a"1964 Ministry of Education docu

ment, "an Increase in the number of enrollees in science and engineering

has been attempted every year since the inauguration ofdepartments •.

k64 It"Yanahara Kara . . .See for ex^le Ogose, et • »

K
" '
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,.65
the new schools system. As noted in the previous chapter, however, this 

entry quota has proven ^t best a rough approximation of the actual number

of students entering a particular faculty, and the results of the early 

and annual efforts, while not insignificant, by no means met the actual 

demands being made by the business world that was facing massive expan

sion and economic growth. A more systematic, coordinated and long-range 

plan was developed in 195.7, the key aim of which was to increase by 8,000

the pumber of freshmen enrolled in science and engineering departments

over a five year period.
>

During the first three years, of the plan, the quotas were generally 

met;' even these figures, however, proved to be well below the changing 

needs foreseen by industry and economic plaimers. A more coordinated 

and‘inassiT^-effort was clearly called for, and in February, 1959, the 

government established the Council for Science and Technology as an 

organ of the P^ime Minister's office. The council, which consisted of,

the Ministers of Finance and Educa

tion, and the Ministers of State for Economic Planning and Science and 

Technology, was to coordinate the actions of the various related govern

ment ag.encles and to provide for comprehensive development of the govern

ment's policies for science and technology. 

opable advance in the'demonstrated level of concern by the government to 

- meet the purported needs of the big business world, not only for Increased

among others, the Prime Minister,

This step marked a consid-

65
WP '64, 100.

66
Standards '64, 25.

Cpuhcil for Science and Tedhnology, Outline of the Council for Science 
and Technology. 103. The entire organizational plan is in Tabata, VIII,
'147-49;;^::;^- ;:^ ir..

67

%
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numbers of scientists and technicians, but more generally throughout the 

science field.

One and a half years later, the Council-Issued an extensive plan that 

became the keystone for a variety of coordinated government activities 

in science and technology. Among other things, the proposal, entitled 

"A Comprehensive Plan for the Advancement of Science and Technology in 

the Next Ten Years," contended that between 1960 and 1970 Japan would 

face.^tlmated manpower shortages in the science and technology field of

68

170,000, in the medical field o$. 50,000 and in the engineering field of. 
440,000.^^

In the same month the Economic Council, an advisory comnittee
£} " * ■

affiliated with the Economic Planning Agen

Office, issued a document that was to hecomeX the basis for Japan's 

phenomena:0.growth during' the decade of the 19|50s, "

Doubling of the National Income." 

things that "tlje most important thing in long

of the Prime Minister's

A Plan for the

This document declared among other

irm planning for economic

grwth involves a “numerical guarantee of, and an Increase in the quality

.,70
of, our scientists and technicians. In March, 1961, the Science and 

Technology Agency issued a series of recommendations in the field that

concluded with a statement that the universities must Increase the number 

of students in the sciences and engineering, and they must consider

68
It is worth noting that a key concern in Japanese industrial circles 

at the time was the preservation of national control over critical areas 
of industry, and the IBM acquisition"of the French computer, firm. Machines' 
Bull,, and IBM's consequent dominant position in the French computer 
:bidustry was viewed as a prelude of what might happen to Japan if its 
science and technology fields were not developed and protected from foreign 
Influence.

4-69
Science and Technology Agency, Governmental and Administrative Organi

zation in the Field of Scienti: 
and Administrative. . .) '

c Research, 32. (Hereafter, Governmental

70 Nomura, Seisaku . . , 667.'• -
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policies to alleviate quickly the pending shortages that could be a key 

Impediment to economic^'rowth.^^ 

these shortages was placed on the Ministry of Education and on the individual 

universities, both public and private. The need for substantial government 

aid to reach these goals was clearly recognized in all the reports.

A number ^of coordinated, steps were taken by the relevant govem-

The responsibility for alleviating

.-.v'

ment agencies to achieve the proposed expansion in science and engineering 

studeniis. Several of these necessitated Diet action; the bulk were

handled exclusively within the^bureaucracy. In March, 1961, a bill was

passed to set up temporary National Institutes for training science and
• ■ ’ .. • • - ■ ■

' 72technology teachers.

from the Japan Science Council, but passed 

for

This bill ran. into\some opposition, particularly.

ther easily; it provided
three^har programs* affiliated with nine of the major national 

universities, and sought to alleviate some om the teaching needs that

tr-.-.

be met by the proposed Increases.
* ft •

The necessary■funds for the overall increases in facilities and 

enrollment were budgeted by the'Finance Ministry in coordination with the 

various other governmental agencies and -in September, 1961, the Ministry 

of Education issued a plan to Increase the number of students in science 

and technology departmeints by 16,000 per year starting in 1961.

This shift in the departmental enrollment pattern was achieved 

again through essentially bureaucratic means: changes in the entry quota" 

for specific university departments ,“ enco&ragement of and ready permis

sion to establish or expand existing science and engineering departments.

Tabata, l; 7171

72
Tabata,yiIIi 434-5

K
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and fija^clal Inducements . 

private ttniversity exp^sion in the sciences,

Special accounts were established for

and subsidies were made

available under the Budget Execution Rationalization Law, Under this

latter, faculties of universities could apply for subsidies to the one or

more ministries or government agencies and once funds were granted the

reviewing agency would receive periodic reports on the basis of which they

74
could modify or revise the subsidies. 

the-Mnistry of Education were carried out exclusively through directives

Many of the actions taken by

or internal decisions; the suteidies were part of the budget process and 

went through the Diet along with the entire national budget; the compare-
O * -

tively small sums Involved and the limite'd nature of debate and refine

ment of the budget that results from Diet debate virtually Isolated the 

process i&om slgtilflcdht public debate.

The main outlines of the expansion were formulated in 1960-61;

subsequent refinements, however, took place. noted, for example, 

the initial increase sought by the Ministry of Education was 16,000 per 

year. The business federations responded quickly that such an increase

76
would be insufficient and eventually.a goal of 20,000 per year increase

was established for the years 1961-64. This too was subsequently-revised

upward on almost an annual basis.. -

Beyond this, additional government groups reformulated in minor
V

ways certain aspects of the proposed Increases, or took, or sought to- 

take, steps that would further.advance and legitimate the overall policy. -

;■ ■

73
A special subsidy to encourage science education in private univer

sities was begun in 1956. See WP *64, 133. .

Governmental^ and Administjrative . . . , 40-41.
75 On the Japanese budget prodess see John C. Campbell, "Contemporary 
Japanese Budget Politics." M,
76 "GijutSu Kyolku no KakfcltMk Shinko saku no Kakuritsu Suishin ni
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The economic Advisory Council In a 1963 proposal entitled "Countermeasures 
Toward the Problem of| Developing Human Talents for Economic Growth"

refined many of the proposals and rearticulated the need for Increasing

the numbers and quality of Japan's science and engineering personnel.

The Committee to Investigate the Constitution in 1964 issued a report that

called for some constitutional statement on the desirability of close

78
cooperation between education and industry.

Ministry survey contended that the number of technicians in the area of

manufacturing was only 84% of. the requirement and urged greater efforts

79
On balance, however, despite the minor revisions 

and-further urgings, the basic policy se± in 1960-61 was the key operative 

policy for the decade, one that was quiteXsuccessful in increasing the 

mndber^ol scientists'and technicians.

■

In 1969, a Labor

to fulfill this need.

- From 1960 to 1970 the coordinated government efforts resulted in 

more than aydoubling of the number of scien*

■ and in a 2.6 fold increase in the number of science and engineering

and engineering faculties.

80
graduates. Moreover, there- was a significant shift in the fields in

which students were enrolled. In 1960, 18.2% of the total student enroll-

m^t. was in the fields of science and engineering; by 1969, this,figure 

was up to 23.9%.' Even more significant, within the national universities

kansuru YokS'[Demands in Regard to the Establishment and Promotion of : a .. 
Policy for Epochmaking Advances in Technological Education], Nomura; 
Seisaku . ... 682-83.

77
Ibid., 683-700.

Nagal Kenichi, Kenpo to Kyoiku Kihonken [The Constitution and Bases 
of Authority in Education], 247.

Governmental and Adminij*trative * . . , 33.79

I80
Gijutsu Hakusho [Science-and Technology 
l1 and Admihistrative . . , 33.

Kagaku Gijutsucho, KagaM 
White Paper], 101; Govemmeric
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where the goyernment efforts were most direct, the figure rose from 24 

percent to 33 percent^^in these fields.®^
Further shifts In the same

direction are still expected.

The composite that emerges then is of a government policy consciously 

formulated and Implemented to alter the structure and content of the 

higher educational system in a way to make it increasingly specialized, 

occupationally-oriented and responsive to the demands of big business. 

ThC^olicy has involved the increased differentiation and specialization 

of higher educational Institi^lons and currlculvim and the Increased

production of science and engineering specialists graduating from such 

institutions. The process whereby these\changes have been brought about

has, for the most part, been bureaucratic. Bureaucratic directives have

been the key to_ most pf the shifts in the feneral education requirements, 

to the differentiations made between universities on the chair system and 

those on the ^course system, and to many of the\proposals to differentiate 

further among higher educational institutions. Bureaucratic action

increasing entry quotas and making financial inducements more or less 

available were a substantial force in increasing the niimber of science 

and esgineerlng departments, as well as the ntimber of scientists afid 

engineer^ during the,rtdecade of the 1960s. In nearly ail cases, bureaucratic 

advisory committees were a key device in the generation of concrete . 

policy proposals.

In virtually all of these cases the policies of the government were ' 

effected with kinlmum opposition. The only significant opposition came 

from the Junior College Association over the attempt to force the junior ”

'f

81
Standards *70. 51-52.

»v ■
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colleges into the mold of prewar technical colleges. . Similar to most 

studies of pressure grpup politics, this case was resolved by a compro

mise in which both sides received substantially what they wanted.

Opposition in most other cases was blunted or virtually non-existent. 

Financial measures, for example, could be argued in the annual budget 

hearings, but only on the .b^is of ad hoc appeals that amounted to highly 

disagregable matters that could be dealt with on an Individualistic 

basisV No substantial collective movement ever emerged around the problem

of the government's financial Measures.

Entry quotas too were ad hoc. Bargaining between Individual univer-
' * " ' *5 .

aitie’s and the Ministry of Education, occutred on most’occasions, but 

again agreements could be made on a case bAcase basis. And to the extent 

Government's attempts at expansion into science and engineeringthat" t - .r

were congruent 'trtth the desires of most private universities to expand 

i there>was little argument from the universities about these 

ipduc^ents. ” ■

General education had never been very popular with those trained 

under the prewar system,and never really gained widescale public support.

and the government's efforts to reduce these requirements was opposed 

primarily by liberal, g^ucators. Insofar as the changes involved excep- 

.•tions to rules rather than mandated changes, though, the individual

affected and groups of administrators were rarely 

opposed! at worst those who disagreed with the changes could always

uriversities

retain stricter requirements.

■ . - -4- ■ . . ■

S2 '
The actual government supervision over the uses to which these monies 

could be put was lax as well,liand frequently sums were appropriated for 
science and engineering facul^es, but were used instead for other fields. 
Harada interview •' C?5
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The specific proposals to expand the number of science and engineer

ing facilities and grajluates often came in for general criticism from 

the political left in the form of opposition to the close ties between 

industry and the university Csangaku kyodo).

frequent concern was less with the broad changes that were taking place

and much more with specific ties established between the universities

83
and specific projects with military overtones.

the-*shifting policies on specialization were given minimal attention.

But in this area the most

The broader aspects of

At the time of the 1956 administrative directive establishing the

new "University Chartering Standards," for example, the academic epmmunity 

and the political left were curiously silent. The only public statement 

of opposition appears to have been that ofNthe Japan Teacher’s Union 

denbuhei^'the directive as reactionary and claiming that "it essentially 

prohibits research activities in the new system universities, reducing 

^ the bulk of t)ie national universities to the Watus of [prewar] technical 

colleges." ^Beyond the Issuance of such a statement, however, the union 

did nothing.®^ Throughout the postwar period progressive groups have 

similarly Issued one or another form of general denunciation,about the 

growing ties between the university and industry and most statments 

or actions by the Mniptry of Education or the Central Education Council 

.•fostering such ties have occasioned some verbal response from progressive
. . . . . . . V

political parties or organizations. Rarely, if ever, have these gone beyond ' 

pro forma charges that all such activities are beihg^made exclusively 

in response to *'the demands of monopoly capital.
.,85

Such rhetorical

83
See fdr example^ Tokyo Daigaku Shlmbunsha Henshubu, Dalgaku Mondal 

[The University Problem], i

84 Terasaki,

85 Nihon Kyoshokuin^ 
the People] 29.

Ct^
"Dai^aku SetchfiKijun," 41-42.

ter 5 .

bkumin no tame no Daigaku [Universities for>
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■1
aside, there has been little genuine activity x^thln the 

licitly at altering conservative policies inprogressive camp aimed

this area.

Ifiich of this must clearly be attributed to the nature of the Issues 

involved: low affect, high specificity, explicit scope and high divisi

bility. Furthermore, in almost all cases the changes, in policy have 

been carried out through the almost invisible processes of the bureaucracy.

wlthj.i-ttle opportunity for non-conservative groups to exert an early, 

formal and visible Impact on deedslons. Lastly, attention must be given 

to the fact•that the bulk of the policies have been pushed by big business

federations having a great deal of intemalX political strength and intimate 

connections to the major organs of the LDP a 

grohjis hav^-also formulated their demands in

the government. These

manner very difficult to 

oppose. The demands have been formulated in very generalistic terms, 

^^h particular^ stress being laid on their contribution to national

economic growth. Japan’s progressive camp has, in general, found it 

exceptionally difficult to argue with the phenomenal growth achieved under 

U)P governments during the late 1950s and the 1960s, and the business 

community, legitimately or not, has been able to convince both the govern

ment and large sectors o| the public that its demands for specialization

and differentiation are necessary for the continuance of that growth.

-^e result has been that issue definition has been-far less dichotomous ■ : 

than was shown to have been the case in Issues of university administration • 

and the government's policy of responding to business demands by increasing

specialization and Institutional differentiation has been effected rather 

easily by tie biireaucratic d^i.
;es over which the conservatives exercise

almbst total control At the si time the process has been more conscious
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and to.some extent more cotrfllctual than the incrementalism of enrollment

expansion. In short, the process has been something relatively midway

between the other two cases.

%

I
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CHAPTER EIGHT

CONCLUSION

The most striking characteristic of Japanese policymaking which

emerges from this, study is its diversity. In contrast to those case 

studies of decision making or policymaking which analyze single decisions 

or policies made at specific times and places, and in contrast to the 

broader macro-theoretical approaches which formulate broad generalizations 

about policymaking regardless of time and place, this study has concentrated 

on a Jilted ntmiber of cases over a broad, but distinct and finite time 

period. As a result, it has be|n possible to analyze specific decisions 

in some depth, recognizing their discrete and Individualistic characteristics', 

idille at the same time” highlighting certain underlying commonalities and 

patterns. The result has been an emphasis on

mutabilities/ Isoiatlng ,broad and distinct patterns of policymaking while 

at the same time taking account of the further modulations of each specific

case within these broad patteras. \
—— > \

While it makes.no pretensions to being a mul^lly exclusive and 

totally comprehensive typology of policymaking patterns, this study does 

suggest that at least three clearly identifiable policymaking patterns 

can be found in postwar Japan: policymaking by camp conflict, policymaking 

by incrementalism and pressure group policymaking. These patterns differ 

from one another in terms of the degree of manifest conflict, in the open 

or closed nature of the process, and in the relative weight of different: 

governmental and non-govemmental organs in the actual formulStion of

both similarities and

policy. Which pattern is moat nearly approximated in any individual case 

is a function of the interaction and combination of two different types 

of variables. One set, labelled issue variables, involves the affect, 

scope and divisibility of the Icular issue; the other set, labelled
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political variables. Involves the relevant legal requirements governing 

the policymaking process and the organizational strength and moblllzablllty 

of the political actors most heavily Involved in it.

The limited nximber of cases prevents any precise numerical analysis 

of the contributions made by the Individual variables to the process of
• .V •

policymaking, but at the same time, it is clear that in the cases examined, 

the variables recur in a high degree of synchroniclty with one another.

At the one extreme of policymaking by camp conflict, for example, the 

Issue of university administration was clearly the most highly affective 

Of those studies, as well'as being the broadest in scope and the most 
difficult to disaggregate. In addition, it\almost always arose in the 

i^lpglsl'aftive proposals requiring Dlfet action, and which would 

clearly and directly affect the fortunes of lirge numbers of significant 

and coii5)aratively easily mobillzable political^actors, 

always a publicly visible process involving high 

conflict between Japan's" two political camps.

context o
.TV,

The result was

rtlcipatlon and mutual 

At the same time, signi

ficant variations occurred among all three of the major cases of adminis

tration studied, with only one, for example, resulting in the successful 

passage of government legislation altering relations between the unlversl-
. .r--^ -

ties and the government.

Bepresentlng something of a polar opposite was incremental policy

making. The issue of enrollment expansion lacked almost any meaningful 

historical affect and was a broad, unspecific and easily disagregable 

Issue. Never requiring any specific legislation and Influencing no major

organizations or political actors in any significant and particularistic

■ - ^

ways, expansion was almost exclusively dealt with through bureaucratic
(

*.1



devices, in the form of easy processing of charter applications, 

enforcement of certain minimum legal standards concerning quality.

non-

discretionary funding flexibilities and a heavy reliance on private sector 

universities and market mechanisms. Almost no clear-cut decision, to

expand enrollments seems ever to have been made; 

shows how easiiy policy can result from the combination of several discrete 

decisis, each one of which has come about through a slightly different

process, and no one of which Independently has the scope or comprehensive-
rir-

ness to be called a policy by itself.

however, this area

Occupying close to a'midpoint on most of the issue and political
\

variables and In the actual policymaking process as well was the case of

speciallzatlqn and' differentiation of higher Education.
■ - - ■ -■ ,, 1

distinctly more affective than enrollment

The issue was

expMsion, but in no way as

emotional as administrative issues;

'^ut again not so comprehensive as administrative 

probable scope both narrower and more specific than enrollment but not 

so broad as administration.

far less ^Isagregable than enrollment, 

sues; and with a

Politically as well, specialization and

differentiation occupied a midpoint of sorts: 

organized, and mobllizable business community quite specifically, but few 

other groups saw any immediate consequences for themselves, therefore

it affected the well

pressure on the government for action tended for the most part to be 

unopposed. When it was opposed in the case of the efforts to make the 

junior colleges more occupationally relevant, the government solution was

a pluralistic compromise, with both sides winning large measures of what 

each had sapght. And finally, most of the steps demanded some, but only

limited legislative action, solvable for the most part through

bureaucratic means, although mea 

used to e:q>Md enrollments.

more conscious and directed than were
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These cases suggest the necessity to analyze both politics and Issue 

content In order to imderstand which particular pollcyrnaklng. process Is 

more or less likely to occur In any particular case. For It Is the com~

blnation of the two, not either In Isolation, which correlates most directly 

with the patterns of pollcymal^g analyzed. Again, no claim of exclusi

vity or totality Is advanced for the three patterns examined. They are

explored only In the context of a very limited number of cases within the 

admittedly narrow area of higher education. Moreover, there Is a distinct 

theoretical possibility that many policies will be formulated as a result' 

of hybrids of the different patterns analyzed here. At the same time, 

these three are congruent with most existing case studies of Japanese 

pollc3n^^ng and It Is e:^ected that further research will demonstrate 

their representative nature while at the skme time allowing for their

greater refinement and elaboration.
t \

Althou^ the broad thrust of this study has heen an analysis of 

policymaking processes, certain limited conclusions about the substance

and evolution of Japanese higher educational policies can also be advanced. 

Major changes were fostered In higher Question by the U.S. Occupation 

In all three areas under Investigation. The Americans sought to bring 

about a core open,,autonomous and generalist system than existed In the

prewar period. The close controls of the government were to be checked, 

as was the functional dlffereptlatlon of Institutions and specialization 

of educational content which had dominated the prewar system. At the 

same time, greater egalitarianism of opportunities for students, and more 

substantial equality among institutions was sought. Not all of these goals 

were actually achieved under the.Occupation, but even more certainly.



there has been substantial oovement away from several of the Americanist 

thrusts of the Occupation-Induced changes.

In a sense, the policy area which has shown the greatest continuity 

with American alms and changes has been the area of democratization of 

. enrollment opporttmltles . There, the actual changes Induced by the Occu- -- 

patlon were not as great as Is often Imagined. Nevertheless, there can 

be no question but that substantial democratization has taken place since 

over one-quarter of the college aged population was* by the early 1970a, 

receiving some higher education, giving Japan one of the highest ratios 

Of continuity of^educatlon In the industrial world. This conclusion 
emerge despite the fact that nothing'^proachlng actual equality lii the 

quality of institutions has taken place! despite the fact that opportunl- 

ties are not equally available to'both sexes, despite the fact that there 

has been a substantial decline in the overall quality of the educational 

facilities In nmst.areas of higher education^and despite the fact that 

the heavy reliance on Impoverished private institutions and the 

commitment of governmental funds to higher education has meant that this 

e^anslon of educational opportunities has not been felt equally by all 

social-classes in Japan. Yet. despite all of these limitations* the 

conclusion still .emerges that there has been substantial movement toward 

esqpanded, and more equal opportunities in hl^er education.

At the same time, it is qlear that these emerging opportunities have 

been for an education substantially different from the very general 

training In the four year liberal arts college that was envisioned by the 

Oceupittlon forces. The establishment of the junior college and hi^er 

systems ,^lus the expectation that additional new types
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of functionally differentiated InstitH^itma will f?
CBto i

of the seventies make this clear. So too, Although to a leaser extent* 

does the differentiation vhlch the govemnent has fostered among the national

universities'* whereby a limited nunher of Institutions have been heavily 

funded allowing them to maintain high level research and graduate facilities, 

while the bulk of the rest have been relegated to less prestigious 

^.fynctlons.

Perhaps the most visile trend In the universities* and one which 

has also meant a reversal, of Occt^atlon policies* has been the shift 

'toward a more specialized system of higher education. Institutions have 

become more functionally specialized* md the general education courses 

■ .offe^W^have declined In proportion to the Increased demands for techni

cally trained graduates. A massive program begun in 1960, and continued 

Into the seventies, has Increased substantially the number and proportion 

of graduates "In the fields, of science and engineering* and has resulted
• . . -I

In a decline In the relative Is^ortance of general education* social 

science and the humanities within higher education. All |:hls has been 

In response to demands from the industrial sectors of society for a more 

occipationally-relevant system than that which was set up between 1946 

and 1952. The trend Itself is unmistakable* although it-is difficult 

to evaluate normatively: one of the great problems of the university in 

any industrial society involves„striking a sensible balance between legi

timate* but Inherently one-sided occupational needs* and the university's

own historical* but often dangerously ivory-towered responsibility to 

serve^ society as someth: more than a mere processing plant for techno-

How well the Jap;crats tse system has fared in this delicate balancing
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act must remain largely a matter of debate by those competing visions 

of the ideal equilibrium.

It is in the area where the greatest political battles have been 

fou^t that it is most difficult to assess any particular trend. Japanese 

progressives have been quick to suggest that starting with the "reverse
' .-s • ‘ .

course" during the Occupation there has been an tmrelentlng effort by the

government to Increase its control over all actions on campus, and to

abridge the autonomy of the^unlversity and to check particularly the powers 

of the faculty conference. Unquestionably, many such government efforts 

can be cited; on the other hand, the great bulk of these efforts, prior 

to 1969, were singularly xmsuccessful InXthe face of persistent and tmifled 

opposition by the adademlc community and che progressive camp. At the 

same time, the successful passage of the 1^969 University Control Act may 

well signal a greater govemnent wllllngni

controls over the universities than it has been able to in the past.

The actual impact of the law, in terms of utilized government powers 

has actually been rather minimal. The law is only a five-year teiiq>orary 

aaasure and the provisions allowing the Minister of Education to close 

universities underg^ng sustained violence have not actually been used.

From another perspective, however, the formal provlsl6ns and inple- 

mentatlons of the law represent its least significant aspects. The law's, 

real iTiq)act lies more in its. practical effect on the centralization of 

powers within the individual university, in the actual curtailment of

student protest, and perhaps, as some recent events suggest, in the bol--
■■ -i-

sterlng of a new willingness of the Ministry of Education to exercise 

powers over individual uni^rsitles not affected in any way by the law 

^-Itself.-.::

*; *.

to exercise far stricter
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law quite d^initely hadThe the desired effects on campus protests. 

University presidents, faced with the alternative of p-nd^ng protests on 

their caspuses or coming under the provisions of the law which would allow 

the Kinister of Education to suspend all operations in the unlwrsity, 

almost unanimously chose the former course of action. Police on campus, 

once an event capable of generating flames of protest among even rela- 

t^ejly conservatinK academicians, became a relatively common occurrence 

throughout the country during late 1969 and early 1970. In October 1969,

77 universities were undergoing major protests, but with the passage of the 

1^, university adndnistrators began to call in police at the slightest 

indication of student activism and such ^tions dropped off sha^ly.

By, Pecker the figur;e was down to 38, by January it was 15, and in 

February only 8 universities were undergolig significant protests.^

By mld-1970 virtually all protests had ceased. The new willingness by 

. university administrators to act against prote^lng students under the 

threat of being closed by the,provisions of the new law actually obviated

any need for the Minister of Education to use the powers given to him.
.. , *••<»«.
The law therefore served to centralize power on caapus, both ^ jure in its 

provisions and de facto in the rapid assumption by administrators of 

positions of initiative and control.

Although the original provisions of the law provided for its expi

ration after a five year period, the government began actions in 1972 to 

make it permanent;suggesting therefore that further centralization of

I. .V-

ip;
±i

5

‘

j

•^1

authority and control by the government was in the offing.

I^ Standards *70. 30.
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Such centraliziu^ alms of the government can also be seen in that

the Ministry of Education, soon after the law's passage, became much 

willing than it had previously been to take strong actions against Indl- 

vldu^ universities acting in ways which displeased It.

more

For example, the

Ministry began refusing to appoint university presidents selected by

procedures Ibgal within the universities, but at odds with ministerial 

orientations. In many cases, such refusals were based on the fact that

students, or sttident organizations. In some way participated in the
’^’2

selection or veto of certain choices, while at Kyushu Univeristy Inoue

Seiji was duly elect^ed by the faculty, only to find that his outspoken 

criticisms of the government and of pollck actions on campus resulted in 

the Ministry's refusal to accredit his election.^
.. v:, ., . ^

Additionally, the Ministry began' to hold up funds for some universities 

. whose actions It opposed. In the summer of'1970, for example. In the 

"“Spirit of uniTCrsity-reform which followed the^rotests of the late 1960s, 

toho University selected a teiiq)orary faculty chairman, and two heads of 

affiliated hospitals who were assistant professors, rather than full 

professors, as was expected of all administrators. The Ministry of 

Education quickly suspended all research and construction aid money to 

the school on the gromds that this constituted an illegal action.^

2
In regard to the refusal to appoint the elected President of Kobe 
University, see Malnlchl SHlmbuni February 16, 1971. At Hokkaido, 
the refusal to appoint Sunazawa as Chairman of Education may be 
cited as well. Shashi, Shlrvo. 42-55.
1-68 - -

^ On this see Ohashl, Shlryo. 17-42..

A8^_Shlnbm, June 17, "Kyoiku Kaizo" /"Educational Restructuring

For other Incidents see
• ^

4
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How directly suchJbdcrocosinlc actions by the Ministry of Education 

can be attributed to actual changes In the power relations between the

government and the universities Is difficult to establish. Obviously none 

of them are based on powers granted by the law Itself. The law, however,

in addition to the formal changes^it made, represented a significant syn-
■ --t.

bollc shift In the balance of power between government and university, and 

■ it would appear that this s3nabollsm has transformed relations 

than the law itself. These f^. actions however must be viewed only

even more

as

suggestive of an increased desire and willingness by the government to 

'exercise greater controls over the universities. They do not warrant the

conclusion that the government has dramatic^ly increased its powers 

tha-unlve^sfty, and will continue to do

over

On the other hand, they are 

significant enou^ to foster concern that ev^ further alterations in the

so.

power balance between the universities and the^^govemment may be forth

coming. If this were to happen it could' signal a significant 

weakening of .. the internal autonony of the Japanese universities and 

a return to many of the controls that proved so awesome during the 1930s .

That certain trOTsitions have already occurred in this ,direc-and 1940s.

tlbh can'not be denied.

On the basis of the findings concerning policymaking processes and

- higher educational policy in Japan, it la also possible to advance several 

broader comments on the nature of postwar Japanese politics. What emerges .

most strongly is the need for refinement of many easily held assumptions

about either the inherent similarities or uniquenesses of most aspects 

of Jsqiane^ politics, 

holds also for statements aboi

This is^particularly true for policymaking but it 

uch things as the role of particular
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government Institutions^, such as the Diet or the bureaucracy, or for 

conments diout the role played in Japanese politics by big. business,

LDP factions, or the opposition parties.

that meaningful generalization depends largely on the specific content 

Involved. For example, the Diet was a significant focus of action in 

most areas of university administration, but was totally irrelevant to 

enrol^nt e:q»anaion. LDP factional politics were hardly involved in 

any of the cases, big buslness^was significant only in differentiation 

and specialization and the opposition parties played very different roles 

'from one issue to the'°next. The study therefore forces recognition of 

soma of the great diversity in Japanese political life.

T. ,.Over^Ching such diversity however is tli 

in Chapter Four.

cratic Influence over policymaking is constan

on bureaucratically-dominated advisory committed and on bureaucratic 

directives and comnnmications. .Moreover, the general ability of the 

conservative canp to achieve its policy ends is almost constant, 

so in areas where it could rely on closed, bureaucratic processes of 

policymaking such as prevailed in enrollment e:q)ansion, and to a lesser 

• extent in differentiation and specialization, 

in the 1969 passage of the University Control Act.

At the sai^ time, es^hasis on the hegemonic nature of much of Japanese 

policymaking should not obscure the fact that it is pluralistic as well.

If different grotqis ija Japan lack the unfettered participation in the 

pollcymaklhg process that is so readily presumed to be a component of 

open pluralism,' many areas of policymaking still remain significantly

The case studies make it clear

e hegemonic pluralism examined 

This can be seen in all of the case studies. The bureau—

especially in the reliance

This is

But it was true as well

1K
c>' ::



open to non-conaervat^ve groups and parties. At a bare minimum these 

groups often set the outer limits on what the government can achieve 

without causing major fissures In social serenity.

Ironically» the power of these groups has seemed to be the greatest 

in the areas where the conservatives seemed to care the most, notably in 

the efforts to alter the university administrative system. Certainly 

the_abillty of the Japanese progressives to join academics in successfully 

blocking government efforts this area In 1953-54 and 1960-63 proved 

them to have significant political capabilities. This occurred despite 

the fact that the Diet, which was the focal point of policymaking efforts, ■ 

was under the clear majoritarian rule of Ae conservative LDP. Although 

In prin<^ple they are<also able to operate quietly behind the policymaking 

scenes to influence the government, in the cases examined they were largely 

uninfluentlal In those areas of policy dominated by bureaucratic policy

making, where their channels of effective communication were minimal.

Finally, in addition to the fact that the hegemony of the conservative

camp is well-tempered by elements of pluralism, it Is necessary to realize

that there are genuine dis^vantages to fluid, all encompassing,

choice among alternatives on all issues of public policy, as the Immoblllsme
' ■■■

of France under the Fourth Republic or Italy since the end of World War II 

makes clear. There can be no question but that the conservative camp : 

has exerted Increased control over the organs of public policymaking, 

even as their electoral totals continue to ebb. Yet they have provided

open

political leadership and control that has met many of the major challenges., 

facing tlfe country In the area of higher education, 

dome so in ways which must bi

At times it has

Lpplauded as Inherently favorable to democratic
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iprinciples, such as en Imrat expansion. And such actions, emerging as 

they did from a very closed process raise a question about the Importance

of claims made for the necessity of "open" policymaking to achieve demo

cratic aims. Nevertheless, this policy has been only superficially 

egalitarian, lAlle many other areas of government policy, particularly 

in administration, specialization and differentiation have provided

eitheF-direct and particularistic benefits to limited sectors of society, 

or else hold forth the potential-for direct abridgement of such democratic 

essential academic freedom. On balance therefore, it becomes difficult
to.

hot to-argue that the greatest potential fo'^democracy in policymaking

resixlt from the mOTe open, not the more closed.and in policy is likely to 

processes -

%

‘m
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